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ABSTRACT 

"The Impact of Canadian Missionaries in Korea: A Historical 

Survey of Early Canadian Mission Work, 18884898" 

A thesis submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, 

Centre for the Study of Religion, University of Toronto 

by Yoo Young-sik. 

This dissertation examines how early Canadian 

missionaries influenced Korean society. The Introduction 

critiques previous studies, provides a review of the primary 

sources used, and presents a synopsis of the dissertation's 

thesis. Chapter One through Three focus specifically on Korea. 

While Chapter One examines the socio-political climate of late 

nineteenth-century Korea, Chapter Two describes the impact of 

Roman Catholicism on Korean society and how this affected the 

later reception of Protestantism. Chapter Three details how 

Protestant missionaries learned from Roman Catholic travails 

and came to incorporate Korea's indigenous belief system in 

their evangelizing efforts. 

Chapters Four through Nine examine the lives and works of 

the earliest Canadian missionaries, especially: James Gale, 

first Canadian missionary to Korea (Chapter Four) ; Robert 

Harkness and Malcolm Fenwick, Corea Union Mission leaders 

(Chapter Five); physician-evangelists William and Sherwood 

Hall (Chapter Seven) ; Dr. Oliver Avison, founder of Korea's 

first medical college (Chapter Eight); and William McKenzie, 
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the most assimilated of all Canadian missionaries (Chapter 

Nine) . 
The Conclusion details and summarizes Canada's extensive 

contributions to Korea's modernization process. Such 

involvement included providing religious and modem secular 

education, new medical technologies and training, and efforts 

to instill the Korean people with a spirit of independence and 

self-reliance through social movements. The Conclusion also 

asserts that Canadian missionary efforts in general have 

received but cursory treatment from scholars because of over- 

whelming "American-centrocism's prevalence throughout the 

academic world. 
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INTRODUCTION 

~hrist ianity , ' especially Protestant ism, is an important force 
among Koreans today. The size of some Protestant congregations 

is huge. Statistics show that in 1994 there were half a 

million members of the "Kidokkyo taehan hananim Gi sSnghoe 

(Holy Assembly of Korean Christianity), generally known as 

Itsoon pokilm kyohoell' (Full Gospel church) 3 ,  and 40,000 in the 

congregation of the Young Nak Presbyterian church, both of 

which are located in Seoul. According to 1992 statistics, the 

total budget that year by all of the Protestant churches in 

South Korea was $32 million U.S., which suggests that each 

individual contributed approximately $640 U. S . As South 

Korea's per capita annual income in 1992 was $ 3,200, it is 

probable that each member of the Protestant congregations 

surveyed contributed 20% of their income to their church in 

that year. 

Korea, moreover, is no longer a missionary-receiving 

country, but rather a missionary-sending one. According to 

1988 statistics, 498 Korean missionaries were sent by various 

Protestant Christian Churches in Korea to 50 different 

countries, including Thailand, Brazil, the Philippines, India, 

and Pakistan. Every bit as striking is the fact that in 1993, 

the Korean Bible Society published and exported 4.7 million 

Bibles in 102 different languages?' 

Such aggressive and dynamic promulgation of Christianity 
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by Koreans is not confined to mainland Korea, but is 

paralleled in overseas Korean communities. Canadian 

sociologist Reginald W. Bibby, who contends that I1Christianity 

is the most numerically dominant religion in the world, lt7 says 

also that newcomers, in general, "usually arrive in Canada as 

~hristians . Korean immigrants to Canada typify what Bibby 

describes, and among these Christians the vast majority of 

Korean emigres are Protestants, or at least Protestant 

flchurch-goers,tf primarily because Protestantism is second only 

to Buddhism among Korea's religions. Regardless of their 

numbers, whenever or wherever Koreans form an immigrant 

community, they attend Christian gatherings and establish 

Christian congregations. 

The stresses of adapting to a new social environment 

appear to turn new immigrants into If church people. " Whether or 

not they were professed Christians back in Korea, they usually 

become congregation members upon their arrival in Canada. Not 

only are they able to feel at home among people who speak 

their own language, but they can also make vital connections, 

with the churches functioning as information centres. 

According to a survey conducted in Toronto in 1993, 86% 

of Toronto's Korean community observed some form of religion. 

Among these, 66% were Protestant, 16% were Roman Catholics, 

and 4% were ~uddhist.~ 



G r a ~ h  Introduction 1: Survev on the Relisions 
of Koreans in the Metropolitan Toronto Area 

Protestantism 

0 Cathdicism 

Buddhism 

0 No Relgion 

source: The Choons ana ilbo (The Korea Central Daily), 
(Toronto, Ontario), (December 25, 19931, p .  6. 

As of 1994, there were about 150 Korean Protestant 

congregations in the Metropolitan Toronto area alone, serving 

about 3 5,000 ~oreans , lo a ratio of one Protestant congregation 

about per 200 people. The Chinese community in the 

Metropolitan Toronto area, on the other hand, has about 100 

Protestant congregations serving about 350,000 Chinesetl' 

a ratio of one Protestant congregation per 3,500 people. 

The rapid growth in size and importance of the Korean 

Protestant Christian Church in Canada has also been recognized 

by the mainline Canadian Protestant churches. In 1988, for 

example, the United Church of Canada elected Reverend Lee 

Sang-chul as 32nd Moderator of the United Church of Canada. 

Lee, in fact, had converted to Christianity while he was a 

student at a school in Manchuria operated by the Canadian 

Mission Board. l2 The omnipresence of Christianity among Koreans 



today, whether in Korea or overseas, demonstrates 

Protestantism's tremendous influence on Korean society. This 

may seem surprising, given the relatively short history of 

Christianity in the country, since protestantism was 

introduced just over a century ago, in 1884. The remarkable 

success of mission work in Korea has been described by the 

contemporary historian, Spencer J. Palmer, as "one of the 

marvels of modern history."13 

However, when discussing the growth of Korean 

Christianity, scholars have generally failed to elucidate the 

close connection between the uevangelizationH of Korea and the 

more generalized modernization of Korean society during the 

late nineteenth-century . Thus, the theme of the present thesis 

shall be to discuss the extent of the role of Canadian 

Protestant missionaries in modernizing Korea at the turn of 

the century. 

Though uniformly impressed by the "marvelu of the impact 

of Christian missionary work on Korean society, historians of 

Korean Christianity continue to disagree on the nature of the 

Korean Protestant Churches. Alfred W. Wasson (1880-19641, a 

former Methodist missionary from the United States, for 

instance, contended: 

Among all modern mission fields Korea stands 
foremost for the rapidity with which converts have 
been won and a strong church established. Within 
the lifetime of the pioneer Protestant 
missionaries, a self-governing and largely self- 
supporting church with a vigorous native leadership 
has grown up. l4 



In his "Protestant Christianity in China and Korea, an 

unpublished Ph.D. thesis for the University of California, 

Berkeley (1964), Spencer John Palmer (1927 - 1 noted that, 

"Korea is the only country of continental Asia where the 

largest grouping is now Christian - -  better than six per cent 

of the population. " I 5  When a former missionary, Allen D. Clark 

(1908 - ) , said that the Christian Churches in Korea were "one 

of the most remarkable churches in any mission field in the 

world, he meant that Korean Christian Churches were, and 

are, independent, fully self-governing, self-propagating and 

almost entirely self-supporting.17 However, native Korean 

historians' reflections on the matter are less positive. Yu 

Dong-sik suggests: 

The Christian Gospel came to Korea in the fo-rn of 
their [Westerners ' J tradition and style which rode 
on the waves of Western civilization. That 
Christianity has already lived in this land for a 
century. However, the Korean Christian Church is 
anxious to imitate, and so has failed to take off, 
having only put on the Western mask worn by the 
Gospel when it first came. To date, the Korean 
Christian Church has relied merely on the 
translation of Western civilizati~n.~~ 

Another contemporary historian, Min Kyijng-bae says that the 

history of the Christian Church in Korea has so far served 

merely as a continuation of the church history of the 

proselytizers country, and that Korean Christianity has shown 

no consideration for the history of its proselytes.19 

The discipline of study of Christian Church history in 

Korea is still in its formative stages, and no one has yet 
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done justice to it. This is due partly to a lack of 

sufficiently detailed and scholarly treatments of the mission 

work of specific national groupings. This dissertation seeks 

to assign a proper place in history to the early Canadian 

Protestant missionaries, with special attention to their 

impact on Korea ' s modernization. Moreover, this research 

should help to foster a better understanding of the roots of 

Korean Christianity's heritage both theologically and 

ecclesiastically. 

Unfortunately, because of the Japanese Occupation (1910- 

1945) and the Korean War (1950-19531," many of the basic 

historical materials which one would expect to find in Korea 

have been lost or destroyed. Therefore, scholars must look to 

the homelands of the missionaries for information about them 

and their work. In my attempt to contribute to the knowledge 

of Canadian mission historiography, and to analyze missionary 

life and thought within the historical context of mission work 

in Korea, I have conducted research both in Canada and Korea, 

and as one result, have come to believe that exploring the 

impact of Canadian mission work provides insight into modern 

Korean society and also into the historical connection between 

Canada and Korea. 

Previous Studies 

Several general works on the history of Christianity in 
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Korea have been published by native Korean and as well as 

Western scholars. However, major publications like Han' suk 

kvohoe chosisa (Earlv Historv of Korean Church, 1970) by Lee 

Ho-un, Hanlsuk kidokkvo s6nsianssa (History of the Christian 

Church's Development in Korea, 1979) by Kim Kwang-su, Han'wk 

kidok kvohoesa (History of the Korean Christian Church, 1982) 

by Min ~ ~ & ~ - b a e ,  and Hanlwk kidokkvo ui vdksa (Historv of 

Christianity in Korea, 1991) by the Hanrguk kidokkyosa 

y&kuhoe (The Historical Society of the Korean Christian 

Church), generally neglect the earliest Canadian missionzries. 

Even when a Canadian presence is acknowledged, it is generally 

subsumed under the focus on American mission work. 

The topic is only slightly better treated in Western- 

language publications. A brief survey of Canadian Presbyterian 

missions starting from the arrival of the first three 

"regularH appointees in 1898 may be found in Paik Lak-Geoon's 

(1895-1985) Historv of Protestant Missions in Korea 1832- 

1910 ." Another publication, Canada s Share in World Tasks 
(1920), edited by H . C .  Priest and published by the Canadian 

Council of the Missionary Education Movement, briefly mentions 

the watershed activities of William John McKenzie (1861-1895), 

but totally ignores any missionary work before his. Former 

Canadian missionaries to Korea, Elizabeth A. McCully (1862- 

1941) and James Oxley Fraser (1878 - ? )  , co-authored a book 

called Our Share in ~orea" (1931) in the format of a brief 

description of the works carried on by the Canadian Mission 
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Board starting from 1898. Another former missionary to Korea, 

William Scott (1886-1979), published Canadians in Korea: [A] 

Brief Historical Sketch of Canadian Mission Work in Korea 

(1975) ." It appeared in mimeographed form and began with the 

work of Duncan McRae (1867-19491, Robert Grierson (1868-1965), 

and William Foote (1869-1930), who were sponsored by the 

Presbyterian Church of Canada in 1898. 

Kim Jung-Nn's ltlGod's Country': Canadian Missionaries in 

Korea and Beginning of Korean Migration to Canada," an 

unpublished Ed. D. thesis for the Ontario Institute for Studies 

in Education, University of Toronto (19821, calls itself "a 

study of Korean immigration to Canada."" However, Kim's work 

is neither a detailed history of Canadian mission work in 

Korea nor an historical examination of the Korean immigrant 

experience in Canada. The work is essentially a collection of 

anecdotes from those fortunate enough to "use" Canadian 

missionaries to Igescape" their homeland during the Cold War 

period of the 1940s-1960s, and highlights tales about how 

these Korean refugees settled in what the author has called 

"God ' s Country " : Canada. 

There is also a recent Canadian publication called The 

Cross and the Risinq Sun: The Canadian Protestant Missionary 

Movement in the Japanese Empire (19901, by A. Hamish Ion, of 

the Royal Military College of Canada. Although Ion's work is 

primarily concerned with missionary work in Japan, it does 

contain a segment devoted to the situation in Korea. The 



chapter is entitled "Canadian Presbyterians in Korea."= 

This dissertation specifically investigates the history 

of Canadian missionary work in Korea during the period 1888 - 

1898, and places it in the context of over-all pioneering 

missionary outreach projects. No Korean or Western scholar has 

yet addressed this topic. 

Orientation 

Freelance Protestant Canadian mission work can be traced 

back to 1888, although it was not until 1898 that the 

Presbyterian Church of Canada sent its first official 

representatives. This thesis focuses on the earliest 

missionary efforts, the "germination periodM of Canadian 

Protestant mission work from 1888 to 1898. During this time, 

ten Canadian men and women went to Korea as Christian 

evangel is ts , '6 some as " independents and some under the 

umbrella of the American Mission Board. 

The late nineteenth-century was a pivotal period in 

Korean history just as it was in China and Japan. Amidst the 

social, political and cultural upheaval that was part of this 

transitional era, Canadian missionaries were active not only 

in proselytization, but also in the encouragement of Korea's 

move to modernization. For example, James Scarth Gale (1863- 

1937) did so through literary work, education, and the 

implantation of the spirit of progressivism in Korean youth; 
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Malcolm C. Fenwick (1865-1935) , by "indigenizingU Korean 

Christianity and introducing modern farming technology; 

William James Hall (1860-1894) , by his pioneering enterprise 

of evangelism and medicine in p1y6ngyang (presently North 

Korea) and; Robert Hardie (1865-1949) through evangelization 

and education; Oliver R. Avison (1860-1956), by contributing 

medical technology and medical education, and William John 

McKenzie (1861-1895), by his support of a 'IKoreanizationH of 

Christianity and education. Most of these men understood that 

modernization did not simply mean Westernization or 

Christianization of the Korean people, and this is an 

important reason for the success they achieved. 

At the same time, these individuals' contributions to 

Korean society have yet to receive proper acknowledgement. 

This is because the discipline of Korean religious history 

generally is still in early stages, while the history of 

Korean Christianity is only now receiving attention. Moreover, 

the work of Canadian missions in Korea has, in general, been 

overshadowed by the attention paid to American activities, 

which began at the same time. 

It is therefore my view that given the lack of academic 

research on Christianity in Korea during the time frame 

selected as this thesis1 focus, and in view of the problems 

noted with "Previous Studies," there is ample justification 

for making Canadian Protestant missionary efforts in Korea at 

the turn of the century the subject of this study. 



Sources 

In the preparation of this thesis, I have utilized 

archival materials found in the Archives of the Presbyterian 

Church in Canada, Toronto, Ontario; the Archives of the United 

Church of Canada, Toronto, Ontario; the Archives of the 

University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario; Metropolitan Toronto 

Reference Library, Toronto, Ontario; Markham District 

Historical Museum, Markham, Ontario; Wellington County 

Archives, Fergus , Ontario; Haldiman County Museum, Cayuga, 

Ontario; Renfrew Archives, Renfrew, Ontario; OxfordHistorical 

Society, Woodstock, Ontario; Brockville and District 

Historical Society, Brockville, Ontario; Public Archives of 

Nova Scotia, Halifax, Nova Scotia; and the Colchester 

Historical Society, Truro, Nova Scotia. I have also visited 

the hometowns of the missionaries I discuss in this thesis, 

and have obtained from their surviving relatives a number of 

previously unpublished sources. 

The latter include personal letters, diaries, accounts of 

events witnessed by the authors, manuscripts commissioned by 

former missionaries, local newspapers and documents from local 

historical societies as well as notices preserved in local 

libraries and district museums. Korean-language materials and 

English- language materials pub1 ished in Korea which have been 

used include not only monographs, but also journals, magazines 

and documents in the Archives of the Korean Presbyterian 



Church; the Historical Society of the Korean Christian Church; 

The Hae-sa Collection, Korea University; and the Museum of 

Korean Christianity at Soong Sil University in Seoul, K o r e a .  

The methods employed in this research are historical, 

descriptive, and valuative . Through historiographical 

methodology, a sketch of how Canadians became involved in 

Korean mission work and how that involvement developed will be 

presented. This will reveal the extent of the Canadian 

missionary impact on the  modernization of K o r e a .  Specific 

historical incidents involving the participation of various 

individual missionaries will also be described. 

A final historical analysis will be undertaken to 

summarize the impact of the Canadian missionary effort on 

historical change in Korea. 

Limitations 

The general chronology of Canadian Protestant mission 

work to Korea can be divided as follows. The missionaries 

during the first stage (1888-1893) were all from the Province 

of Ontario. They were graduates of the University of Toronto, 

with the exceptions of Malcolm C. Fenwick and William James 

Hall. These I t £  irst -stagersw had no formal theological 
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training, and consequently were not ordained ministers. They 

were the products of nineteenth-century missionary movements, 

such as the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions, 

which had spread across the North American continent at that 

time. 

During the second (1893-1895) and third stages (1898- 

1925) , most of the early missionaries were graduates from both 

Dalhousie University and the Presbyterian College, Halifax, 

Nova Scotia, and later ones were from Ontario and other 

provinces. They were either theologically-trained and formally 

ordained ministers or professionally trained medical doctors. 

The representative of the second stage was the independent 

missionary, while those of the third stage were official 

representatives of the Presbyterian Church of Canada. 

The fourth stage (1925- ) was the outcome of the birth of 

the United Church of Canada in 1925, a period of some 

turbulence in Canadian Protestantism. Missionaries in the 

field divided into two groups: those who agreed to work under 

the umbrella of the United Church of Canada remained in 

K~rea,~' while those who were loyal to the Presbyterian Church 

of Canada were forced to return home. One of the "expatriatew 

Presbyterian "loyalists, If Luther Young (1875-1950) , went to 

Japan in 1927 to work under the Presbyterian Church of Canada 

with the Korean residents there ." 

This dissertation is not intended to be a comprehensive 

history of Canadian mission work in Korea. As noted 
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previously, the time-frame chosen for this thesis is a ten- 

year period, from 1888 - - the year in which the first Canadian 

missionaries, James Scarth Gale, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert 

Harkness, landed on Korean soil - -  to 1898 the year in which 

a trio of Nova Scotians: Duncan McRae (1867-1949), Robert 

Grierson (1868-1965) and William Foote (1869-1930 1 were sent 

by the Presbyterian Church of Canada. 

This dissertation's primary aim is to outline how the 

Canadian missionaries who operated during the first and second 

stages began mission work to Korea at the turn of the century 

(either as "independents" or under the American Mission 

Board) , and to reveal their changes to Korean society. 

Content 

The dissertation consists of ten chapters with, in 

addition, an Introduction and a Conclusion. 

In Chapter One, the socio-political climate of late 

nineteenth-century Korea is examined. When dealing with the 

Korea of this period, emphasis will be placed on how late- 

nineteenth-century society was portrayed by both modern native 

Korean and Western historians. This chapter discusses 

Confucian yansban society, the privileged social class who 

controlled the socio-politics and economics of the Yi dynasty. 

Chapter Two will discuss the coming of Roman Catholicism 

and the coming of Protestantisn to Korea. The focus will be on 
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the prelude to Protestant Korean mission work, i.e., that 

occurring in Manchuria and Japan prior to the arrival of 

Western missionaries on the Korean peninsula. This chapter 

deals with how young Korean reformers at the turn of the 

century viewed Western religion, in this case, Protestantism. 

Chapter Three illustrates how elements of the indigenous 

religious tradition, e.g., folk legends concerning Tanlaun 

mythcrlogy, and shamanistic beliefs about Hananim (One Supreme 

Being), worked to the advantage of Protestant missionaries in 

the late nineteenth-century. 

Chapter Four examines the brief history of the University 

of Toronto's Young Men's Christian Association (UT-YMCA) with 

particular attention being paid to how the Student Volunteer 

Movement (SVM) in North America motivated students like James 

Scarth Gale (1863-1937) to go into foreign mission work, 

attention being directed especially to his style of 

"freelancen evangelizing and his independence from the 

ecclesiastical chauvinism practiced by the various 

denominations. Gale's study of %iecularn Korean culture and 

his ultimate flworldlyN contributions to Korean society will 

also be considered. 

Chapter Five examines the events and motivations leading 

up to the founding of the "Corean Union Mission" organized by 

some businessmen in the City of Toronto in 1888 and how they 

sent Robert Harkness (1858-1938) and Malcolm C. Fenwick (1865- 

193 5 ) to Korea as their representatives . The brief personal 
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history of Harkness will be given but more attention will be 

paid to Fenwick. Fenwick1s life-style in the mission field, 

his independence from financial and ecclesiastical groups, and 

his method of "KoreanizingU mission work will be given special 

attention. 

Chapter Six examines the motivation behind, and the 

implications of, the "Medical Students1 Young Men's Christian 

Association of the University of Torontoft (MS-YMCA) for Korean 

mission work. The MS-YMCA's relationship with the UT-YMCA, 

which dispatched James Gale to Korea, is also examined. The 

life and work of the MS-YMCA's representative, Robert 

Alexander Hardie (1865 -194 9) , is then explored. Special 

attention is paid to Hardie s involvement with the 1907 "Great 

Revival Movement" and his contribution to religious education. 

This chapter also examines the major impact of the "Revival 

Movement. I' 

Chapter Seven discusses another SVM product, William 

James Hall (1860-1894), from Queens1 College (presently 

Queens University, Kingston, Ontario) . Hall organized, or at 

least came to be, the leading spirit of the first Young Men's 

Christian Association of the medical college of Kingston. His 

pioneering mission in P1y5ngyang is investigated, as well as 

the impact of his sudden death in 1894. This chapter also 

discusses the contribution of Half's son, Sherwood Hall. 

Chapter Eight examines the life and work of Oliver R. 

Avison, M.D. (1860-1956), the man who created an ecumenical 
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spirit among the various Protestant medical missions by 

synthesizing them into a more effective medical force. It also 

shows that he was the one who transformed the wmiraculous~ 

foreign medical field into an indigenous one by founding 

hospitals, establishing a medical school, and teaching Korean 

physicians. The importance of his medical work and his 

contribution as a "medicine man," not only to the Korean 

medical field, but also to the winning of Royal patronage for 

mission work, is investigated. Technically speaking, all 

Canadian missionaries to Korea, up to and including William 

John McKenzie, were - - except for Avison and Hall - - sent as 

unofficial operators, the products of the nineteenth-century 

volunteer missionary movement. More specifically, all of these 

proselytizers, with the exceptions of Fenwick, Hall, and 

McKenzie, were University of Toronto graduates. Ontario's 

domination of the Korean missionary movement ended following 

the emergence of the Nova Scot ian "freelancer" William John 

McKenzie as the driving force behind Canadian mission work in 

Korea. His suicide in 1895, after less than two years in the 

field, prompted the Presbyterian Church Council of the 

Maritime to assume stricter control over the movement. From 

this time onwards, only uregular,u L e . ,  officially- 

sanctioned, missionaries were dispatched to Korea. This change 

marked the formal beginning of organized Canadian Presbyterian 

mission work in Korea, which started in 1898. 

In Chapter Nine, William John McKenzie (1861-1895) , "the 
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linker between Canada and Korea, lt2' is discussed with regard to 

the significance of this regional shift in the control of 

Canadian Presbyterian mission work. Moreover, McKenziels 

personal background and his important contribution to Korean 

society, as well as his vision of indigenizing Korean 

Christianity, is discussed. His experience of dealing with 

East-West discord during the Tonghak Rebellion is also 

examined. 

The final chapter, a summation, responds to the 

question: How, and to what degree, did these early Protestant 

Canadian missionaries influence Korean society? 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE SOCIETY OF LATE NINETEENTH-CENTURY KOREA 

In this chapter, no attempt has been made to present the 

entire history of the Yi (Chos6n) dynasty (1392-1910), but 

rather to examine those factors which caused the dynasty to 

open itself to the West, and those which most affected 

missionary effort , in the late nineteenth-century. 

Specifically, these factors include the changing dynamics of 

power struggles between the Royal in-law families, namely sedo 

chbnschi ( "in-lawn power politics) ; the incessant factionalism 

in highest levels of bureaucracy, known as the sbwdn; the 

changing dynamics among four different social strata (yansban, 

chunsin, sanqnin, and ch6nmin) ; increasing frequency of 

peasant uprisings; and the growing dissatisfaction of Korean 

women with their long subordination. Examination of these 

topics provides considerable insight into the socio-political 

climate of late nineteenth-century Korea. This in turn lays 

the groundwork for Chapter Two's discussion of the 

introduction of Roman Catholicism and Protestantism, and how 

such a political climate enabled Protestant evangelization to 

settle down "comfortablyu on Korean soil. Apart from its 

precarious domestic situation, Korea at that time was a 

tributary of the collapsing Qing dynasty of China, and an 

object of both Japanese and Russian imperialist aspiration.' 
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Yi S6ng-gye (1335-1408, r. 1392-1398) established his 

dynasty in 1392 after having brought about the fall of the 

KOI+ dynasty (918-1392) . The Yi state's new administration 
adopted as its guiding principle the idea that the state had 

to be "infused with the ideals of Confucianist government. "' 
The Confucianism that the Yi adopted as part of their 

political discourse was actually Neo-Confucianism, a 

philosophical system of ethics as well as a political 

ideology, in which the focal point is the immutable 

hierarchical relationships among human beings. More precisely, 

the so-called " Five [Confucian] Relationships" became the 

official blueprint for Yi society. These relationships were: 

1) between the ruler and the ruled as demonstrated by loyalty; 

2 )  parents and children, i .e. filial piety; 3 )  husband and 

wife, based on her obedience; 4) the elder and the younger 

relative, shown by respect; and 5 )  friend and friend, with 

trust between them. It is significant that all relationships 

other than those between friends were based on unequal status. 

During the formation of the new dynasty, the Yi ruling class 

rejected Buddhism, which had been used by previous dynasties 

as their base of political ethics, and "made Neo-Confucianism 

[the Yi] spiritual mainstay,"' along with their posture of 

sadae or dependence on the greater power of China. 

In China, Neo-Confucianism, called in Korean, chui ahak 

(The School of Chu Hsi) or srjnalihak, (The Sung Dynasty School 

of Principle) took the cosmos as the main object of its 



philosophical enquiry; in Korea, on the other hand, the main 

object of philosophical debate was the human being. As Martina 

Deuchler explains: 

The literati-of f icials, [or vansban in Korean] , of 
the Yi dynasty found in the principles of Neo- 
Confucianism a compelling and well-reasoned 
system of thought that could be used to reshape 
Korean society. They interpreted the Chinese 
classics literally and endeavored to apply their 
precepts directly to the Korean social environment. 
The Confucian officials were guided by the 
description of an 'ideal type' of society, which 
they discovered in China's classical literature, 
and by the metaphysical relationship Neo- 
Confucianism saw between the superhuman world of 
nature and the human order. Drawing from these two 
sources, the Korean Confucianists at the beginning 
of the Yi dynasty tied the building of a Confucian 
Korean society to China's feudal past as it was 
interpreted and expanded by the Neo-Confucianists 
of the Sung dynasty, especially those of the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries.' 

The literati who helped Yi Sbng-gye to found a new dynasty saw 

rational as well as ethical philosophical elements in Neo- 

Confucianism. Adoption of such an ideology was seen as the way 

to meet the needs of a society in which the irrational (i-e., 

superstitious practices) and the uncritical (moral corruption) 

prevailed. 

Not only did Neo-Confucianism provide the yansban 

ilite with political guiding principles, it also became an 

influential factor in all aspects of Korean social behaviour, 

thoroughly penetrating the mores of the society. Even today, 

Neo-Confucianism pervades marriage practices, attitudes toward 

educating children, and relations between the sexes. 

Once the Yi dynasty was formally established, Yi Sbng-gye 
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supported the Confucian-literati in return for their having 

supported him in his drive to the throne. The original cadre 

of these literati were titled kaesuk konssin (Meritorious 

Subjects in the Foundation of the Dynasty). Thus, a corps of 

Confucian-bureaucrats began to emerge, and it was they who 

steered the course of politics during the Yi dynasty. Through 

a political organization called the to~~v6ns'iiisasa (Privy 

Council), these officials exercised their power by making 

rules and regulations according to Neo-Confucian doctrines. In 

reality, even Yi S6ng-gye's role "was no more than to give 

sanction to the Council1 s decisions and to order them [to be] 

carr [ied] out. Through this Sino-centric Confucian ideology, 

a monarch, who was in fact only nominally in control, shared 

power with influential Confucian aristocrats. 

As monolithic as this political sphere appeared, it 

contained certain elements which not only brought down the Yi 

dynasty, but also were responsible for "opening" the country 

to the West, a change which greatly aided the work of 

Protestant evangelization. 

During the 1800s, the Yi dynasty was forced to contend 

with sedo ch6nachi, a peculiar form of Korean politics. Sedo 

literally means "power without authorityI1 and chbnschi means 

"to govern." When King ~hdngjo (r. 1776-1800) died in 1800, 

the clan-dominated politics of sedo-chtinschi threatened to 

corrupt the monarchical authority of the Yi dynasty. The 

building of a new nation was seriously threatened by a 
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concurrent succession dispute which resulted in bloodshed and 

commoner rebellions, a combination of which created an 

unstable political atmosphere. For the first time in history, 

the sedo ch6nschi was employed when King Sunjo (r. 1800-1834) 

was enthroned at the age of ten following the death of his 

father, Chengjo, in 1800. As a result of his young age, 

Sunjots father-in-law, Kim Cho-sun (1765-1831) of the Andong 

Kim clan in Ky6ngsang Province, was able to concentrate 

political power almost entirely in his own hands, and in 

consequence many of his close clansmen rose rapidly to occupy 

vital positions in the central government. This resulted in a 

power struggle with the Cho clan of Pungyang, one which 

ushered in the so-called era of sedo ch6nschi. This lasted for 

about one hundred years, technically only ending "in 1895 when 

Queen Min, the consort of King Kojong, was murdered. [l6 Sedo 

ch6nachi demonstrated more than anything else the ascendancy 

of the yansban bureaucrats and the decline of royal power. The 

interests of individuals and clans prevailed over national 

interest and benefits. Political instability and a figurehead 

monarchy tended to increase the masses1 hatred of, and 

disloyalty towards, the court and the ruling class. People's 

confidence in the government diminished and the restlessness 

of the dissatisfied masses was expressed by anti-government 

incidents like Hong ~y6ng-naels Uprising in 1812 (see below). 

The century-long period of factionalism and aggravated sedo 

politics irreversibly damaged the nation's development and 
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"contributed to and hastened the process of the demise of the 

Yi dynasty. "' 
The chronic factionalism of the Yi dynasty was further 

intensified by the establishment of numerous s6w6n (private 

academies) .' Theoretically, s6w6n was a shrine to the spirit 
of a departed confucian9 and its purpose was to offer higher 

Confucian education to the sons of the so-called "isolatedu 

vanoban . More specifically, s6w& were founded either by 

yansban who had been ousted from posts in the central 

government or who had returned to the countryside upon their 

retirement. 

In some cases, the monarchy assisted the building of 

s6w6n. There were a number of so-called "saaek sGw6nm schools 

which received their names along with lands, slaves and books 

from the King himself. One example of this occurred in 1550, 

when King Mycngjong (1545-1567) granted the name, "sosu w6w6nN 

to a s6wbn established by Chu Se-bung (1495-1554) in 1542 in 

~yhgsang Province, in the southern part of Korea. Another 

type of Gwen was maintained purely by private donations. 

Whether supported by the king or existing as private sewen, 

these institutions were exempt from tax and c o n g e  obligations 

to the state,l0 and grew in numbers. By the reign of King Sdnjo 

(r. 1567-1608), there were 274 sowen altogether, 131 of which 

were royally-authorized " ~ a e k  s 6 ~ 6 n . " ~ ~  

What was common to the many sewen across the country was 

that they all belonged to one yansban faction or another- 



Although the initial idea behind the founding of sdwdn was to 

honour an ancestral spirit, these academies turned out to be 

preparatory schools for the kwasd (Government Civil Service 

Examination) and consequently became seedbeds of factionalism. 

If a man passed the kwasb, and secured a central government 

position, he was expected to "pave the way for them [the 

people in the same s6wGnl to return to power.111' Lee Ki-baik 

notes : 

Thus the s6wBn came to occupy a position in Yi 
society exactly like that enjoyed by the Buddhist 
temples in the Kory6 period, and the moving force 
behind this development was none other than the 
Neo-Confucian literati.I3 

sGw6n harmed Yi society not only by planting the seeds of 

incipient factionalism, but also by fostering social 

corruption by providing a venue for the evasion of military 

and labour duties. The s6wbn became not places of learning, 

but rather places of "partisan disputation.'14 

Students and teachers were bound together by the 

establishedNeo-Confucian respect for hierarchy. Students from 

the same s b w h  were bound together in ideological solidarity 

and dealt with the matters and issues of the government as a 

unit. Inevitably, s6wbn came to reduce the central power of 

the state while increasing regional power. These private 

academies were, according to Vipa Chandra, "considered hotbeds 

of intellectual dissent and factionalism"" and "continued to 

the end of the dynasty."16 They were a constant challenge to 

the sovereignty of the Yi dynasty. 



The social structure of Yi society was based on four 

different social strata. The top level of this social ladder 

was comprised of yansban i t .  , two classes of ucivilM and 

"militaryn, but normally vanaban means civil officials), a 

privileged and hereditary ilite group who controlled 

government affairs. Yi society was a vansban bureaucratic 

state which was formed "of and by the vansban 6liter1" for the 

welfare of the yansban themselves. 

Aristocratic bureaucrats in a traditional society like 

that of Yi Korea provided the state with the frame work for 

political power and economic strength, for which they were 

amply rewarded. The ultimate objective of every yansban was to 

become a bureaucrat and hold a government position - -  not in 

the provinces, but in the capital. To achieve this, it was 

necessary to pass a kwaab, the gateway to government office.'' 

In order to prepare themselves to take the kwaqci, male vansban 

children entered Confucian schools, like the s6w6n or 

hvanqwo, (Confucian Village School) at an early age. To a 

yancrban, passing the kwas6 meant higher social status even 

within the yansban class itself and assured them of continued 

economic privileges. However, the examination system soon 

became corrupted because of the factional strife, as 

contemporary historian Han Woo-keun notes: 

No one could hope to pass them [examinations] 
unless he belonged to the faction in power, and 
even if he did pass he was not guaranteed an 
appointment, although officially he was supposed to 
get one. lg 



In 1818, during the reign of King Sunjo (r. 1800-1834), 

Lee ~y6n-ha, an instructor at the sbnaqvun'swan (National 

Confucian Academy) , submitted a memorandum known as "Kwagb f i i  

Palpaem (Eight Corrupt Practices of K w a s 6 ) ,  to the king. Lee's 

eight wcorruptions l1 were : plagiarism; bringing books into the 

examination hall ; allowance of unauthorized people into the 

examination hall; submission of previously prepared answers; 

leaking of the questionnaire to a particular person; 

intermittent switching of examiners; replacing the answer 

paper, and bribing [officials to grant] the right to take the 

examination .'O 

In theory, the opportunity to take the kwasb was also 

open to commoners. In reality, however, it was impossible for 

commoners to take the kwas6, since they had to labour for a 

living and had neither the time nor money to prepare for the 

examination. Even those who passed the kwaqb were not always 

able to become government officials, as the number of 

successful ~anaban exceeded the number of government posts 

available. Thus, throughout the history of the Yi dynasty, the 

kwasd system created sharp competition, rampant nepotism and 

factionalism among the vansban. This in turn caused events 

which led to the weakening of Yi social order, and by the late 

nineteenth-century the system was beyond repair. 

The second rank of the social strata was chunsin (lit., 

"man in the middle") . They were inferior to the vansban, but 
distinct from the sanmin (common people) and chdnmin 
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(outcasts). Chunain held minor government positions, serving 

as technicians, interpreters, physicians, etc. The vansban 

class was both polygamous and endogamous. However, when a 

vansban took a concubine, the social status of the concubine's 

children was that of chunsin or chdnmin, the same class to 

which their mother usually belonged. They also were barred 

from government office. 

The third social class was that of sanmin. These people 

engaged in various agriculture, handicraft, and commercial 

enterprises. They made up the vast majority of the population 

and bore the heaviest burden of taxes, c o n g e  labor and 

military service. 

The bottom social d a s s  consisted of the ch6nmin ("low- 

born peoplet1, or outcasts). They were slaves who belonged to 

government offices or private individuals, as well as actors, 

singers, shamans, butchers, etc. Such individuals were 

regarded as subhumans, with butchers in particular being 

relegated to isolated villages. 

In principle, the Yi dynastyt s social stratification was 

determined by birth; e . g . ,  vansban were yanaban by right of 

birth and lineage, all governmental authority was controlled 

by vansban. However, as noted above, not all vansban could 

gain a position in the bureaucracy, and this ensured tensions 

among the yansban which frequently evolved into factional 

strife. 

By the mid-1800s, there was an flover-populationw of 
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vansban. This occurred both naturally (since the status was 

hereditary) and because of commoners~ acquisition of yanaban 

status through illegal processes. The political result of this 

was a weakening of the central government power as 

disadvantaged yanaban withdrew their loyalty. Increasing 

instances of conflict and corruption also decreased national 

revenues and began slowly to cripple the overall economy." 

In regard to the previously-mentioned four social classes 

of Yi society, it must be emphasized that the State-defined 

role of the chunsin, sanmin, and chdnmin was to provide for 

the welfare and financial support of the vansban. Non-vansban 

supposedly were less privileged, especially in that they were 

not "legallyH allowed to own estates, but were merely 

deputized to conduct economic activities for vansban. However, 

from the beginning of the eighteenth-century , the development 

of new farming techniques and an economic infra-structure 

which promoted trade, along with a more advanced monetary 

system enabled some commoners to elevate their social status 

and acquired estates. For example, prior to the eighteenth- 

century only one crop a year could be raised, but from the 

reign of ~6ngjo (r. 1724-1776) on, annual double-cropping of 

rice and barley was practiced throughout the country." Later 

in the Yi dynasty, domestic and international trade activities 

became viable alternatives to farming.') Such factors greatly 

improved the economic status of non-vansban, something which 

threatenedthe existingvansban-dominated social organization. 



Yi society as a whole became increasingly tense as the 

non-yansban classes - -  largely the chunsin and sancrmin - -  

started to accumulate wealth "due to the development of 

farming techniquesu" and through the expansion of commercial 

activities. On this matter, Han Woo-keun contends: 

The government began offering promotion in social 
status and even government office to anyone who 
would supply it with funds or grain. The practice 
became widespread, the government, for example, 
sending blank certificates of appointment to 
provincial officials to be sold t o  the highest 
bidder in order to support local administrations.' 

According to Han, the Yi government initiated this business of 

openly "sellingu social status as early as the seventeenth- 

century. For example, the government issued a "konsmv6nchb~" 

(Blank Certificate) , '6 and made money by selling government 

posts. Individual yanqban did the same, though indirectly, by 

selling genealogical records, known as chok~o, to wealthy 

who could thus claim vansban 1 ineage with all its 

attendant privileges. These genealogical records had been 

compiled originally to prove yansban status. Contemporary 

historian Song Chan-sik states: 

Almost all of the commoner families could not have 
genealogical records. Therefore it can be said that 
genealogical records were exclusive possessions of 
the vansban class, and possessing one meant the 
owner was a member of the vansban class. As the 
vansban constituted the ruling class in the Yi 
dynasty, to have a genealogical record was its 
prerogative. " 

Although unknown when the first appeared 

Korean s~ciety,'~ it is clear that the possession of a chok~o 
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was the pride of the yansban and a license for others to claim 

vansban status during the late Yi dynasty. 

The spread of chokpo affected Yi society in two major 

ways. First, some financially-pressed vansban took money from 

commoners to permit them to record their names in the 

vansbanls chok~o. Secondly, in some instances people totally 

fabricated chok~o in order to become yansban. One scholar 

suggests that fabricated genealogical records "loomed as a 

serious social problem in the latter half of the Yi dynasty."" 

During the reign of King Ch6ngjo (r. 1776-18001, fifteen 

instances of fabricating genealogical records and 166 cases of 

purchasing fabricated genealogical records were punished by 

the government . 

Interestingly, the Yi government finally capitulated and 

allowed non-yansban to legally register their own chok~o. Kim 

Chae-yun recounts : In order to supplement its strained 

finance, the state began to give government positions to 

farmers in exchange for their contribution of money and 

grain."" A direct result was that late Yi society w a s  rampant 

with the sale of government posts, and though the original 

purpose of genealogical records was to separate yansban from 

the rest of society, in actuality, false genealogies became 

one of the contributing factors in the break-down of Yi 

society's social order. By the late nineteenth-century, strife 

within the dominant class, i.e., between "trueu and "falseu 

vansban, was common. In his book Histoire de 1 &mlise de 
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~ o r g e  (1874) , French historian Charles Dallet (1829-1878) 

wrote that beginning f rorn the late seventeenth-century " the 

number of yanaban increased too muchn3* and for example, in 

1690, there were only 9 - 2 %  yanqban households in Taegu area, 

Ky6ngsang Province, but the number of van~ban households 

increased to 70.2% in 1858.33 

The following statistics regarding social stratification 

during the Yi dynasty from the reigns of King Sukjong (r. 

1674-1720) to Chdljong (r. 1849-1863 1 show that lower class 

individuals improved their social s t a t u s  over time. The 

difference in the percentages of chBnmin and vanaban in 

society had narrowed substantially in 168 years .  The growing 

number of yanqban not only exacerbated social disorder, but 

increased the impoverishment of Y i  s oc i e ty  in general. 

(See Table 1:l) 



Table 1:l Social Stratification in the  Yi Dvnastv from 1690 

yangban 6.7 % 14.5 % 29.9 % 4 4 . 6  % 
sangmin 47.7 % 5 4 . 9  % 5 4 . 9  % 2 4 . 0  % 
ch6nrnin 45.9 % 30.6 "s 15.6 % 31.4 % 

Graph 1:l Percentaae of t h e  Social Stratification 

in the  Yi Dvnastv from 1690-1858 

MIDDLE CLASS LOWER CLASS 
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As the above indicates, over a period of 168 years, the number 

of yancrban increased by 37.9 percent, becoming six times its 

original size. At the same time, the sansmin and chhmin 

decreased by 27.7 percent and 23.5 percent respectively. 

Dissatisfaction with the court and yansban officials was 

expressed through repeated popular uprisings in the late 

nineteenth-century. These protests greatly accelerated the 

dynasty's collapse. 

The first peasant protest in the history of Korea to be 

fueled by a so-called "Human Rights1' ideology was the 

rebellion led by Hong Ky6ng-nae (1780-1812) in 1811. Hong 

himself was from a vansban clan, but did not hold a central 

government post. It was general practice at that time to exile 

vancrban who did not belong to the "inner-circle power group1' 

to P1ybngan Province in the northwest, and so isolate them 

from political in£ luence . Hong, however, did not passively 

accept his fate. He gathered together large numbers of other 

I1exiled" vansban, as well as commoners like merchants and 

farmers to protest against the governmentls policy of 

discrimination against the populace of ~ly6ngan Province. Hong 

led his forces in a march on Seoul, but was killed in a battle 

with government troops, the uprising having lasted only five 

 month^.'^ Although Hongls own attempt at rebellion failed, he 

played the role of "Pied PiperH for subsequent peasant 

uprising throughout the country and added "fuel [to] the [fire 

of ] deepening popular discontent. 1136 
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About fifty years after Hong I(y6ng-nae ' s Rebellion, 

beginning in the 1860s during the reign of King Chbljong (r. 

1649-1863) , large peasant revolts occurred a11 over the 

country. The Chinju Uprising of 1862 in Kydngsang Province in 

the southeast of Korea was the first. P1vbnsma ch'ijltosa, 

(Military Commander-In-Chief) Paek Nak-sin ( ? - ? )  had come to 

Chinju to take up a new post in 1861. He subsequently 

embezzled government property and exploited the people. The 

citizens of Chinju, armed with bamboo spears, rose against him 

and other local functionaries. This uprising, like the Hong 

~y6ng-nae Rebellion, was instigated by local yansban . Indeed, 
the 1860s were an era of explosive peasants8 ~prising.'~ 

Thereafter, Korean society in general, rather than just 

that of the ruling vansban, was affected by nation-wide 

peasant rebellions. The Chinj u Uprising was followed by 

revolts in Kyengsang, ch6lla and Chungchhg Provinces, and 

even one by fishermen on Cheju Island." Rebellions also spread 

into central Korea and the northern Provinces of Harngy6ng and 

Pty6ngan. Farmers attacked district officials' offices, 

destroyed tax records, sacked government officials ' homes and 

even killed local functionaries. 

Peasant resentment against the legal abuses and 

corruption of officials had reached the point of radical 

action by the second half of the nineteenth-century. British 

traveller and writer Isabella L. Bird Bishop (1831-1904) who 

travelled throughout Korea during the 1880s, recorded: 



There are innumerable peasant farmers who have gone 
on reducing their acreage of culture year by year, 
owing to the exactions and forced loans of 
magistrates and yancrban, and who now only raise 
what will enable them to procure three meals a day. 
It is not wonderful [not a wonder] that classes 
whose manifest destiny is to be squeezed, should 
have sunk down to a dead level of indifference, 
inertia, apathy, and listlessne~s.~~ 

She characterized the Korean class system as being that of 

"the Robbers and the R~bbed."~ The vansban officials she 

considered to be Itthe licensed vampires of the country. N41 

The government viewed these peasant uprisings with great 

consternation and anxiety. Attempts were made to pacify the 

angry mobs by banishing some of the government officials 

denounced by the farmers, and by executing the leaders of 

various rebelliond2 For example, the Korean central 

government sent a scholar-official, Pak Kyu-su (1807-18761, to 

Chinju to suppress the uprising there, but his efforts led to 

no visible solution. The government also established a new 

"Regulatory Bureau of the Three-Lands System" (sarnidns ii dnq 

chhq) 43 in order to solve long-standing problems with the land 

system and over-taxation. The government dispatched "amhaeng 

bsaH (a special royal inspector) to find out the cause of 

particular uprisings and to remedy the problems ? However, the 

Yi social order had become too "rotten" for government 

measures to curtail the grievances of the farmers . Js Moreover, 

the government s attempts proved ineffective as the ~ansban 

officials charged with implementing changes feared that a 

complete reform would bring about the loss of their own 
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Another aspect of social fragmentation was the friction 

caused by the position of women. Yi society was based on a 

patriarchal Neo-Confucian social paradigm which accorded all 

rights and privileges to the father, and women (and children) 

were subordinate to men." In the Korean world-view, the 

relationship between the sexes was based on vin-vanq 

cosmology; e-g., heaven (the vanq/male element) dominates 

earth (the vin/female element). Thus, women were supposed to 

be %hadowsW of men. According to the "three obediences, " a 

woman had to obey her father when unmarried, her husband when 

married, and her son when widowed. Yi Neo-Confucianism viewed 

women as "innern beings (or domestic figures) and men as 

"outeru people (or public figures). 

Women were trained solely to fill their "inner1! role and 

rarely recognized any "outer" ones. Although women were 

excluded from public social activities and education, " they 
were powerful in the private realm- Women were the primary 

administrators of household affairs and leaders of the 

household religious activities, i.e-, shamanist rituals. 

Martina Deuchler rightly notes: "The  Confucian image of woman 

was thus a double one: she had to be modest and submissive, 

but also strong and responsible. "" 

When Protestant missionaries arrived in Korea in the 

late nineteenth-century, they tried to revolutionize Yi 

society by changing the traditional view of women as 



"inferiorw and llexcludedn into one where women were equal 

(theoretically) to men, at least as human beings. One of the 

first ways missionaries tried to spread this idea was by 

attacking sexual discrimination through education. Thus, 

Korean women s social enlightenment was proposed for the first 

time in the history of Korea by Protestant missionaries. Kim 

Yung-chung relates: 

The propagation of Christianity successfully 
brought about some change in attitudes toward sex 
and the relationship between men and women. The 
structure of the traditional Korean family being 
based on patriarchism, privileges were recognized 
for the male in social life, in family life, and in 
legislation. This had led to a double standard in 
sex morality. Such dual morality was detrimental to 
the Puritan ethics of the Protestant church. . .  
Promoted by the church, idea of equality between 
husband and wife gradually became accepted and 
practiced in Christian homes. This change formed 
one of the most important elements in the general 
cultural transformation in modern Korea.jg 

Let us now summarize how the Yi dynasty's gradual collapse 

made it vulnerable to intrusions by the Western world in the 

late nineteenth-century. Yi society was hierarchial, being 

based on Neo-Confucian philosophical ideology and political 

ethics. This fundamental cultural framework became riddled by 

the "inside sicknessn of ruling class practices like sedo 

chbnschi, the corruption of kwacr6, and the trafficking in 

government offices. At the sometime, advancements in farming 

technology and the development of commerce helped "the have- 

nots" become the "haves," and the l1powerlessU become the 

wpowerful.v Such changes severely disturbed the existing 
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social order. One illustration of this was the wide-spread 

phenomenon of peasant uprisings in the early l 8 6 O s ,  which were 

obviously detrimental to the maintenance of yanaban 

bureaucratic society. The collapse of the vancrban exclusivity 

and the resulting wover-population~ of the vansban class in 

the later part of the Yi dynasty also were contributing 

factors to societal fragmentation. 

The intense social tensions of nineteenth-century 

society, and the dynasty's inability to address this problem 

weakened Korea's ability to resist the intrusion of the 

Western world. Many of the ideas brought by Protestant 

missionaries targeted the dissatisfied segment of Korean 

society and facilitated the adoption of Christianity. 

Korea s socio-political instability was not aggravated 

merely by the coming of Western civilization; more 

importantly, it was a£ fected by political changes in other Far 

Eastern countries. Such changes k g . ,  increasing Asia 

imperialism) weakened the Korean government ' s ability to 

enforce its isolationist policy, leaving it vulnerable to 

Western aggression. Protestantism took advantage of this 

social discontinuity by establishing a secure foothold in 

Korea. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE ARRIVAL OF WESTERN RELIGION 

The Introduction of Roman Catholicism 

The first Korean to become a confessed Roman Catholic 

Christian was Yi Sting-hun (1756-1801) . He had accompanied his 
father, Yi Tong-uk (1739-?) , who went to China in 1783 as an 

envoy, and was baptized in February of 1784 by a Jesuit 

missionary, Louis de Grammont (also known as Jean- Joseph de, 

7 - ? )  , while Yi was visiting Peking with his father. He was 

christened "Peter, and returned to his home country early in 

the spring of 1784, bringing back Catholic books and ritual 

objects such as crucifixes . 

After Yi SGng-hun returned home, he baptized some of his 

vansban friends, e.g., Yi Py6k (1754-1786) and Kw6n 11-sin 

(1736-1791), as well as persons of the "middle-class" like Kim 

~ b m - u  (?-1787) . Yils efforts at converting friends to the 

religion he had brought with him from China resulted in the 

formation of a congregation at Kim P6m-uls residence in Seoul 

in 1785.' This was the first time in Korean history that a 

"church" had been founded without Western missionary 

encouragement. 

In fact, European culture, in the form of Catholicism, 

had been introduced to Korea in the sixteenth-century, either 

through the annual Korean tribute embassies to China or 
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through irregular Korean envoys. At first, Roman Catholicism 

was regarded as a new type of "learningn by most intellectuals 

and, at least in the beginning, received little recognition as 

a religious ideology. This "new type of learningu (s6hak) was 

transmitted to the Koreans in the form of material contact, 

not by soul to soul contact. For example, in 1631, Ch6ng Tu- 

w6n (1581- ? )  , a member of the annual embassy to the Ming, 

returned to Korea with science books, a pair of pistols, and 

a telescope, together with some other products of the West, 

including the 1603 publication by Matteo Ricci Chdnju sil iii 

(Tianzhu shivi in Chinese) . 

By the late eighteenth-century, Roman Catholicism had 

begun to attract the support of large numbers of government 

critics from both the vancrban (a group known as the namin 

faction, or "~outherners")~ and chunqin. Namin and chunsin 

members shared a common ground in that they w e r e  dissatisfied 

with government's political and social policies. The namin 

were an out-of-power group, having been ejected from 

government positions, and the chunsin, although they were 

professional technical specialists, felt themselves 

discriminated against by the vansban-controlled government. 

The discontent of both groups was great. 

To these disgruntled individuals, Roman Catholicism was 

a tool for social and political purification. Certainly, as 

Lee Ki-baik notes, Catholicism came to be conceived of as " the  

means to correct the distortions in the social and political 
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order caused by concentration of political authority in the 

hands of a few powerful farnilies.~~ 

At the same time, however, there are indications that 

Roman Catholicism began to be understood as a religion even 

before the nineteenth-century. In 1770, for instance, a 

convert, named Hong U-han "began to practice the ritual 

observation of taking a day of rest on every seventh day as 

well as prayer and a continent life."' In 1777, an organized 

group began holding sessions6 in which they studied books on 

Western science and Catholicism- Ultimately, they "reached the 

religious truth [of Catholicism] . "' After these study 

sessions, the participants began to observe some of the 

regulations urged in the imported books: prayer in the morning 

and evening, rest on Sunday and prohibitions from eating 

meat . 8  Such study sessions, which resembled a type of 

congregational worship, appear to have taken place on a 

regular basis. This "indigenizedH form of worship was 

practiced by Koreans before the 1795 arrival of the first 

ordained priest, Chu Mun-mo (1752-1801), also known as James 

Chu, and of course, before the first official baptism of a 

Korean national, the previously mentioned Yi Shg-hun (1756- 

1801) , in 1784. 

Whether the Korean people received Roman Catholicism as 

"Western Learningu or "religion, l1 "it was seen as a passing 

f ancyu9 among the intellectuals. Following Yi Sting-hun s 

baptism in 1784, the number of converts had risen to 23,000 in 
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1865,1° or about 300 converts each year for 80 years. This 

number may appear %mallu compared to the total population. 

However, the fact that the new religion was favored by the 

namin faction who bore animosity toward the ruling yansban - 

made the government take the conversions seri~usly.'~ 

In the state's search for a reason to oppress the new 

religion, it was discovered that Roman Catholicism admitted no 

ancestor worship and this fact threatened the state as such a 

prohibition shook the fundamental social values of Korea's 

Confucian-based society, where ancestor worship was seen as an 

extension of f ilia1 piety, which in turn was considered as the 

most fundamental pillar of society. 

The incident which brought matters to a head occurred in 

1791 in Chin San, Ch6lla Province, (hence, it was called "Chin 

San Incident"), located in the southeastern part of the 

country, where yanqban values were very strong. There, the 

mother of one Yun Ji-chung (1759-1791) died. Yun, a namin 

convert to Catholicism, sponsored a Catholic Mass for his 

mother, instead of giving her a Confucian burial ceremony. 

According to the Confucian code of conduct, his failure to 

provide his mother with the proper Confucian rituals was "the 

gravest crime a person could possibly commit , "" and one which 

threatened the moral fabric of Korean society. Hence, it 

became a political problem. Yun Ji-chung and all of his 

relatives who supported him were arrested; Yun was executed in 

1791 by order of the central government. 
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Because of the "Chin San Incident, " Catholicism was 

immediately branded as subversive, as leading people to re j ect 

both parents and king. l3 And indeed, the incident was the first 

of many ensuing persecutions, most notably in 1801, 1838, 

1846, and 1866. Authorities banned the importation of Western 

religious books from China and accelerated the oppression of 

this so-called alien religion. As a result it seems that many 

converts recanted their faith and many left the Church.14 

In 1795, four years after the "Chin San Incident, " 

Alexandre de Govea, Bishop of Peking, sent Chu Mun-mo, the 

first ordained Chinese priest, to Korea. Because of the 

political and religious tensions within Korea, Chu did such 

limited mission work that even the most devout believers 

hardly knew that a priest had arrived. This is attested to by 

the following contemporary observation: 

There was someone who anonymously reported to the 
authorities in the very first year Priest Chu 
arrived. Because of this, for seven years James Chu 
could not but fear, and reduced his work of 
propagation and dared not administer Mass openly." 

While Chu was in Korea, he sent a letter to the Jesuit 

headquarters in Peking requesting that the King of Portugal 

conclude a treaty with Korea. This was, he believed, the only 

way to protect converts and give missionaries the freedom to 

proselytize in ~orea. '' Ultimately, however, native Christians 
who had helped him were arrested by the central authorities 

and put to death in 1795 (28th of ~une) ;I7 Chu himself was 

"martyred" on April 19, 1801 . I 8  The cause of this persecution, 
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probably the most important, if not the worst, incident in the 

history of Korean Catholicism, took place in 1801 when a 

convert, Hwang Sa-y6ng (1775-1801), also known as Alexander 

Hwang, secretly attempted to send his famous, "Hwang Sa-ybng 

paeksiiU (Hwang Sa-ybng Silk Letter) to Bishop Alexandre de 

Govea in Peking. In his "silk letter," he explained about the 

persecution and the martyrdom of Priest Chu and pleaded for a 

French battleship to be sent to protect Korean Catholics and 

to conquer Korea. " I 9  Both Chu and Hwang angered not only the 

Korean authorities, but also the general populace by making it 

appear as if the followers of a foreign lgheresyw had devised 

a plan to overthrow the Korean government in exchange for 

permission for mission work. "This discoverytW Paik says, 

"naturally resulted in [the] strict enforcement of the anti- 

Christian edicts and an intensification of persec~tion.~'~ 

In immediate retaliation, the Korean government executed 

about one hundred Christians and sent about four hundred more 

into exile. The court now had a viable reason for executing 

Christians, and consistently portrayed them as "anti - 

patriotic, l1 traitors, and sellers of the country. Enforcing 

the existing law called oqa chaktons 13613," or  collective 

responsibility and mutual denouncement," "the authorities 

ferreted out Christians throughout the country."" 

The Yi dynasty, as pointed out earlier, was at the time, 

experienced long-sustained socio-political disorder, much of 

it arising from political strife between the court and 
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vansban, or among the yansban themselves. In addition to this, 

from the early nineteenth-century onwards, the Korean 

government faced external pressure f rorn foreign countries, 

especially from England, which, since the arrival of Lord 

Arnherst in 1832, was pressing for the opening of the country 

to trade. Such actions were rightly perceived as threats to 

the state and the elite of the Korean government, and they 

moved to protect themselves." 

Using these threats from within and without, Yi Ha-Sng 

(1820-1898) , the so-called "wily fatherv" of King Kojong (r. 

1863-19071, seized power in 1864, as Hungson Taewonlgun or 

simply TaewBn'gun, an official title given to the father of a 

King, who ascended the throne as the non-legal son of the 

preceding King. From then on, he maintained a strict 

"isolationist policyu until being ousted from power by Queen 

Min and her faction in 1873 . U  (The political con£ rontation 

between Taew6n1gun and Queen Min will be recounted further in 

the next Chapter). 

At the beginning of his rule, Taewdnlgun erected 

monuments known as chijkhwabi on which it stated that "not to 

fight back when invaded by the Western barbarians is to invite 

further attacks, and selling out the country in peace 

negotiations is the greatest danger to be guarded againstu in 

every corner of the country. He demanded that people of all 

classes maintain strict isolationism, and in 1866, launched a 

persecution known as the P yengin Persecution (named a£ ter the 
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year of P1y6nginl, the blood red persecution up to that time 

in ~orea? Some eight thousand Korean Christians were killed" 

and nine French priests were "martyred. One of the 

surviving priests, Felix-Clair Ridel (1830-18841, escaped to 

Chefoo, China (May 26, 1866) and reported the persecution to 

Henri de Bellonet, the French Minister to China. This news of 

the persecution of Catholics and the execution of the French 

priests in Korea was enough to excite the foreign community in 

Peking, and an historian who would himself be a missionary in 

Korea (l893-l908), Homer B. Hulbert (l863-1949), compared this 

persecution to European ones. "The tales of that terrible 

time, " he said, "remind one of the persecution under the Roman 

Emperors or the no less terrible scenes of the Spanish 

Inquisition. w 2 9  

Admiral Pierre-Gustave Roze, the Commander of the French 

Far Eastern Fleet in China at that time, promised Father Ridel 

that the fleet would go to Korea and retaliate against the 

Korean government. This promised expedition, however, was 

delayed for three months, having become "engaged in the 

fighting involved in the French colonization of Ind~china."~~ 

Roze was therefore not able keep his promise. It was at this 

juncture in 1866 that an American merchant vessel, the General 

Sherman, sailed to Korea with a Protestant missionary, Robert 

Thomas (1840-18661, who had originally been Rozels 

interpreter, on board. The resulting incident will be 

recounted in the next chapter. 



To summarize this brief account of the early history of 

Roman Catholicism in Korea it seems fair to say that 

Catholicism was generally not well-received by the Korean 

people, except for small number of intellectuals who were 

primarily out -of -power vansban. In the wider picture, their 

evangelization efforts were seen as a threat to the Korean 

government, and another form of foreign interference, as the 

state came under pressure about the foreign religion. William 

Elliot Griffis, a not-entirely objective observer, who 

traveled to Korea in the late nineteenth-century, commented on 

the situation in his Corea, the Hermit Nation: 

. . the Corean Christians, following the ethics of 
their teachers [French missionaries] , played the 
part of traitors to their country; they not only 
deceived the magistrates, and violated their 
country's laws, b;t, as the letter of Alexander 
Wang [Hwang Sa-y6ng in Korean] shows, actually 
invited armed invasion. Hence[,] from the first, 
Christianity was associated in patriotic minds with 
treason and robbery. The French missionary as the 
forerunner of the French soldier and invader, the 
priests as the pilot of the gunboat, were not mere 
imaginings, but, as the subsequent narrative shows, 
strict logic and actual fact. It is the narrative 
of friends, not foes, that, later, shows us a 
bishop acting as spy and pilot on a French man-of- 
war, a priest as guide to a buccaneering raid; and, 
a£ ter the story of papal,, Christianity, the 
inevitable French expedition. 

The socio-political situation of the Yi dynasty in the late 

nineteenth-century became increasingly dysfunctional as 

vansban influence continued to weaken the power of the central 

government. And as Koreans struggled with their own internal 

problems, all Far Eastern countries were experiencing enormous 
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pressures to "openn themselves to the Western World. The 

French missionaries methods of evangelization, i . e . , their 
attempts to plant the ecclesiastical supremacy of Roman 

Catholicism in the minds of their Korean converts, as well as 

their attack on Korean Neo-Confucian ideology, contributed to 

the clash which ultimately brought about the intensification 

of the Catholic persecution policy. Ultimately, it seems fair 

to say that Catholicism failed in Korea. 

In conclusion, Roman Catholicism was adopted in Korea by 

a particular social group, the namin, who had been thrown out 

from the government. This suggests that the propagation of 

Roman Catholicism began as a protest against the current 

government. Due to its severe conflict with the government, 

Catholicism was forced underground and so relinquished its 

social (as opposed to spiritual) influence. This was the exact 

opposite of the strategy used by Protestant missionaries; they 

translated Bible into han'giil (Korean script) for the 

unlettered and women and they evangelized through medical and 

educational mission work for lay people which is opposite to 

the Roman Catholic's method of evangelization. Native Roman 

Catholic adherents seemed to their countryman to be either 

utterly absurd as in the case of Hwang Sa-yong, or destroyers 

of Korea's deeply rooted Confucian social order, as in Kwon 

Sang-yon' s case. Moreover, Roman Catholic loyalty was 

incomprehensible to nationalist eyes in that Roman Catholic 

missionaries were coming on board the Western invader s own 
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vessels. In the eyes of the court, Roman Catholics were 

selling out their country to Western imperialists. Over-all, 

the failure of Roman Catholic mission work in Korea should be 

ascribed to the fact that Catholic priests did not understand 

Korean society and culture. Despite such unpromising 

beginnings, the initial experience formed the beachhead for 

Protestant missionaries during the late nineteenth-century and 

helped those missionaries to determine how they should behave, 

as we will discuss in the next chapter. 
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2. The Introduction of Protestantism 

When Westerners first landed on East Asian shores in the 

sixteenth century, the feelings of the indigenous peoples they 

came upon were, according to Arnold Toynbee, "an unstable 

mixture of fascination and repulsion, and, at this first 

encounter, the feeling of repulsion finally prevailed.l1' 

The aggressive activities of these alien WisitorsN generally 

resulted in the various Far East Asian countries implementing 

isolationist policies as a means of self -defence. Ultimately, 

however, these same countries were forced to open their 

borders - -  albeit with what Toynbee calls, Ncontemptuous 

repulsionu - -  in the mid-nineteenth-century to a new wave of 

technologically-superior Western invaders. China, humiliated 

by her defeat in the Opium War, signed the Treaty of Nanking 

with Great Britain in 1842, while Japan, similarly humiliated 

by Commodore Perry's "black ships," signed the Treaty of 

Kanagawa with the United States in 1854. These events 

profoundly affected Korea, and with "the opening of China and 

Japan and - -  Russian expansion touching its northeastern 

frontier, the Hermit Kingdom w a s  no longer to be left 

undisturbed. l t2  Still, Korea was the last among East Asian 

nations to bow to Western imperialist demands for access. 

Late nineteenth-century Korea was under pressure f rorn 

Western demands for access. As mentioned above, Korea was 

already experiencing internal socio-political instability and 
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was therefore unable to resist additional pressure, She was 

dragged into a new relationship with the West due largely to 

her political and social enenration. 

Apart from the outside pressure, the domestic politicking 

between Taewhlgun and Queen Min served as an important factor 

bringing Christianity to Korea. When the 25th king of Yi 

dynasty, King Chbljong, died in 1863 leaving no heir, his 

nephew Yi My6ng-bok (1852-1919) ascended the throne as Emperor 

Kojong (r. 18644907) on January 22, 1864. Kojong was too 

young (twelve years old) to administer national a£ £ airs, 

therefore, his father Yi Ha-hfing (1820-1898), better known as 

"~aewbn gun" or t1Hfings6n Taewcin gun" ( "Grand Prince hbngsbnu ) , 

became regent. Even before taking power, Taew6n gun had 

considered the Western penetration of China and Japan to be a 

potential threat to Korea. In order to protect Korea, 

Taewon'gun established a strict isolation policy against the 

West. At the same time, he maintained Korean's traditional 

tributary relationship with China and anti-Japan stance.' 

Taewon'gun's hegemony in Korean politics was eventually 

threatened by his daughter-in-law, Queen Min (1851-1695) . When 

Kojong reached the age of twenty-one, his supporters ( e  .g., 

Choe 1k-hy6n. 1833 -1906, then the powerful Hoio~ansb, or 

Minister of the Revenue Board) and the Min clan banded 

together to put Kojong in power. Taew6n1gun was finally ousted 

in 1873 by the Min and their supporters; thereafter, the 

central government was virtually monopolized by Queen Min and 
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her relatives. In fact, Kojong was in de iure has the power 

but de facto, his wife Queen Min control the country. In 

addition to the factional in£ ighting between Taewbn gun and 

Queen Min the late Yi dynasty was confronted with 

international demands for the opening of Korea to the West. In 

1876, the gunboat diplomacy of Japan s Mei j i government forced 

Korea to agree to the Kanghwa Treaty, the first of many 

treaties ensued. 

Acceptance of the Kanghwa Treaty accelerated the struggle 

between the supporters of Taewontgun and Queen Min. The Pro- 

Taew6n1gun conservative group urged a maintaining of a "closed 

policyu and reliance on Chinese or Russian political 

influence. The Pro-Japanese group, on the other hand were 

modernizers and politically-inclined towards Japan. 

During 1880s, two political confrontations occurred 

between the two political factions of conservatives and 

progressives such as Imo kullan in 1882 and Kapsin ch6nmvijn 

in 1884. As a result of Imo kullan, some moderners such as Kim 

Ok-kyun, Pak Ybng-hyo and Lee Su-jong went to Japan and met 

American Protestant missionaries there in Japan and from 

Ka~sin chbnmvk in 1884 American missionary Horace Allen 

successfully demonstrated the Western medicine by curing the 

wounded Prince Min ~6ng-ik. (Both incident will be recounted 

further). These two incidents influenced the so-called 

modernizers of the late Yi dynasty to solicit the help of 

Christianity (Protestant) groups based in Japan and Western 
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medical technology was favoured by Royal family. Apart from 

these incidents, it was the political ups and downs of 

Taew6n1gun and Queen Min1s factions provided an favourable 

opportunity for Koreans to encounter with the West which after 

all served to bringing Protestantism into Korea. 

In this chapter, I will discuss how Protestantism 

"comfortably" settled on Korean soil in the late nineteenth- 

century. Although some historian note that two Western 

"protestantsv5 landed in Korea in the seventeenth century - -  

Jan Janes Weltvree (1595-?) in 1626 and Hendrick Hamel (1630- 

1692) in 1 6 ~ 3 ~ - -  there is no evidence that either of them made 

any effort to spread Christianity to the Korean people. 

The first Protestant missionary to reach Korea 

s~ecificallv for the purpose of the propagation of 

Christianity was Karl August Friderich Gutzlaf f (1803 -1851) . 

He arrived in July 1832, brought by an East India Company ship 

called the Lord Amherst which was on its way to the Yellow Sea 

to explore for commercial routes. Gutzlaff had been serving as 

interpreter, medical doctor and chaplain. He recorded that (in 

1832) "we came to anchor at Chwang-shan, an island north of 

Basil I s Bays [Bay] "' in Hwanghe Province, in the northwestern 
part of Korea, at which time the captain of the Lord Amherst, 

Hugh Hamilton Lindsay, sent a petition to the king of ~ o r e a ~  

requesting the opening of commercial trade. While awaiting an 

answer, Gutzlaff made contact with natives of the area, giving 

them tracts and Bibles. He also seems to have found out about 
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the government's persecution of Roman Catholics, since he 

later said that he had met some Koreans who knew about 

Christianity (i. e. Catholicism) and who could recite the 

Lord's Prayer, but that they were terrified to discuss it .9 

Failing to get permission to trade, the ship left Korea on 

August 9 th ,  1832. 

Gutzlaff's arrival in Korea on board a tradership is a 

prime example of "Commerce and Christianityu, the method of 

Korea's introduction to Protestantism being similar to that of 

other parts of the world. Although Gutzlaff's stay in Korea 

was "so brief that no recognizable result was produced, ' l o  he 

deserves the title of the "first Protestant missionary1I to 

attempt to bring the Christian Gospel to Koreans. More 

significantly, Gutzlaff w a s  the first Western to familiarize 

the English-speaking world with the Korean tongue, which was 

an unknown language. In his "Remarks on the Corean ~anguage"" 

Gutzlaff said that the civilizations, including languages, of 

Far Eastern countries originated in China and that, while "the 

majority of the inhabitants [of Korea] know how to read the 

Chinese written language, they have, nevertheless, for greater 

convenience, adopted an alphabet suited peculiarly to their 

own tongue . l2 

He also introduced the Korean script used for consonants 

and vowels. In 1833, a year after these "RemarksH, he 

published a "complete formu of the 168-syllable order of 

arrangement, with an explanation of each syllabic, under the 
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title "The Corean Syllabaryt1 in the Chinese Re~ositorv (July 

1833, pp. 135-1381 . His academic and scholarly approach, 

complete with annotations and cross-references, was the first 

competent attempt to present the Korean language to the 

Western world. 

As noted, the persecution of Roman Catholics had reached 

its peak in 1866, during Taew6n'gun1 s regime. Although tragic 

for Roman Catholicism, this suppression provided an impetus to 

the spread of Protestantism. To understand the reason for 

this, we must return to the previous chapter. When Admiral 

Roze planned his 1866 excursion to Korea, he hired a Scottish 

Protestant missionary, Robert Jermain Thomas (1840-1866) as an 

interpreter. Thomas had already visited Korea on September 13, 

1865.13 There is no record of the sites he visited, but it is 

known that he distributed Bibles and tracts and learned a bit 

of the Korean language.14 

When Admiral Roze planned his aforementioned 1866 

excursion to Korea, he hired Thomas as an interpreter. 

However, as mentioned in the previous chapter, because Roze 

was forced to delay his invasion of Korea, Thomas shipped out 

on an American merchant vessel, the General Sherman, in the 

fall of 1866. This was the same vessel which became involved 

in the so-called "General Sherman Incident.It Before boarding 

the General Sherman, Thomas was able to secure two Korean 

"refugeesn who "agreed to act as his guide [sl . "I5 He also 

secured "a large stock of Chinese Bibles for distribution in 
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the National Bible Society of Scotland who was in China at the 

time. 

The General  Sherman and its crew, with Thomas on board, 

arrived at Pfy6ngyang on August 27, 1866, l7 and requested 

permission to engage in trade. Denied permission, they soon 

became embroiled in a pitched battle with the local populace 

and government soldiers, which "resulted in the extermination 

of the whole crew and the burning of the ship. "la The then- 

Governor of P1y6ngyang, Pak Kyu-soo (1807-1876), described the 

incident : 

As a gesture of friendship, at first [residents of 
the area] treated them well and provided them with 
food, but they acted opposite. They took away the 
captain of the local navy battalion [chunggun] and 
they inflicted injury upon the villagers. Under 
that situation, the residents naturally revenged 
themselves on them.Ig 

The whole crew of the ship was killed, including Thomas, who 

was only 26 years old. He had been in Korea (mostly, 

~ly&ngyang), for only about ten days. And although he, like 

Gutzlaff, had no tangible effect on the propagation of 

Christianity, perhaps because of his intentions and his cargo 

of Bibles, Thomas is commemorated today as the first 

Protestant martyr in Korean mission history. 

The incident of the General Sherman was used, " a s  a 

pretext to force Korea to open its ports to trade, 1120according 

to Lee Ki-baik. In 1871, five years after the General Sherman 

Incident, Admiral John Rodgers (1812-1882) of the U.S. Asian 
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Fleet, then in Chinese waters, sailed to Korea to investigate 

the fate of the General Sherman and "made attempts to secure 

Korean apologies as well as compensation for the lives and 

properties of Americans destroyed by ~oreans . Roger s forces 

were driven back to Chinese waters by Korean naval vessels, 

having received neither apology nor compensation. 

At this time, the political power of the Korea was 

handled by Taew6nagun, the father of young and new king 

Kojong. Taew6n1gun was elated by the fact that the Korean 

troops were successfully able to withdrew the "beast-like 

foreigners" and he elevated isolation policy. He warned the 

people not to negotiate with the Westerners and erected 

stelae, known as '1ch6khwabif1, every corner of the country, as 

mentioned in the previous chapter. 

While the isolation policy to some extent offered initial 

protect ion to the Korean peninsula, Protestant mission work 

was making real progress elsewhere, particularly through 

Scottish Presbyterian missionaries in Manchuria. The United 

Presbyterian Church of Scotland, later the United Free Church 

of Scotland, had begun their mission work in Manchuria in 

1862, though "systematic Protestant missionary workm only 

began there in 1872 .n In that year, John Ross (1842-1915) , of 

the United Presbyterian Church of Scotland, arrived in Chefoo 

to set up a mission field. He discovered, however, that 

American mission work was underway already so he went looking 

for someplace else to pursue future mission work. While in 



Chefoo, he met Alexander Williamson (1829-1890), the agent of 

the National Bible society of Scotland. (This was the same 

Williamson who gave Chinese Bibles to Robert Thomas in 1866) . 

While Ross was in Chefoo, Williamson advised Ross to go 

Manchuria, as it was a terra f i m a ,  virgin soil, largely 

untouched by mission work. The following year, in 1873, Ross 

arrived in New Chang (presently Yingkou) and joined his future 

brother-in-law John MacIntyre (1837-1905), who had been in the 

field since 1871. Ross heard about another terra firma 

(Korea), the death of Robert Thomas, and the General Sherman 

Incident from Williamson and MacIntyre. In the fall of that 

year, Ross made a month-long journey of exploration to eastern 

Manchuria passing through ~Gnggy6ng (9 7 2  ) , Tonghwa & b ) ,  

arriving at Imkang (3 7,c and Jip an ( 3 o,) ) . Between Kimkang 

and Jiplan, Ross met Koreans for the first time? 

He continued his journey to the West following the Yalu 

River ) along the border between China and Korea and he 

found more Korean villages later known as Torean Valleys. " 

From this first trip, he discovered there was a place of 

international trade, a center for both Koreans and Chinese to 

meet and do business, known as "Corean Gate, " (~haekmunqg) 

or ~onghwangs6ng (%%% 1 to Koreans ." Ross made a second trip 

to Vorean Gate" on October 9, 1 8 7 4 ~ ~  "to find a language 

teacher. "16 According to Ross, Koreans were far more curious 

about the texture of his clothing than what he was talking 

about - -  Christianity - -  and they considered the books Ross 
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was selling to be of "no use. From this trip, however, he 

was able to secure a Korean language teacher. Ross relates: 

"One evening he2' came with the others, and, waiting about half 

a minute after the others had departed, engaged himself to be 

my tea~her.~*~~hrough the help of this "heH, Lee fing-chan ( ? -  

? ) ,  Ross published a Korean text book, the Corean Primer 

(1877) , which was "intended to introduce the Corean language 

to those desirous to prepare for the official, mercantile, and 

chiefly the missionary intercourse with Corea. 113* 

Ross also published a Korean cultural history called 

Historv of Corea. Ancient and Modern with Description of 

Manners and Customs. Lansuase and Geosra~hv while on furlough 

in 1879. In 1880. the book was published in London under a new 

title, Corea,Its History, Manners and  custom^.^' It was one of 

the first books in English entirely devoted to the study and 

description of Korea, though Rossf history relied on Chinese 

sources. 

In 1875, one year after Ross met tee, four of Lee's 

friends: Lee ~dng-ha ( ? - ? I ,  Paek Hong-jun (l848-1893), Lee Ik- 

se ( ? - ? )  and Kim Chin-ki ( ? - ? I ,  joined Ross in his work at 

Mukden. In 1878, Sbh Sang-yun (1848-1938) and, for a short 

time, his younger brother Sang-u (1852-1938, known as Ky8ng- 

jo) who was one of the first seven Koreans ordained as 

Presbyterian ministers in 1907, came to Mukden and taught to 

Korean language to Ross and MacIntyre. They also worked 

together translating the ~ible . 32 All of the a£ orementioned 



Koreans came from the same town - -  fiiju, a border village 

about 120 li (about 40 miles) from Mukden. 

In 1876, ninety-two years after the first Catholic 

baptism of a Korean, (Lee Sfing-hunt who was baptized by Father 

Louis de Grammont in 1784 in China), the first Protestant 

baptism of a Korean was performed by John MacIntyre in 

Manchuria. The well-known historian, Kim Yang-sen (1907-1970) 

notes in a 1967 article: 

Lee hg-chan, who went to Newchang [with Ross] 
after meeting Reverend Ross at Korean Gate in 1874, 
along with three other youths from fiiju, [was] 
baptized by Reverend MacIntyre in 1876. Thus, they 
became the first Protestant Christians. The three 
others were: Paek Hong-jun, Lee Scing-ha and Kim 
chin-ki . 33 

Regarding this baptism, Ross himself remarked: 

Corea is now thoroughly open to colportage or tract 
distribution from New-Chwang; for the only Corean 
members connected with the Protestant Church are 
six men, all more or less scholarly, baptized there 
in Muoukden [sic] . 34 

A later missionary, C.C. Vinton (1856-1936), reaffirmed this 

fact, probably basing his view on Ross1 account, and notes 

that "the earliest Protestant converts among the Korean people 

were four men baptized in 1876 by Rev. J.W. MacIntyre of the 

Scotch [sic] Presbyterian Mission in ~anchuria. u35  

With the help of these Koreans, Ross and MacIntyre 

translated The New Testament into Korean, a translation known 

as the "Ross Version." The gospels of the New Testament were 

serially translated and published one at a time until the 

whole volume was published in 1887. When the first two 
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Gospels, "Lukew and "JohnM, were printed in March 1882, Ross 

started evangelism among Koreans and sent a Korean, Kim Chbng- 

song ( ? - ? I  , as a colporteur, who oversaw the typesetting of 

the Bible, "to his [Kim1 s] native valley, Jip' anhy5n1l 

(*A o+ e) ? '  It was said that there were about 3,000 Korean 

households in that area of Jip1anhy6n in those days3' Before 

this native missionary was sent out to his hometown, he was 

baptized by Ross in 1883. In regard to Kim's conversion, Ross 

wrote : 

He [Kim Chdng-song], in setting the type, 
necessarily had to scrutinize closely the 
manuscript be£ ore him. He became interested, and 
in his broken Chinese began to ask of the 
printers, who were well-trained Christians, the 
meaning of this term and that statement. By the 
time the Gospel of Luke was printed, he became an 
applicant for baptism. Much to my surprise, he 
proved himself well acquainted with Christian 
truth, and in due course was baptized [in 18831 

This was seven years after the baptism of Lee hg-chan in 

1876 .  A brief sketch of Korean emigration to Manchuria, known 

as Kando to Koreans (Jiandao in Chinese) is necessary in order 

to help our understanding. According to a Chinese source, 

Zhonsquo chaoxuanzu lishi vaniiu (A Study of the History of 

Koreans in China) (1986), Koreans emigrated to the Kando area 

starting in the fourteenth-century. 39 However, mass emigration 

to that area only started in the early 1860s when Koreans were 

"severely a£ f licted by crop failure and famine, so that the 

hungry Koreans in the northern frontier areas of Korea crossed 

the Tumen and Yalu rivers en masse to the Chinese frontier 



areas alongside the river banks in search of food in defiance 

of the ban on border transgre~sion."~ 

Korean emigrants were living in a zone from the bottom of 

the Yalu River up to the Tumen River, as is shown on the 

striped line on map, Ficnzre 2.1 The Torean Valleyv in which 

the Koreans resided, was divided into two sections: the side 

opposite the Tumen River was called Tongkando ( "eastern KandoM 

or Pukkando ( "northern Kandogl) , and the side opposite the Yalu 

River was called Sdkando ("western Kando"). The first 

Christian movement among Koreans initiated by Ross was in 

S6kando ("western Kandou ) , not Pukkando. Both ~6kando and 

Pukkando became a popular "havensu for Koreans, a£ ter the 1905 

Vrotectorate TreatyH implemented by the Japanese over Korea, 

since many Koreans fled to Kando to form an enclave of 

resistance. Hence, Kando is known as the "centerm of the 

Korean Independence Movement. 

The following statistics show the growth of the Korean 

population in Manchuria over twenty years. 

Table 2.1: Koreans Residina in Manchuria (1881-1914)'' 

year population year population 

At the time Ross and the Korean native Kim ~h6ng-song 
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were carrying out evangelization work among Korean residents 

in Manchuria, there were at least lo, 000 Korean emigrants 

living there. After about six months, Kim returned and 

reported that he had sold all the books and wished Ross to go 

there and baptize some people. Ross did not take him 

seriously, believing that Kim had said this "to please me, "42 

and so "paid no attention to it."" Then, sometime in the 

summer of 1884, a group of people who had been visited by Kim 

~h6ng-song came to Mukden to see Ross and told him about "a 

remarkable religious movement among the Corean colonists in 

the valleys along the banks of the Y a l u . ~ ~  "Believing it too 

serious to be neglected, " Ross said, "1 resolved to 

investigate the matter on the spot."" He started his trip in 

the middle of November 1884, accompanied by James Webster, a 

Scottish missionary. Ross and Webster visited the "Corean 

Valleysu and recorded that "nearly a hundred men, from 16 to 

72 years of age, presented themselves for baptism. In the 

three valleys, 85 men were baptized from 16 to 72 years of 

age, and far more postponed. ud6 

A year later in 1885, he made a second visit and baptized 

25 more ~oreans .47 Thus, there were more than one hundred 

Protestant converts in the S6kando area by the mid-1880s. In 

regards to the gender of the converts, Ross noted that "those 

who were baptized were all male, including a few boys. lt4' Thus, 

Protestant mission work in Korea, as in the case of Roman 

Catholicism, had its beginnings outside of the peninsula. 
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However, unl ike  the Catholics, early Protestant missionaries 

d i d  not proselytize among the Korean 6 l i t e .  

Figure 2: 1 Ross' Journey to Torean Valleys." 

area known 
or S6kando 

area known 

as "Corean Valleyn 
(West Kando) 

as Pukkando 
or  North Kando 

-->lst journey in 1873 
- + 2nd j ourney in 1874 
- - -3rd journey in 1884 
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In relation to Bible translation and the promulgation of 

the Gospel in Korea, the most frequently-mentioned figure is 

S6h Sang-yun (1848-19261, who translated the Bible with Ross 

in Manchuria and was baptized by him in 1879 ."' Ross sent ScSh 

"as colporteurrt to Korea in 1883'' just as he had sent Kim 

~h6ng-song to "Corean Valleyu in Manchuria. 

Just a year after S6h arrived in Korea, a key political 

event of Korean history took place in Seoul; this was the 

"Kapsin chbngby6nM ("Political Crisis of the Year of Kapsinn) , 

also known as Coup d k a t  of 1884 which will be recounted 

later. A group of reformers, headed by Kim Ok-kyun (1851-1894 

and Pak ~6ng-hyo (1861-1939), planned a coup to reform Korea 

after the model of Meiji Japan- Those reformers were, in the 

beginning, actually supported by the Japanese Minister to 

Korea, Takezoe Shin ichiro . However, the reformers soon 

discovered that there was opposition from the conservative 

group who favored seeking Chinese support. Korea at that time 

was under the power of Queen Min and her clans (Queen Min and 

her supporters took over the power from Taewdn'gun in 1873) 

who disliked Japanese. The opposition came in particular from 

the powerful Min family, headed by Min Tae-ho (1834-1884) and 

his son, Min Y6ng-ik (1860-1914) - The reform conspirators 

attempted to murder the conservative leaders at a banquet held 

in celebration of the opening of the new Postal Administration 

("~j6ngguk") on December 4, 1884, in Seoul. However, word of 

the plot leaked out, the c o w  failed, and Kim Ok-kyun, Pak 



~6ng-hyo, and the reformers fled to ~ a p a n . "  

Throughout history, Korea had often been "a bone of 

contentionM between its two powerful neighbors, China and 

Japan, the rivalry has grown more intense as both struggled to 

strengthen themselves against Western imperialism. Their need 

to dominate Korea reached a climax when this "Kapsin 

chbngby6nt1 broke out in 1884. The failure of this coup 

precipitated two events: one was the signing of a treaty 

between China and Japan in 1885 (April 181, known as the 

Treaty of Tientsin. In the treaty, the two countries agreed to 

withdraw their troops from the Korean peninsula, and if either 

needed to send troops to Korea, both agreed to send prior 

notification to the other party. Through this treaty, Japan 

established herself on an equal footing with China on the 

Korean issue ,'' 
Even though, the c o u ~  was aborted, this event is more 

important in respect to Protestant mission work in Korea. 

Prince Min Y6ng-ik, a member of the powerful Min family was 

wounded. Fortunately for him, at that time, there was an 

American in Seoul serving as a physician to the Foreign 

Legation. His name was Horace Allen (1859-1932). Allen had 

previously worked in China as a medical missionary under the 

Foreign Mission Board of the Presbyterian Church of America. 

Not satisfied by his work in China, he sought to be assigned 

elsewhere and came to Korea on September 20, 1884, to assume 

his position at the Legation. Called upon to attend Min Ydng- 
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ik after the Reformerst assassination attempt, Allen saved 

Mints life. Thus, this aborted c o w  provided a pave to 

Christianity and a favourable thinking to Royal family on 

Christianity. 

The failure of the Reform faction's c o u ~  also provided 

the Conservatives with further reasons for the exclusion of 

Christianity, which they still saw in terms of Western 

penetration. Their victory at court meant that Sdh was unable 

to continue proselytizing in his hometown, fiiju, and when 

rurnours reached local government officials that he was 

spreading knowledge of "the forbidden books" and was a 

"believer in heresy, " he was obliged to leave and went to a 

small isolated village, Songchan, (Sore or Sorai) in 

northwestern Hwanghe Province, where his brother Kybg- j o 

(1852-1938) lived. Together, they laid there the foundation of 

the Korean church. The village of Sore was later described as 

the "Cradle of Korean Protestanti~m.~~~ 

T h e  next year [I8841 , "  Ross relates, "1 had a letter 

from him [s&] requesting me to go to the capital [of Korea] , 

as 1 3  of his friends desired to be formed into a 

congregation. "" ~ 6 h  later sent another letter to Ross, urging 

him to come t o  Korea "as there were 79 believers, ' 's5 but in 

neither case was Ross able to go because of his work in 

Manchuria. However, this tells that S6h was successful in 

converting Koreans into Christianity. Regarding this nascent 

Korean Christian movement, historian Paik Lak-geoon (1895- 
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Christians when American missionaries entered the country in 

1884 and in 1 8 8 5 . ~ ~ ~  

Not until the pioneering Presbyterian minister Horace 

Underwood (1859-1916; in Korea 1885-1916) , founded the first 

church in Seoul in September of 1887, did Ross finally visit 

Seoul and witness firsthand the work of his colporteur, Sdh. 

ROSS recounts : 

It turned out that two men were cousins of the man 
who had gone from Mukden. They were believers for 
six years, so that they must have been of the first 
company. It also transpired that thirteen of the 
fourteen baptized members forming the church were 
the converts either of that man or another, who had 
left Mukden subseq~ently.~' 

Ross also heard that similar successful conversions were 

underway in other provinces. s8 

It therefore seems that the introduction of Protestantism 

in the late nineteenth-century occurred be£ ore Korea formally 

opened its doors to the West. Preparation for Protestantism's 

introduction to Korea began in Manchuria through the work of 

Bible translation and was spread through the efforts of native 

colporteurs in Torean Valley. " Hence, again, the formation of 

Protestant Christian communities occurred without the direct 

involvement of foreign missionaries. Thus, contemporary 

historian, Ch6n ~aek-bu said that the effort of forming 

Protestant Christian community is contrast in that Protestant 

Church was formed by lower class people while Roman Catholic 

Church was involved with upper class people, ~ansban.~~ 



As noted, a Christian community had already been formed 

in Sore, based on indigenous interpretations of the Bible's 

teachings. Before the arrival of Western residents, primarily 

missionaries, the Bible had already appeared among, and was 

being studied by, the local people. Again, it is important to 

note that Korea remains a unique case in Asia and African 

mission history, since both Catholic and Protestant Korean 

converts built Christian communities of their own without 

direct missionary involvement. 

Horace H. Underwood, the first Presbyterian missionary to 

arrive in Korea, reached the country in 1 8 8 5 ,  only three years 

after the Treaty of Kanghwa. He wrote: 

From time to time, long itinerating trips into the 
interior were undertaken, sometimes from six 
hundred to one thousand miles for the whole 
journey, and native Christians, most of whom had 
learned the Truth in China, were employed to 
distribute and sell Christian tracts and books. 
While this was a period of wide seed-sowing, at the 
same time we were permitted to gather in our first- 
fruits? 

Underwood tells us that along with himself, other missionaries 

came to sow "properv seeds but all of them, at the same time, 

happened to harvest the naturally-occurring fruits of others1 

labors. 

Another mission movement aimed at Koreans, again based 

outside of Korea, began at almost the same time as that in 

Manchuria. This second movement was organized by both American 

missionaries and Korean natives in Japan. 

Japan had opened its doors to the United States 28 years 



earlier than Korea's first treaty with the U.S. in 1882. 

Commodore Matthew C. Perry (1794-1858) had come to Japan in 

July 1853 and "forced the Japanese to accept a letter from the 

president of the United States to the emperor of Japan and 

then departed, promising to return the next spring for the 

answer. Perry returned to Japan in February of 1854, and 

concluded the Treaty of Kanagawa with Japan on March 31, 1854. 

As a result, two ports were opened: Shimoda in the Izu 

Peninsula and Hakodate on Hokkaido. However, the treaty "did 

not give foreigners the right to reside in Japan, and the 

country was still closed to missionary efforts."62 

Five years after the Perry's effort, Townsend Harris 

signed a treaty, known as the "Harris Treaty," in July, 1858, 

which allowed Americans to exercise their own religion. 

Article Eight states: 

Americans in Japan shall be allowed the free 
exercise of their religion, and for this purpose 
shall have the right to erect suitable places of 
worship. "63 

American missionaries took advantage of the Harris Treaty. In 

1859, only a year after the signing, several American 

missionaries arrived in Japan: John Liggins (1829-?) , C .M. 

Williams (1829-1910), J.C. Hepburn (1815-1911 , Samuel R. 

Brown (1810-?) and D.B. Sirnrn~ns.~ The missionaries in Japan 

related with Korean mission work were: Robert S. Maclay (1824- 

1907), Henry Loomis (1839-1920) and George W. Knox (1853- 

1912) . 



It appears that reform-minded Koreans in the late 

nineteenth-century sought in Christianity a panacea for their 

ills, and the basis for various forms of enlightenment. To 

reformers, Christianity was a faith to be imposed on the 

people, and a tool for reforming the social system. This, in 

fact, was similar to the eighteenth-century Korean 

intellectuals' attempt to import I1Western LearningN 

(Catholicism) to "enlightenm the existing feudal social 

order. 65 

It is interesting to note that at the time Scottish 

Presbyterian missionaries were instilling Christianity into 

Koreans in Manchuria, similar wManchurian-styleM mission works 

were being undertaken by the Japan-based American Protestant 

missionaries with Koreans there and the movement in Japan 

connected with modernization of Korea in late nineteenth- 

century. Historian Paik Lak-geoon remarks: 

While churches in America held [embraced] the 
policy of 'watchful waiting,' Protestant 
missionaries in Japan preached to the Korean 
students with whom they came in contact. Some of 
these students entered mission schools [of the 
American missionaries] while others professed the 
Christian faith. Among these sojourners, Rijutei 
(known as Lee Su-j6ng in Korean) was a senior and a 
leader. 66 

Here an explanation is necessary regarding how "a senior and 

a leaderu like Lee Su-j6ng (1842-1886?) came to Japan. Korea 

and Japan signed the Kanghwa Treaty in 1876, Korea's first 

international treaty. In order to '?nodernizeM its military 

force, the Korean government created a P~dlsisun ("Special 
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Skills Forcem q -.I + 1 to be trained under a Japanese 

instructor, Horimoto Reizo. This %pecialm unit was obviously 

favored over the old-style traditional forces. The old-style 

soldiers responded with a military mutiny that killed the 

Japanese instructor, burned the Japanese legation and killed 

pro-Japanese bureaucrats like Min Ky6m-ho (1838-1882). In 

Korean history, this military mutiny is known as the 1882 Imo 

kullan (9  ~ a q .  

In October of that same year, the Korean government 

dispatched an ambassadorial mission, "susinsaM (a group of 

ambassadors) to Japan to normalize the estranged relationship 

that had resulted between the two countries following the Imo 

kullan. Lee SU-j6ng6' went to Japan with the above diplomatic 

mission, not as one of the official envoys. Lee was a s6saenq 

(a student servant) of Min ~6ng-ik (1860-1914) so he went to 

Japan as a personal attendance of   in^^ who was one of the most 

powerful Min family. When the other envoys returned to Korea 

after about three months, Lee remained in Tokyo, where he 

taught the Korean language at Tokyo University. There he met 

the well-known agriculturalist and Christian, Tsuda Sen (&@ 

) , from whom he learned about Protestantism. Lee was 

baptized in April, 1883, only seven months after his arrival 

in Japan. 69 This was about seven years a£ ter Lee fing-chan had 

been baptized in Manchuria. 

Lee made the acquaintance of various American 

missionaries in Japan; one was Henry Loomis (1839-1920) , an 
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agent of the American Bible Society, who hired him to 

translate the Bible into Korean. Loomis wrote: 

It has been my privilege to meet this gentleman and 
our greatest expectations have been more than 
realized. His history and the future promise of 
usefulness is one of the most remarkable events of 
modern missions. It seems almost too good to be 
true.'O 

In 1883, Lee translated into Korean the "Gospel of Mark, 

which was immediately published by the American Bible Society. 

This publication of "MarkH in Japan is another example of the 

collaborative achievements by missionaries and native Koreans, 

similar to that of Ross and native Koreans in Manchuria. 

Lee tried "earnest persuasionm71 to urge l1 the churches in 

America to open mission work in Korea,"" and also tried to 

persuade American missionaries in Japan to come to Korea. 

Through one article, known as "Rizutteits Appeal for 

Missionaries, " he raised the following "MacedonianV cry:73 
Therefore I am translating the Bible into the 
Corean language in order to make it a means of 
extending the Gospel. For the success of this work 
I am praying day and night. The Gospel of Mark is 
nearly completed. - -  At present the Government has 
opened the country to foreign intercourse and is 
trying hard to improve the condition of the people. 
Consequently it is more lenient towards the 
Christian religion; and although it has not 
permitted it openly, it does not seek to persecute 
~hristians .74 

While it is unlikely that he personally wrote this notice, 

it was well-received by the American Christian community. In 

his Han'auk kidok kvosa (History of Korean Christian Church), 

(IV) Oh Yun-tae says: 

In fact, such an appeal should have gone through 



various stages 
practical effect 
least it served 
Horace Grand 
Appenzeller and 
Korea. 75 

It is true, therefore, 

to Korea - -  Horace 

and processes to achieve the 
[of bringing the missionaries] . At 
as an historical motive to make 
Underwood and Henry Gerhart 
many other missionaries come to 

that the earliest American missionaries 

H. Underwood (1859-1916), Henry G. 

Appenzeller (1858-1902), William B. Scranton (1856-1922) and 

Mary Fitch Scranton (1832-1909) - -  stopped in Japan on their 

way to Korea. These American missionaries met Korean students 

in Tokyo, including Lee SU-jbng, and therefore would have 

learned something about Korea before they arrived on the 

peninsula. It is a documented fact that one day in Tokyo, they 

attended a meeting at the home of the Superintendent of the 

Methodist Mission in Japan, Robert Maclay (1824-1907) , and Lee 

Su- jbng was invited to this meeting to advise them.76 

Prior to embarking for Korea, Horace Underwood stayed 

with Lee Su-j6ng for two months and learned some Korean 

language from him. He also took the Bible Lee had translated 

with him to Korea in 1885. Though Lee did not propagate 

mission work in Korea like ~ 6 h  Sang-yun, he was equally 

instrumental in bringing Koreans into contact with the 

Christian tradition of the West. Thus, in Korean religious 

history, both S6h Sang-yun and Lee Su-j6ng became the most 

important pillars of Korean Protestant history. S6hts 

conversion had less impact on then Korean socio-political 

scene for he was not connected with Korean politicians while 



Lee's conversion was very important for he was connected with 

then the Korean politicians of reformers like Park Y6ng-hyo 

(1861-1939) or Kim Ok-kyun (1851-1894) . 

Perhaps the most important of Lee Su- j 6ng ' s contributions 

to the Korean Christian movement, however, were his efforts to 

convert Korean students in Japan in ~hristianity~~because of 

the prestige enjoyed by foreign students on their return to 

Korea. Records indicate that there were SO Korean students in 

Tokyo in 1883.78 In regard to Lee SU-jbng's efforts to convert 

Korean students, Underwood commented: 

A man of high rank and ability and ardent piety, it 
is not strange that, largely through his [Lee Su- 
j6ngI influence, almost all the Koreans in Tokyo 
are now under the care of Dur mission and many of 
them already members of the church.79 

There were both American Presbyterian and Methodist 

missionaries in Japan in the early 1880s who were equally 

interested in opening mission work in Korea, although the 

Methodists were the first to attempt mission work there. The 

Superintendent of the Methodist Mission in Japan, Robert S. 

Maclay, visited Korea in June, 1884, and stayed for two 

weeks?' During this time, Maclay met with his acquaintance 

from Tokyo, Kim Ok-kyun. Kim was then Chamiii in Oeamun (a 

civilian officer of Third Rank in the Department of External 

A£ f airs in the Korean Government) 

Through Kim, Maclay presented a petition to Emperor 

Kojong (r. 1864-1907). Since the petition was to open a school 

to educate Korean youth Western knowledge and do medical work 
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in Korea, Maclay received a "favorable replyu" from the 

Emperor, though the Kojong was interested in getting material 

benefit out of the Western education, but not for souls. 

Maclay explained: 

[Kim Ok-kyun] i~forrned me that the king [Kojong] 
had carefully examined my letter the night before, 
and in accordance with my request had decided to 
authorize our society [the Methodist Episcopal 
Church of the U . S . ]  to commence hospital and school 
work in Korea.g3 

In regard to this yunh6 (Royal Permission) , Yun Chi-ho 

attended the meeting as an interpreter also said 

who 

that 

Emperor KO j ong allowed to build schools and hospitals .a 

Korean court still feared the ideological impact of Western 

religion but was open to Western medicine and education to 

its civilization. It is important to note that there was no 

explicit permission for the American missionary to do 

evangelical mission work. However, through this educational 

and medical mission, Protestant missionaries got one foot 

inside in the Korean door, allowing for future evangelism. 

After the aforementioned coup of 1884, another leader 

of the Reformers, Pak ~6ng-hyo (1861-1939) , a son-in-law of 

the previous King ~h6lchong (r. 1849-1863), fled to Japan. 

While there, he met a member of American missionaries. Once 

he said: 

What our people need is education and 
Christianization. Through your missionaries and 
your mission schools you could educate and elevate 
our people. It would be a great aid, and perhaps 
tedious work, but your great Republic could do 
this. Your missionaries have already done good 



work in Korea. Our old religions sit lightly, and 
the way to Christian conversion is open. An army 
of Christian teachers and workers should be placed 
in every section of our country. Our people should 
be educated and Christianized be£ ore they 
undertake any constitutional reform. Then we shall 
have constitutional government and, in the distant 
future, perhaps, a free and enlightened country 
such as yours." 

Pak put the education before Christianity for he thought 

education would help bringing modernization. Most of the 

Koreans who travelled to Japan in the early 1880s were 

members of the Reform Faction. They met Western 

missionaries, saw the changes happening in Meiji Japan 

because of the adoption of Western learning, and wanted to 

follow the Japanese pattern. While Pak was exiled in Japan, 

he said in his memorial to then an Emperor Kojong of Korea: 

If religion is sound, the nation is sound. 
However, Confucianism and Buddhism in our country 
have all declined, consequently the country also 
has been weakened! 

Pak did not suggest which religion would make the country 

"sound. In a similar manner, Kim Ok-kyun, a reformer who 

was then exiled in Japan, sent a memorial to Emperor Kojong 

and said that "the country needed to establish schools and 

develop human intellect and import foreign religion which 

would be an aid in achieving reform. u87 The foreign 

religionm both Pak and Kim had in mind was, of course, 

Christianity. Even though these reformers themselves never 

converted to ChristianityIS8 in their eyes, Christianity was 

a necessity and useful for their political purposes. Here is 



another typical aspect of the implantat ion of Christianity 

in Korea - Christianity was used as a tool of political 

ref o m .  

The actual coming of Western missionaries to Korea 

occurred after the so-called Treaty of Amity and Commerce 

between the United States and Corea, which was signed on May 

22, 1882." This parallels Japan's situation, for Japan also 

saw missionaries come to Japan only after the American 

consul, Townsend Harris, signed a treaty in July, 1858, 

which allowed American citizens in Japan to practice 

Christianity. As mentioned earlier, Allen was in Korea, not 

as an uofficiallt Protestant missionary, but as a physician 

to the Foreign Legation. A political coup, the 1884 Ka~sin 

chbnsbv6n, provided an opportunity for him to begin 

evangelization. Allen recorded in his diary on December 5, 

1884 : "Last night was a most eventful one for foreigners in 

Seoul.ngo Allen continued: 

After being rushed across the city under an escort 
of native troops, I found the foreign 
representatives and the high native dignitaries 
spattered with blood and terribly agitated, while 
the host of the evening, Prince Min [YGng-ik], was 
lying at the point of death with arteries severed 
and seven sword cuts on his head and body.91 

According to the wife of P.G. von Moellendorff, the 

political advisor to Emperor Kojong, Min Ybng-ik was carried 

to Moellendorff's residence by palanquin. She recorded that 

"the night of the coup was a fearful night. "= 
Allen succeeded in bringing the prince back to health 



after "three months of constant care, attended with much 

anxiety and ~eril. Apart from its political impact, this 

incident made Allen win the confidence of the court and 

elevated the reputation of Western medicine amongst the 

Korean people. Indeed, a s  a sign of acceptance of Western 

medicine, the Court opened a hospital under Allen's 

supervision. Early in 1885, Allen made a request to the 

Court through George C. Foulk, the American charge' dlAffairs 

in Seoul, to establish a hospital under royal patronage. 

Allen offered to teach Western medicine to Korean students 

f ree-of -charge in return for a building and maintenance 

costs. The Court accepted Allen's proposal, and the 

hospi tall KwanqhaewZjn (Widespread Relief House) , was 

officially opened on April 10, 1885, with the %lessingsu of 

the Court .% 

The primary significance of this hospital was that it 

opened doors to future mission work. At the same time, it 

ignited the Korean people s confidence in Americans. Thus, 

when the American missionaries mentioned earlier - - H. 

Underwood, W, B. Scranton, H. Appenzeller, and Mary F. 

Scranton - -  arrived in Korea on April 5, 1885, they received 

a  l1moderateu welcome. In fact, officially, they were not 

considered 'lmissionaries at all, but rather doctors or 

educators. For example, Underwood was known as a medical 

assistant to ~llen~' as well as a chemistry and physics 

teacher at ll~wanghaewbn 'I%; W . B . Scranton was a medical 
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doctor at "~wanghaew6n'~"; Appenzeller was an educator, g8 as 

well as Mary? When these ordained missionaries arrived in 

Korea in the late nineteenth century, the propagation of 

Christianity was not officially permitted. Yet, they took 

advantage of the treaty to enter the country and received 

favourable treatment, particularly from the Royal family. 

Having gained the Court's acceptance, the nineteenth-century 

Protestant missionaries were then able to proselytize. (This 

will be discussed more in Chapter Four). 

In summary, because nineteenth-century Protestant 

missionaries were well aware of the history of confrontation 

between the Catholics and the Korean government, they were 

able to avoid making the same mistakes as the Roman 

Catholics. The first and the most important step Protestant 

missionaries took was to win the support of both the Court 

and the common people through humanitarian projects. This 

included the erection of the Royal Hospital (~wanghaew6n) 

and schools to educate the children of common people. 

Instead of preaching the Christian faith against a strong 

conservative tradition of Confucianism, they planned to 

teach humanitarian spirit through education and medical 

services and by setting up orphanages. The primary targets 

of their message were women and the masses. By focussing 

proselytization on them, the missionaries hoped social 

barriers to strengthen human dignity and to encourage gender 

equality through education. Thus, the Protestant 
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missionaries in those early days were remembered as "the 

founders of the modem education system. "Irn Protestant 

mission work also profited from the political infighting 

between Taewbnlgun and Queen Min during the late nineteenth 

century. Moreover, conservatives and modernizers, many of 

them young, ref om-minded Korean politicians, sought to 

ltuseN Christianity, "a civilized religion, " as an instrument 

of political reform. It also must be remembered that during 

this same period, international pressure was forcing Korean 

politicians, particularly the modernizers, to prepare to 

receive Western civilization. Because of these factors, the 

Korean government was relatively supportive of the 

Protestant missionaries' efforts. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SOME FACTORS INFLUENCING THE GROWTH OF 
KOREAN PROTESTANT EVANGELIZATION 

There is a school of thought which attributes the success 

of mission work in Korea to the so-called "Nevius Method" - -  

Self-supporting, Self-governing, and Self-propagating - -  

adopted by Protestant missionaries in the late nineteenth- 

century. ' It appears to me, however, that this way of thinking 
overemphasizes ltrnissionaryism." These historical views 

highlight the achievements of the missionaries alone, while 

ignoring the socio-political climate and several cultural 

factors which aided the Protestant missionaries1 

proselytization effort. 

In previous chapters, I described Korean society in the 

late nineteenth-century, demonstrating how the socio-political 

climate of that time worked in favour of the introduction of 

Protestantism into Korea. As well, I discussed the political 

corruption through tlin-lawlt power politics, known as sedo 

chhschi ; the incessant factionalism in the highest levels of 

bureaucracy, called sewen; the changing dynamics among the 

four different social strata (vancrban, chunsin, sansmin, and 

chbnmin); the increasing frequency of peasant uprisings; the 

Confucian view of women as "inferior"; and the revolution of 

educating "inferior" women and other low-class people. I 

argued that such socio-political instability weakened the 
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Korean government's ability to enforce its isolationist 

policy, leaving it vulnerable to Western aggression. 

Protestant missionaries took advantage of this social 

discontinuity to establish a secure foothold in Korea, 

rendering it "one of the marvels of modern [mission] 

history. 11' 

In this chapter, I will investigate the following 

questions in an attempt to ascertain which factors influenced 

this ltmzirvel.v 

First, what predisposed the Korean court to favour 

Protestant mission work? Did the Emperor ~ o j  ong ' s3 attitude 

toward Christianity - -  in this case Protestantism - -  affect 

that of masses? 

Second, did Protestant evangelists adapt their mission 

strategy to take advantage of the existing social system 

during the late Yi dynasty? To determine this, the 

relationship between social structure and the method of the 

missionary evangelization undertaken by the Protestant 

missionaries will be explored. 

Third, was there any cultural interplay between the 

indigenous Korean belief system and Christian teachings? If 

so, what form did it take? 

To begin, as demonstrated by Horace Allen in Chapter Two, 

Korean Protestantism was able to gain a foothold in Korea 

through "miraculous Western medicine. '14 In the late nineteenth 

century, the Korean government d i d  not welcome Christian 
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evangelists. However, it appears that Protestant missionaries 

were favoured by the court from the beginning, primarily 

because of their advanced Western medical technology and 

education. According to Horace G. Underwood, public displays 

of royal favour to missionaries I1naturally had a widespread 

and powerful effect upon the whole nation and has also had 

something to do with the constant favour that missionaries 

have continually received everywhere."* 

Let us take a look at how Emperor Kojong or the State 

acted toward the Protestant missionaries with regards to 

Christian propagation. One example is the so-called "Ydng A 

Sodongv (Baby Riots) , which happened in Seoul in 1888 . 6  In 

June of that year, anti-foreign elements spread the rumour 

that foreigners were killing and eating Korean babies in order 

to manufacture medicine, treating diseases by using human body 

parts, and using babiesf eyes to take pictures. "The 

excitement and fury grew hourly, " Lillias Underwood, an 

American, commented, and "large crowds of angry people 

congregated, scowling, muttering, and threatening"' the 

missionaries. 

This incident was reminiscent of the Tientsin riots in 

China in 1870, which saw the massacre of a number of 

foreigners. In the Korean case, the populace1 s mood was so 

ugly that American marines were called from Chemulpo 

(presently 1nch6n, about thirty miles west of Seoul) to guard 

Americans in Seoul .' After hearing of this rumour, Emperor 



Kojong ordered the Minister of Home Affairs (Naebutaesin) , Yu 

Kil- jun (1856-1914) , to promulgate an edict that these rumours 

were not true and the people should calm down.9 Missionary 

work was thus legitimated by Emperor Kojong; in the view of 

historian Paik Lak-geoon, Emperor Kojongls edict served to 

bring the public and government together in recognizing the 

work of missionaries1 as "honorable and good."1° A second 

example reveals the favourable attitude of government 

officials towards the missionary. Queen Minrs private 

physician, Lillias Horton, M.D. (?-1921), was an American who 

came to Korea on March 27, 1888, and married Horace Underwood 

one year later. Horton, now Mrs. Underwood, wrote : 

Their majesties arranged for several people from 
the palace to be presented at the ceremony [of 
their wedding] , the army was represented by General 
Han Ku Sul [Han Kyu-sal, 1856-1930. Later Han 
became the Prime Minister] , a noblemen of the 
highest rank, and the cabinet by Min Yen Whan [Min 
Y6ng-hwan, 1861-19051, a near relative of the 
queen, and in highest favor with their majesties . I 1  

When the newlyweds went on their honeymoon to the northern 

part of Korea (Songch6n, Ciju, and P1y6ngyang, etc), they were 

guarded by policemen, under direct orders from His Majesty. 

There is also an example of how Queen Min favoured a 

missionary wife . John Heron (an American) , Emperor KO j ong ' s 
physician died in 1890 and Heron's widow, Harriet Gibson, 

married James Gale (a Canadian) on April of 1892. Hearing the 

news of Gibsont s marriage, Queen Min gave "a gift of five 

hundred dollars~" as a wedding gift. Two months after the 
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marriage, the Gale family moved to Wonsan, northeast of Seoul. 

Queen Min not only provided a palace chair and a bannerman for 

the Gales, but also bestowed on them presents such as jewels, 

headdresses, material for dress and another five hundred 

dollars. l3 

In addition to the generosity shown to particular 

individuals by the Emperor and Queen, missionaries were 

generally well-treated by the royal couple. This can be seen 

from the following anecdote, "Skating in the Palace Groundsfl, 

provided by Canadian missionary, Oliver R. Avison. In those 

days, when winter arrived, missionaries in Seoul skated on the 

Han River, located about four miles from where they were 

residing. In the winter of 1894, upon hearing of the 

missionaries1 sport, the Emperor extended an invitation to 

them, through Avison to skate to the pond at the Palace. 

Avison wrote: 

He [Emperor Kojong] could not skate but from the 
pavilion he could watch the skaters almost flying 
around and he was quite exuberant at seeing . . . 
them perform, and how he would laugh when any one 
chanced to fa11.I4 

After the skating, they were invited to a pavilion for 

refreshments, which "the prince himself serving while he made 

joking comments on the afternoon's occurrence, apparently 

enjoying it all as much as [they] did. "I5 After a while, a 

second skating party was held by invitation of the Emperor. 

This time, the missionaries used one of the Queen's private 

apartments as a dressing room. When the skating was over, the 



missionaries were led to the Queen's apartment, where they 

were treated with 'a bounteous repast."16 

Emperor KO j ong even sought political "protect ionn from 

the missionaries when he was in trouble. Such an incident 

occurred after the Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895), and 

illustrates how much the Emperor relied on Protestant 

missionaries in Seoul during times of political turmoil. After 

Japan destroyed China's claim to suzerainty over Korea by 

winning the Sino-Japanese War, Japan exercised more in£ luence 

over Korea. Yet, Russian1 s inf hence and the pro-Russian 

attitude of Queen Min were obstacles to Japanese authority in 

K o r e a .  In order to establish hegemony over Korea, Queen Min, 

known as "The VixenM to Japanese authorities, was killed by 

Japanese snipers under the order of the Japanese minister to 

Korea, Miura Goro (j i ?  +$$$ 1847-1926) .I7 
According to one source, the terror-stricken Emperor 

Kojong "called into his presence the three foreignersw to 

protect him from the possibility of his own assassination.,, 

The "three foreignersu turned out to be Horace Underwood 

(American), Oliver Avison (Canadian) and Homer Hulbert 

(American) . Two of the three missionaries remained on guard 
near KO j ong each night l1 for some seven weeks. l9 Even his food 

was prepared in the Underwood's kitchenz0 because Kojong was 

afraid to eat food prepared in the palace, "lest it would have 

been tampered with by his enemies. 11" In an autocratic society 

like the Yi dynasty, the Emperor theoretically held absolute 
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power over the social order, including the populacels belief 

system, and directly influenced the entire nation. All these 

incidents show that the Protestant missionaries in Korea in 

late nineteenth century, unlike those in Japan or China, built 

favourable relationships with the Royal family, which had 

helped the missionariesf proselytizing work. Thus, Dalziel A. 

Bunker (1853-1932), an American missionary, implied that the 

missionaries always were under the "gracious care 11" of the 

Emperor. 

The second factor contributing to the Protestant 

missionaries success was their strategy, i . e. , their emphasis 

on social evangelization such as medical work and education, 

particularly with women- The introduction of modern education 

for women in Korea by the Protestant missionaries1 was an 

epoch-making reform in Korea, an earthshaking breakthrough in 

a Confucian society where women's education was considered a 

waste of time and effort. In Korea Is male-dominated Confucian 

society, women were confined to housekeeping and the 

production of children - -  especially sons - -  to maintain the 

f amily bloodline. Needless to say, education for women, except 

in some cases involving upper-class women,23 was prohibited. 

The social norm was one which narnion v6bi (respected man and 

despised woman) , and education was considered the prerogative 

of men. A renowned Confucian scholar of the Yi dynasty, Yi Ik 

(1681-1763) , summed up the "official" position on the issue of 

education for women: 



Women suffice only to observe three disciplines - -  
frugality, diligence and distinction between the 
s e x e s .  Book-reading and discourse are in the realm 
of men and the damage will be reat if women step 
into this realm [of education] . 9 4  

Though "despised," women were responsible for the 

administration of the house, the domestic education of the 

children, and the success of the family's undertakings. Most 

of all, women were the mothers of men. Protestant missionaries 

were quick to recognize the importance traditionally placed on 

these aspects of womanhood. However, they also realized that 

women had less of a stake in preserving the status quo than 

men and saw therein an avenue for conversion. 

When the Protestant missionaries came to Korea, they 

combined education with mission work. Korea's first modern 

school for girls, known as the "Girls1 School and Home", was 

founded in May of 1886 in Seoul by American missionary Mary F. 

Scranton (1832-1909) The establishment of a girls school in 

concept parallel to a boysf school was 'an amazing thingmz6 in 

Korean Confucian society. One year later in 1887, when Queen 

Min heard about the foundation of the girls1 school, she 

granted it a name - -  "Ehwa Hakdang" (The Pear Blossom 

Institute). Scranton's "firstu female student known as "Kim 

Puin" (lady Kim) , a concubine of an official, was to learn 

English so she could be the interpreter for the Queen." 

Twenty-three years later,28 in 1909, the school boasted 174 

students, and eventually became the present day Ehwa Women's 

University in Seoul. 



About ten years after the Protestant missionaries 

arrival, eight schools were founded: four for boys, three for 

girls, and one co-ed. (See Table 3: 1 below) 

Table 3: 1 Schools founded bv Protestant missionaries 

before 1900 

year name first enrolment place 

Ehwa Hakdang 
Paichae 
Ky6ngsin 
Ch6ngsin 
Younghwa 
Kwangs6ng 
Soongsil 
Paehwa (Co- 

I 
2 

? 
1 
? 

13 
? 
2 (female) 
3 (male) 

Seoul 
Seoul 
Seoul 
Seoul 
1nch6n 
P ybngyang 
P ytingyang 
Seoul 

legend: (B) means Boys1 School and (G) means Girls' 
School. 

sources : Han Ki-6n, Hanlquk kvowksa (History of Korean 
Education) (Seoul, Korea : Pakybngsa, 1963) , pp. 259 -266 ; 
Lee Man-ye1 , Han s u k  kidokkvo munhwa undonssa (The 
History of the Cultural Movement in the Korean Christian 
Church) (Seoul, Korea: Taehan kidokkyo chulpansa, 1992) , 
pp. 1 8 4  - 195 ; Horace Underwood, Modern Education in Korea 
(New York: International Press, 19261, p. SO. 

Korean students were taught not only Bible studies and prayer, 

but also Arts subjects. According to contemporary historian, 

Lee Man-ysl, the following curriculum was introduced at Ehwa 

Hakdang, from 1886 to 1896: English, Bible Studies, Korean, 

Chinese, Mathematics, History, Geography, Science, Music, 

Sawing, Gymnastics , and Hygiene. lg Missionaries continued their 

efforts to educate Korean youth. The following data compiled 

from 1913 to 1924 shows the ratio of male and female students 



educated by the Protestant Mission Board. 

Table 3: 2 Elementarv Schools administered bv Methodist 

Mission Board 

Year No. of Boys Girls Total of 
schools students 

x estimated by original author. 
xx added by present author. 
source: Horace H. Underwood, Modern Education in Korea 
(New York: International Press, 1926), p .  5 0 .  

Sixty per-cent of all elementary school students were males, 

while forty were females. The overall number of male students 

outnumbered female students by 16,253. However, in a Confucian 

society, public education for women was a major achievement in 

itself. The breakdown of gender-barriers is particularly 

striking in the case of Paehwa School, which began as a co-ed 

institution in 1898. (Table 3 :1) Co-ed education was one of the 

most revolutionary contributions Protestant missionaries were 

able to make to Korean society. The missionaries' humanistic 

approach towards educating all Koreans transformed the Korean 
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peoples1 Confucian id& fix6 that women were inferior; it also 

negated the Confucian precept "namn~6 chilse budonas6ku (a boy 

and a girl should not sit together after the age of seven) . 
The missionaries1 aotivation to educate women promoted the 

idea of greater equality between male and female. 

Protestant missionaries targeted the commoners and lower- 

class individuals not only by formal school education, but 

also through literary works. The Protestant missionaries 

carried out their auxiliary education of the commoner class 

(including women) through the popularization of the Bible. T h e  

following examples of two missionaries will illustrate this 

point. 

A Canadian missionary, Malcolm C. Fenwick (1865-1935, for 

Fenwick, see Chapter Five), translated the Bible serially and 

finally produced the whole New Testament in 1919. Fenwick's 

principle of translation was to use llgukmoonu [i .e. Korean 

Language] only, and no "munj a" [i . e . idiomatic phrases from 
the Chinese Classics or famous classical Chinese sayings J . T h e  

aim of his translation of the Bible, he said, "was to talk so 

that unlettered women and children will easily catch the 

meaning. It'' Another Bible translator, James Gale (for Gale, see 

Chapter Four), a Canadian, said that his principles of Bible 

translation was "no more, no less, [but] in the language of 

the common people.u31 Gale further said that the translation 

should be "a simple, and efficient form of writing,u32 using 

the ordinary spoken word. 
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These two missionaries1 theory on Bible translation was 

to adopt the "Korean style" in order to enable commoners and 

lower-class people to read the Scriptures in "theirM fashion, 

rather than that of the literati. This was a contrasting 

strategy between the Protestant missionaries and the Roman 

Catholics in evangelizing method in that the latter focused on 

vansban high class as discussed in Chapter Two. Fenwick and 

Gale served for some time as the official members of the 

Bible Translation committee." Judging from their principles 

for translating their own private Bibles and their involvement 

in the official Bible translation, their ideas were injected 

into the official Bible translation project which also focused 

on reaching the lower-class and women." 

Certainly, the missionaries method of "liberatingf1 

Koreans from illiteracy was a reproduction of what they had 

carried out in their own countries. Late nineteenth-century 

American general missionaries considered themselves as being 

on an "errand" for God, sent to the "paganm or "heatheni1 world 

to build a Christendom similar to that which existed in 

America." Historian and educator Kim Yung-chung recounts: 

The period between 1860 and 1920 was called the 
golden age for women1 s liberation in America. The 
missionary women who were educated during this 
period considered the freeing of oppressed women of 
other nations as one of their highest goals.36 

Though Kim fails to mention that these missionaries were doing 

their mission work from the imperialists1 cultural ascendancy 

over "heathenv countries (assuming that Christianity is 



superior to all other alien cultures) , and yet it should be 

recognized that their approach educating the women and lower- 

class people had an overall positive effect. 

Through the effort of educating Korean people, Protestant 

missionaries not only changed the lives and characters of the 

Korean people but also allowed them to integrate into a 

society which accorded great respect to those recognized as 

"teachers, l1 the appellation which is highly respected in a 

Confucian society. James Gale (1863-1937) recounts: 

He [the missionary] is the man with the book, not 
the man who comes to deal in lands, houses, or 
money; he is a spiritual master of literature, a 
teacher (em hasis added), a guide, a model for the 
common man, P7 

According to Canadian missionary Duncan McRae , the 

missionaries were treated as yanqban.3s What Gale and McRae 

implied was that the missionaries appeared to the Korean 

people not as imperialist traders or even intruders as in the 

period of Roman Catholicism in Korea, but as 'a teacherw and 

"a guideu to the common people. By taking on the ueducator" 

role, missionaries adopted a position of power which allowed 

them to relate to the Koreans within the framework of Korean 

society. 

In his thesis, "Democracy and Mission Education in Korea" 

(1928) , former missionary and educator James E. Fisher 

contends in regard to the impact of the Protestant outreach of 

education: 

The great contribution of the foreign mission 



enterprise is being made through education; that 
is, by changin the lives and characters of 
[Korean] people. 3 

The third example of favourable cultural elements which gave 

Protestant missionaries an advantage in proselytizing was that 

Koreans already had the concept of the Trinity and a single 

Supreme Being in Heaven in their founding mythology. 

According to the second-oldest extant Korean history 

book , (Lesends and History of the Three Kinsdorns 

of Ancient Korea) , compiled by Illydn (1206-1289) of the Kory6 

dynasty (918- 13 92) , Koreans were descendants of the Heavenly 

King. Samsuk vusa wrote: 

In ancient times Hwan-in (Heavenly King) had a 
young son whose name was Hwan-ung. The boy wished 
to descend from heaven and live in the human world. 
His father, after examining three great mountains, 
chose Taebaek-san as a suitable place for his 
heavenly son to bring happiness to human beings. He 
gave Hwan-ung three heavenly treasures, and 
commanded him to rule over his people . 4 1  

According to the Samquk yusa, there once lived a she-bear and 

a tigress who prayed to the Heavenly King, Hwan-in, to 

incarnate them as human beings. The Heavenly King took pity on 

them and tested them by giving them I1holy food" - - a bunch of 

mugwort and twenty pieces of garlic - -  and ordered them to eat 

it and not to see the sunlight for one hundred days. Only the 

she-bear obeyed the Heavenly King1 s instruction and was 

incarnated as a human being. This "bear-woman" then prayed to 

the Heavenly King to be blessed with a child. Bwan-ung, the 

son of Heavenly King, heard this and married her, and fathered 



a divine son, Tantgun. Tanlgun later set up 

residence at P'ybngyang (presently in North 
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his royal 

Korea) and 

bestowed the name Chosdn, Wand of Morning Calm, " upon his 

kingdom. The theogony of the Tan'gun legend is the matrimony 

between the son of the Heavenly King and a she-bear. The birth 

of Tan'gun apotheosized the combination of divine being (Hwan- 

ung) and earthly being (she-bear) . The Tanlgun myth is very 

well-known to Koreans and even became a folk belief system, 

known as uTanlgunkyou, or "The Religion of Tantgun" , in which 

Tanlgun is its ~eity.~' 

What is striking is how this crude theology of the triune 

concept aided Protestant missionaries in the conversion of 

Koreans to Christianity. When Christian missionaries went to 

other non-Christian countries, they found difficulties in 

accommodating indigenous beliefs with Christian doctrine and 

theology because of the traditional ethnocentrism of their own 

Western culture. There existed no commonality of cultural 

discourse between the missionaries and those countries they 

were trying to evangelize. 

In Korea, however, Protestant missionaries found that they 

were able to relate Korea's apotheosized founding figures to 

the Christian triune concept. 

In Kidokkvo wa han'cruk sasanq (Christianity and Korean 

Thought, 1983), Yun S6ng-b6m elucidates: 

In the Tan'gun myth, there are three gods, Hwan-in, 
Hwan-ung and Tan'gun, as in the Christian trinity. 
The important thing is that these three beings in 



Tan'gun myth were male as in the Christian trinity: 
Hwan-in as Father-God; Hwan-ung as Holy Spirit-God; 
and Tantgun as the s o n - ~ o d . ~ ~  

These triune beings, both in Christianity and the Tanfgun 

myth, are male, which is typical in patriarchal societies. 

Spencer Palmer, a contemporary historian, contends: 

Korean Christians have had a very different 
approach to the Tan'gun story. To them it is a saga 
understandable only from the standpoint of 
Christian trinitarianism. In their view God, Jesus, 
and the Holy Ghost are counterparts of Hwan-in, 
Hwan-ung, and ~anlgun." 

The finding of "this sagan by the nineteenth-cent 

missionaries, in Yun ~dng-b6m1s view "is like finding lost 

treasure and also like finding [a lost] genealogy of 

ancestors. 

In addition to this parallel triune concept of Korean 

founding myth and Christian trinitarian concept, the 

Protestant missionaries took advantage of adopting folk 

belief, namely the God concept. 

When Protestant missionaries came to Korea in the late 

nineteenth-century, Korean religious life revolved around the 

influences of Buddhism, Confucianism, and Shamanism. Buddhism 

had strong political influence as a state-cult during the two 

kingdoms of Silla ( 5 7  B.C.-935 A.D.) and ~ o r y 6  (918-13921, but 

the Yi dynasty had selected Confucianism as the dynasty's 

social and political ideology. Politically, Shamanism was 

neither supported by any courtM nor "usedH as a state-cult . 
Under the Neo-Confucian society of the Yi, Shamanism " [had] 



always been despised by the literati. "" In fact, Shamanism has 

no canon, no temple, and no doctrine as other organized 

religions have. Yet, Shamanism was the m o s t  vital among 

Korean's religions4' and the one most deeply rooted in the 

daily life of Korean people. 

When Protestant missionaries came to Korea, many of them 

attacked Shamanism by refusing to accord it any legitimate 

status; moreover, they labelled Shamanism "as old-fashioned 

superstition and even as heresy. 1f49 Despite this, 

interestingly enough, some Protestant missionaries "usedf1 

shamanistic beliefs in their Christian evangelization. For 

instance, the idea of Hananim was most-closely connected with 

the Shamanistic tradition. Yu Dong-sik explains: 

The fact is that the Korean people were able to 
understand and receive foreign religions because of 
Shamanism, and Christianity was no exception. The 
Shamanistic concept of Hananim, One Supreme Being 
who governs many other gods dwelling in the sphere, 
provided Korean people with a mirror that also 
distinguishes the Christian God from many other 
spirits. 

In the history of the Protestant Church in Korea, the first 

western missionary who took advantage of the "folk beliefn in 

Christian evangelization was the Scottish Presbyterian 

missionary, John Ross of Manchuria. As previously discussed in 

Chapter Two, Ross translated the New Testament Bible into 

Korean, known as Ross Version in 1876, in which Ross used 

Hananirn for Christian God. Ross elucidates his view on 

choosing Hananim for Christian God: 



The Coreans [sic] have one native name, and one 
borrowed from the Chinese, for the Supreme Being. 
The former is Hannonim [hananim], from Hancl, 
heaven; the latter Shangde [i* I . 
The name Hananim is so distinctive and so 
universally used [by Koreans] , that there will be 
no fear, in future translations and preachings, of 
the unseemly squabbles which occurred long ago 
among the missionaries in China on this subject; - -  
even though the Romanists have introduced the name 
which they employed in China. The idea conveyed by 
the term Hananim is much like that of T i e n  laoy 
[ ] , the popular Chinese name for the 
~lrni~htq: the all -present, but invisible One. 

Ross was learning the Korean language and culture from native 

Koreans at that time of this translation? In fact, Ross 

Version was a production in collaboration with his Korean 

assistants, something which strongly suggests that Ross was 

influenced by his Korean language teachers in choosing not 

only the term, Hananim, for the Christian "God," but also in 

selecting many other terminologies. 

Later historians argue that the "Ross VersionIr should be 

called "Sub [Sijh Sang-yun] Versionu because the so-called 

"Ross Versionr1 w a s  the result of sCh1s effort.53 Another 

contemporary historian, Ch6n Taek-bu ( 1 9 1 5  - ) insists that the 

translation of the "Ross Versionr1 was done primarily by 

~oreans ." What Wagner and ~ h 6 n  implied is that the Koreans 

who were involved in the translation thought that Hananim was 

more appropriate to use for the Christian "Godu than any other 

term(s) , in respect to the Korean folk belief system. The 

important thing to note is that those Korean native 

translators chose a term from their indisenous belief system, 



making "Godn neither "Ch6ni uu nor "Sanai em, but Hananim. 

When Protestant missionaries officially translated the 

Bible into Korean in the late nineteenth-century, there was a 

debate among the missionaries over which term would be closer 

to the meaning of "elohim" in Hebrew and "theos" in Greek. The 

missionaries in the field were divided into two groups. One of 

the pioneer Protestant missionaries, Horace Underwood 

(American) , thought initially that Chbni u, the term imported 

from China and used by the Roman Catholics before the 

Protestants arrived, should be used for Protestant literature 

for God. Underwood had used Chkiu in his own Bible 

translations and the Hymn book of his early days. The rest of 

the missionaries were in favour of using Hananim; eventually 

Underwood himself sided with the rest of the missionaries. 

Richard Rutt (1925- ) ,  a former Anglican missionary, wrote: 

The books [the Bible translated into Korean by the 
contemporary missionaries] that were published show 
the difficulty the missionaries had in deciding 
which word to use for the Godhead. After having 
tried a transliteration of the Latin Deus (Teusu) , 
and the Chinese term Chijniu used by the Roman 
Catholics and Anglican, they [Protestant 
missionaries] finally settled on the term Hananim, 
which eventually became the accepted Christian word 
for God. 55 

The confusion and debate was over when Protestant missionaries 

published the New Testament in 1900; they agreed to use 

Hananim throughout their tran~lation.'~ The adoption of 

Hananim for the Hebrew "elohiml' and Greek "theosU has proven 

to be a wise choice by later native Korean biblical scholars. 
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In 1977, two Korean biblical scholars, Son Song-hwan, 

representing the Roman Catholics, and Moon Ik-hwan, 

representing the Protestants, translated both the Old and New 

Testament, without foreign missionary involvement. This 

translation is known as Konsdons Pljnvljk Sijnas6 (Common 

Translation Bible) and was published officially by the Korean 

Bible Society. The translators used the term, Hananim, 

advocated by Protestant missionaries for God, and not Chiiniu, 

which had been used by Roman Catholic rnissionarie~.~~ 

To Koreans, the root of Hananim and its theory of 

trinitarian concept in the Tantgun myth is well-known and 

well-written among  scholar^.'^ 

Surprisingly, however, the present author has discovered 

that there are some contemporary historians who argue that the 

term Hananim was "createdt1 by Protestant missionaries in the 

late nineteenth-century. They deny the existence of the term 

Hananim before Protestant missionaries in the nineteenth 

century. These authorities believe that the Protestant 

missionaries Ifcreatedu a monotheistic term, Hananim, which 

they then used to introduce the monotheistic Christian God 

concept to Koreans. 

The first is historian, Rha Young-bok. In his doctoral 

thesis, I1An Analysis of the Terms Used for God in Korea in the 

Context of Indigenization," (1977) Rha argued: 

When American [Protestant] missionaries started 
their evangelizing works, they knew that the Korean 
Roman Catholic Church was using Chun chu [Chbniu] 



which is a Chinese term, and that term was 
acceptable to the Korean literati. For that reason, 
the Protestant missionaries had to look for another 
term in order for them to let the common people in 
Korea appreciate the meaning of the new work. Thus, 
the foreign missionaries [Protestant] and the 
Korean converts, later reached a decision to 
choose, or rather, to create [emphasis added] , the 
term Ha Na Nim [Hananirn] ." 

The second historian is Donald Baker who, in his article, 

"Felicitous Fallacy: James Gale and the Creation of Korean 

Monotheism," (1988) denies the existence of the term Hananirn 

before the arrival of Protestant missionaries in the 

nineteenth-century. He argues that Gale and other Protestant 

missionaries deliberately chose not to use the word "~hbniu" 

because it already existed in Korean society and was being 

used by the Roman Catholic converts to refer to the Supreme 

Being. Instead, they "createdM the word, "Hananim" which had 

not existed before in Korean society. Baker wrote: 

. .  if Hananim and C h k  were the traditional Korean 
names for that God, then why did Korea's first 
Catholics not use those terms in their early 
Hanlsul writings? Neither Yi Py6k (1754-1786) nor 
Chong Yak-jong (1760-1801) use those terms when 
they refer to God in their proselytizing treatises. 
Yi Pyok refers to God as Sansiu, Sansie, and 
Choniu. Chong uses the term Choniu only. Why would 
these two men [Yi ~ y 6 k  and Chong Yak- jong] , who 
were trying to convince their countrymen to honour 
and obey the Supreme Being, not use a native Korean 
term for Supreme Being if such a term [Hananiml 
were [was] available? [underlining and emphasis 
added by present author] .60 

Five years after his own "felicitous fallacy," Baker reviewed 

a book called Korea: A Relisious Historv (1989) by James 

Grayson, the Journal of Korean Studies 
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202-210). On page 203 of the above Journal, Baker criticized 

Grayson for making "the most disturbing errors,~ and placing 

lruncritical reliance on outdated Korean scholarship. t161 Baker 

accused Grayson of inferior scholarship by saying that "he 

[Grayson] repeatedly refers to an ancient Korean belief in a 

Supreme Being [Hananim] who was the creator of the universe. 

Baker concluded his review by saying "Hanullim [Hananim] was 

no Supreme Being, at least before the arrival of Christian 

theologians [Protestant missionaries] in Korea. '' Here again 
Baker argued that Hananim was "createdu by the Protestant 

missionaries in the late nineteenth-century. As noted in note 

# 58, this well-accepted theory of Tan'gun and Hananim concept 

may be "outdated scholarshipv by Baker's standard's, but the 

existence of Hananim in Korean culture was there long before, 

as Chdn Taek-bo said, "Chdniu is too short to compare with the 

term, Hananim . 

The term and the belief in Hananim was there at the 

emergence of Korean history. It was not a creation by any one 

person. Moreover, it certainly was not "created1' by the late 

nineteenth-century Protestant missionaries. Rather, it has 

existed in the minds of the Korean people for millennia. Was 

it, then, pre-historic? David Chung hit the nail on the head 

when he argued in his thesis, ltReligious Syncretism in Korean 

Societyq' in 1959. Chung said: 

Did the pre-historic and historic Hanunim [sic] 
belief exist, then, in the seventeenth-century also 
when the Christian impact was felt in Korea? We can 



answer this question with an affirmative, because, 
not only the seventeenth-century but present day 
Korea as well is still immersed in this belief 
through and through." 

Another remarkable similarity between Shamanistic belief and 

Christianity was the eschatological view of human life . 
Shamanism posits the existence of hell, an earthly life (the 

present world) and a future life (heaven) . A person1 s soul, 

after death, can be promoted to heaven or sentenced to hell, 

depending on one's merits and faults. Thus, there is an 

indigenous concept of "HeavenN and vHellll and life after 

death, just as in Christian belief. 

In sum, when Protestant missionaries first came to Korea 

in the late nineteenth century, Korea was in a situation of 

socio-political instability caused primarily by the conflict 

between the Court and yansban, which weakened the power of the 

central government. In addition, corruption within the vansban 

class itself brought about additional factionalism. The 

factional strife among the yansban allowed the powerless 

commoners an opportunity to gain power and to demand "human 

rights." In addition to these internal problems, late 

nineteenth-century Korean society was disturbed by the 

penetration of the West. The Protestant missionaries of late 

nineteenth-century Korea, unlike the Roman Catholic 

missionaries, received favourable treatment, particularly from 

the Court, mainly because of their humanitarian work. Indeed, 

the Court's amicable attitude towards the Protestant 
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missionaries became a sort of catalytic to the general 

populace for accepting the missionaries. 

When the Protestant missionaries came to Korea, the 

Korean society was based on the social hierarchy system; the 

vansban were at the top, followed by the ~comrnoners~ and 

Commoners and outcasts were suppressed and 

despised by the vansban, yet it was commoners and outcasts who 

formed the bulk of Yi society. The Protestant missionaries 

concentrated their efforts on educating the lower classes and 

women, which contrasts with the approach taken by Roman 

Catholics. The Protestant missionaries evangelized commoners 

and outcasts even as they gained favour with the court and the 

yansban for their medical and educational efforts. Through the 

education of women and the lower class, Protestant 

missionaries succeeded in effecting revolutionary changes in 

the social system of the late Yi dynasty. They reduced 

interclass conflict, challenged vansban dominance and promoted 

the idea of equality between man and woman as well as low and 

high, through education and evangelization. 

Protestant evangelism was aided by the fact that Korea s 

indigenous Shamanist belief system contained elements which 

allowed Koreans both to understand Christian teachings easily 

and to receive Christianity without feeling like heretics. The 

Koreans I folk belief system of Hananim was easily equated with 

both the Christian triune concept of the Tanlgun myth and the 

concept of a single Supreme Being, and so aided the Protestant 



missionaries in their work. 

For a11 of these reasons, I believe that the success of 

Korean Protestantism was a combination of the socio-political 

situation in nineteenth-century Korea, as well as the 

favouritism to missionaries shown by the Court, the strategy 

of proselytization of women and low-class people and the "usen 

of traditional folk beliefs, which functioned as a bridge to 

Christian teachings. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

JAMES SCARTH GALE - -  MISSIONARY, SCHOLAR AND WRITER 

Introduction 

Gale was the most important of the Protestant 

missionaries working in Korea around the turn of the century, 

for during the forty years of his missionary career, he did 

far more than evangelize. He promoted the Western study of 

Korean history, Korean language, Korean lexicography, 

education, soc i a l  movements and culture. Moreover, Gale not 

only became the foremost interpreter of Korean culture for the 

Western world, he also emerged as the premier foreigner 

responsible for introducing Western things to the Korean 

people by writing in their own language. 

Gale was not, and should not, viewed as a "passive 

dogmatistN or "fanatical evangelistu; he was an innovative 

proselytizer who actively responded to the needs of his target 

group, the Korean people. 

James Gale was born on February 19, 1863, i n  Alma, 

Ontario, about 80 miles northwest of Toronto. James1 father, 

John Gale (1819-1909), emigrated to Canada in 1832 from 

Scotland. James' mother, Miami Bradt (1829-1909), was of 

Pennsylvania Dutch ancestry, her forebears settling near 

Hamilton, Ontario. John and Miami were married in 1850 and had 



six children, James being the fifth.' 

In regard to education, James Gale first attended a one- 

room log-cabin school at Alma, then went on to Elora High 

School, in a nearby town.' In 1882, he entered St. Catharines ' 

Collegiate Institute on the coast of Lake Ontario, south of 

Toronto; after three years, he matriculated ("Gale Farmu and 

all of the local schools which Gale attended still exist). In 

1884, Gale was admitted into University College, University of 

Toronto, where "Presbyterians are in a large majority among 

the graduates and undergraduates. He specialized in 

languages and literature4 i e - , English, German, French, 

Italian, Spanish, Latin), and graduated with a B.A. in 1888. 

In regard to his religious background, two of Gale's 

forefathers had, in fact, become nationally renowned in the 

history of Canadian Presbyterianism. Jamest great-uncle on his 

maternal grandmother's side, Henry Esson (1793-18531, was the 

founder of present-day Knox College, University of Toronto.' 

His paternal uncle, Alexander Gale (1800-1854) was the 

founder, in 1933, of the first Presbyterian Church, (presently 

St. Paul I s )  in Hamilton, ~ntario.~ Alexander Gale was also a 

professor of Classics at Knox College in its early days, and 

according to Gale's Memoir, Gale had seen the photographs of 

Esson and Alexander hanging on the wall of Knox College when 

he attended the University of Toronto.' Although Alexander 

Gale's photograph is no longer extant, Henry Essonts 

photograph (15x20cm) is still hanging on the centre wall of 
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the Caven Library, Knox College, University of Toronto. Gale s 

father, John Gale, was one of the early Scottish settlers in 

Pilkington County, Ontario, and active in establishing 

Presbyterianism in that area. As well, he was one of the 

founding members of his village church, Alma Presbyterian 

Church, (presently St. Andrew1 s Presbyterian Church) in 1854 

Thus, Gale's educational background was not in theology - 

his degree was Bachelor of Arts. His personal religious 

background was strongly Presbyterian. 

Gale and the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreicm Missions 

According to Murray Ross, the University of Toronto Young 

Menfs Christian Association (hereafter cited as UT-YMCA) was 

initiated in 1871 in a prayer meeting by a small group of 

students at University College. But it was not until two years 

later, in 1873, that the UT-YMCA was formally established with 

the approval of the University College council. The UT-YMCA l s 

interest in foreign mission efforts coincided with European 

political expansionism into Asian countries in the late 

nineteenth-century, and a wave of lfheroic foreign 

missionariesff arose among Christian students in the colleges 

and universities of North America. Such foreign mission 

enthusiasm was accelerated through the organization of the 

Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions (hereafter 

cited as SVM-FM). This was formed in late 1886 after the Mount 



Hermon Conference held in the summer of that year near 

Northfield, Massachusetts, the birthplace of Dwight L. Moody 

(1837-1899)10 with the watchword: "The Evangelization of the 

World in this  ene era ti on. "" 
The real foundation of the foreign mission work of the 

UT-YMCA, however, was laid in the late 1880s .  In 1888, the 

Secretary of the SVM-FM Parmelee Wilder (1863-1938) and his 

associate, John Forman of Princeton University came to Canada 

to recruit future missionaries. Many students responded to 

their appeal. Statistics ( 1 8 8 8 )  show that 110 Canadian 

students were Ifwilling and desirous, God permitting, to be 

foreign missionaries."" 

By the l 8 8 O s ,  it appears that Korea began to draw more 

general attention among Canadians. The earliest extant source 

regarding Canada1 s mission efforts to Korea appeared in the 

May 1887 issue of the Knox Collese Monthly (hereafter cited as 

KCM) in Toronto. Included in the article was an earnest plea 

from Jonathan Goforth (1859-19361,  Knox Collegels formal 

missionary to China in 1887.  It read: 

Corea, last land opened to the gospel, calls loudly 
for help. Fifteen million souls wait the messengers 
of the Lord. Five men have been sent, what can one 
man do for as many heathen as these [there] are 
Protestants in our p om in ion?'^ 

Such encouragement and appeals led finally to the early 1888 

decision to send a UT-YMCA-representing missionary overseas. 

The UT-YMCA 1888  "Minutesl1 recorded following: 

[Resolved] That Mr. J . S .  Gale be appointed the 
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first missionary of the University College Y.M.C.A. 
Mission; That Corea be selected as the field for 
our first mission station? 

Mission Board of UT-YMCA had discussed the matter that 

Gale was neither theologically-trained nor a denominationally- 

ordained evangelist. However, after the Board determined his 

decisive character and evangelical zeal, they appointed him as 

a foreign representative on one condition - -  "not to establish 

an independent mission, but to co-operate with other 

evangelical denomination~."'~ The UT-YMCA guaranteed Gale's 

"in-the-fieldu salary of $500 per annum for eight years by 

soliciting annual subscriptions from the membership of about 

220 from graduates and undergraduates in the Arts.16 The Board 

issued him a certificate confirming that he represented the 

college YMCA. The certificate read: 

University College 
Young Men's Christian Association 

Toronto, Canada 
To all whom these presents shall come 

It is hereby certified that: - 
Mr. James Scarth Gale 

Bachelor in Arts of the University of Toronto, Canada, 
is a Christian 
employment of, 
Christian Assoc 

Missionary fully approved by 
and responsible to the 

iation of University College 

, in the 
Young Men's 
. In matters 

of doctrine as the missionary of -a pan-denominational 
organization, he holds, maintains, and subscribes to the 
basis of faith as accepted by the Evangelical Alliance 
and agrees that others teaching shall accord therewith. 
He is sent forth by this organization with instructions 
to cooperate, so far as he may be able, with Christian 
enterprises of every true branch of the Church of Christ 
and is hereby commanded to the love and fellowship of the 
brethren in Asia and elsewhere. l7 

This certificate ratified Gale as the representative of the 
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UT-YMCA; it also con£ irmed that Gale1 s work was sanctioned by 

the YMCA, a pan-denominat ional organization, rather than a 

single sect. 

As mentioned, Gale grew up in a strong Presbyterian 

background, but in the field, he himself displayed only 

marginal denominational loyalty; he typified the "freelanceu 

type of missionary who was interested in the "heathenu culture 

being proselytized. This led to his being criticized by other 

missionaries and "his relations with other missionaries grew 

strained. There are some factors which made Gale llless loyal 

to the denomination, " and propelled him along a more open- 

minded path of mission work. 

The first was his connection to a mission called the 

"McCall MissionM in France. During his second year at 

University, he went to Paris from May to September, 1886, as 

part of his language training. While in Paris, Gale associated 

with the independent organization mentioned above, the "McCall 

Mission, l1 which had been founded in 1872 by the British 

Congregational minister Robert Whittaker McCall. The special 

feature of this mission was that it was non-denominational and 

the mission's policy was to establish no new sect or "ismrW 

preferring to connect its new converts to already existing 

churches. The method of mission was to reach out to factory 

labourers, shop hands, and members of the urban poor. Thus, 

evangelists of the mission preferred to gather small groups of 

converts and educate them.'' It appears that Gale's own 
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approach incorporated both the simple methods and spirit of 

ecumenism of this McCall mission. This was a direct contrast 

to the Catholic approach of converting the societal elite, 

Confucian vansban group as discussed in "The Introduction of 

Roman Catholicismm in Chapter Two. 

The second factor was the dynamic spirit of "pan- 

denominationalism," a ubiquitous phenomenon which had 

developed among Christian students in North America during the 

late nineteenth-century under the influence of the pan- 

denominational spirit of SVM. Thus, missionaries under the SVM 

were supported financially by students of various 

denominations enrolled in diverse institutions. Because of 

this, the missionaries funded by the SVM had no sense of 

denominational obligation. SVM-supported evangelists were 

independent operators, bound by no single denominational 

dogma. 

The third and most important factor which made Gale less 

loyal to denominationalism was that Gale's education in 

language and literature made him a literati, not a dogmatist 

or fanatical evangelist. All three factors influenced his 

thinking, making him a less rigid, but more culturally 

sensitive and open-minded missionary. 





First Decade in Korea 

Gale left Toronto by train on October 25, 1888, heading 

for Vancouver. From there, he set sail for Korea on November 

13, 20 and first trod on Korean soil in the southern Korean city 

of Pusan on December 12, 1888, according to the first letter 

he sent to the UT-YMCA.~' The letter reveals that he was 

anxious to "touch downH on the soil of the country in which he 

was to spend more than half of his life. He stayed for two 

days in Pusan and went ashore twice. 

He described his first impression of the Korean people by 

noting that: "they dressed in white," and "were taller than 

Japanese," and "fine looking," and that "they all smoked - -  

every man carrying a pipe. I~~ He arrived at Chemulpo on 

December 15, 1888,s and was welcomed by Horace Underwood 

(1859 -1916) , an American Presbyterian missionary who had 

arrived in 1885. Gale then returned to Seoul and bought a 

house," residing there only for three months, since he felt 

that he could not learn the Korean language and culture by 

living among other foreigners in Seoul. When spring arrived, 

he went to Haeju, the capital of Hwanghe Province, about one 

hundred miles northwest of Seoul in order to obtain closer 

contact with Koreans. In a letter he sent from Haeju to his 

sister, Jan, he indicated that he had arrived on March 17, 

1889.~ He stayed in Haeju for about two weeks and then moved 

on to a village called Songchdn also known as Sorai or Sore. 
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SongchBn village is well known in Korean mission history for 

Sdh Sang-yun (l848-1926), one of the Bible translators who 

worked with the previously-mentioned John Ross. 

Gale remained in Sore for three months, determinedly 

separating himself from English-speaking people, living in a 

Korean house, eating Korean food, and learning to squat and 

sleep on a Korean floor. 'I [At Sore] I learned my first lessons 

in the language and customs of the people,w26 Gale said. While 

in Songch6nr Gale met Lee Chang-jik (l866-1938), who became 

not only his life-time companion and helper, but also was 

considered as "a member of t h e  Gale family. lt2' Gale returned to 

Seoul in June (1889), accompanying Lee. The pair then 

travelled to Pusan in the southern part of Korea. They arrived 

in August of 1889, and remained t h e r e  until May, 1890. He was 

the first foreign missionary to have resided in Pusan. It 

appears that Gale himself was quite satisfied with the place. 

In his Vl.nnual Report of 1890," Gale indicated that he wanted 

to maintain Pusan as his mission headquarters and that he even 

held property there.28 Seeing the many sicknesses of the 

people, Gale felt that his evangelical mission needed to be 

based on humanitarian works. Thus, he requested the Medical 

Students' Young Men's Christian Association of the University 

of Toronto (MS-YMCA) to send a physician to work with 

As Gale was making these plans, an American physician 

named John Heron (1856-1890) came to Pusan to attend Mr. J.H. 

Hunt, the English Commissioner of Customs. Seeing Gale s poor 
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life-style and unhealthy hygienic surroundings, Heron worried 

that Gale would fall prey to disease.  He therefore persuaded 

Gale to return to Seoul with him. Gale did so, staying at 

Heron's residence- However, after about a month or so, Heron 

himself fell ill, rather than Gale, dying of dysentery on July 

26, 1890.30 



Figure 4:2 

Passport ("Hojon also known as "HaengjangW in Korea) given to Gale 
by "Tongri  yos ssp Tongsang Samu AmunI1 (The office of the Management 
of Diplomatic and Commercial Affairs), Yi Dynasty, in 1889. It 
appears to be the first Passport, as far as documented, issuded to 
missionary. 
Original size is 21 cm x 3 7  cm. 
Source: University Toronto Archives. 
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Figure 4 : 4  Passport issued to William Swallen in 1898 

The first known passport in 1898 to missionary William Swallen 
of American Presbyterian, North. However, Swallents passport 
was issued nine years later than Gale's. For this discussion, 
see Min ~yting-bae, Hantcruk Kidok Kvohoesa (History of the 
K o r e a r i  Christian Church) . (Seoul, Korea : Taehan kidokkyo 
sbhoe, l982), pp. 131-132. 

Source: Kuhanlcruk Oekvo Muns6, Vol. I1 (mi an 21, (Seoul, 
Korea: Korea University Asea Munchae YSnkuso, [n. d. 1 ) , p .  393. 

?k 62. F.O. 

Sir; 
1 have the honor to request r passport for .  Mr. Swdkn. an Anwricln 

Missionary t a c k .  vhb wishes to travel in IIam Kyung Provinac on hh 
missionary work. 

I have the honor to bt. 
Sir, 

HOM Y mlr nluflinr N. Allen rrnm 
Honorr blc 
You Key Whan 
Acting hi inister lor Fordy n Affairs 

Seoul 



Figure 4 5  Gale's letter to h i s  sister "Jentl 
from Haeju in March 1889 
Source: Author's possession 
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Gale was saddened by losing Heron, who was the first and 

closest friend he had made in the field. Soon after, however, 

he met Samuel Moffett (1870-1912), a member of the American 

Presbyterian Mission, North, who had arrived in Korea on 

January 25, 1890. Mof fett, a bachelor like Gale, was to become 

one of Gale's closest friends. Shortly after their meeting, 

Gale and Mof fett planned a trip to Manchuria, to meet Ross, 

the Scottish pioneer missionary mentioned in Chapter Two. Gale 

met Ross in Mukden and stayed there four days, learning about 

Ross1 mission method and the Korean Christians in Manchuria. 

Gale also must have learned about the "OrientH from Ross, the 

then-premier Orientalist. Their trip took them about four 

months, from February to June. (See Figure 4:6 Gale's Journey 

to Mukden. ) 

It appears that Gale's initial status as an "independent" 

missionary provided him with freedom from any interference by 

a church hierarchy. Moreover, being a bachelor, he had no 

family obligations and so was unencumbered. During his first 

decade, however, three things happened to Gale which 

thereafter affected his life. 

The first incident was Gale's switch to an American 

mission body for financial reasons. Gale's salary of $500 was 

low compared to his American counterpart, who was paid $1,000 

per year." In addition, his financial supporter, UT-YMCA, 

appeared to be having serious difficulties obtaining funding 

for Gale, as the UT-YMCA's   minute^^^ of 1888-89 show that only 
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$57.65 remained just after Gale left . 32 Consequently, Gale 

began working for the American Presbyterian Mission, North, as 

of on August 31, 189L3' 

Korean scholars have different views as to why Gale 

resigned. In his Hanl guk kidokkyo munhwa undonssa (The History 

of the Cultural Movement in the Koran Christian Church), Lee 

 an-ydl erroneously asserted that, Ifthe UT-YMCA dissolved 

late in 1890 and Gale transferred to American Presbyterian, 

North, on February 1 8 9 1 .  u Y  Lee implies that Gale joined the 

American Presbyterian Mission because the UT-YMCA "dis~olved.~ 

In fact, it was the opposite, Gale's unexpected resignation 

threw his mission supporters in Toronto into a quandary as to 

whether or not continue their mission work. Articles in 

University of Toronto's official magazine, The Varsitv, show 

that his supporters seriously debated the future of the 

mission." They wanted to continue foreign mission work, but 

without a representing agent, they did not know how to 

maintain their effort, This question was solved by the UT-YMCA 

amalgamating with the Medical College YMCA of the University 

of Toronto, which had been supporting Robert Hardie in Korea 

since 1890. Thus, in 1892, a new Canadian college student 

mission organization known as the Canadian Colleges1 Mission 

(CCM) was formed.36 (This will be recounted further in Chapter 

Six) . 



Figure 4:6 Gale's Journey to Mukden 
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Another Korean historian, Min ~y6ng-bae, said in his 

book, Hanlsuk kidok kvohoesa (History of the Korean Christian 

Church, 1982 1 that UT-YMCA stopped supporting Gale when Robert 

Grierson, William Foote and Duncan McRae arrived in Korea in 

1898. They had been sent by the Foreign Mission Board, Eastern 

Division, Presbyterian Church of Canada. Furthermore, Min 

stated that Gale was financially supported by the Presbyterian 

Church of Canada and that this support had ceased because of 

the aforementioned trio's arrival in Korea." This is 

historically incorrect; 1) the UT-YMCA and Presbyterian Church 

of Canada were two different organizations, 2) Gale 

previously had never supported by any Canadian Presbyterian 

organization, as has been discussed in this thesis; 3) Gale in 

fact had transferred to the American Presbyterian Church, 

North, as of August 31, 1891, seven years prior to the coming 

of the Canadian Presbyterian missionaries in 1898. 

The second incident was his marriage to his friend 

Heron's widow, Harriet Gibson, on April 7, 1892.)' Gale's 

wanderlust life-style as a bachelor ended abruptly, for he had 

become head of a family, responsible for a wife and two step- 

daughters (Annie and Jessie) . After the marriage, Gale and his 

family moved to ~6nsan, Hamkytjng Province, northeast of Seoul, 

in June of 1892. wdnsan was an "openv port, and was not new to 

Gale for he and Moffett had visited ~6nsan on their return 

trip from Mukden a year before. In ~6nsan, Gale established a 

mission centre at a place called Poncrsude, also known as 
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"Beacon Hill . "  About two years later, according to Rutt, Gale 

took the unprecedented step of baptizing "four womenu on April 

5, 1894;~' this was the first time women had been baptized on 

Korean soil .a 

While in wdnsan, G a l e  and Lee Chang-jik completed two 

significant literary works : one was a translation of Pilsriml s 

Proqress into Korean and the other was the Korean-Enslish 

Dictionarv (both will be discussed later). To arrange to 

publish the dictionary, both Lee and Gale went to Yokohama, 

Japan, in December, 1895. Then, Gale went to America on 

furlough, and there t he  third incident - -  ordinat ion - - 

occurred. Through the help of his friend, Mof fett, Gale was 

ordained in the Presbytery of New Albany, Indiana, (Moffett's 

home Presbytery) on May 13, 1897.4L 

Gale returned to ~6nsan in April of 1898 from his 

furlough. That same year, missionaries sent by the 

Presbyterian Church of Canada - -  namely, Duncan McRae (1868- 

1949) , Robert Grierson (1868-1965) and William Foote (1868- 

1930) - -  arrived in Korea. According to the decision made by 

the "Council of Missions Holding the Presbyterian Form of 

Government'' (hereafter cited as "the Councilu), the 

wterritory" of Wznsan, then occupied by the American 

Presbyterian Mission Board as represented by Gale, was yielded 

to these Canadian missionaries that same year." This 

transaction of the "territoryti prompted Gale to return to 

Seoul in 1899 and take charge of ~6nrnotgol Church (the 
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1900 (hereafter cited as Ybndong 
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Church in downtown Seoul) in 

Church) . 

In regard to the "ownershipf1 of Whsan, at least one 

historian has a differing view. In his thesis, "Schism and 

Unity in the Protestant Churches of Korea, " Chun Sung-chun 

said, "in exchange for their docile attitude on theological 

matters [between American conservatives and Canadian 

liberals], the Canadians received rewards in terms of 

territorial gain. Won San [~ijnsanl , a prized possession of the 

Presbyterian U.S.A. for many years, was apparently traded in 

this fashion. " 4 3  Chun argued that Wansan was granted to the 

Canadian Mission Board in order to settle some conflict 

between American and Canadian missionaries in the field. 

Chunvs argument is historically incorrect; when the trio of 

Canadian missionaries (Grierson, Foote, and McCrae) arrived in 

Korea in 1898, they wanted to continue mission work in 

Songchh Village in Hwanghe Province, presently North Korea, 

where the late W . J .  McKenzie (see Chapter Nine) had worked and 

died. However, Songchbn was a small village, so they were 

forced to look for some larger place. Concerning this, one of 

the three initial missionaries, William Foote, noted: "The 

Council of Missions in Korea holding the Presbyterian Form of 

Government (hereafter cited as "The Council") held several 

sessions in Seoul between October 18th and November 1st. We 

accepted the invitation given by the council and became 

members . . the members of the council unanimously decided that 
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we would do well to work in the two northeastern districts 

[North and South Hamkydng Province which included W6nsan] of 

Korea. We accepted this ad~ice.~~" (See APPENDIX I11 Map of 

Korea and territories "ownedn by different countries mission 

board) . As to the actual theological confrontation between 
conservative and liberal camps, not Americans or Canadians, as 

Chun argued, it occurred in the 1920s and 1930s. (For this, 

see "Gale s View of Christianity in Korea, " given later in 

this Chapter. ) 

Finally, in regard to how "The CouncilN divided the 

"territory, " contemporary missionary Allen D. Clark said that, 

"as the number of Missions working in so small a country as 

Korea increased, it soon became apparent that some basis of 

cooperation must be agreed upon if they were to avoid 

unfortunate duplication of effort and competition. The 

division was discussed publicly and so no "covert deal" 

between Canadian missionaries and American missionaries in 

regard to the "ownershipu of W6nsan as Chun argues. 

During the period from 1888 to 1900, Gale was a self- 

styled "student," investing his time and energy learning the 

Korean language and culture. Gale wrote: 

During the past eight years it has been my 
misfortune, shall I say, to have crossed the 
peninsula of Korea twelve times, by different 
roads, and at different seasons of the year. No 
other American or European has had such a varied 
experience of the crossroads of the Hermit 
Kingdom. 

That "misfortune, however, turned out to be rather fortunate 
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for Gale. Throughout his mission work, the knowledge he 

obtained from his "hands -ontt experiences provided him with 

insights into Korean culture, which other missionaries of the 

time did not have. Through his broad and extensive travel in 

the country, he was able to develop a familiarity with the 

Korean people and culture at large which enabled him to become 

"the foremost literary interpreter of the Korean mind to the 

Occidental world.lr4' During this first decade in Korea, he 

secured financial stability through a change of sponsoring 

bodies, gave up his nomadic life-style for marriage, and 

received certification as a "properu evangelist through 

official ordination. Most importantly, however, it was during 

this period that Gale laid the foundations for his knowledge 

of Korean people and society. 

As noted above, Gale made three important trips to the 

northern and southern parts of Korea and Manchuria during his 

"preparatory decaden. How he was treated by the local 

government and local residents during these trips, and how he 

appeared to them reveals much about the socio-political 

environment in which missionaries in general were working 

during the late nineteenth-century. 

Gale made his first trip to Haeju, Hwanghe Province, in 

1889 equipped with a proper passport (Figure 4:2 and 3). Six 

days after he had arrived in Haeju, he wrote a letter to his 

sister Jan in Kitchner, Ontario, on March 23, included was 

3 , the name of the Haeju in Korean, and the first known 
9 1 7  



instance of his use of Hantqul (Korean script) . (Figure 4 5 )  

He accompanied by a servant boy, a language teacher and two of 

the King Kojong' s personal soldiers ." Under the title of "Good 

Cheer from Korea, " the Knox Collese Monthly carried the 

following missive from Gale to his supporters: 

I started from Seoul with one horse and two men, 
but the nobles along the way, out of politeness, I 
think, sent me so many extra ones, that when I came 
into Haitjyou [Haeju] on Sunday afternoon, I had 
two of the King's servants in lively ahead calling 
out to the people to clear the way, and about seven 
horses and fifteen men behind. I was taken at once 
into the presence of the Governor and his nobles, 
and it seems they showed me the highest respect by 
rising when I came in. They have sent me presents, 
etc., according to Eastern custom, and while I am a 
prisoner of the old Kamsa [Governor], I can go out 
when I choose, asking his permission. Every time I 
go out I must be attended by servants and 
soldiers. 49 

The then-governor of Hwanghe Province, Cho ~ ~ o n g -  cholSO kept 

Gale as a virtual prisoner because he did not know what to do 

with this foreigner who travelled by virtue of a passport 

sealed by the central Government. Uncertain of his 

government s true desires, the governor arranged a room for 

Gale and l1keptU him there, according to Gale's letter to his 

sister  an. '' Fortunately Gale and probably the governor as 

well, Christian named vAnu arrived from Songchon (also known 

as Sore or Sorai) and arranged for Gale to come Songchon; Gale 

was to remain there for three months .52  

This incident illustrates that Gale travelled through 

Korea's northern interior in the manner of a Korean noble. 

Still, even seeing the "King's two senrantslr who accompanied 
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Gale, l o c a l  o f f i c i a l s  and r e s i d e n t s  w e r e  n o t  completely 

convinced of h i s  " l e g a l i t y . "  

A f t e r  r e tu rn ing  t o  Seoul from Songch6n, Gale and h i s  

a s s i s t a n t ,  Lee Chang-jik, made a t r i p  t o  Pusan i n  sou the rn  

Korea, i n  August of t h e  same year  ( 1 8 8 9 ) .  A t  t h e  c i t y  of  

Taegu, he met with flKimu, the governor of t h e  South Kydngsang 

Province .  (Korean s o u r c e s  i d e n t i f y  t h i s  man a s  "Kim ~ y 6 n g -  

j i n m )  .53 Gale s a i d ,  "The Kamsa [Governor] , a f a t  man of about  

f i f t y  y e a r s  of age, s t o o d  up when I en te red ,  and addressed m e  

very k i n d l y  and p o l i t e l y ,  showing me a seat on t h e  f l o o r  i n  

f r o n t  of him. M y  man Ee [Lee Chang- j i k ]  , of course ,  bowed 

accord ing  t o  custom w i t h  h i s  f a c e  t o  t h e  f loor . l r "  

Gale was t r e a t e d  "k ind ly  and p o l i t e l y M  by Taegu 

o f f i c i a l s ,  j u s t  a s  he had been by those of Haeju.  Gale sought 

t o  avoid  t r o u b l e  with o r d i n a r y  Korean c i t i z e n s  i n  t h e  south a s  

he had done i n  t h e  n o r t h .  When the Kamsa, K i m  My6ng- j i n ,  

ques t ioned  a s  t o  t h e  purpose of h i s  being i n  Korea, Gale d i d  

n o t  s a y  t h a t  he was a miss ionary ,  s ince  he w a s  a f r a i d  t h a t  i f  

he r evea led  himself as C h r i s t i a n  missionary,  he would be 

suspec ted  of being involved  i n  "some g r e a t  scheme t o  d e s t r o y  

[Korea] . Gale merely i n £  ormed the  Kamsa t h a t  he was, 

" p a s s i n g  through viewing [ the ]  land and l i v i n g  among [its] 

peop le .u56  Gale went on t o  no te  t h a t  h i s  room w a s  crowded w i t h  

people  of a l l  ranks,  and  t h a t  " they were c i v i l  and kind and 

p o l i t e .  ns7 

Gale f e l t  i t  was s a f e r  t o  t r a v e l  as  a l t s t u d e n t l f  than an 



evangelist because according to the treaty between Korea and 

Britain, the British and the subjects1 were allowed to travel 

the country for "studyn purpose. In general, he did not 

experience any "anti-westernern sentiment from either the 

local government officials or populace. 

In 1890, Gale and his friend Moffett set off on a 1,400 

mile trip to Mukden, Manchuria. The 1892 (July) issue of the 

Knox Collese Monthlv - carried an extensive, 19 page article by 

Gale entitled, "Through North Korea and Manchuria. In it, 

Gale made no mention of having encountered difficulties with 

any local inhabitants, except at one place called Kasan. There 

some natives, flung stones at them.58 Gale amiably noted that 

"In travelling one must put up with some inconvenience, for 

the foreigner is on public exhibition from the time he leaves 

the capital, until he returns. u59 

Fortunately, the "Treaty of Friendship and Commerce 

between Great Britain and Coreaw signed on November 26, 1883 

allowed British and the subjects some degree of freedom, as he 

noted, "it [the treaty] neither prevents nor prohibits 

[propagation] . Gale further wrote : 

In Article 4, Section 2 of the treaty, it said 
[sic] they [British or British subjects] shall be 
allowed free exercise of their religion. Bibles are 
not 
and 
dis 

on the li 
. holding 
trict, or 

of prohib 
property 
o within 

it [sic] goods. 
is limited to 
three miles of 

The buying 
the Seoul 
the open 

ports, Chemulpo, Fusan and Wbnsan, while for study, 
or for pleasure, or business, one may travel by 
passport anywhere in the kingd~m."~' 

All the stories Gale provided about his trips and the treaty 
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clause itself indicate that it was quite safe for Gale and 

other late nineteenth-century missionaries to travel 

throughout Korea provided they had official passport. Any 

mission work had to be done on the sly in order to avoid 

trouble with the government and local residents. Openly 

proselytizing remained a prohibited activity. 

Gale's Approach - "In-culture1' Evanselization 

As mentioned, Gale became the minister of Ycndong Church 

in 1900. Four years later, in 1904, he reported that he had 

baptized 35 K o r e a n ~ , ~ ~  that 36 were studying catechumens, and 

that the average attendance at his Sunday services was 163 

individuals. In 1908, Gale reported that "each Sunday morning 

[he] sees eight hundred to a thousand gathered, this 

indicating an annual increase of about 200 percent from 1904 

to 1908. Despite such outreach, Gale's life was not easy. In 

1908 alone, Gale lost two of his staunchest supporters - -  his 

wife on March 29, and in May, his evangelist assistant, KO 

~han- ik .65 

With regard to the success of Gale's evangelism, former 

American missionary Harry A. Rhodes (1875-1965) ascribed it to 

a geographical advantage, by saying "its [the church' s] 

proximity not only to our two Mission Academies [Chbngsin and 

~y6ngsinI but to the Government University and Medical College 

[Ky6ngsdng], as well as many other schools in that part of 
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cityn gave it a great advantage? Granted, the population 

density obviously helped its growth, but, nevertheless, it is 

the view of the present author that Gale's success in 

evangelization in Seoul was not only due to a so-called 

geographical advantage but rather to Gale's adaptability to 

the socio-political situation of the time, as we11 as his 

ability to understand the minds of the Korean people. 

A description of the social organization of late 

nineteenth-century Korea has already been presented, along 

with an explanation of how the situation affected Protestant 

mission work. Gale's successful evangelization Is a prime 

example of how Korea's social milieu helped the growth of 

Christianity. In Gale's time, the Ydndong Church area was 

known as the place for "~hilchbnv6k" (The Seven Disreputable 

Types of Persons) ,67 i. e., a "ghettow where only undesirable 

types lived. It seems, therefore, that the original members of 

the Ydndong Church were drawn from the lower orders .6R 

After Gale began ministering at Y6ndong Church, members of the 

aristocratic class, particularly young yansban interested in 

modernizing Korea, began attending the Church, "because people 

liked Gale not only for his religious leadership, but also for 

his thoughts on social enlightenment and his knowledge of 

Korean studies. u69 The members of the congregation thus soon 

came to be comprised of different social classes. Gale's 

church served as a place to break down old social barriers. 

In such a culturally diverse congregation, conflicts were 
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inevitable, but Gale resolved them equitably. One example of 

how social and cultural poles clashed in his congregation and 

yet were reconciled by Gale was that of Im Kong- jin ( ? - ? )  , a 

folk musician and social outcast. Gale was strongly opposed by 

his vansban members when he announced that he intended to make 

Im an elder in the church's hierarchy. As Im was an outcast, 

it would be socially offensive for him to be made a leader of 

yansban. Despite this, Gale made Im an elder in 1915 ." In 

addition, in 1917, Gale founded the "Hanlguk tirnak y5nkuhoeu 

(The Association of Korean Music) which consisted of some 

members of his church, including Im. Through Im, Gale 

introduced into his services Korean musical instruments like 
w the kbmuncro ( d  F ( 2  a Korean harp with six strings), kavasum, 

(+ OF + a Korean musical instrument with 12 strings) , drums 
and gongs Because Gale feared that Koreans might "lose their 

own music with its power to thrill them, "" he himself wrote 

hymns, for example, "Kkot kwa saefil porau (Behold How Birds 

and Flowers Live) , which was sung to the tune of qlYangsando, 

a well-known Korean folk song. (See Figure 4:6) In this, Gale 

was assisted by his second wife, Ada Sale (1871-1953) (they 

had married in 1910), who was uaccomplished in both vocal and 

instrumental music. llT3 
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Figure 4 :6  Hymn written by James S. Gale, entitled, 

Wkot  kwa saefil boraw (Behold How Birds 
and Flowers Live), c. 1910s 
Source: Author's possession 



Gale wanted Koreans to become Christian, but not to be 

seen as foreigners in their own land- In any case, he was the 

first missionary known to have "Koreanize" his services. 

By the time Gale relocated to Seoul, a girls' school, 

"Chbgdong y6hakyon (Chcngdong Girls1 School), had been 

fcunded in 1887 by Annie J. Ellers, a member of the American 

Presbyterian Mission, North. This institution was relocated to 

the Ydndong Church area in 1895, and re-named "Y6ndong 

~iihakkyo" (~bndong Girls School) . '' 
In general, the early educational institutions run by 

missionaries provided only the most rudimentary of educations, 

i.e., Korean language and Bible study and in order to improve 

the quality of education, Gale upgraded the school to a 

"middle school, 'I and accordingly changed its name to "yendong 

Girls ' Middle School" Kurisdo sinmun (Christian News ) 

(hereafter cited as m) wrote: 
The ~bndong Girls1 Middle School expanded 
curriculum and no* they teach not only Korean 
language and Bible but also they teach Music, 
Mathematics, Geography, Korean History, Chinese 
script and Chemistry as a required course. Beside 
these, thyr teach Cooking, Sewing and Physical 
Education. 

KS added that presently there were about 20 female students .76 - 
This was a surprisingly enlightened curriculum for girls at 

the time. 

Gale also founded a school for boys, this time expanding 

the previously mentioned Koahakdanq (The Home and School for 

Orphan Boys) founded by Underwood in 1886. The Koahakdanq had 
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been closed by the Home Mission Board in 1897 for financial 

reasons,n and in 1901, Gale revived the defunct school under 

a new name, "Yesukyo chunghakkyov (Christian Middle ~chool)'~ 

with six students at his home. The school's popularity can be 

judged by the fact that the school gained thirteen new 

students in 1902, twenty-nine in 1904, and forty-nine in 

1905. 79 This was the predecessor of present -day Kyhgsin Middle 

and High School in Seoul. As of 1908, there were 12 teachers 

and 140 students in both Chhgsin and Ky6ngsin. Gale was 

Principal and founder of both." 

To aid "hisu students both at Chongsin and Kybngsin, Gale 

wrote a four-volume text-book called Yurnonsch6nia (The 

Thousand Characters) . In the Preface to Volume One, Gale 

explained that the book was designed to teach Korean children 

in a better way, according to Western methods of education." 

Essentially, he was attempting to revolutionize the 

curriculum. The subjects taught at the Kybngsin School during 

1901-1905 were as follows: English, Astronomy, Natural 

Science, Geography, Physics, Agriculture, Chemistry, 

Arithmetic and Algebra, etc." 

As well, Gale initiated a social movement by founding the 

"Kyoyuk hy6ph6eu (The Association of Korean Education) along 

with contemporary notable Koreans such as Lee W6n-ghg (1849- 

? )  , Yu S6ng-jun (1860-1934) , Hong Jae-gi ( ?  - ? )  in 1904 (61) 

in order to enlighten the public about the importance of 

education. In that same year, he founded a youth group, the 
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"Puyonghde" (Association of the Lotus) , in order to inspire 

patriotism in the face of Japanese threats. A contemporary 

historian, Kim Hybng-tae, regards the uPuyonghUelt as the 

beginning of the youth patriotic organizations in Korea? 

The background to Gale's action is that in 1896, some 

progressive youths like Lee Sang- je (1850-1927) , Yun Chi-ho 

(1865-19451, Lee Shg-man (Syngman Rhee l875-1965), and S6h 

Chae-pi1 (1866-1951) founded a socio-political organization 

known as the It Tongnip Hybph6e1' ( Independence Club 1 . Its 

purpose was to p r ~ t e c t  iiztional sovereignty and to elevate the 

socio-cultural values of the people. Unfortunately, many of 

these members were arrested by the conservative central 

government and imprisoned. While they were in j ail, 

missionaries like Gale, D.A. Bunker and H. Underwood often 

visited the prison and many of the young men were converted 

during their incarceration .' One example of how Gale 

influenced imprisoned reformers, is the example of Kim Ch6ng- 

sik (1862-1937), who later became the General Secretary of the 

Korean YMCA. From prison he sent a letter to Gale asking for 

a Bible and the ~h6llov6kj6nq (a translation of Pilsrirn's 

Prosress) , and he even requested Gale to instruct his wife 

about ~hristianity .85 

Gale appealed to Korean youth who were attracted to 

"modernu things, and nurtured them with the spirit of 

independence. Indeed, so influential was Gale that many of the 

youth who attended his church and school later assumed 



leadership roles 

including Syngman 

Korea (from 1948 
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in modern-day Korean politics and society, 

Rhee, the first president of the Republic of 

to 1960) . Rhee s biographer, Lee Wo'n-sun, 
said that Gale influenced Rhee to convert while he was in 

jail? In 1904, those who had been acquainted with the 

missionaries in jail were released, and many flocked to the 

~dndong Church. A contemporary historian, Yun Hwa-rak, 

explains : 

It was in 1904 that a group of patriots, headed by 
Lee Sang- je, Lee W6n-guk, Kim Chbng-sik, Hong Jae- 
kit Yu Sdng-chun, Pak Siing-bong, and Min Chan-ho 
attended Ydndong Church. The church seemed like a 
den of Independents. Just as one thought, yendong 
Church was used as meeting place, a place of 
consultation and a place of liaison for the member 
of the Independence Club." 

"This fact, It historian KO Chun-sdp a£ f inns, "witnesses that 

they were in£ luenced much by Gale. n88  

In early 1900, some members of the yendong Church and 

some who were educated in Gale's schools were actively 

involved in various ways with the independence movement. For 

example, when Japan s 1905 protectorate treaty usurped Korea ' s 

sovereignty against the Korean peoplest will, King Kojong 

decided to dispatch secret envoys, and Lee sang-s61 (1871- 

lgl7), Lee Chun (1858-1907) and Lee ~i-jong ( ? - ? I  slipped away 

to the 1907 Peace Conference held at the Hague, in the 

Netherlands. One of the three selected by Kojong was Lee Chun, 

a member of Gale's church.89 Indeed, one of the best-known 

figures of the entire Korean Independent Movement was Chloe 



Nam-sen (1890-1957), who drew up the draft of the Tongnip 

s6ndnmunH (Declaration of Independence) in 1919. Chloe was a 

member of Gale Is churchg0 and was also a teacher at Gale1 s 

~ydngsin school. '' Another 1919 Independence fighter , Lee Kap- 
s6ng (1889-19811, was likewise a graduate of Kydngsin School 

and a member of Gale's church? 

Understandably, the Japanese occupation gave rise to 

various independence movements among the Koreans after 1910. 

In October 1919, the "Taehan minguk aeguk puinh6eN (Korean 

Women's Patriotic Association) was organized under the 

leadership of Kim Maria (1892-1945, President), Lee Hye-ky6ng 

(1890 -1968, Vice-president) , Kim Young-sun ( ?  - ? , Secretary) 

and Chang S6n-hee (1894-1970, Treasurer). All of them had 

graduated from Ch6ngsin They were also members of 

Gale s church, ' and Lee  ye-kybng was a daughter of Lee Chang- 
jik, Gale's assistant. This is not to say that all these 

patriotic activities were initiated by Gale, but one cannot 

help but see the connection between his institutions and the 

surge of independence from authority in Korea's youth. 

Gale had a direct influence on Syngman Rheels conversion 

in prison and also helped him to get to America to further his 

education. Concerning his release from jail in 1904 (August 

9) , Rhee s biographer Robert Oliver wrote : 

Gale joined enthusiastically in the advice Rhee was 
receiving to go to America and wrote for him a 
lengthy letter of introduction to Dr. Lewis T. 
Hamlin, Minister of the Presb terian Church of the 
Covenant, in Washington, D.C. 4: 



Rhee arrived in Washington, D.C., early in 1905, carrying 

Gale's letter of introduction. 

The connection between Gale and Hamlin was through Gale s 

mother-in-law, Harriet Gibson's mother (her name is unknown) 

who had been supported by Hamlin's church in Washington, D . C . ,  

when she came to Korea in 1 8 9 4 . ~  When the Gales were on 

furlough in 1897, they visited Washington, D.C., and Gale was 

designated as the representative missionary for Washington 

Sunday Schools. More significantly, in 1904, due to Hamlin's 

effort ," Gale received a Doctor of Divinity (honor'is cauka) 

from Howard University in Washington, D.C., in recognition of 

his literary work and his Bible tran~lation.'~ 

In the early missionary days, there were numerous "dosU 

and don1 tsM among the missionaries in the field. One of the 

"don'tsu was "don't send a converted native to America tc be 

educated, at least during the early stages of mission work." 

This was to avoid "an invidious comparison and wide chasm 

between him and the foreign missionary. "99  Missionaries thought 

that a high quality of education for natives was not a 

prerequisite for religious conversion and they tried to limit 

the intellectual development of Korean leaders to a certain 

level. Such a ''don1 tfl attitude was manifested by Horace Allen, 

an early American missionary. Oliver relates: 

Another American to whom Rhee [~yngman] turned for 
advice and help was Dr. Horace Allen, the medical 
missionary who became the United States Minister to 
Korea. Instead of giving Rhee the letter of 
introduction Rhee hoped to get Allen wrote an 



opposing letter to Senator Hugh A. Dinsmore, a 
former ~inister to Korea, on M a y  13, 1905. Allen 
said, '1 refused to give Ye Sung Mahn [Lee SEng- 
man] a letter to a single person in America and 
tried my best to keep him from going. lm 

Gale again showed his rejection of this attitude when he 

helped another Korean, this time to go to Canada to be 

educated. In 1905, he privately arranged to send Kim 11-hwan 

to his sister in Berlin (present-day Kitchener) , Ontario, "to 

study English Literat~re.~l'O' It is not known how Kim was 

connected to Gale or why Gale chose to send Kim to Canada. As 

Gale was involved with the YMCA at that time and was also 

teaching at Kycngsin School, he probably met Kim either at the 

YMCA or Kyangsin school .'" (See Figure 4 :7) 
According to Kim's diary, he arrived in Vancouver, 

British Columbia, on July 13, 1905 and then travelled to 

Berlin, where Gale's sister Jane, then Mrs. William Cleghorn, 

was living. According to Kimt s tuition fee payment receipt, 

Kim registered at the "Berlin Vocational School, "'" (See 

Figure 4 : 8) something contrary to his original intent, "to 

study English Literature." He remained in Berlin for two or 

three years, and then moved to New York City, probably 

sometime in 1908. According to the letters he sent to Jane, he 

ran a store in New York City and, later, somewhere in New 

Jersey.lM The last known record of Kim reveals that he was 

involved in business in Los Angeles during the 1920~.*'~ While 

in the States, it appears that Kim did not continue his 

education, but rather engaged in business. 



Figure 4:8 Kim 11-hwan8s Diary, 1905 
Source: Author's possession 



Figure 4:9  Cash Receipt issued to Kim 11-hwan 
by Berlin Business College, 1905. 
Source: Author's possession 
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Kim reveals that he was rebelling 

mission policy of not sending 

higher education. Although Gale's 

primary task was to minister to Koreans, his basic style of 

evangelism was based on humanitarianism; essentially, his idea 

was to educate and socially-awaken "hisu flock. In terms of 

mission history, he pioneered the method of evangelization by 

breaking down social differences among people and by educating 

young Koreans through Western knowledge. Furthermore, he was 

an advocator of the Christian cultural movement as seen in 

institutions such as Hanlsuk Gmak vcnkuhoe. His idea of 

ministry was not only to make Koreans llChristianized,tf but 

also to "enlightenM Koreans by awakening their sense of human 

dignity and human value through education and social activism. 

Gale1 s Literary Contribution 

One of the most remarkable and controversial 

contributions Gale made to Korean society was his translation 

of the Bible. As mentioned earlier, the Bible had already been 

translated as early as 1878 by the Scottish missionary John 

Ross with Korean natives in Manchuria. This was known as the 

TOSS Version. " However, later missionaries in the field found 

that there were problems with the Ross translation, one of the 

more obvious being that it was written in the dialect of 

P1ybngan Province, home of the Korean translators. One 



missionary later noted that, "because of words used and the 

stilted style . . .  the 'Ross Version1 laid on the shelf."'" 

In order to understand how the "Gale BibleM came into 

being, a brief history of Bible translation among the 

missionaries in Korea is required. In 1893, missionaries in 

the field organized a "Board of Official Translatorsu (BOT), 

which Gale served on for 31 years. Membership of the BOT was 

made up of delegates from each denomination and they were 

aided by native scholars.107 Conflicts arose among the 

missionaries in regard to the proper methods of translation, 

for instance on whether to provide a "freem or "literaln 

translation. 

An actual dispute broke out sometime during early 1920 

when the Old Testament (a) was about to be published. The 

dispute was between Gale, who preferred "freeu, and a more 

conservative group, led by Americans Stanley Soltau ( ?  - ? ,  in 

Korea 1 9 1 4  -1939) and Charles Clark ( 1 8 7 8  -1961) who preferred 

"literal1' translation. In 1921, the BOT reviewed the 

"Genesis, " which had been translated by Gale, and the work met 

harsh opposition from the conservatives. Stanley Soltau 

stated: 

1 feel that [Gale's translation] too much has been 
sacrificed for the sake of making a smooth Korean 
translation. And especially in the coming days when 
the Korean church and ministry will be called on to 
face Modern Higher criticism, I feel that it is 
exceedingly important that the Scriptures in common 
use should be in so far as possible a literal 
translation of the Hebrew, even at the risk at 
times, of the Korean itself not being as smooth as 



it might otherwise be. . '08 

For the conservatives, Gale emphasized Korean language style 

too heavily while sacrificing the original meaning. However, 

Gale's argument was that a translation should uconform to 

native custom, "'09 and he vehemently criticized those who 

opposed his translation as It inexperienced. "O He reminded them 

that, since the Korean language is different from Hebrew and 

Greek, "we must first consider what usage is [proper] under 

the circumstances [we are] decid [ing] . "11' 

The following examination of the first chapter of Genesis 

(m) reveals one point of dispute, i . e. , how dramatically Gale 
cut down on the use of the word "God." In fact, Gale reduced 

the use of the word "GodM by one-third in comparison to other 

versions. The following sample is taken from the first chapter 

of Genesis: 

Table 4 :1 The Use of the term, "God" in Different Versions 

Text Use of "Sodm 

Gale not only omitted pronouns, but, as the following 

comparison shows, he shortened the whole text. (See Table 4 : 2 ) 
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Table 4:2 Comparison of Gale's Translation with Others. 

KJV 
Its 

16 

34 

31 

28 

3 9 

30 

35 

34 

35 

37 

- 
Gale 
Its 

CTV 
Its 

( legends : vs=verse ; 

KJV 
Its - - 
44  

46 

18 

5 0  

27 

49 

24 

35 

18 

36 

Gale 
lts 

32 

32 

16 

35 

9 

3 9 

22 

25 

I6 

24 

CTV 
Its 

KJV 
Its 

60 

4 7  

19 

47 

5 1  

69 

36 

71 

49 

53 

44 

1212 

Gale 
Its 

31 

34 

16 

37 

28 

54 

16 

51 

37 

45 

40 

888 

- 
CTV 
I t s  

56 

52 

15 

41 

47 

66 

42 

72 

50 

48 

34 

1217 - - 
CTV=Common Translation 

Version; KJV=King James Version) chartered by present author. 

As shown, the KJV has 1,212 HantclZil letters, the CTV 1,217 has 

Han1s61 letters, while Gale ' s "shortenedn version used only 

888 Han'qfil letters; thus, his version was approximately 

three-fourths the size of the others. 

When the argument between Gale and his opponents reached 

a peak, the British and Foreign Bible Society returned an 

authoritative verdict against Gale, stating that "every 

version shall be as literal as the idiom of the language will 



permit . l1 ' I 3  

Gale was angry about how his opponents had treated him, 

essentially snatching the manuscript from his hands. In 1923, 

he wrote a furious defence: 

I have been on the Board of Translators for thirty- 
one years having done the greater part of the 
original of the New Testament and also had a share 
in the Old [Testament]. I am therefore an old hand 
at translation but none the less I find myself up 
against a committee that demands, almost at the 
point of a gun, that I hand over all my thirty 
years of labour, my life1 s work in fact to a raw 
Board who shall do with it as they please without 
my having any word whatever as to its final 
disposal. 'I4 

Gale resigned from the Board in 1923 and published his own 

translation in 1925, known as the "Gale Bible." This was the 

first "Private Versionv to contain both the New Testament 

and a. 'I5 

The "Gale BibleH is important in that it was a unique 

private translation of both the g and and, in Gale's own 

terms, was rendered in "Korean style." However, the fate of 

Gale's translation which was never accorded official status, 

proved that literary works which failed to win political or 

official support would be prevented from reaching a wide 

readership. However, even though it was uunrecognizedu by the 

Church bureaucrats, it served as a guidepost for the 

completion of an "Official Bible." The best sign of this is 

the fact that the Board rehired Lee Wbn-mot a major 

contributor to the "Gale Bible." It also demonstrated that 

missionary society even in the late nineteenth-century and 
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early twenty-century was fragmented by some form of religio- 

political struggle between progressive-minded people like Gale 

and traditionally-minded people like Soltau and Clark. 

Another of Gale's monumental contributions was his 

Korean-Enqlish Dictionarv, published in 1897. The then-English 

newspaper The Seoul Press compared Gale in the study of things 

Korean with Chamberlain in the study of things Japanese and 

Giles in those of Chinese literature. 'I6 Gale s dictionary was 

used widely by both students and professional linguists and 

served as the most authoritative work of its kind until the 

New Korean-Enqlish Dictionary by Samuel Mart in appeared in 

1967. "' 
Gale translated various works into Korean, ranging from 

biographies of the religious leaders like Martin L u t h e r $ ~ ~ ? ~ ~  

(The Life of Martin Luther, tr. in 1908) , D. L. Moody, -% 51 

1,~: (The Life of Moody, tr. in 1924) , and Thomas a Kempis 

(1380-1471) , 71 *i $ (Imitation of Christ, tr. in 1925) , to 

various adventure stories like, or$ zk a 71 (Polar Exploration 
by William Bruce, tr. in 1924) , $ 5 3  (Little Lord Fauntleroy 

by Frances Burnett, tr. in 1925), a n d l p ~ z t  (Robinson 

Crusoe by Daniel Defoe, tr. in 1925). These translations 

provided young Korean writers like Chloe Nam-sdn and Lee 

Kwang-su (1892-1953) with an introduction to Western thought, 

patriot ism and nationalism, 118  and such literary work certainly 

affected the development of Korean modern literature. 

The best known of his translations into Korean was John 
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Bunyanl s Pilcrrim1 s Prosress (~h6lloyBkjbng) , published in 

1895. The translation of Pilsrimos Prosress holds a 

significant position in the history of Korean literature. It 

was not only the first Western literary work translated into 

Korean, but was also the first to be published solely using 

Korean ~an'c&, with no Chinses Hani a (Chinese characters) . Up 

until this time, missionaries printed literary works using a 

mixture of both Hania and Hanlqcl. Gale's experiment had a 

revolutionary impact on the Korean language. Lee Kwang-su who 

pioneered Korean literature, once commented that "the 

translation of the ~h6llovdki6nq contributed greatly to Korean 

literature, particularly to the spread of the Korean 

language. 111L9 The influence of Chcjllovdkicinq is not limited 

only to the language; it also influenced art since Gale 

inserted illustrations drawn by the native artist Kim Jun- 

gon . 120 

The translation of the Pilsrimts Prosress, according to 

Richard Rutt, was begun by Harriet Gibson during her 

widowhood121 between 1890 and 18 92. However, the present author 

has discovered that this is inaccurate. The project of the 

translation was initiated by Horace Underwood, but, as he was 

otherwise occupied, he requested that Gale do it. This request 

came immediately after Gale's return to Seoul from Pusan in 

May of 1890. Gale wrote to the UT-YMCA: 

Thus far my work has been in line with other 
missionaries here. I may mention that Mr. 
Underwood, who was given the charge of translating 



Bunyan' s Pilgrim' by friends in America, has asked 

Gale 

me to undertake it - i n  my spare hours, as he is 
short of time? 

married Harriet Gibson Heron in 1 8 9 2  (April 7), and then 

relocated to Wbnsan, where the translation was completed. 

As well as translating Western works into Korean, Gale 

also translated Korean works into English. The best-known of 

these is Kuunmonq (The Cloud Dreams of Nine) by Kim Man-jung 

(1637-1692) . Kim was a 17th century Confucian scholar who 
passed the kwas6 (government examination for senior officials) 

during the reign of the Yi dynasty's King ~y6njong (r. 1659- 

1674). He served as one of the Ministers of the Yukio (Six 

Boards) and in other high positions like that of Yeiochamfii 

(The Minister of Culture and Education) . During his period of 
government service, he was exiled twice during the turbulent 

factionalism among the Sasaek danspa (Four Factions, lit., 

"four coloursu) struggling for control of the Yi dynasty. 

Kuunrnonq was written in 1689 after Kim had been exiled to 

Namhe in southern Korea. The theme of the novel is the 

transience of human life. The story deals mainly with matters 

related to daily life and is characterized by an intricate 

combination of Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism value. The 

highlight of the novel is at the end of a Buddhist's epicurean 

life, when he (Sang-jin) comes to realize that all his glory, 

fame and wealth were nothing but a day-dream. Gale was 

attracted by Kim's depiction of such universal themes as the 

present and future life, and the complexity of the three major 



Asian religions - -  Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoism - -  as 

well as by Kim's personal writing style. Galets 1922 

translation has been deemed "the most complete translationu1" 

of Kuunmonq by Chbng Kyu-bok, an expert on the text. In his 

HIntroduction, " Gale wrote: 

The reader must lay aside all Western notions of 
morality if he would thoroughly enjoy this book, 
the scene of the amazing Cloud Dream of the Nine, 
the most moving romance of polygamy ever written, 
is laid about 840 A.D. in the period of the great 
Chinese dynasty of the Tangs. By its simple 
directness this hitherto unknown Korean classic 
makes an ineffaceable impression. 

Besides these secular literary contributions, Gale worked as 

an editor for Kurisdo sinmun (Christian News, in Korean) from 

1905 to 1907 and Yesukyo sinbo (Christian Herald, in Korean) 

from 1907-1910. As well, he served as a correspondent of the 

North China Daily in Shanghai,'= as President of the Korean 

YMCA from 1903 to 1905, and as President of the Royal Asiatic 

Society, Korea Branch, from 1911 to 1916. 

Gale1 s View on Korean History 

Gale wrote " A  History of the Korean Peoplett serially in 

the Korea Mission F'ieldlZ6 (KMF) . Prior to this, Gale 

translated Tonssuk Tonocram ( 5- TT) and published it 

serially in the 1895 and 1896 issues of the Korean 

Re~ositorv-12' - TT was compiled by S6h KO-jong (1420-1488) and 

other Confucian scholar by order of King Sdngjong (r. 1469- 



1495) of the Yi dynasty, was written, most scholars agree, in 

a tone of toadyism toward China and under the strong influence 

of Confu~ianisrn.~~~ Gale's China-flattering historical view 

expressed in his historical writing is often said to parrot 

ideas found in the n. 
Five years after the above publication in 1900, Gale 

penned the article, The Influence of China Upon Korea," which 

appeared Transactions of the Korean Branch of the Roval 

Asiatic Society. Gale wrote: 

For three thousand years the Great Empire ( @ 
Ta-guk) has forced its histo and teachings upon 
the little Eastern Kingdom Tong-guk, [Korea] 1 , 
with evident desire to annex the same, not so much 
by force of arms as by appropriating the thoughts 
and minds of men. Korea, in her relations with 
China, has ever been called the Epst Kingdom or 
Eastern State I Tong-guk o r 4 3  Tong-bang), 
while China is none other to her than Ta-guk, the 
Great Empire, or Chung-guk ( \r @ ) , the Middle 
Kingdom. This in itself, by its expression of 
relationship, will give a hint as to the influences 
that have been at work through the centuries gone 
by 
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He believed that all the traditions, customs, and culture of 

Korea originated in China. For example, he regarded ~ & = h o n g  

(Silla period: 5 7  B.C.-935 A.D.) and Chloe chi-wdn ( 8 5 7 - ? )  as 

the most renowned scholars in Korean literature, but argued 

that their thought processes were Chinese in origin."' Gale 

concluded the above article by quoting another Chinese- 

oriented history book, the Tonsmonq ~6nsCp (hereafter cited as 

TS), written during the reign of Chungjong (r. 1506-1544) : - 

Our [Korean] ceremonies, our enjoyments , our laws, 
our usages, our dress, our literature, our goods 



have all followed after the models of China. The 
grea 
and 
the 

t relationships shine 
the teachings pass down 
qrace of our customs 

orth from those above 
to those below, making 
like to that of the 

  lo we-&y Land; so that Chinese themselves praise us 
saying 'Korea is little China. ' I 3 '  

As the above writings suggest, Gale's historical concept of 

Korean history was formed in accordance with the Sinophile 

stance assumed by such books as TT and E. Consequently, his 

Historv of the Korean Peo~le over-emphasized the influence of 

both China and Confucian philosophy on Korea. Basically, 

Gale's history was "Sino centric. For example, his theory 

regarding the founding of Korea denied any indigenous 

evolution: 

In 1122 B.C. the Viscount of Keui, a man great in 
the history of China, who refused allegiance to the 
one that let him out of prison because in his mind 
he was a usurper, and swore unending fealty to the 
tyrant that put him there, because in his mind he 
ruled by the h 
Keuija [ K i j a ]  , 
up his capital 
foremost, the 

.ivine right of kings 
made his way to the 
in P1yong-yang, and 
father of Korea.'32 

this Chinaman, 
st Kingdom, set 
came, first and 

Moreover, he claimed that Kiia was like "a sort of Christopher 

Columbus and George Washington combined, who crossed the Yalu, 

bringing civilization and deliverance with him. In short, 

Gale's primary interest was in cultural, not political 

history, and so he extolled folk heroes, as shown by his 

inclusion of Ondall" in the sixth century and scholars like 

T oegyei3' and ~ulgok"~ in the sixteenth. 



Gale's View of Christianity in Korea 

In Gale's day, the administration of church business, 

such as theological education, was carried out by 

denominationally-devoted missionaries such as Drs. Samuel A. 

Moffett (1864-1939, in Korea 1890-1936), Charles A. Clark 

(1878-1961, in Korea 1902-1948) and William D. Reynolds (1867- 

1951, in Korea 1892-1937),"' all of whom were "clearly 

conservative and just as clearly ~alvinistic . 

Charles A. Clark in 1937, related the theological position of 

the time: 

Many of the early missionaries were descendants of 
the old Covenanters of Scotland, and they believed, 
and still believe, the Book as their fathers 
believed it and taught it. They have instilled that 
idea firmly into the Korean church, so firmly that, 
even today, any book in Korean that does not accept 
the Bible as a book of authority is 'anathema1 to 
most of the Christians. They accept the Christian 
Gospel as the sole 'revealed' message, given of 
God, and not as 'one of the great religions. ' 
Missionaries and Christians give their testimony of 
belief boldly, and with no reservations or 
shamef aced quibbles. '39 

Apart from the parish ministry, Gale taught at P1y6ngyang 

Theological Seminary (it is not known what he taught), which 

was founded in 1901 by his friend, Samuel Moffett. Gale was 

dissatisfied with the quality of the theological education at 

P 'yijngyang Seminary and resigned on the grounds that there 

were too many students, the material was defunct, the method 

of teaching too conservative, and the curriculum outdated.'" 

In Gale I s opinion, " the descendants of the old Covenantersu 



taught only "what their fathers believed," while Gale 

maintained that a more modern and open-minded theological 

education was necessary.14' Overall, Gale held substantially 

differing theological views compared to his contemporary 

missionaries, and complained that they were lacking in 

relevant theological response to Korea's contemporary 

issues. 142 Thus, to Koreans, Gale was considered a "liberaln 

and his friend, Moffett, a t1conservative.11143 

Gale's view on how Christianity is "implanted" in Koreans 

is revealed in his article, "Kidokkyo sasang chongron" (An 

Introduction to Korean Christian Thought) . '* In this work, the 
author commended the growth of Christianity in Korea. At the 

same time, he contended that no matter how much physical 

growth was visible, if the belief did not appear in the 

written form of a confession, then "the reception of the 

religion was superficial and not digested completely. "14' Gale 

held that the blind spot of Korean Christians was the fact 

that they had been "injected" with Christianity by "old" 

missionaries, using "old" methods. He stated: 

Some Western missionaries wrote a commentary of a 
certain part of the Bible only and made it as a 
standard1 of the Bible interpretation. Then, 
Korean ministers and other Christian leaders simply 
injected the 'standard1 commentary to the native 
Christians and Koreans dare not add or reduce even 
a bit to it. In this way, some Western missionaries 
made the Korean Christians believe that the 
commentary they wrote and the Bible are the same, 
thus Koreans believe that there is onlv one kind of * 
interpretat ion. '46 

Gale equated such dictation of Western conservative 



missionaries with Neo-Confucian scholars who had instilled the 

Chu Hsils doctrine in the Korean peopie during the Yi dynasty. 

He wrote: 

. .  some conservative Western missionaries1 Bible 
teaching formed Korean Christian thought just as 
Confucian scholars did to Korean people. The 
conservatives1 methods of teaching the Bible to 
Koreans are inherited from their puritanic 
ancestors, believing near-superstition, looking for 
mysticism and they do not consider modern thought 
of natural science but hold primitive faith. It is 
a sad thing that Korean society has been replaced 
by Christian tyranny after they drove out a 
Confucian tyranny. The only difference between them 
is that Confucian tyranny a££ ected the Korean 
people as a whole, but Christian tyranny is limited 
only to the Christian group.14' 

As was shown previously in the discussion of the Bible 

translation, some hidden f o m  of religio-political discord, 

namely conservatism and liberalism, was again exposed. It is 

interesting to observe how this "liberalism" came to the fore 

of theological debate from the Canadian perspective. Church 

historians agree that liberalism exploded into Korean 

Christian society in the 1920s and 1930~,'~* due mainly to the 

teachings of Canadian missionaries in the field and the input 

of Koreans who had been educated in Canada. The Canadian 

initiative originated in 1925 when the Congregational, 

Methodist and part of the Presbyterian denominations merged to 

form the United Church of Canada (UCC). From its beginning, 

the UCC was geared more to participating in social affairs and 

promoting a liberal theology. Furthermore, as UCC missionaries 

in the field worked primarily under the direction of the home 



church, and the leadership in the field changed in the 1920s 

from conservatives, like Robert Grierson (1868-19651, Duncan 

McCrae (1868-1949), and William Foote (1868-1930), to more 

liberal oriented missionaries like William Scott (1886-19791, 

and E.J. Eraser (1879-?). Scott became the Church's Field 

Mission Chairman,149 and two Koreans, Kirn Kwan-sik (1887-1948) 

and Cho ~Ci-ry6m (1885-1950), both educated in Canada and in 

America with the sponsorship of the UCC, returned home. 

When Kim and Cho arrived back in Korea, they worked under 

the Canadian Mission ~oard, lSo adding to the force of the 

liberal-minded missionary group. In his book, Han' cruk kidokkvo 

haebans sipnvBnsa (Ten-year History of the Korean Christian 

Church After Liberation), Kim ~ang-s6n wrote: 

The members of the Canadian Presbyterian Mission in 
Korea were formed by the consenrat ive -minded 
theologians like Grierson, McRae and Luther Young 
in 1898. And the Korean churches in Hamkybng 
Province where these missionaries worked were under 
the inf hence of conservative theology. At the same 
time, there was a new force of liberal-minded 
missionaries like William Scott, D.A. McDonald, and 
E. J. Fraser, but they were not able to "show" 
[emphasis added] what they would like to show 
because of the eyes of the "old." However, when the 
United Church of Canada was born in 1925, those who 
wanted to remain loyal to the Presbyterian Church 
of Canada (conservatives), like L. Young, returned 
home. More importantly, in 1926, Scott became the 
Chairman of the Canadian Mission Board in Korea and 
Kim Kwan-sik and Cho ~6i-ry5m returned home from 
North America and added to the force of Canadian 
mission work. From those Canadian missionaries and 
for those natives under the Canadian mission work, 
liberal theology was introduced to ~orea. 15' 

If one adopts the view that the budding of liberal thought in 

Korea began with the freelance Canadian missionary Gale, and 
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was later articulated as an "ismu by other Canadian 

missionaries and Canadian-educated Korean natives, Korean 

liberalism can therefore be considered minted by Canadians. 

Richard Rutt comments, "Gale would have been shocked to think 

that he had in any way promoted the theological liberalism of 

the next generation. dS2 Yet, Gale s "modern" outlook was 

consistently one step ahead of his contemporaries, and so it 

was he who introduced a new style of Christianity to the 

Korean church. 

Gale's Political Consciousness Towards 
the Japanese Occupation of Korea 

As previously discussed, Gale praised Chinese culture and 

recognized China's influence over Korea. Yet, when it came to 

the question of the contemporary political situation, Gale 

believed that Japan was more politically influential than 

China. In his own words: "three great nations [China, Japan, 

and Russia] press close up around Korea. Japan to the fore, a 

first-rate power, is in command. "Is3 Thus, in the eyes of the 

Korean people, Gale was perceived as "pro-Japanese." Yun Chi- 

ho (1865-1945), a contemporary Christian politician, remarked 

that it was "somewhat sad that his [Gale's] too pronounced 

pro-Japanism has to a great measure estranged the young men of 

Korea from him. d54 Min ~y6ng-bae, another contemporary native 

historian, also criticized Gale for being pro- Japanese. Min 

wrote: 



. . the resistance to the Korean church' s anti- 
Japanese movement and the use of armed force 
surprisingly burst out harshly from the 
missionaries. Gale said Ithe falsified patriotism 
which sweDt awav in a form of near cram madness, 
suicide, cho~pinq off bodies, false oath, the 
werilla uprisinq, resistance of cruelty and 
heartlessness.' [underlined part is Min1s 
translation from Gale's statement which is shown in 
the following note # 1561. Gale as a missionary 
made a disgraceful statement such as which a normal 
people would not dare do.'" 

Mints own bias is revealed in his separation of "missionary" 

from "normal people." Gale's actual statement was: 

A mad sort of spurious patriotism started into 
being, with suicide, chopping off of fingers, sworn 
oaths, guerilla warfare, flint-lock resistance.lM 

Gale wrote this passage under the subject of "The Nation's 

[Korea] Present SituationI1 in his Korea in Transition. What 

Gale was trying to describe was the political crisis in Korea 

at the time (Gale s book was published in 1 9 0 9 )  , the period in 

which Korea lost its sovereignty to Japan and Koreans from all 

walks of life were trying to regain their sense of 

nationality. Gale s article intended to convey Koreans rage 

over the Japanese colonization of Korea. According to Gale, 

the Koreans did everything to save their country from the 

Japanese. Metaphorically, he described their plight: "the 

water was deep and all straws were caught at, Russia, the 

Hague, Mr. Hulbert, [the] Hawaiian Petition, Bethel and 

Company, appeal for rifles ; but everything failed. ""' Hence, 
Gale's intention was not to criticize Korea or "the Korean 

church's anti-Japanese movement," as M i n  believed. Indeed, it 



seems that Min deliberately translated the particular section 

he cited in order to make valid his argument - -  that the 

missionaries, particularly Gale, were pro-Japanese and anti- 

Korean - - valid. However, in my view, Minr s interpretation is 

in direct contrast to what Gale really meant. 

Minfs misinterpretation resulted in a completely 

distorted view of the situation by a later historian. In his 

article, "A History of the Christian Movement in Korea" 

(1985), Song ~6n-ho, a contemporary modern Korean historian, 

cited Mints book. The following is Song's interpretation of 

Mints translation of Gale's passage mentioned in note # 156. 

Song wrote: 

Meanwhile, those who reacted most strongly against 
the anti- Japan movement staged by the Korean church 
and individual Christians were missionaries. Rev. 
J.S. Gale, the most outspoken opponent of the 
churcht s patriotic movement, made remarks 
contemptuous of the Korean church, saying, The 
madness of self -stvled patriotism sweeps . . . 
suicide, amputation of parts of bodies, wild 
pledses, querrilla-style - uprisinss and cold-blooded 
resistance are rampant1 (The underlined part is 
Song's translation over translation of Mints which 
is shown in note # 155 underlined part . lS8 

Without checking Gale s original, Song used Min ' s biased 

translation in order to make valid, too, his argument 

condemning missionaries, particularly Gale. This simply 

demonstrates the case in which the writing of history, wie es 

eigentlich gewesen (Itsimply to show how it really wasu) 15' can 

be distorted by misinterpretation, resulting in false records. 

This is not to say that Gale was not predisposed to be 



pro- Japanese. A contemporary historian, Kim ~y6ng- tae contends 

that one reason Gale was mistakenly seen as pro-Japanese was 

that his wife, Ada Sale, was the daughter of an English 

businessman in Japan.16' Having been educated in Japan and 

having acquired a good command of the Japanese language, Sale 

was able to "mingle freely with the government people and [be] 

influential in harmonizing the official classes and the 

missionaries. "16' This "minglingu appeared to identify her more 

with Japan than with Korea. 

Although Gale was considered pro-Japanese, I have 

discovered evidence that Gale's attitude toward the Japanese 

colonization of Korea was somewhat different from what Koreans 

perceive. Indeed, the more widespread the Japanese penetration 

of Korea, the more Gale disavowed his previous support of 

Japan. In his own words: 

The writer used to imagine that Japan would prove 
an expert at reading the Korean mind, seeing that 
she was an Oriental herself, and was therefore 
within the charmed circle of the East, but he has 
changed his mind. Japan knows little or nothing of 
what Korea means or matters. The methods she 
adopt s t  the words she speaks, the announcements she 
makes prove her ignorance. It is not unfair to say 
that she is wholly unaware of the kind of being she 
has to deal with, and so today has resulted to the 
bayonet and gun-butt to solve her problem.162 

It appears that there were specific incidents which prompted 

'Ithe writern to "change his rnind.I1 The first of these was the 

murder of Queen Min on October 8, 1895, by Japanese snipers. 

On the night of the murder, Gale heard a gun battle between 

Korean and Japanese soldiers. The next morning, he witnessed 



the aftermath of the massacre in person. In "My Audience with 

the King of Corea: A True Story1' published in the North China 

Dailv, under the pseudonym IIEsson Third, Gale wrote : 

I slept comfortably till early morning, when the 
rattlinq sound of rifle shots disturbed me. . .  I 
saunter;d down to the Palace to find, if possible, 
the centre of disturbance . . here was the blood 
before my eyes of Hong [Kye-hun] late Commander-in- 
chief of the Corean Army [Siwidae], shot half-an- 
hour ago? 

Gale further noted: 

While the Queen was being murdered in her 
apartments, a part of the crowd went into the 
presence of the King, brandished their weapons, and 
terribly frightened, but did him no bodily harm. 
The Minister of the Household Department [Kungnae 
daesin, Lee Kyong-jik 1841-18951 was wounded, but 
made his way into the Royal presence and was there 
stabbed to death by the Japanese before the eyes of 
the King.'65 

The second incident to change Gale's pro-Japanese stance was 

one which affected him directly. In 1908, Ito Hirobumi's 

Japanese Residency Government in Korea issued "Sa r ip  

hakkvorvhq'l (Promulgation of an Ordinance Concerning Frivate 

Schools) in order to control the administration of "private 

schools," i. e. ,  mission schools. At the same time, the 

Japanese government censored textbooks which in their eyes 

were considered "harmful." Regarding the censorship, Gale 

complained; 

The censorship is so rigorously exercised as to 
prevent any idea or thought that is considered 
'dangerous from finding its way into print, and 
all thoughts are admittedly dangerous that even by 
implication are critical of the Government, or any 
of its policies or departments? 



Gale was dumbfounded to find out that his own textbook, Yumonq 

ch6nia, had been censored and he angrily explained the 

circumstances behind its banning: 

The ridiculous extent to which this law is enforced 
is illustrated by the following incident, an actual 
occurrence. A book was prepared for children in 
Korean, and Kipling's famous story of the elephant 
was translated and included. The censor at once 
prohibited it. On being asked his reason, he 
replied: ' it contained dangerous thought. ' The 
surprised translator sought to ascertain the 
dangerous thoughts, and was informed that it was 
the elephant story. 'The elephant story! Why, 
what's the matter with the elephant story?' he 
said. The censor replied: 'In that story the 
elephant refused to serve his second master. ' Could 
theke be anything simpler from the Japanese 
standpoint? The name of Washington, or allusions to 
~merican History have the same effect on the 
censor, as is traditionally ascribed to a red tag 
be£ ore an enraged bull, presumably, because 
somewhere in that history there was a revolution 
and some mention of human rights.'" 

When the First of March Independence Movement erupted in l9l9, 

Gale attempted to bring the issue of Japanese colonization of 

Korea to international attention. He wrote a letter to Lord 

James Bryce (1838-1922) of Great Britain, a former British 

Ambassador to the U.S. (from 1907 to 1913) who had visited 

Korea in 1916. Gale wrote: 

On the first of March [1919] a very peculiar 
demonstration took place throughout the peninsula. 
A manifesto suddenly made its appearance, and was 
handed about the streets of Seoul by the hundreds, 
announcing the independence of Corea and the 
freedom of the Corean people . . the demonstration 
was purely a peaceful one, of the nature of passive 
resistance. They met in groups, unknown to the 
police, all over the land and announced their 
independence. No violence was to be resorted to, 
and no resistance was to be offered of any kind, 
but this announcement only, that they were Coreans 



and would never accept the rule of Japan." 

In his letter, Gale also accused the American government of 

not observing the treaty between the U.S. and Korea by failing 

to fulfil Article I, which reads: "If other powers deal 

unjustly or oppressively with either government, the other 

will exert their good offices, on being informed of the case, 

to bring about an amicable arrangement, thus showing their 

friendly feelings. 

Gale warned that should the present system continue, 

"nothing but increasing trouble and blo~d-shed"'~~ could be 

expected. He condemned the Japanese attempt to ''JapanizeH 

Koreans and compared their policy with Canada's political 

scene : " In Canada, French Canadians never became Englishmen 

and never were asked to be. So it would [should] be here in 

Korea. "''' 
Lord Bryce wrote back to Gale: 

. . because they [Korea] are technically now subject 
to Japan, and we could not interfere with the 
contr61 Japan exercises except by laying ourselves 
open to have questions brought up which we could 
not admit to be within scope of the [Paris] 
Conference, such, for instance, as to those of 
Egypt, South Africa and Ireland, although, I need 
hardly, say our purposes and policy are entirely 
different from those which Japan has been 
following. I n  

Bryce further implied that the British Government would not 

interfere with the Japanese unless they treated Christians 

harshly, which "can be called a religious persecution.n173 

Bryce suggested that through education and literature 



Christian leaders would be able to support Koreans' national 

identity and passive resistance actions. 

Realizing that he could expect little help from Britain, 

Gale resorted to prayer: 

God, grant that this people may win in their 
struggle for liberty. Thou seest the hard Hun rule 
of the Japanese, thou knowest how unjust it is, how 
false, how selfish, how unsympathetic. Hear the 
prayers that ascend from the torture-house of the 
prison. Hear all the prayers from the faithful 
wives and mothers who wait in deserted houses. 
Right is right, as God is God, and thou wilt see 
right through to the end. God bless Korea in these 
days of trial, and bring Japan to a place of true 
repentance and faith . 174 

Meanwhile, the missionaries1 acceptance of the Japanese 

occupation of Korea was the result of "an official to 

recognize Japan's position in Korea. Arthur Brown (1856-1945), 

then General Secretary of the American Presbyterian Mission 

Board, North, wrote in 1912: 

What is the attitude of the missionaries toward the 
Japanese? There are four possible attitudes: First, 
opposition; second, aloofness; third, cooperation; 
fourth, loyal recognition. The fourth, loyal 
recognition, is I believe, the sound position. It 
is in accord with the example of Christ, who 
loyally submitted himself and advised His Apostles 
to submit themselves to a far worse government than 
the Japanese, and it is in line with the teachings 
of Paul in Romans xiii:l. There was full discussion 
of these four alternative positions in my 
conference with the Korea Mission in Pyeng-Yang. A 
vote was taken and it was unanimously in favour of 
loyal recognition. 

Under such political circumstances, "few missionaries lifted 

their voice in protest at the time. " l n  Rutt remarked further 

that "some Koreans regret that Dr. Gale was not an 
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independence fighter, but he was no more a political creature 

than he was a sectarian. His vision was far from impractical, 

as is amply shown by the energy he put into his work - -  his 

deepest concern was to understand the Korean mind. 1117* Gale did 

not participate directly in the Korean independence movement, 

as it would have been difficult for him to do so, both as a 

foreigner under Japanese security and a missionary under the 

Church's dictate. Nevertheless, Gale sympathized deeply with 

the Koreans and he expressed his concerns in journals , letters 

sent to British politicians, and through prayer. Although it 

appeared to some that Gale did not have the "guts" to fight 

directly as expected by the Korean people, he put up a solid 

passive resistance in the way he knew best by educating 

Koreans and writing about their rights as a journalist, an 

author and an evangelist, 

Retirement 

Gale left Korea on June 22, 1927 one year before he was 

to officially retire (on August 31, 1928). He stayed in 

Canada for a few months, then went to Bath, England, in 

October of 1927, where he died on January 31, 1937,179 at the 

age of 74. He left his daughter, Alex, his son, George, and 

his wife Ada, who died sixteen years later in 1953. He was 

buried at Landsdown Cemetery, Bath, England. His 40 years of 

labour in Korea spanned more than half of his entire life. 



Conclusion 

Gale was raised in a predominantly Presbyterian 

background. Yet, through training, such as the "McCall 

Missionl1 and the "Student Volunteer Movement, " Gale learned 

about pan-denominationalism and therefore showed less 

denominational. loyalty in the field. His method of 

proselytization was definitely a "Koreanized" one, 

incorporating indigenous culture into Western evangelism. 

Indeed, he took Korean culture seriously in order to provide 

Koreans with a distinctly Koreanized Christianity. 

In the area of theological education, Gale aimed to teach 

theology from a more "modern," open-minded, and advanced 

perspective. He was afraid that Christian missionaries would 

act as another version of Confucian tyranny, injecting 

Christian doctrine like a "foreign objectv in Koreans. Thus, 

through the secular educational system, such as Ch6ngsin and 

~y&ngsin, or y6ndong Church, Gale advanced his cultural and 

political programme, introducing Western scientific thought 

and attempting to awaken Koreans to the "new.I1 

In cultural matters, Gale understood that the Chinese 

were dominant over Eastern countries, and that Korean culture 

and history was largely a copy of the Chinese one. Gale's 

political perception was that Japan was far superior to China, 

and he hoped Japan would do something towards the 

modernization of Korea. Yet, his opinion changed when he 
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witnessed Japan's inhumane treatment of the Koreans, the 

killing of Queen Min, and the 1919 March First Movement. From 

then on, Gale utilized journalism and lobbying to reveal 

Japan's imperial designs upon Korea. 

Primarily, necessity for through social involvement, Gale 

taught the Korean people about the equality between the sexes. 

In particular, Gale strove to bring the "innern world of women 

to the "outerm world through education and evangelism. Indeed, 

in evangelism, Gale emphasized social ministry. He was most 

successful in his mission to awaken the Korean people when he 

worked through the medium of the written word. Thus, not as a 

theological dogmatist or a conventional doctrinist , but rather 

as a humanist and literati, Gale secured for himself a place 

in history as well as a place in many Koreans' hearts. 

When Gale arrived in late nineteenth-century Korea, the 

propagation of the Western religion was not officially 

permitted. However, according to the "Treaty of Friendship and 

Commerce between Great Britain and Corea, British citizens 

were permitted to go on study trips and buy property within 

the three miles of the open ports. Gale took advantage of this 

treaty to travel throughout Korea in his early days. Gale used 

his protected status as a foreign scholar to covertly 

proselytize, an activity the Korean government did not 

allowed. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE COREAN UNION MISSION: ROBERT HARKNESS 
AND MALCOLM C . FENWICK 

I. Robert Harkness and the Birth of Corean Union Mission 

The previous chapter described how the University of 

Toronto YMCA enthusiastically sent its representative, James 

Scarth Gale, to Korea in 1888- This same enthusiasm was shown 

by the Toronto City YMCA (hereafter TO-YMCA) in mid-1888;' 

however, no decision was made on whether or not to send a TO- 

YMCA mission. The TO-YMCA Minutes of July, 1888, noted that, 

"the matter of a missionary to Corea from t h i s  Association was 

left in abeyancen' due to financing difficulties . 

As the TO-YMCA's interest in sending missionaries to 

Korea had born no official fruit, a group of businessmen in 

Toronto, largely TO-YMCA members, organized an independent 

effort called the "Corean Union MissionN (hereafter cited as 

CUM) in October 1888 . 3  The driving force behind t h i s  mission 

was Henry B. Gordon (1854-1951), at that time Convener of the 

TO-YMCA's Mission Committee; he eventually became the first 

C h a i r m a n  of the CUM. As of 1890, t h e  CUM mission subscription 

list had reached thirty-two.' A s  part of its policy, CUM did 

not require that candidates for the position of foreign 

missionary be ordained ministers, or members of a particular 

denomination. This may have been due, i n  part, to t h e  fact the 

CUM could not guarantee financial support.' 
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In 1888, CUM sent Robert Harkness (1858-1938), a graduate 

of University College, University of Toronto, as its 

missionary. Of Scottish ancestry, Harkness was born in Oxford 

County, Ontario, on October 28, 1858. Harkness' parents, 

George and Agnes, had six children, Robert being the fourth. 

He attended Clinton High School in his hometown, and obtained 

a teacher s certificate. He then taught at a public school for 

three years in Oxford County. In 1882, he entered St. 

Catharines Collegiate Institute in St. Catharines, Ontario, 

and in due course matriculated into University College, 

University of T~ronto.~ 

Harkness met James Gale at the St. Catharines Collegiate 

Institute and both received their B. A.s from the University 

of Toronto in 1888. Harkness subsequently was chosen to 

represent the above-mentioned independent mission 

organization, CUM. Prior to leaving for his new post, Harkness 

married Isabella, daughter of Richard Wilson of Renf rew, 

Ontario, in I888 .' The young couple arrived in Korea on 

December 12, 1888, along with Gale; Isabella was the first 

Canadian woman to set foot upon Korean soil. According to the 

1890 annual report of the University of Toronto YMCA, Harkness 

and Gale jointly bought a house in Seoul around March 1889, 

each paying half the prices8 As mentioned in Chapter Four, 

Gale soon left Harkness in Seoul, and went to ~ongch6n in the 

northern part of Korea. When Gale returned to Seoul in June of 

1889, he was disappointed to learn that Harkness had been 
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forced to leave for Japan because of a health problem. Gale 

wrote to his sister, Jane:  "1 am very sorry seeing that 

Harkness has been obliged to leave. He was not suited for 

t h i s  kind of Bohemian life. He is in Japan. w g  A Canadian 

local history, Knox United Church 1846-1975, recorded the 

following: 

In the autumn of 1888, he [Harkness] 
by his wife, had gone as a missionary 

, accompanied 
to Korea, and 

one year later to Japan, w h e r e  he was engaged for 
six years in educational work. They returned to 
Canada in 1895.'' 

Harkness had been in Korea for less than a year, but stayed 

for almost six years in Japan. After his return to Canada, 

Harkness served as a minister at Knox Church, Cornwall, 

Ontario, and died on July 27, 1938. 

When Harkness resigned from the Korean posting in 1889, 

the CUM decided to send Malcolm C. Fenwick to Korea as 

Harknessl replacement. 



11, MALCOLM C. FENWICK 

Fenwick1s Life in Canada 

Malcolm C. Fenwick (1865-1935)" was born in Markham, 

Ontario, just northwest of Toronto. Malcolmls grandfather, 

James Fenwick (1777-1862), had emigrated to Canada from 

Scotland early in the 1800s, married Eleanor Thomson in 1808 

and eventually fathered three children. The second-born of the 

three, Archibald (1813-18683, was Malcolmls father. Archibald 

married Barbara Ann Lathan (1823-1901) in 1840 and raised 

eleven children, Malcolm being the tenth-born. (See APPENDIX 

XI1 Geneology of Fenwick) . According to a local history, '' 
Malcolmls grandfather, James, was an innkeeper in 1820 and an 

operator of a distillery; on the other hand, Malcolmls parents 

were listed later as farmers in t h e  1861 Census.13 The area 

where Fenwick family lived has "not changed much," an old 

resident told this author." It is still possible to l o c a t e  the 

lot t h a t  the Malcolm Fenwick family owned. 

During his childhood, Fenwick laboured on the family 

farm1' and received the typical strict, conservative, 

"Scottish-type" of education from his parents.16 In 1883, at 

the age of eighteen, he went to Manitoba for about three 

years1' (it is not known what he did there) , returning to 

Toronto in 1886 to live with his now-widowed mother, Barbara. 

According to the Toronto Citv Directory (1887) , Fenwick was 
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listed as a boarder in his mother's home at 190 Bleeker 

street, around Carlton and Sherbourne Streets (now known as 

"Old Cabbage TowrP in Toronto's East end) . While in Toronto, 
he worked for Risley & Kerrigan, a wholesale hardware store at 

30 Front Street in 1888, and for another hardware store, H . S .  

Howland Sons & Co., at 37 Front Street West, staying with this 

firm until leaving for Korea in 1889." 

In regard to his missionary involvement, Fenwick 

recalled, "when at the Niagara Bible Conference the Call came 

[to me] to go far hence among the  gentile^.^''^ Little is known 

about this Niagara Bible Conference. According to Dana L. 

Robert, Boston University, "the Niagara Conference was small 

and more private [and] produced no  publication^.^^^' In his 

work, Fundamentalism and American Culture (1980) , George 

Marsden remarked that the Niagara Bible Conference originated, 

"in 1876 [when] a group led by Nathaniel West, James H. 

Brooks, William J. Erdman, and Henry M. Parsons - -  all 

Presbyterian - - together with the Baptist A.J. Gordon, 

initiated what would become known during the next quarter- 

century as the annual Niagara Bible Conferences for Prophetic 

study. "" How Fenwick became involved with this group is 

unclear. 

Fenwick appeared to be hesitant in responding to the 

Call, declaring: "Lord, you know I am only a businessman, 

[with] no classical school[ing], not a minister, and [have] 

never gone to theological seminary. "" In July 1889, Fenwick 



attended a religious meeting in Toronto conducted by Robert 

Wilder, one of the primary catalysts of the foreign mission 

movement in those days. Wilder told a parable of a man dying 

of thirst out in the desert, crying for water. Wilder s simple 

illustration settled all of the nagging questions that plagued 

~enwickl~ and five months after that he found himself heading 

for Korea, the foreign country in which he was to labour for 

the next forty years. The Chairman of the CUM, H. B. Gordon, 

reported : 

When in the Autumn of 1889, Mr. Harkness was forced 
by impaired health, to leave Corea, - -  the Lord 
also at this trying time encouraged us by providing 
another missionary in the person of Mr. Fenwick, 
one of our Committee. He was sent out in November 
1889, and has thus been over a year in the field? 

Still, as Fenwick himself admitted, he had received neither 

formal higher education nor theological training. When he went 

to Korea, he was a lay-rni~sionary,'~ a true product of the late 

nineteenth-century foreign mission movement. 

Fenwick's Arrival and the Ella Thins Memorial Mission 

Fenwick arrived at Chemulpo (present -day Inchbn) on 

December 8, 1889, at the age of 24? He came to Korea as an 

independent lay-missionary and based his mission work on the 

llEvangelical Alliance," a theme which dominated the missionary 

ethos of those days. 28 Fenwick stayed in Seoul for three months 

at the CUM residence, bought in part by his predecessor, 



Harkness , '' 
The next spring (1890) Fenwick, like Gale, went to 

~ongchdn in order to learn the Korean language by "language 

immersion." This meant breaking away from all Western 

conventions, text-books, English-speaking people and mingling 

only with Koreans. There he bought a parcel of land, on which 

he built a house and a farm. He lived like the Koreans around 

him - - eating Korean food and sleeping under a grass roof. 

Fenwick explained: 

After our little house was built, we got a dozen or 
more bull-carts and hauled earth from two miles out 
on the plain. While the vegetable garden was being 
made, it shocked the people a bit to see a Western 
teacher take off his coat and work. According to 
Eastern ideas, a teacher or gentleman must never on 
any account labor with his hands.3o 

In 1893, Fenwick returned to Canada; just why he did so is 

unclear. He remained in North America for about three years 

until 1896.31 During this time, two important incidents 

happened to Fenwick. The first incident was the break-up with 

his mission sponsor, CUM. This occurred because an American 

missionary to Korea currently on furlough in the U.S. was 

making claims of achieving sweeping success during his work in 

the field. To Fenwick's eyes, the real facts were quite the 

contrary; he thought that the American was misrepresenting the 

situation and spoke out. Fenwick wrote a personal letter to 

his friend, James Brooks, editor of The Truth in St. Louis, 

Missouri. Part of this letter was published in a book called 

Realitv Versus Romance by James Johnston in 1893. As quoted in 



Johnston's book: 

Two years ago a man named [Johnston omitted the 
name] returned from this field to America, and has 
since been spreading his exaggerated stories 
throughout the churches in the United States. - -  
The missionaries arrived [at Songchon] , and after 
exhorting at considerable length, asked the natives 
to remove their hats. 'What for ?I said one. 'Oh, 
never mind, coaxingly pleaded the native friend; 
'take off your hats;' and with politeness so 
characteristic of the Easterner, they removed their 
hats, and then the Rev. Mr. --, D.D., administered 
baptism to these nine men, none of whom, with the 
possible exception of one, he had ever seen.32 

This anonymous proselytizer turned out to be the renowned 

pioneer missionary, Horace Underwood (1859-1916). In 1894, 

Fenwick himself explained why he had written such a letter. 

The letter was penned under [the] conviction that the Church 

of Christ in America was given to exacting glowing reports 

from missionaries to bolster up their dishonouring methods of 

raising money, and in this way hold those contributors who 

have no part nor lot in the Lord's work." 

Fenwick's story was denied by Underwood and his family. 

Underwood's wife, Lillias, wrote; 

As [at] Sorai [Songch&] farmers never wear hats 
around the village, the story bore the stamp of a 
great mistake at first sight. Dr. Underwood was 
much disturbed and hurt by this, not chiefly 
because it affected his reputation, but because it 
was such a blow to missions and might so seriously 
shake the confidence of the Church at home in the 
Korean work. 34 

Because of Underwood's reputation, Fenwick1s disclosure caused 

ma j or disturbances. When this story got around to Fenwick ' s 

committee in Toronto, they described Fenwick as "a silly man 
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who should be recalled"" and the CUM gave up all mission work 

in Korea. After Fenwick disassociated from CUM, he organized 

the 'Torean Itinerant MissionH (CIM) in 1894 in Toronto. 

Joseph R. Douglas was CIM1s Treasurer; according to the 

Toronto City Directory (18941, he was a clerk at the Toronto 

branch of the Trust and Loan Company of ~anada." There is no 

record of anyone else being related to CIM, or anyone else in 

Canada or America helping Fenwick1 s mission work. It rather 

looks as if CIM was Fenwick himself. 

The second incident affecting Fenwick's mission outreach 

was his formal ordination. William Scott (1886-1979), also a 

Canadian missionary, went to Korea in 1914 and lived in the 

same area of ~6nsan as Fenwick had. (After Fenwick returned to 

Korea in 1896 from the U.S., he lived in W6nsa~ until he died 

in 1935) . Scott noted that, "he [Fenwick] returned to America 

in 1893 and spent three years in training [in theology] which 

led to his ordination, u38 probably in 1 8 % ~ ~  by a Baptist 

minister, Adoniram Judson Gordon (1836-1895) .@ Fenwick most 
likely became acquainted him at the Niagara Bible Conference 

in the late 1880s. 

Gordon was born in New Hampton, New Hampshire, on April 

19, 1836, and died on February 2, 1895, just a year before 

Fenwick's return to Korea. Gordon came to Clarendon Street 

Baptist Church in Boston in 1868. In 1889, he founded a school 

called the Gordon College of Theology and Mission, now known 

as Gordon College, at 225 Grapevine Road, Wenham, 
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~assachusetts . 41  In its early days, the school s purpose was to 

train men and women for foreign mission work, and required no 

formal education for entry. It has been stated that Fenwick 

studied at Gordonls College in Boston for three years42 during 

the time he w a s  staying in North America, but there is no 

document to support that claim." 

When Fenwick was in America in 1895, an important thing 

happened at the Clarendon Street Baptist Church where A.J. 

Gordon ministered in regard to Korean Baptist Church history; 

it involved a devoted Christian and successful businessman, 

Samuel B. Thing. 

One day, Thing s only daughter, Ella, who was then on her 

sick-bed, said she saw God lay his hand upon her and she knew 

that she would not live much longer. She called her father and 

asked him what her "earthly portionu would be if she survived. 

After hearing her father, she asked if he would use the money 

instead to send missionaries to foreign lands. She died soon 

thereafter. Mr. Thing consulted with Gordon and organized the 

Ella Thing Memorial Mission (ETM) in 1895 in Boston. In that 

year, the ETM sent Mr. and Mrs. E.C. Pauling, its first 

representatives, to Korea? The Paulings were not ~officialu 

Baptist missionaries; that is to say, although they were 

Baptists, they operated independently. 

In 1896, Pauling made one of the most significant reports 

in Korean Baptist history. He stated that, l1as yet, only one 

station has been opened [and] thus far, only one has been 



baptized. 11" This "one" would have been the first Korean in 

history to be baptized in the Baptist tradition and under 

Baptist missionary influence. I8Missionary Statistics for Korea 

for l896", which appeared in The Missionaw Review of the 

World, supports Paulingls statement. The report said that in 

1895 there were three missionaries, one station, three 

catechumens or probationers received, and one person who held 

membership. Native monetary contributions were 60 C? The one 

person who held membership mentioned in the above appears to 

have been the same individual described as the "only one 

baptizedH in Paulingls report. In regard to baptism under 

Baptist tradition, another important incident occurred in 

1899; six Koreans, Hong Bong-chun, Chang Kyo-hwan, Kim Chi- 

hwa, KO Nae-su, Kim Do-jong and Choi My6ng-sun were baptized 

 baptist^.^^ Although, this was the result of the ETM1s 

Frederick Steadman's efforts, an American Presbyterian 

missionary, Bull William (1876-1941; in Korea 1899-1941), had 

to officiate at the baptismal ceremony since Steadman was not 

an ordained minister." Cho Hyo-hun recounts: 

It is said that Steadman, the only male missionary 
remaining on the field, was not an ordained 
minister in 1899 and could not baptize his own 
candidate. So, in the summer of that year a 
Presbyterian missionary [Bull William] residing in 
the nearby city of Kunsan was invited to baptize 
six people in the River Kum [near Kongju] .49 

The above-mentioned two incidents indicate that at least two 

baptisms were arranged by Baptist missionaries in Korea before 

Fenwick had established his form of "baptist." 



Despite these initial successes, the ETM was forced to 

fold up its mission "tentw in 1900 for financial reasons. 

Records indicate that Mr. Thing, the founder of the ETM, 

proposed to the American Baptist Missionary Union (ABMU) that 

it take over ETM1s missionary work. However, his proposal was 

not accepted. 50 ~ccording to Max Willocks, a Baptist historian, 

in 1899 Fenwick had requested the ABMU that he be allowed to 

continue the ETMfs work.'' Nothing is available on whether or 

not the ABMU granted Fenwick1s request, but a transference of 

the territory occurred in December, 1 9 0 2 ,  between Frederick W. 

Steadman, who had remained to the last, and  enw wick.^' More 

specifically, the areas of Kongju in ~hungchbng Province, and 

~angkygng in Chulla Province, which had been cared for by 

those ETM Baptists, was turned over to Fenwick in 1902. 

Fenwick "Scales the MountainsH of Alien Culture 

Fenwick returned to Korea in 1896 as the CIM1s Director, 

and settled in ~6nsan. Hanlsuk chimrve kvohoesa (History of 

Korean Baptist Church, 1990) describes Fenwick1 s life in 

W6nsan : 

Fenwick settled at a place called Wbnsan Tongsan 
and he lived like Koreans. He respected Korean 
customs and social order. He received the nickname, 
"sbvanq yansban" ( "Western aristocratu, a respected 
appellation in Korean society). On New Years Day, 
 enw wick went around the village to perform ~aebae 
(a formal bow of respect to elders on New Years 
Day) . 53 
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In regard to Fenwick's life in ~Znsan, Kim Yong-he said 

following: Ithe built a tent on ~6nsan Tongsan and he ate 

potatoes and Kimchi. He tried to follow the Korean life-style 

and respected Korean tradition."" He adapted Korean culture, 

thinking that this gesture of Koreanizing his life-style would 

help him overcome the cultural "mountainsu between him and the 

Korean mass. Yet, Fenwick found out that the "mountainsu 

between the East and the West continued to exist. He said that 

there were several nmountainsu that Westerners could never 

surmount. 

The first umountainll was cultural, comprised of such 

things as poonssok (established custom) , yea (principles and 

practice) and p h  (unwritten law) ." The second ltmountainll was 

that of racial discrimination. Fenwick said: 

Race antipathy, which is in us all, I think, is 
most deeply-seated in the Easterner. Not only the 
things already mentioned, but the hoary antiquity 
of their genealogy, their ignorance of the things 
beyond their shores, and the strangeness of your 
message combined with that natural hostility to a 
man of another race, - -  all these are busy working 
against the white teacher? 

He also pointed out that, on the missionary side, the problem 

was not only their lack of understanding of Korean culture, 

but also Western missionaries1 own sense of "white 

superiority." 

The white man [who] comes to the mission field, usually 
as polished as educational institutions can make him, 
and; possessing an overlarge idea of the superiority of 
civilizationf over theathenism,' is handicapped. It 
takes him long to realize the civilization [of Korea] is 
older and their education better [ - I  suited to them that 



that of the west? 

Fenwick realized that it was foolish for him to try and 

teach Western things to Koreans without first overcoming these 

"mountains. " Thus, instead of his own direct proselytizing, he 

took a nore indirect approach by using Christian Korean 

workers. He started a Bible Institute in ~Gnsan, and trained 

local natives Shin ~yEing-gyun, Kim Hci-ho, Hwang Sang-pi1 and 

Lee Jong-hwa. These he sent out to the villages to help spread 

the Good word? Fenwick wrote: 

About this time some American missionaries who had 
come to Corea in another mission after my visit 
among them in America, and had become dissatisfied, 
had returned home, and the director of the mission 
turned the property over to me .59 

These "some American missionarieslt were previously mentioned 

ETM Baptist missionaries and old Bostonian acquaintances. At 

this time, Fenwick was still living in ~Gnsan, about 300 miles 

away. 

Indeed, Fenwick sent Shin to Kongju, as his evangelist- 

proxy while Fenwick himself stayed in ~6nsan; he commuted 

between wdnsan and Kongju once or twice a year? Through the 

native evangelists, like Shin, Fenwickt s mission work received 

a boost when he took over ETM1s mission work in the Kongju 

area. Shin's experience as a former Hunjang (Chinese classic 

teacherI6' provided him with excellent leadership skills and 

made good progress. Fenwick trusted Shin and gave him 

virtually the autonomy in the Kongju area. In 1905, when 

Fenwick established a Bible Institute in Kongju, modelled 



after the ~dnsan one, he placed Shin in charge. Cho Hyo-hun 

recounts : 

Shin's fame rose from healing a demon-possessed boy 
of fourteen through his exorcism. This lad, who 
came from a family of comfort and distinction, was 
Suk-chun Chang [Chang ~bk-ch6nI , then known as 
Pansoonie. When this boy was made whole his family 
and many distinguished people were brought to 
Christ. 

Seeing Shin's achievements, Fenwick admired that the Korean 

was having splendid success while he himself had failed 

miserably. Those graduates from Kongju Bible Institute trained 

by Shin were sent out to ~hungch6ng and Chulla Provinces, 

visiting from house to house. Within four years, Shin and 

other native evangelists had built churches in thirty-one 

different places in the southern part of the countrytH i.e., 

throughout ~hungch6ng and Chulla Provinces. 



Figure 5 :1 

A. A Korean man wearing Korean traditional clothing. 
Source : James S.  ale, Korea in Transition (New ~ o r k :  Young 

People's Missionary Movement of the United States 
and Canada, 1909), cover page. 

B. Malcolm C. Fenwick wearing Korean man's traditional 
clothing. 
Source: Personal collection, Samuel Moffett, 3r. Princeton 

University, New Jersey, U.S.A. Reprinted with 
permission. 



The Birth of the "Church of Christ in Coreau 

Having such a large group of churches under his care 

necessitated that Fenwick organize a homogeneous governing 

system. In 1906, he called a TaehwahGe (rh ~ ~ a l )  , or "General 

Meeting of Great Reconciliation" - -  Fenwick himself called it 

a ~Conclaveu - -  and organized the Taehan kidokkvohee (Church 

of Christ in Corea) . That same year, Fenwick ordained Shin 

~ y b n g - k ~ u n , ~ ~  thus making Shin the first native ordainee of 

Fenwick's Church of Christ in Corea, Moreover, it was 

Fenwick1s first time as officiant at an ordination in his 

Korean ministry. 

In 1906 Taehwahde, the church's hierarchy was organized, 

with Fenwick at the top as the Kammok ( $  ) , or "Director. 

All rules and regulations were made by the Kammok, Fenwick, 

and all positions were filled by Fenwick's appointees. Cho 

said that, "what he [Fenwick] spoke ex cathedra became the 

norm, doctrine, and practice of this church. "66 Under the 

Kamrnok, an Itarmy" type of hierarchical organization was 

formed; in descending order of power, the positions were Moksa 

(4 AF ordained pastors) ; Kamno (7& supervisory-elders) ; Kyosa 

( c,4- teachers) ; Chiindosa ( 5 ,+ unordained evangelists) ; 

Chonqi anq ( captains of one hundred) ; Pani anq ( dt - $k 

captains of fifty) ; and Tanwdn ( =k 2 regular members) . The 

new church's entire mission territory was divided into four 

~anqh6e ( 3 Associations of local Churches) ." 
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In regard to using natives, Fenwick followed John 

Wesley's practice of lay evangelism, and in regard to 

organization, modelled the church after the Methodist "Circuit 

System. Fenwick retired from the off ice of Kammok in 1914, 

appointing Lee ~hong-diik (1884-1950) as his successor. Upon 

his retirement, his followers honoured Fenwick by giving him 

the rather flattering title of Pv6n konsbu (Z$. % $ ) ,  
"Meritorious Master, Pycn." (Fenwick's Korean surname was Pydn 

and his given name was Wi-ik) .68 Though officially retired, in 

reality, Fenwick continued to control his church, knowing that 

his flocks was scattered across the land and needed some 

unifying medium, he began publishing a monthly 5-6 page 

epistle, Tal ov6nii (%a%\) (lit., Monthly Letter) in order 

to remind people that there was one central system governing 

all of the churches. In fact, Tal ~ v 6 n i i  functioned as the 

church1 s sole media. 

Fenwick was highly concerned that secular education would 

make his followers egotistical. He also was afraid that 

secular education would be detrimental to their religious 

life, believing that, "salvation is more important than 

secular knowledge."69 Fenwick equated secular knowledge with 

IfEve s Apple, If providing them with a knowledge that would 

cause them to fall into evil. In 1926, he issued a bishopric 

edict to his followers urging them not to send their children 

to secular schools.70 Fenwick expressed his views on secular 

education in one of his Tal py6nii: tfPeople do not understand 
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the teachings of the 'big head' who graduated from college 

because they do not explain the things to understand. Their 

knowledge makes them arrogant. "" 

During the Japanese occupation (1910-1945) , Fenwick1 s 

Taehan kidokkvohEe bothered Korea's new Japanese overlords 

because the phrase Taehan in the church's name of Taehan 

kidokkvohbe referred to the nation of Korea, Taehan minmk, 

Under Japanese pressure, the name was changed to Tons a 

kidokkvohce (The Church of Christ in East Asia). Korea was 

liberated from Japanese domination in 1945, and the church 

reclaimed the term Taehan. It changed its name to Taehan 

kidokkvo chirnrvehde (Korean Baptist Church) in 1949; this was 

the first time in the history that the appellation of Chimrve 

(Baptist) was officially applied to Fenwick ' s church. Finally, 

on February 27, 1950, the Rev. and Mrs. John A. Abernathy 

(1896-1973) of the Southern Baptist Church, U.S. arrived in 

Korea, thus becoming the first official American Baptist 

Church representatives in Korea. This is how Fenwick ' s "Church 

of Christ in Coreav/ "Church of Christ in East Asia" evolved 

into the present-day Baptist Church of Korea. 

Fenwick as Bible Translator and "Nonshak Paksau 

One of the remarkable contributions Fenwick made was in 

the area of Bible translation. As previously mentioned, 

Fenwick first lived in a remote village, Songch6n, where he 



learned Korean. It was there that he began to translate the 

Bible. Fenwick noted: 

My practice of the language, in Sorai [Songchdnl , 
was to give the Coreans a copy of the Chinese 
Bible, while I took the English Bible myself - By 
noting the number of a chapter, I was able to 
distinguish one book from another, and got my 
teacher to write in my English Bible in the Corean 
syllabary, the name of each book? 

Regarding Fenwick1s efforts at Bible translation, his 

temporary Korean language teacher, S6h ~y6ng- jo (1852-1938; 

also known as Sang-u), remembered: 

11 - - while translating verses, Fenwick was obstinate 
his opinion with his clumsy Korean language and I 
argued that lit is not right1 . In order not to get 
involved in fighting, I left him and returned to 
Seoul . 73 

Though Fenwick and his language teacher were not friendly, 

Fenwick continued to translate the Bible, and published 

Yohanchbn (Gospel of John) in 1891, just about two years after 

his arrival in Korea. Fenwick revised this and republished it 

in 1893 under the new title Yakhan fii kirokhandero pokCZrn 

(Gospel as written by John). He continued translating the 

Bible and had completed the entire New Testament by 1915, but 

was unable to publish it because of money problems. This work, 

published in 1919, is now known as the I1Wdnsan Version." 

Version, his idea of translation was to write in a spoken 

dialect, "rather than the stilted and unprecise Chinese matrix 

of the old Corean writing. tt74 

On the spine and cover, the lfw6nsan Versiontt reads Sinvak 
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ch6ns6 (New Testament) . However, in the first section, Fenwick 

added twelve pages of Manmin chohfin ki~vdl (Good News for the 

People) which consisted of some translated Bible passages he 

had chosen, e . g. , John 3 : 6 The whole New Testament was 

written solely in Korean, but page numbers were given in both 

Chinese and Korean. The numbers indicating verses were written 

using Chinese characters, (e . g . , - , - - in Chinese). Some 

special features of the I1w6nsan Versionm are that Fenwick used 

double-vertical lines to indicate place names and single 

vertical line for people's names, and he attempted to 

calculate mentioned monetary units into their Korean 

equivalents, e.g., "ten thousand talentsu being worth 19,400 

Korean w6n.  '' 
Fenwick's writing style was to use only Ghookmoon (sic: 

colloquial Korean language), with no moonias (sic: idiomatic 

phrases from the Chinese Classics, or f arnous classical Chinese 

sayings) . His aim for the translation was to "talkN so that 

"unlettered women and children [would] easily catch his 

meaning. 1176 

As previously mentioned, when missionaries arrived in 

Korea in the late nineteenth-century, they were quite 

aggressive in pursuing Bible translation. The dividing 

question was about whether or not to adopt a literal or a free 

translation style. Fenwick, free from both hierarchial 

interference and ecclesiastical bondage to any denomination, 

translated the Bible into an indigenized format in order to 
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"talku to "unlettered women and childrenu in a manner which 

allowed them to catch his meaning easily. Thus, Fenwick went 

his own way and chose to use the Itfree translationN method. In 

respect to creating an "indigenized stylew, Fenwick was way 

ahead of the rest of the missionaries; it was Fenwick who 

first interpreted the holy text's source language to fit into 

Korean's linguistic traditions. 

As the following examples show, in 11~6nsan Version," 

Fenwick translated words such as "Sabbath, " (#6z$p~$ , into 

"the day [God] stopped [working] ) ; "BaptismM 7 A ) , into 

"immersion into waterM ; "Holy Spirit, " (#8$$ ) , into 'Ibreathrt 

+ the Korean honorific suffix, %imU and "JesusN (#9dlwl, into 

"Jesusw + Korean honorific suffix, "ssi," while Ross and Gale 

remained near to Chinese "Wenli Version. It (See Figure 5 : 2 ) 

Fenwick should be remembered, however, as the one who 

initiated the bridging of two parallel mountain ranges of 

alien cultures through the communication of ideas by using the 

receptor s language in his Bible. Actually, considering his 

lack of educational qualifications, i . e., his being 

wunschooled" and "untheologizedrt1 "free" translation was the 

best option for Fenwick. Despite the validity of his 

translation, the "Wonsan Version" failed to attract as many 

people as it should have; this was not only because it was a 

private translation, but - -  more seriously - -  because it was 

read only by those of his own congregation, the Church of 

Christ in Corea. 



Figure 5:2 Terminology Penwick used 
in his B i b l e  compared to other versions. 

The Korean word for Sa tto ( '4E' / Vi'late* in English) was 
used to describe a government official sent to the countryside 
by the central government. 

During the Chosdn dynasty ( l392-19IO ) , so-a tang ( .;i,qg ) 
referred to a provincial governorOs central-office. 

Transliteration of Greek or English "Sabbathw + Korean. The 
wSabbath" concept was adopted straight from English, while M e  
"Daym suffix followed Korean linguistic rules. 

Transliteration of Greek or English "bapti[p] + Korean. The 
nbapti[p] concept was adopted from English, while mritualn 
suffix followed Korean linguistic rules. 

~ y 6 n b i  was a classical scholar. 

Lit., stopped 

The idea conveyed is an %nmersion into watern. 

Lit. , "Breathn + the Korean honorific suffix, wnimn. 

m J e ~ ~ ~ n  + Korean word for *mistern. 



Fenwick translated some Pokhm chanmi (Gospel Hymns) and 

published them for use throughout his churches. The first 

edition of Pokfim chanmi, containing fourteen songs, was 

published in 1899, the last (sixth) edition came out in 1938 

and included 274 songs Fenwick provided the name of the 

lyricist and composer of each song, and included each song's 

original English title. In the 1904 edition, he also included 

two songs written by the man who ordained him, Adoniram J. 

Gordon, ( #  4 and # 12) , one by his Korean assistant, Shin 

~y6ng-kyun ( #  20) and two written by one of the contemporary 

American missionaries in the field, William Swalf en ( 1 8 6 5  - 

1954) ( #  18 and # 19) . 78  As far as the history of Christian 

hymns in Korea goes, Fenwick is recorded as the fourth to 

publish hymns .79 

Fenwick also made an unusual contribution to Korean 

society. According to Yun Chi-ho (1865-1945), who was the 

governor of W6nsan during Fenwick1 s time there, Fenwick bought 

a beautiful site called "Kalmay Property" (HBrookhillu in 

English)." Farming was the main source of Fenwick1s income in 

Korea, for, unlike other missionaries, he had no external 

financial support. Besides supporting himself, he also 

provided for the Koreans working for his church. This was not 

heroism; he had to be self -sufficient. An editorial in The 

Korean Re~ositorv in 1898 reported on Fenwick1s crops: 

His [Fenwick's] pumpkins, corns, wheat, millet and 
oats were the admiration of his Korean neighbors. 
He has grown pumpkins larger than a wash-tub, so 



large that it 
Korean i i q q .  
high and seven 

took two men to lift one onto the 
His celery was twenty-six inches 
inches [in] diameter 

Fenwick himself contributed an article, "Korean Farmingn, to 

The Korean Re~ositorv in 1898. In it, he said that Koreans 

used primitive farming methods, and made suggestions for 

improvement. For example, though their practice of mixing 

manures with ashes was admirable, "it should be done at the 

time of planting instead of continuously, as mixed 

continuously it loses much available ammonia which 

evaporates. "83 He suggested the Korean farmers use new farming 

tools, like the "Planet Jr. horse hoe" for the hoe "will do 

the work of six men and do it better.ll" Fenwick urged the 

Korean government, though his voice went unheard, to introduce 

Western methods of farming and to support %omeoneU who had 

feeling for the Korean people, as this would be the only 

Westerner suitable to supervise Korean farmers (undoubtedly he 

meant himself). Fenwick said: 

Were I asked upon what branch of industry the 
Korean Government could best spend its resources 
for the country s advancement, I should 
unhesitatingly advise Agricultural College and 
Experimental Farm Stations, fully equipped with 
Western teachers, and superintended by an able 
foreigner of experience in Korea, who has heart [ - 
felt] sympathy for the people? 

It was known that some Christians in W6nsan area had become 

financially well-off by cultivating orchards, like Yun Jong-ha 

and Lee k - 1 ,  and their success was due to Fenwick1s 

introduction of Western methods of farming and fruit culture." 
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Culturing fruit was even introduced into public schools in 

%nsan, as part of the school curriculumg8 and ~6nsan grown 

apples were exported, e. g. , to Vladivostock for fifteen 

roubles a bushel which would be, according to Fenwick, 

equivalent to twenty- five dollars, gold, a barrel. Fenwick was 

known to his followers as "Triple Paksa [Doctor] " Nonshak 

paksa (Doctor of Agriculture), fiihak ~aksa (Doctor of 

Medicine) and ChGkrvans paksa (Doctor of Survey) . 89 A 

contemporary Canadian historian, Hamish Ion commented "Fenwick 

might not have had formal theological training, but he knew 

how to grow apples, plums, gooseberries, currents, and grapes. 

The introduction of Western fruits and vegetables and 

agricultural improvements underlines the fact that the 

missionary impact on society was much broader than simply the 

propagation of the Christian message."g0 

Should Fenwick be Credited as the Founder 

of the Ba~tist Church in Korea? 

Some religious historians claim that Fenwick founded a 

distinct Protestant denomination, e ,  the Korean Baptist 

Church, though without enough scientific data to support their 

argument. Opinions are divided and Fenwick's name frequently 

is mentioned, and yet the matter has not been clarified by 

hard evidence. 

To illustrate this problem, the views of twelve 



historians - -  six Baptists and six non-Baptists - -  shall be 

chronologically presented. 

Non-Baptist Paik Lak-geoon s The Historv of Protestant 

Mission in Korea (1927) referred to the beginning of the 

Baptist mission work in Korea as a combination of the efforts 

of Fenwick and missionaries sent by ETM.'l In the thesis, 

"Christian Mission in Korea, with Special Reference to the 

Work of Southern Baptists" (1962) , R. Max Willocks (a ~aptist) 

said that the Korean Baptist Church was started by Malcolm C. 

Fenwick and his association in Toronto, Canada, and that 

Fenwick was supported by the University of Toronto YMCA? More 

erroneously, in Taehan kidokkyo chimrvehdesa (1964) (History 

of Korean Baptist Church) Kim Yong-he recorded that: 

Malcolm C. Fenwick arrived at Inchon on December 8, 
1890. He graduated from Santem Seminary and was 
supported by the University of Toronto YMCA. He was 
28 years old. This is how the Korean Baptist Church 
began. 93 

In his book, Hanlwk kyohoe choqisa (1970) (Early  ist tory of 

Korean Church), Lee Ho-un (a non-Baptist) said that: 

The Ella Thing Memorial Mission was established in 
memory of 
a Baptist 
a member 

Mr. h i n g  s daughter, Ella. 
in Canada [emphasis added] , 
of Clarendon Street Bapti 

Mr. Thing was 
and was also 

.st Church of 
Boston. When the representatives of the mission 
returned to America, the whole mission business 
was turned over to the Presbyterian [emphasis 
added] lay-missionary, Fenwick? 

In his thesis, "A History of the Korea Baptist Convention 

1889-1969" (1970), Cho Hyo-hun (a Baptist) did not view 

Fenwick as the founder of the Baptist Church, for there w a s  
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insufficient data to support this.g5 Non-Baptist Allen Clark's 

Han'cruk kidok kvohoesa (1973) described Fenwick as having 

established the foundation of the Baptist mission in Whsan? 

Lee ~y6ng-kee (a Baptist) , in his article, Tenwickl s Mission 

Policy - The Conformity with Korean Baptist Church," (1980) 

described Fenwick as the founder of the present Korean Baptist 

church .97 A publication like Hanl quk chimrvekyo inmulsa ( "Who I s 

Whon of the Baptist Church [in Korea] , 1981) even stated that, 

"in fact, he [!Fenwick] was the founder of the Korean Baptist 

Church and was a member of the Royal family of Great Britain 

and highly educated. n98 

In his book, Hanlcwk kidok kyohoesa (History of the 

Korean Christian Church, 1982) , Min Kyijng-bae (non-Baptist ) 

said "the mission work of the Korean Baptist Church has a 

close relation with the University of Toronto. Malcolm Fenwick 

arrived in Inchon on December 8, 1889. He came to Korea with 

no one's help and as a completely independent Baptist and he 

too, as Gale, was supported by the University of Toronto1 s 

YMCA. "" (In terms of Fenwick s supporting body, Mint s argument 

contradicts his statement that Fenwick "came to Korea with no 

one's help," by erroneously claiming that he  enwi wick] was 

supported by the University of Toronto ' s YMCA) . Kim ~6k-hwang 

(non-Baptist) in his book, Han'suk chonokvosa (History of 

Religions in Korea, 1988) said that Fenwick, "was the founder 

of the Korean Baptist Church, and also he was sent by the 

University of Toronto in 1889, so Canada was the first country 
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to start that denomination in Korea. Non-Baptist Lee Man- 

y6l ' s  Han ' guk kidokkvo wa miniok Cisik (Korean Christianity 

and National Consciousness, 1991) notes that the Korean 

Baptist tradition started with the coming of Fenwick, who 

arrived in Korea in September, 1889.'0L The most recent 

publication (1990) by historians of the Korean Baptist Church, 

Hanlq-uk chimrye kyohoesa (History of Korean Baptist Church), 

continues to hail Fenwick as the father of the present Korean 

Baptist Church. '" 
All Baptist historians mentioned above agree that Fenwick 

was the founder of the Baptist Church in Korea, even though 

Cho was troubled by the lack of data supporting such a claim. 

Denominational historians have made Fenwick into a "super 

heron by describing him as "highly educatedM and even as "a 

descendent of the Royal family of Great Britain." Among the 

non-Baptist historians, Paik is of the opinion that the 

Baptist church began with the combination of both Fenwick's 

mission and the ETM. Lee Ho-un erroneously contended that "Mr. 

Thing was a Baptist in Canada," and that Fenwick came to Korea 

in 1890, instead of 1889. Lee was of the opinion that the 

Baptist mission work of ETM was transferred to Fenwick, who 

was a Presbyterian lay-missionary. Other four non-Baptists 

(Clark, Min, Kim and Lee Man-y6l) contend that Fenwick was the 

founder of the Korean Baptist Church, graduated from 

University of Toronto and was supported by its YMCA. 

The present author has attempted to verify Fenwick's 



religious denominational background both during his time in 

Canada and in Korea. Pre-1900 sources note the denominational 

background he grew up in (to which he adhered when he came to 

Korea) , how he presented himself (denominationally) to others, 

how others1 impressed him in terms of denominational tenets, 

etc. 

According to the "Markham Township Census 1861 " 

(Fenwick's hometown), Fenwick's family was listed as belonging 

to the Presbyterian Church of scotland. lo' In Fenwick s quasi- 

autobiography, The Church of Christ in Corea, he mentioned 

that a Scottish minister, one Donald M. McIntosh, strongly 

in£ luenced his religious growth when he was young. McIntosh is 

listed as a Canadian Presbyterian minister in the 

aforementioned 1861 Census. lW More specifically, while Fenwick 

and his family were living in Toronto, they were members of 

the Central Fresbyterian Church on Grosve~or Street. The names 

of Fenwick family, mother, Barbara, his sister, Catharine, and 

his brother, William, are listed in the above church's 1888 

Annual Report, lo' a year before Fenwick left for Korea. 

There are records which indicate how Fenwick appeared to 

other missionaries in the field. In 1890, just a year after 

Fenwick's arrival to Korea, Lillias H. Underwood, an American 

Presbyterian missionary in Korea, made the following 

statement : 

The Canadian Presbyterians here are two in number, 
and are working in harmony with American 
Presbyterians, and lending us most substantial 



assistance. Mr. Fenwick has been a year on the 
ground, and is devoting his time to the language? 

To fellow missionaries in Korea, Fenwick was known as 

Presbyterian. The other Presbyterian mentioned by Underwood 

was, of course, Gale. In January 1890, a report on Korean 

Missions appeared in Missionarv Review of the World which also 

stated that there were two Canadians in Korea in that year. 

One is listed under Toronto University YMCA (Galel , and the 

other under Toronto Korean Union Mission (Fenwick) . '* 
The present author's research has discovered no record 

concerning Fenwick's relationship with the Baptist Church 

while he was in Canada. Even materials published in Korea or 

America make no clear mention of Fenwick as either the 

founder, or the first Baptist missionary, of the Baptist 

Church before 1900. Even when he took over the Kongju area 

from the Baptist missionaries, he described the Baptist 

missionaries (ETM) as "some American missionaries" or as 

members of "another missionu. log This indicates that Fenwick 

considered them and himself not part of the "same flock." 

Fenwick himself was silent about his relationship with the 

Baptists. 

Given the data at hand, the present author is inclined to 

view Fenwick as neither the founder of the Korean Baptist 

Church nor the first officially-supported Baptist missionary, 

nor even as an independent Baptist missionary to Korea. 

Fenwick was not related to the Baptist denomination in any 
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sense, at least until the time he was ordained by Gordon in 

1894. Even when he returned to Korea in 1896, Fenwick never 

said, "1 am a BaptistN or "1 do this in accordance with 

Baptist church policy.I1 He did not "actu as a Baptist until at 

least 1902, the year he took over the Kongju area from the 

Baptist missionaries of ETM. Data, in fact, indicates that 

Koreans were being evangelized by Baptist missionaries - -  

e.g., E.C. Pauling - -  before Fenwick's involvement. As 

previously mentioned, one "native1 was baptized by Pauling in 

1896 and six in 1899. 

The final focus of debate, then, is when exactly Fenwick 

began using the term C h i m w e  (Baptism) . That llwhenll would give 

some idea of when Fenwick began to identify with the baptist 

tradition. It is assumed that his work would serve as a good 

source to this discussion. As previously mentioned, he 

translated Yohan chbn (Gospel of John) in 1891 and his revised 

edition, Yakhan Gi kirokhandero ~okGm, was published in 1893. 

These works were completed before he went back to Canada in 

1893. The important point to make here is that in his 1893 

edition of the Yakhan f i i  kirokhandero ~okGm, he used Saerve ( 

W?) , but never used Chimrve (4 hl 1 . However, he did use the 
term Chimrye in the 1919 " ~ 6 n s a n  Version. "Io9 Thus Fenwick 

never used the term Chimrye before he left for Canada in 1893. 

Even after he returned to Korea from North America in 1896, a 

1898 record indicates that he insisted on not translating the 

Greek w o r d 4 ~ .  b{ 9, into Chimrye or Saerve, but rather as 
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in 1906. 

the transliteration of the Greek original term. 

record indicates that Fenwick used the word, Chimrve, 

When he formed Taehan kidokkvohoe (1906) , he also set 

up a regulation called, "Taehan kidokkyohoe kyogyun (The 

Regulation of the Church of Christ in Corea). Chapter Five of 

this directive is titled "ChimryepbpU (The Regulation of 

Baptism).'" It is such data which indicates that Fenwick used 

the work, Chimrye, only after he took the Kongju area over 

from ETM Baptist missionaries. 

Conclusion 

Fenwick passed away on December 6, 1935, at his home in 

~Gnsan, two years after his wife, Fenny, who died on January 

20. 1933. In his private life, Fenwick kept himself separated 

from the Western conmunity and had no official contact with 

foreign missionaries in the field. With no sponsoring mission 

organization in either America or in Canada, Fenwick was 

forced to support himself and his work through farming. 

Fenwick's philosophical approach to evangelization among the 

Korean people was to first get them to trust Westerners; he 

did this by farming with the natives and teaching them 

practical object lessons of agricultural improvement. As to 

his sectarian allegiance, he was an independent with no clear 

denominational commitment. Ecclesiastically, he combined a 

semi-Methodist bishop system and that of Presbyterianism to 
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create "a denominationu of his own: The Church of Christ in 

Corea- Within this institution, he ruled as a Protestant 

"pope." His egotistical and proprietary personality made him 

re j ect the in-country missionary community and his 

uoverprotection~ of his flock formed them into social ghettos, 

separated from the rest of Korean society. This was most 

clearly seen in his denial of secular education to children of 

his church members. 

The most important contribution he made was 

"indigenizingn Christianity in Korea using his religious- 

cornpradors, who were trained under his supervision in W6nsan 

and Kongju, to proselytize the natives. His ultimate target 

group for evangelism was the masses, as shown in his style of 

translating the Bible. Apart from his religious contributions, 

agricultural improvement in Korean society through his effort 

must be honoured; he indeed was Nonshak paksa to the Korean 

people. Fenwick's method of cultural acculturation to Korean 

society was the determinant of success his mission work. 

However, to describe him as the founder of one 

denomination in Korean religious history is to stretch the 

truth, for there is little, if any factual backing for this 

claim. It is true, on the other hand, that he should be 

remembered as the founder of The Church of Christ in Corea and 

the Director of the Corean Itinerant Mission. The Baptist 

Church of Korea must find its origin in some founder other 

than Fenwick. Korean Baptism began either when the anonymous 
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"one nativev was baptized by Baptist missionary E X .  Pauling 

in 1895, or with the baptism of six natives in 1899. This is 

similar to the case of Roman Catholicism in Korea, which 

started when a native, Yi ~Gng-hun (1756-1801), was baptized 

in 1784 by the China-based Jesuit missionary, Louise de 

Grammont (Chapter Two) . 
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CHAPTER S I X  

ROBERT HARDIE: PHYSICIAN, EVANGELIST, AND EDUCATOR 

Robert A. Hardie devoted his early years to becoming a 

medical missionary, only to give up medicine when he became 

"rebornn as an evangelist. Because of his intensive 

proselytization, Hardie is remembered in Korean mission 

history as "the prime f igurenl of the "Great Revival Movementt1 

(hereafter cited as G R M ) ,  part of the religious awakening of 

the early 1900s. Hardiels GRM is considered as great 

turning-pointrf' in Korean mission history. 

Of Scottish descent, Hardie (1865-1949) was born in 

Haldirnan County, Ontario, on June 11, 1865. He was the first 

son among six children born to James and Abigail. (See 

APPENDIX XIV Genealogy of Hardie) Ten years later, both his 

mother and father died (on January 23 and May 28, 1875, 

respectively. ) The children subsequently were It farmed out" to 

various relatives; Hardie was sent to live with his uncle, 

Thomas Shaw, and his aunt, Fannie.3 

Hardie attended a local school, near his hometown of 

Seneca. He obtained his teacher's certificate in 1884, taught 

at a school in the township of Seneca, Ontario, for two years 

and then entered Toronto School of Medicine in 1886, 

(presently the Faculty of Medicine, University of Toronto) . He 

graduated in 1890 with an M.B. (Bachelor of Medicine) . 4  



Becomes a Medical Missionarv 

A number of things motivated Hardie to become a foreign 

missionary. The first was the influence of the Student 

Volunteer Movement for Foreign Mission (SVM-FM) . When Hardie 

was a first year medical college student at the University of 

Toronto (1886) , a representative of the Student Volunteer 

Movement (SVM) , John Forman, visited the university and 

presented the cause of foreign missions. When Forman 

proclaimed that the real need for medical men was in the 

foreign mission field, not at home, Hardie thought, "it was 

perfectly plain to me if I were going to practice medicine 

where 'we could be most useful' it must be in the foreign 

fieldu .' 
The second factor which influenced his decision was the 

University College's Young Men's Christian Association (UT- 

YMCA) (mentioned in Chapter Four) . UT-YMCA set the precedent 
for the Medical Students' Young Men' s Christian Association at 

the University of Toronto (MS-YMCA) to send mission doctors. 

The MS-YMCA decided to send Hardie as their representative to 

Korea, just as the UT-YMCA had sent Gale. 

Given its influence, it is appropriate to discuss how the 

MS-YMCA was formed and how it reached its decision to send 

Hardie to Korea. The Secretary of the MS-YMCA, Harley Smith, 

wrote in The Medical Missionary, MS-YMCA's official magazine: 

The Mission traces its origin to a small band of 



students from the two schools of medicine [Trinity 
and Victoria] in Toronto, who met together in 
December 1885, and established a Young Men's 
Christian Association for medical schools. This 
association grew, and in the fourth year of its 
existence decided to send out one of its number to 
labor in the cause of Christ in a foreign field. 
The undertaking was a serious one, but it was to be 
performed by the aid of Divine strength. Mr. R.A. 
Hardie, of the fourth year in the Toronto school, 
was the chosen one, and he willingly offered 
himself for the work.6 

According to Smith, then, the medical students YMCA had been 

organized in December 1885. However, another record disputes 

this. That record was penned by Oliver R. Avison, a member of 

Hardie s sponsoring group and a Canadian who also went to 

Korea as a medical missionary (in 1893) . (For Avison, see 

Chapter Eight.) Avison wrote the following in his Memoir: 

A student named Robert A. Hardie suggested that the 
two Medical Schools [Victoria and Trinity] should 
unite in organizing a YMCA with the aim of 
developing a Christian fellowship. The Liberal Arts 
Department of the University of Toronto already had 
a very successful "Yn with a building of its own on 
the campus. It had sent one of the University 
graduates, Mr. James S. Gale, to Korea as an 
evangelistic missionary and was supporting him 
there .' 

He further recorded: 

One evening a group met at my home to consider the 
creation [of a MS-YMCA] . We met, considered, 
decided, organized, and even elected the necessary 
officers all in one evening, so it can be seen that 
Hardie's enthusiasm had borne fruit.8 

Avison did not mention when this gathering took place, but it 

appears to have been sometime between late 1888 and early 

1890, judging from his comments about the UT-YMCA's foreign 

mission and its agent, Gale (Gale went to Korea late in 1888). 
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If Avison was implying that Hardie was responsible for the 

founding of the MS-YMCA, his time frame contradicts the date 

of the MS-YMCA's founding given by Smith. Allen D. Clark 

(1908-?), an American missionary in Korea at the time of 

Avison and author of a biography of Avison, credited Hardie as 

"the organizerI1 of the MS-YMCA.~ Still, Avison s dating is 

incorrect because Hardie entered the Toronto Medical College 

in 1886, a year after the foundation of the MS-YMCA- Secondly, 

Avison mentions the UT-YMCA's mission and Gale places the time 

of the organization of the MS-YMCA after the UT-YMCA's 

enterprise of sending of Gale to Korea in 1888. Smith8 s and 

Avison's records indicate that Hardie became a member of MS- 

YMCA when he entered the medical college in 1886. It was 

during his final year there (1889) that he proposed the 

organization of a foreign mission section in the MS-YMCA and 

the sponsoring of foreign missions, similar to the Arts 

students' arrangement. As a matter of fact, MS-YMCA appointed 

Hardie in May, 1889, as their agent. lo 

The mission itself was entirely nondenominational and 

Hardiefs field salary of $750 per yeari1 was guaranteed Itfor a 

period of at least eight yearsfl.l' The enthusiasm of the 

medical students for sending "theirn representative missionary 

to Korea mirrored those shown by UT-YMCA members when they 

sent Gale, and Toronto's lay "Y" men, when sending Harkness 

and Fenwick, to Korea. The medical students commitment to 

evangelizing in Korea was reflected in their newly-adopted 
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motto, i.e. to preach the Gospel and heal the Korean sick." 

The MS-YMCA Foreign Mission Committee planned on 

collecting $1,000 for Hardiets outfitting and $750 for his 

first year's salary. However, as of August 1890, only $863 had 

been c~llected'~ from the standing membership of 179. '' This 
amount was far below the expected contribution. The Committee 

spent $241 on equipment, $472 for two tickets (Hardie had 

married Margaret Kelly of Hamilton, Ontario, on December 27, 

1886) from Toronto to Chemulpo, and $25 for extra travelling 

expenses. When Hardie left, only $125 remained in the Korean 

mission fund.16 Hardie left Toronto for Korea in August of 

1890. 

The First Six Years: An Ordeal 

Hardie, his wife Margaret,'' and their two-year-old 

daughter, Eva, arrived in Pusan, southern Korea, on September 

30, 1890. However, Hardie1s original plan "to join hands with 

h ale"" in Pusan was derailed almost immediately. Gale had 

returned to Seoul in May 1890, after less than a year in 

Pusan. Moreover, by late 1890, Gale was considering joining 

the American Presbyterian Mission, North, for financial 

reasons, something which would require Gale to work under the 

direction of that denomination. Another consideration was that 

Mrs. Hardie was expected to give birth within a few months; 

thus, living in an alien place with no foreign residence was 



considered to be unwise. lg 

About two months prior to Hardie s arrival in Korea, John 

Heron (1856-1890) , the American physician in charge of 

Vhae jungw6nN (Extended Relief House : Royal Hospital) in 

Seoul, died on July 26" and the physician initially in charge 

of the Vhaejungw6nI1, Horace Allen, gave up missionary work 

when he was appointed U S .  Secretary of Legation in Seoul on 

July 23, 1890." Thus, the physician's position in the 

" Chae j ungw6n1' was vacant. After arriving in Pusan, Hardie left 

for Seoul late in 1890 and worked at "~haejungw6n" for about 

six months until his replacement, American missionary, C.C. 

Vinton (1856-1936). M.D., arrived early in 1891." Some Korean 

historians claim that Hardie worked with Avison at the 

" Chae j ungw6n. " For example, Paik Lak-geoon wrote : 

When Mr. Gale left the port [Pusan in 18901 , Dr. 
Hardie went to Seoul and assisted his former 
teacher and compatriot, Dr. O.R. Avison, in the 
government hospital [~hae jungw6nI . 23 

Gale left Pusan for Seoul in May (1890), and was therefore not 

in Pusan when Hardie arrived. Another contemporary historian, 

Yun ~hun-bycng, shares the same view: 

Hardie came to Korea as an independent missionary. 
He worked in Pusan first, then came to Seoul and 
worked with Avison at the ~haejungw6n.~~ 

These observations are historically incorrect, for Avison came 

to Korea in 1893, three years after Hardie. Both authors made 

other errors. Paik contends: "When Mr. Gale went to Whsan to 

open the station for the Northern Presbyterian Mission [1892], 



Dr. Hardie settled at Wdnsan and served as a medical 

missionary until 1898 [in the American Presbyterian Mission] .'5 

Yun also assented that Hardie came to Wonsan in 1891. Yun 

wrote: "From April, 1891, Hardie worked at the American 

Methodist Hospital in ~6nsan until his contract with the 

Canadian College Mission was terminated in May, 1898. Then, he 

transferred to the Korean [American] Methodist  church.^'^ 

Both Paik and Yun are in error ,  for Hardie, until 1898 

(in which year he joined to American Southern Methodist 

Episcopal Church), was not associated with the American 

Presbyterian or the American Methodist Mission Board. Hardie 

remained an independent in Pusan, Seoul and ~6nsan. In regard 

to medical work in ~ h s a n ,  it was William B. McGill (?-1918). 

M. D . , an American Methodist Episcopal Church, North, who 

opened the first humanitarian facility there in 1892, the same 

year Hardie went to ~6nsan. As a matter of fact, the American 

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, which Hardie joined later 

in 1898, opened the wbnsan mission in 1902 when the American 

Methodist Episcopal Church, North, decided to turn over the 

~bnsan "territory" to American Southern Methodists .'' Thus, 
both Paikls and Yun's contentions that Hardie worked at the 

American Presbyterian or American Methodist hospital in wdnsan 

from 1891 to 1898 until the time his contract with CCM expired 

are historically incorrect. 

In reality, after he was replaced by C.C. Vinton in 

early April (1891), Hardie left for Pusan in the company of 
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his language teacher, arriving in Pusan on April 14;?' his 

family remained in Seoul. In Pusan, he rented a house at a 

cost 

work 

of $6.00 per month, which served as both residence and 

place. Hardie wrote: 

At present I am forced to receive and attend to all 
patients in the little open court of the Corean 
[sic] house in which I am staying, m y  room being 
too small and dark for the purpose. In this court, 
which is little larger than a room of decent size, 
and in one end of which are the slop-drain, horse- 
stable etc., the sun's rays pour down with a force 
unknown at home and even now, May [I8911 , although 
protected by an umbrella, the heat is most 
depressing. " 

In August (1891) , Hardie was joined in Pusan by Mrs. Hardie 

and the two babies Eva, and Annie. During the winter of 1891- 

1892, Hardiets health began to fail and the Hardies relocated 

to Nagasaki, Japan, early in 1892; they returned to Pusan in 

the fall of that year.30 

In Pusan, Hardie faced two problems. One was the 

competition for "territory" among the denominational 

missionaries in Korea. By 1892, there were at least four 

different denominational mission boards working in Korea." As 

the numbers of missionaries grew, these denominational mission 

boards formed an organization called "The United Council of 

the Missions of the American and Victorian Churchesv 

(hereafter cited as "The Co~ncil~~). The purpose of the forming 

"The Counciltf was to prevent the duplication of work, the 

overlapping of territories, and possible conflicts of interest 

among the missionaries of different denominations. "The 



Councilv arbitrarily divided the country and allocated 

specific "territoriesu to each denomination. (See APPENDIX 

111) 3Z Because "The Council ' sIt territorial reach threatened to 

take over Pusan, Hardie considered moving to the Yalu River 

district, which marks the boundary of Man~huria.'~ In addition 

to this organizational pressure and uncertainty about where to 

work, Hardie was troubled both by inadequate financial support 

from his Mission Board in Toronto and his solitary life in 

Pusan. The following commentary appeared in the 1891 edition 

of The Medical Missionarv: 

This has been a very hard year in Korea [1891] . Dr. 
Hardie has had to pay $14 per cord for very 
inferior firewood, and other articles are 
correspondingly dear, so that he and his family 
have been reduced to actual want, the money sent 
him being altogether inadequate owing to the 
unexpected circumstances ." 

As mentioned, Hardie had been guaranteed a field salary of 

$750 per year by the MS-YMCA. This amount was low compared to 

American salaries ; the stipends for a single American male 

missionary was $1,000 ." It was even lower compared to the 

salary earned by Queen Mints physician, Annie Ellers (1860- 

1 9 3 8 ) ~ ~  who was paid $1,800 a year.37 Furthermore, considering 

that Hardie was married and had two children, his salary was 

quite insufficient . Yet, the MS-YMCA in Toronto had trouble 

paying even Hardiets tflowll salary. The following is a 

breakdown of MS -YMCA payments to ~ardie . '' 



year 1890 1891 

amount $126.30 (October) 
$ 49.00 (December) 

$106 (February 2) 
$181 (February 18) 

total $175.30 $287 

The whole financial statement is not available and it is 

difficult to know how much Hardie was paid per month by his 

supporters, but clearly the MS-YMCAf s foreign mission fund was 

"meagre1I, '' and Hardie obviously was in financial trouble. J. 
Earnest Fisher, later Hardie1s son-in-law (Fisher married 

Annie, the second daughter of the Hardies , in November 9, 

1918) and himself a missionary under Hardie's Mission Board, 

wrote about Hardie's life in Pusan: 

That first winter 1891-92 in Pusan was very hard 
for the Hardies. The support from the YMCA was 
inadequate, the family lived in crowded quarters, 
and Dr. Hardie had poor equipment for his medical 
work. He was invited to join the Australian 
Presbyterian Mission which was opening work in 
Pusan, but he preferred to remain with the Canadian 
group that had sent him to Korea? 

Instead of joining the other denomination and thereby solving 

his financial problems, Hardie decided to remain loyal to his 

supporters in Toronto and supplemented his income by 

officiating as the medical officer for the Customs Office in 

Once back in Pusan, Hardie was again troubled by the 

inter-denominational competition for converts and more 

financial difficulties. Finally, on November 19, 1892, he was 
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to fold up his mission "tentv in Pusan and relocate to 

where he joined his two compatriots, Gale and Fenwick. 

(By this time, Gale had married John Heron's widow, Harriet, 

and was working under the American Presbyterian Church, 

North) . 

Once in ~6nsan, Hardie rented a room from  enw wick.'^ As 

noted in Chapter Five, Fenwick had to support himself in 

Wdnsan by farming, for he received no regular funding from any 

organization. Hardie learned Fenwick's survival techniques and 

did what Fenwick did - -  farming, feeding cattle and growing 

fruit ." Fisher wrote: "They managed to have a good garden 

which kept her [Mrs. Hardiels] table supplied with vegetables 

and berries1?' Joseph L. Gerdine (1870-1950), a former 

American Methodist missionary who boarded at Hardie's in 

~Gnsan, remembered : 

My first home in Korea was with the Hardies in 
Wonsan. Out of the depth of my ignorance I had left 
home expecting not to get another Christian meal 
until furlough. . .  A few days after I arrived Mrs. 
Hardie had coolies store away in her cellar for 
winter use about 2,000 heads of as fine celery as I 
ever saw. Fancy having hearts of celery for 
breakfast as well as for lunch and dinner every 
day, and jams, jellies and canned goods all 
produced from her garden . 45  

Hardie and his family remained in ~2insan until 1896, when they 

returned to Canada for their first furlough after six years in 

the field. Hardie returned alone to Wdnsan in 1897, leaving 

his family in Canada. 

As noted, Hardie had a rough time during his first six 
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years in Korea not because of cultural contrasts or political 

pressure from the Korean government. Hardiets problem was 

rather If in- housem , one caused by denominational ascendancy 

over independent workers and a lack of funds. Hardiefs case 

demonstrates the difficulties encountered by an independent 

missionary working among organized denominational groups. 

However, it was insufficient funding, together with the 

feeling of isolation engendered by not belonging to any 

denominational organization, which caused Hardie to decide to 

follow Gale's example and join the American Mission Board. 

From Freelance Missionarv to Denominational Missionarv 

In Chapter Four, it was mentioned that Gale joined the 

American Presbyterian Mission in 1891; his resignation threw 

his supporters in Toronto into a quandary as to how to 

maintain their mission effort without a representative in 

Korea. To this end, Hardie suggested that the two 

organizations, UT-YMCA and MS-YMCA, amalgamate and concent rate 

on providing better financial support. The matter was 

discussed by leaders of both organizations in early 1892 and 

they agreed to abandon former names and to form a new 

organization : "The Canadian Colleges' Missionf1 (CCM) . 
Officially, the CCM was incorporated on March 15, 1892,46 and 

appointed Hardie as its representing missionary. In regard to 

the amalgamation of the two institutions, the Secretary- 



Treasurer of the CCM, Harley Smith explained: 

The Canadian Colleges Mission is an outgrowth of 
the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign 
Missions. In 1888, the YMCA of Toronto University 
sent as a missionary to Corea Mr. James S. Gale, 
and two years later the Medical Students1 YMCA, 
following their example, sent to the same field Dr. 
and Mrs. Hardie. In March 1892, Mr. Gale having 
joined another board, [the date is incorrect. Gale 
joined American Presbyterian Mission, North, on 
August 31, 18911 , these two associations, with a 
view to extending their work to other colleges, 
united in forming the C.C.M., with Dr. and Mrs. 
Hardie as its foreign representatives ." 

CCM elected fourteen members to its governing ~ o a r d ~ ~  and 

agreed to maintain the initial goal set by both UT-YMCA and 

MS-YMCA, which was to foster the mission enterprise among 

medical students in Canada and "to propagate the gospel of 

Christ in Korea. "jg 

Once the CCM had organized, it published the official 

journal, Canadian Collese ~issionarv. Through the j ournal , 

CCM appealed to its members to be up-beat in their 

evangelizing work in Korea. The catch-word was : "Zeal [ , ] for 

any cause can be developed only in proportion to that zeal 

finding expression in practice : hence the work in Koreau The 

CCM further called upon members to participate in mission work 

in a real "hands-on" manner by "observing a season of special 

prayer, Saturday evenings, from 9 to 10 o'clock, the hour of 

the native Lord's Day morning service in Corea.~~' 

As mentioned, the idea behind the amalgamation was to 

ensure better financing for Hardie ' s mission work. However, 

even after the amalgamation of the two organizations, 



financial problems continued and the CCM was forced to look 

for other options. The problem was that lay people had become 

suspicious of independent mission work; freelance missionary 

outreach was discounted, for it was believed that all 

missionaries should be guided by denominational floverseers.u 

F.C. Stephenson, a member of the CCM Board and then the 

Secretary of The Missionary Society of the Methodist Church of 

Canada, wrote : 

There is money wasted and lives mis-directed 
because things are not done right. I say this after 
twenty years of experience and after studying every 
denominational and interdenominational society 
working in Canada, and after having studied the 
Canadian Colleges Mission very carefully. It was 
while I was working on a committee of the Canadian 
Colleges Mission and while Dr. Hardy [sic] was 
stuck i 
my mind 
of the 

n Korea for want of 
that special support 
Methodist Church [of 

support t 
ought to 
Canada] , 

hat I made 
be the pol 
and that 

UP 
icy 
all 

missionaries should be under the supervision of 
some denominat ion 

Around this time, American Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 

which had opened its mission work in Korea with the coming of 

Clarence Frederick Reid, M. D. (1849-1915) in 1 8 9 5 ,  s4 was 

looking for a new medical missionary and began negotiating 

with the CCM. The CCM did not have much choice financially, 

and agreed to transfer Hardie to American Methodist, South. 

His appointment officially began on May 15, 1898 ." Thus, a 

decade of University of Toronto students1 evangelizing efforts 

in Korea was brought to an end by Gale's resignation from UT- 

YMCA in 1891 and Hardiels resignation from CCM in 1898. 

Under his new Mission Board, Hardiefs first assignment 
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was to start a medical mission work in Songdo, Hwanghe 

Province, presently North Korea. However, he had only been 

there less than a year (from October 1898 to August 1899) when 

he had to transfer to Seoul. There he took charge of the Seoul 

area and ~angw6n Province in the absence of Clarence Reid, who 

had been forced to return to America on sick leave. It was 

here that an incident occurred which redirected Hardieis 

missionary career. Hardie was ordained as a deacon in the 

Southern Methodist Church by Bishop Alpheus Wilson on November 

11, 1900. 56 A£ ter this, Hardie assumed responsibility for 

mission work in W6nsan and the area of Kangwbn Province from 

1902 to 1909; it was at this point that he began devoting 

himself to evangelical, rather than humanitarian, work. In 

regard to his transformation from missionary physician to 

evangelist, Hardie wrote: "1 found the demand [for the medical 

work was] greater. However, there were not sufficient 

hospitals, and I gradually drifted into the evangelical 

work. 11'' 

The "Torch of the Revival Movementu 

In this discussion of religious awakening, I will examine 

the expansion of the Korean Christian sphere in the early 

1900s in historical context, and discuss what it meant to 

Korean mission history. 

In general, Korean mission history credits Hardie as 



being the one to ignite the "religious awakening of the early 

1900s. 'lS8 In Hanlsuk kvohoe ~alitinsa (History of the 

Development of Korean Christianity, 1992), historian Chdn 

Taek-bu labelled Hardie It the prime f igurell" of the GRM. In The 

History of Protestant Missions in Korea 1832-1910 (l927), Paik 

Lak-geoon, a pioneer in the study of mission history in Korea, 

wrote: 

As far as can trace the origin of the revival, it 
began in 1903, when a group of missionaries of the 
Methodist met for a week of prayer and Bible study 
at Wbnsan. Among these was a Canadian missionary, 
Dr. R.A. Hardie? 

Recognition of Hardiels connection to the "Religious 

Awakeningu comes not only from native historians, but also 

from missionary historians. In 1934, American Methodist Joseph 

L. Gerdine (1870-1950) said: 

The part that Dr. Hardie had as God's chosen 
instrument in the great revival which began in 
Wonsan in 1903 and spread to all parts of Korea is 
already a part of history? 

In Church Growth in Korea (1934) , former American Methodist 

missionary to Korea Alfred Wasson (1880-1964) wrote: 

It [the revival movement] began in the Southern 
Methodist Mission and gradually spread until it 
became a conspicuous feature of the life of the 
entire Korean -church, and was widely commented on 
in distant parts of the world. The leader of the 
movement was the Reverend R.A. Hardie, M. D .62 

Hardie is thus considered the source of the religious 

awakening by both native and missionary historians. 

As mentioned, by this point Hardie was no longer a 

medical missionary, but rather considered his main 



responsibility was to be an evangelist. He worked hard 

proselytizing in W6nsan and throughout Kangwzn province, but 

felt uhumiliated" due to his lack of success.63 Hardie wrote: 

"The failure of the work there fin Kangw6n Province] had done 

more than anything else to break me down and bring me to the 

end of rny~elf".~ Hardie did not specify just what the 

"failuren or the cause of the failure was, but it appears that 

he was uhurniliatedn because the number of Korean he actually 

converted was few. Even those who did convert did so not 

because of his labours, but because of other people s efforts . 
Hardie wrote: 

I have seen many led to an intellectual knowledge 
and acceptance of these things, but I knew of few 
who gave any adequate evidence of knowing them as 
an actual and living experience and these few were 
for the most part the result of the labors of 
others .65 

Then, suddenly, " something never be£ ore knownu66 happened in 

his own congregation, Hardie remembered : 

As I stood before our ~6nsan congregation, that 
first Sunday morning after I had entered upon a 
realization of the fullness of the Spirit, and with 
shame and confusion of face confessed my pride, 
hardness of heart and lack of faith and also much 
that these had led to, they saw for the first time 
what conviction and repentance meant in actual 
experience. As I told them of how by simple faith 
in God's promise I had claimed the gift of the Holy 
Ghost, and as during the next three weeks they saw 
that there was an unmistakable change in my 
experience and life, they learned a new faith, and 
of- the power of God to save his people 
sins. ' It seemed as though every text 
every sentence uttered but to the heart 

from their 
quoted and 
and before 

the meetings were closed nearly every member of the 
church and many others were converted. The 
testimony of all was that they had never before 



known anything of religion as a personal and living 
experience and the lives of nearly all attest to 
this day the g were indeed made new creatures in 
Christ Jesus - 

Word of Hardiels "unmistakable changeH, "new faithv and belief 

in "the power of God" got around the country to both 

missionaries and natives? Korean historian Chbn Taek-bu noted 

that knowledge about how "the power of Godn had changed H ~ r d i e  

was transmitted to and by native Christian leaders like ~ h 6 n  

Kye-fin, Cha 61 -kyong and Kim  hang-sik. 69 The religious 

awakening experienced by Hardie spread nation-wide; from 

Pty6ngyang in the North to Mokpo in the South. Native 

congregations virtually everywhere in the country heard about 

and then experienced spiritual rebirth. The movement, as 

former missionary Bruce Hunt described, was "a great turning- 

point in the history of the Korean and the Korean 

revival was spoken of with llalmost mystical respect. 117' As the 

result of the national religious awakening, the growth of the 

Korean Christian membership was enormous, as shown in Fisure 

6 2 For nine years, from 1901 to 1909, the total number of 

converts was 98,053. On average, there had been an annual 

increase of about 10,000; the total rate of the growth was 

536.8 percent over nine years. 

Three methods of evangelization were used to "boostu the 

growth of church membership. 

The first was use of sakv6nshoe (11 61 General Classes) . 

~akv6nahoe was a general t e n  for an assembly of lay people 



drawn together for purposes such as Bible study, Christian 

education, management of Sunday School, church-building, and 

so on. SakvGnshoe also offered wsecularu lectures on farming, 

sericulture and fruit cultivation. Sometimes, women-only 

Sakyhqhoe were held; in these, women were instructed in 

juvenile education, hygiene, home economics, etc. A 

contemporary Korean historian, Son sting-hGi, wrote: 

~akydnghoe was a method 
Korea and it proved to be 
served a vital function 

missionaries adopted in 
a big success. Sakvdnshoe 
for the Korean church by 

providi 
church 
Christi 

ng a chance to 
and secular 

ans were able t 

educat 
work. 
o energ 

e the people both in 
~hroudh ~akvtjnahoe , 
.ize their lives. 7' 

Canadian missionary James Gale noted some aspects of the 

~akydnqhoe and how the people responded to them: 

The months of autumn dragged by, the last of 1906. 
Into 1907 the year was launched, and still daily 
groups gathered for prayer. From all points of the 
north land, too, came Christians to the study 
class, seven hundred of them! - - they had walked: 
some of them, a hundred miles, some more, some 
less, carrying their rice on the back, which was to 
serve as board while attending.73 

Normally, ~akvdncrhoe were held locally by different 

denominations for one week, two weeks, or longer. Each church 

sent representatives, and when the representatives returned 

home, they taught other members of the church who had not 

attended. 

Statistics are not available as to how many total 

Sakv6nahoe were held throughout the country. However, 

according to contemporary historian Kim Kwang-su, in 190 9 

alone, the American Presbyterian Mission, North, held 800 
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Sakv6nshoe in its own districts across the country." Kim 

reported that a total of 1,292,000 people attended that 

denomination's SakvUnshoe alone from 1910 to 1929.'' This 

suggests that a minimum average of 64,600 people attended 

Sakvtinshoe each year. 

The second method was nobans chhdo ( L 5 ) , ''Home 

Crusades". Considering the destitute economic situation of 

Koreans at that time (i. e., while under Japanese occupation) , 

it is understandable that donations to churches were scarce 

and that the churches were not financially able to pay 

evangelists. Therefore, instead of giving money to a church to 

hire an evangelist, people offered a day or more, known as hdn 

il or nal vonbo ( 7 4 & Day Offering) , for the work of - 

evangelism, personally doing outreach and visiting nearby 

villages (nobang ch6ndo) . The overall statistics of how many 

days were offered by Christians in Korea is not available, but 

based on the limited statistics, we can see how it "became a 

concrete fact1176 crucial to the growth of Christianity. For 

example, in 1911, 1,000 Presbyterian Christians of the city of 

P1yBngyang offered 22,000 days? This breaks down to a single 

Christian offering 22 days in that year, or about two days per 

month per person. 

According to former Methodist missionary, Charles 

Stokes (?-1915) , in 1910, a Methodist congregation in Kongju, 

Chungch'ong Province, offered a total of 3,458 days; this is 

the equivalent of one person working every day for more than 



nine years. 78 Stokes stated further: 

Not less than 100,000 days were expended by the 
Korean in personal evangelism- This figure becomes 
more meaningful when one realizes that it 
approximates the life- time service o f  eight men, 
all crowded into one yearT9 

The given data by both Presbyterian and Methodist sources 

indicates that people actively participated in nobans ch6ndo. 

The third method was muns6 chhdo (Literature Crusade) 

which was integrated with the method of nobans chbndo . When 

people visited nearby villages, they distributed Christian 

tracts, i .e., single copies of the G O S D ~ S  of the New 

Testament, known as Jiok pokfirn in Korean, and other Christian 

literature for evangelical purposes. 

In 1910, 16,000 Jiok ~okcrn were distributed in Taegu, 

South ~y6ngsang Province, and 35,000 in s6nch6nt P'yGngan 

Province. That same year, the members of the ChangdaeyGn 

church in ~'y6ngyang distributed 73,000 copies of Jiok ~ o k f i r n . ~  

In 1 9 1 1 ,  The Korea Mission Field reported: "Many millions of 

tracts and 700,000 gospels of Mark were purchased by native 

Christians [and] nearly every home in Korea has been 

visited. 

In sum, as Korean historian Kim Kwang-su stated, "the 

driving force of the astonishing church growth of the early 

Korean church [was] the ~akvdnahoe~~ ;" when combined with the 

other two factors, nobans ch6ndo and muns6 chhdo, sakvdnshoe 

became the most in£ luential tool for the church growth in 

Korean history. 



Fisure 6:2 The Growth of Membership from 1900 to 1909 

year S .M. N.M. Presby- Total # of increment % 

legends: S.M., Methodist Episcopal Church, South. 
N.M., Methodist Episcopal Church, North. 
Presby., Presbyterian Church of Korea. 

source: Alfred W. Wasson, Church Growth in Korea (New York: 
International Missionary Council, 1934) , p. 6 The total 
number, number of increment and percentage were calculated by 
the present author. 

Correlation Between Christian Church Growth 
and Korea's Socio-Political Situation 

Chapters Two and Three detailed how Christianity became 

implanted in Korean soil during the late nineteenth-century 

and how the socio-political climate and cultural background of 

that period facilitated Christianity's introduction into 

Korea. The Religious Awakening of the early 1900s was able to 

take advantage of that situation. 

The first ten years of the twentieth century were a 

pivotal period in Korea's modern history; as a result of 

Japan's victory in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05, Korea 

became first a "Japanese Protectorate" (1905) and ultimately 

was annexed by Japan in 1910. During this period, the 



colonized Korean people were so politically and socially 

helpless that they clutched at any I1strawsw for relief. The 

Christian church was perceived as just such a "strawN because 

of the spiritual solace (and political contacts) it offered. 

While Koreans had experienced foreign tutelage either by 

China, Japan or ~ussia" throughout their history, their 

identity as "Koreansm had never been threatened. However, 

faced with involuntary ltJapanizationM as they were, Koreans 

looked to the West, which had sent so many missionaries for 

aid. As so often happens in times of crisis, the psychological 

need for comfort predisposed the troubled populace towards 

acceptance of a religious faith that promised protection. 

Thus, Christianity, which Canadian and American missionaries 

in particular were promulgating, was viewed as a religion 

political force. In IIMotives for Seeking ChristN, written in 

1906, the contemporary American missionary Charles E . Sharp 

(1870-1952) noted: 

The revival has been felt widely outside of the 
church itself. Outside of the church there has been 
a widespread interest in Christianity. Among many 
who have been turning to Christianity the principal 
motive has been a desire for protection and power. 
Owing to the uncertainties of the times people have 
been banding together for mutual help. They see 
that the nations styled Christians are the ones 
that today possess the highest civilization and 
culture. 84 

When Sharp compared church missions with other social groups 

he concluded that out of the numerous movements which had 

developed during the early 1900s, the Christian church was the 
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only one that amounted to anything? In Sharp's view, the 

Church was seen as a nucleus for nationalist groups. Indeed, 

a Methodist church in ~6nsan even hung a Korean national flag 

in its hall? 

Japanese obsenrers also linked the growth of the Korean 

church to political aspirations. A Japanese Legation in Korea 

report stated: "Those who were not contented with the Japanese 

occupation, they say, come! under the cross and cultivate the 

power to establish crusaders to drive out Japanese from Korea 

in the future. Both Korean and Japanese sources indicate 

that the nationalist sentiment of Korean society in the early 

1900s, provided a major boost to the growth of the church. 

The increased numbers of church members generated two 

significant developments in the mission history of Korea. 

First, it forced missionaries to change their "missionary- 

ownedH mission work to that of Nnative-ownedH (or at least 

"equally owned") . 

The leadership of Korea's mission work up to this point 

had been the prerogative only of the Western missionaries. 

However, as a consequence of the dramatic increase in 

adherents after the Religious Awakening, the missionary 

community realized that a change of organization was 

necessary. For example, the Presbyterian Churches of America 

(North and South), Australia and Canada formed a common church 

administrative organization called Taehan yesuskyo changrohoe 

nohoe'' ( " Presbytery of Korean Presbyterian Church" , hereafter 
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cited as "Korean PresbyteryI1) on September 17, 1995 ." 

Previously the administration and government of the 

Presbyterian church system had been the respondents of the 

"Council of the Missions in KoreaN, which consisted solely of 

West ern missionaries . However, when the 'Torean Presbytery" 
was formed it included both missionaries and natives. This 

shift in the administration of church business, i.e. from 

missionaries in the mission to Koreans, was a significant 

change. The officials of the "Korean Presbyteryt1 consisted of 

38 missionaries and 40 natives.89 The first elected officers 

were: Samuel Mof fett (1864-1939) , Moderator; Pang Ki-chang 

(l85l-l9ll), Vice-Moderator; Han S6k-jin (l868-1939), Clerk; 

Song In-s6 (1867-?I, Assistant Clerk; Graham Lee (1861-1916), 

~reasurer . go Korean officials shared equally in the handling of 

church business, voiced opinions during decision-making 

sessions, and saw to it that the "Minutesw of the meeting were 

recorded in the Korean language. The forming of the "Korean 

Presbyteryu laid the groundwork for the democratic 

administration of church business. 

The second important development was Korea s change from 

a "missionary receivingm to a "missionary sendingw country. In 

1907, the Board of Foreign Mission of the Korean Church was 

established. It sent missionaries like Lee Ki-pung (1865- 

1942), one of the first graduates from plybngyang Seminary to 

Cheju Island in 1907, and Choi  wan-hcl (1877-?) to 

Vladivostok in 1909. In October of that year, Han S6k-jin 
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(1868-1939) was sent to Tokyo to work for the Korean students 

there . 9' 

On September 1, 1912, five years after the formation of 

the "Korean PresbyteryI1, the organization became the "General 

AssemblyN , known as the "Taehan yesuskyo changrohoe chonghoe " 

(General Assembly of the Korean Presbyterian Church). Its 

elected officers were: H .G. Underwood (1858-1916) , Moderator; 

Kil Sdn-ju (1869-19351, Vice-Moderator; Han Sbk-jin (1868- 

1939), Clerk; Kim Pil-soo (1872-19481, Assistant Clerk; 

William Blair, Treasurer, and Kim SBk-chang (1876-1950), 

Assistant Treasurer? 

During this same period, similar changes were occurring 

within Methodist Church groups. On March 11, 1908, the 

American Methodist Church, North, formed the Korea Annual 

Con£ erence ( "Korea Conf erenceI1 ) in Seoul, to which nine Korean 

representatives, Kim Chang-sik (1857-1929), Son Shg-yong 

(1855-19281, Lee Ik-mo (1869-1944), Bong Sting-ha (1863-1918). 

Chang Nak-do (1879-?), Kim Chang-kyu ( ? - ? I ,  ~w6n S i n - i l  (1866- 

1929), Kim WOO-kwh ( ? - ? ) ,  and ~ y c n  Soon ( ? - ? ) ,  were admitted 

with full membership. Two years later, Kim Chang-sik was 

appointed District Superintendent of Youngbyon, North p1y6ngan 

Province (presently North Korea) by the "Korea Conference . "93 

The Methodists also formed a "Foreign and Home Missionary 

Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church in Korean. This 

organization sent Son Chung-do (1882-1931) to China as its 

representing missionary in 1911.% 



In 1906, the American Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 

established its own "Korea Missionu1. Up until that time, it 

had been under the jurisdiction of the China Methodist 

by forming a "Korea Missionu1, its mission work in 

Korea became independent from that administration. Following 

the formation of the "Korea Missionw, the American Methodist 

Episcopal Church, South, established three of its own 

districts of Seoul, ~aessng, and W6nsan in 1908. By 1910, the 

number of districts increased to seven and the "Korea MissionIt 

was renamed the "Korea Mission Conference" in 1914. Korean 

representatives Oh Hwa-yong (1879-1959), Kim young-hak (1877- 

1932) and Choi Tae-gon ( ? - ? )  , received full membership in this 

conference. % 

Thus, developments in both Presbyterian and Methodist 

mission circles reached the point where the previously 

missionary-monopolized evangelism came to be shared with 

Korean converts. The Religious Awakening ignited by ~ardie was 

responsible for both this and Koreaf s evolution from a 

"missionary-receivingt1 to "missionary-sendingM nation. 

Hardie is also remembered as an educator, particularly 

because of the theological teaching he did in the Korean 

Methodist Church. The Korean church historian Yun ~hun-by6ng 

wrote : 

The very person who laid the foundation of today's 
theological education in the Korean Methodist 
Church is Hardie. In 1905, he began a school called 
"Sinhakdang" (Hall of Theology) . There was no real 
building, but he operated a two or three-month 



"mobile school" by travelling around in Seoul, 
~y6ngyang, Inchen or Kongju. In 1909, he founded a 
seminary called Wy6ps6ng sinhakkyou (Union 
Theological School) in Seoul. Thus, he left an 
everlasting legacy in the history of theological 
education in Korean Methodist Church? 

Hardie served as the president of the "Hybpsbng sinhakkyon for 

fourteen years (until 1923). During his tenure as "President 

of the SeminaryN, he began publication of the theological 

magazine, Sinhak saekye (The Theological World, hereafter 

cited as s) in 1916 (February); this continued to be 

published until 1955. The purpose of SS was "both to advance 

the knowledge of the church leaders and to cultivate the 

Korean Christians' faith and virtue through the study of the 

Bible and theology. u98 - SS dealt mostly Christian education, 

systematic theology, Bible study, church history and 

"practical " theology. 

Hardie resigned from the 11~y6psbng sinhakkyo in June 

1923. Thereafter, until his retirement in 1935, he worked as 

Editor-in-Chief of "Chosdn yesukyo s6hoeM (Christian Literary 

Society, hereafter cited as "Sbhoe"). In conjunction of the 

"~6hoe", Hardie established a "Department of TranslationsM 

which employed four Korean translators? For example, Yu 

~ydng-sang translated Hardiels The Introduction of New 

Testament into Korean and published it as Sinvak chonsron in 

1918. Another assistant, Choi sang-hy6n, translated Alfred 

Gandierls The Son of Man Comins in His Kinsdom in 1928 and it 

was published as Jesu 6i chbnaukkwan. According to Kidokkvo 



taebaekkwa saidn (The Encyclopedia of Christianity) , Hardie 

published 16 monographs (his own as well as translated works) 

and 46 articles during 12 years in office. Most of these were 

commentaries on the Bible or religious tracts? 

Hardie made one other out standing contribution to Korean 

society, something unrelated to his roles of physician and 

evangelist. In an article in the Toronto Star, Archibald 

Lampman explained how Hardie had helped the Korean fruit 

sector under the headline: "Apple Trees from Toronto Basis of 

Korean Industry. I' Lampman wrote : 

Forty-one years ago, Dr. R.A. Hardie, native son of 
Caledonia, Ont . , wrote from Korea to his brother, 
Dr. E.S. Hardie, a Toronto dentist, asking him to 
buy and send out to him some apple trees. This was 
done. Today Korea exports apples to Japan. lo' 

In 1989, f ifty-seven years after Lampman's article, the 

Toronto Star carried another article on Hardiels link to the 

Korean apple industry; this one was written by Hardiels 

granddaughter, Dorothy Trebilcock, who had travelled to Korea 

to trace her family's history. Trebilcock detailed her 

grand£ ather s legacy of "apple trees in Koreau and claimed 

that he had "created Koreat s apple trade. I1 l m  Hardie had been 

raised on a farm and he thought that apples would improve the 

Korean diet. In fact, as has been mentioned, Hardie himself 

farmed, raised cattle and grew fruit to earn a living in 

Hardie was not only introduced Western produce to Korea, 

but also led the campaign for improved farming technology. 
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While serving as President of the IY3dh0e@~, he published a book 

called ~hosdn nonschon kuiaechaek (A Remedy to Save Korean 

Farming Villages) written by Cho Min-y6ng. Hardie wrote an 

fvIntroductiontt in which he highly recommended the book.'" 

Retirement 

Hardie and his wife Margaret retired from the mission 

field in 1935, after 45 years of mission work, and settled in 

Lansing, Michigan, where their daughter, Grace, lived. His 

wife died in 1945, and he died on June 30, 1949, at the age of 

eighty-four. 

Conclusion 

Hardie originally went to Korea as an independent medical 

missionary. However, he gave up his missionary career after 

choosing to be an evangelist: he later became an educator, 

publisher and writer. Although all of these roles fell outside 

of his original training, Hardie w a s  able to develop new 

careers as the need arose. 

Through Hardie, Canadian students, particularly those 

studying in Ontario to become physicians, put their efforts 

into evangelizing in Korea. He tried to remain loyal to these 

students funding his mission work, but was forced to switch 

over to the American Mission Board for financial reasons. 
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Hardie made several major contributions to Korean mission 

history, including his stimulation of native evangelism; his 

formalization of theological education; and his publication of 

ref igious literature written in Korean. Most important of all, 

however, was that through the Religious Awakening movement in 

the early 1900s, Hardie was the "prime contributoru in making 

the Korean church "a Korean church", freeing it from 

missionary tutelage. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE HALL FAMILY: TWO GENERATIONS OF MEDICAL WORK IN KOREA 

William J, Hall's Earlv Davs in Canada 

Though he was a Canadian, William James Hall was sent by 

the American Methodist Episcopal Church as a medical 

missionary to Korea in 1892. He began his social projects 

(i .e., a hospital and a school) as well as his evangelical 

work in the northern interior in P1y6ngyang. His sudden death 

in 1894, after less than three years in Korea, appeared to end 

his mission efforts before his projects bore fruit, However, 

his projects were taken up by his son, Sherwood Hall, M.D., 

who pioneered treatment for the deadly paebv6nq 

(tuberculosis) . The two generations of humanitarian work 

accomplished by the Hall father and son team played a very 

prominent role in Korean mission history, as it was during 

their 76-year I1regimeu that many Virstsu were achieved.' 

W.J. Hall was born on January 16, 1860, in Glen Buell, 

Ontario. He was the first of five children born to Irish 

immigrants George and Margaret Hall (See APPENDIX XV Genealogy 

of Hall) . Hall attended a one-room schoolhouse at Glen Buell, 

and then, in 1881, went on to high school in Farrnersville 

(present-day Athens, Ontario). In 1883, he obtained a 

teacher's certificate, and taught at a public school near Glen 

Buell for two years? Although little of his personal history 



is known, he appears to have been of an independent mind. 

According to local history, he was a Methodist even though his 

parents were staunch Presbyterians.) 

In 1885, he entered Medical College at Queen's University 

in Kingston, ~ntario.~ While at Queen's. Hall initiated the 

organizing of a medical students' Young Men's Christian 

Association. Omar I;. Kilborn, M.D., one of Hall's classmates 

at Queen's and later a Canadian Methodist missionary to China, 

wrote: 

The medical college had never, up to the session of 
1885-86, had any organized Christian work. There 
was no medical Young Men' s Christian Association, 
nor was there a prayer meeting of any sort. Their 
was a flourishing university Young Men's Christian 
Association but meetings were always held in one of 
the classrooms of the Arts department, and it was 
commonly looked upon as an 'Arts ' institution. It 
remained for W.J. Hall to organize, or at least to 
be the leading spirit, in the organization of the 
first Young Men's Christian Association of the 
medical college at Kingston [Queen s University] . 

When the Medical Studentsi YMCA at Queen's University was 

organized in November of 1885, Hall served as Recording 

Missionarv Motivation and the Choice of Korea 

Hall was in£ luenced to become a foreign missionary by the 

then-fashionable "Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign 

Mission (SVM) , the outreach movement discussed in Chapters Four 

and Five. In the early spring of 1887, John Forman, one of the 



leaders of SVM, visited Queen1 s and encouraged the students to 

work for foreign missions. Inspired by Forman, 21 students 

from University's Arts, Medicine and Divinity divisions 

(including Hall) signed "Declaration Cardsu attesting to their 

intention to become foreign missionaries.' However, Hall 

experienced his "moment of decisionv in July, 1887, when he 

attended D.L. Moody's "Summer School" in Northfield, 

Massachusetts. There, he met George D -  Dowknott, Director of 

the International Medical Missionary Society of New York 

[hereafter cited as IMMS of New York]. Kilborn wrote: 

From [Dowknott], [Hall] learned of the advantages 
afforded by this society [IMMS] for obtainhg not 
only medical, but medical missionary training in 
New York city.' 

Hall subsequently transferred to New Yorkls Bellevue Hospital 

Medical College in the fall of 1887. He finished his third and 

fourth years of medical training, and graduated with an M.D. 

degree in 1889. Upon graduation, Hall was assigned by the 

Methodist Episcopal Church, U.S.A. to the Madison Street 

Dispensary, New York, as a home mi~sionary.~ Shortly 

thereafter, he met Rosetta Sherwood, M.D., who also had been 

assigned to the clinic by the Methodist Episcopal Church. 

Rosetta Sherwood herself had just earned her M.D. from 

Philadelphia's Women's Medical College. They became engaged in 

1890. Both Sherwood and Hall anticipated being assigned as 

missionaries to China. However, Sherwood was unexpectedly 

delegated to Korea. At that time, a female American Methodist 
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medical missionary, Meta Howard M.D., (1886-1890 in Korea), 

was compelled leave Korea and return to America because of 

poor health; Sherwood was sent as her replacement, arriving in 

Chemulpo (presently, InchEn) on October 13, 1890." For a 

period, Sherwood was stationed at Seoul's "PoguybkwanN 

(Women s Hospital) , which Howard had founded in 1887. While 

working there, she also taught pharmacology and physiology at 

Ehwa hakdang," a girls1 school founded in 1886 by Mary F. 

Scranton, another American Methodist missionary. Late in 1891, 

William Hall was also assigned to Korea and arrived in Pusan 

on December 15 of that year - Hall and Sherwood were married on 

June 27, 1892, in Seoul, and so began their life as a medical 

missionary couple. 

Pioneerins Mission Work in Northern Interior: P1v6nsvanq 

From March 14, 1892, to April 18 of the same year, Hall 

and American Methodist, George Jones (1867-1919), travelled 

throughout the northern interior area of Kaes6ng , Taedong , 

P1y6ngyang, and fiiju. Upon his return, Hall requested that his 

Mission Board send him to P y&gyang, located about 180 miles 

from Seoul. He backed his request by pointing out that 

P ' y6ngyang has geographical advantages, located and Peking, 

China, and accessible by both land and waterways. The area was 

also densely populated, with an estimated population over 

100,000. l2 Swayed by his arguments, the Methodist Mission Board 
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assigned Hall to P ' yengyang in August 18 92. l3 However, opening 

a mission outside of Seoul was considered "dangerous, lfL 4  for a 

ban prohibiting foreigners from residing in the interior was 

still in effect, and, more to the point, "death was still the 

penalty for teaching ~hristianity."" 

Therefore, it was with great caution that Hall made an 

exploratory trip to p1y6ngyang in November 1892; for safety's 

sake, he was accompanied by No ~y6ng-s6n (1871-1941: a 

language teacher)16 and Kim Chang-sik (1857-1929: a native 

evangelist) ." In late December, 1892, Hall returned to Seoul, 

leaving Kim and No in Pty6ngyang. When Hall went back to 

~'y6ngyang in February 1893, he was accompanied this time by 

William A. Noble (1886-1945), an American Methodist who had 

recently arrived in Korea (October 1892) . Once in P1y6ngyang, 

Hall began purchasing property. He later admitted that it was, 

If [t] hrough our native helper [ tha t ]  we were able to get a 

place well situated for our work, which I trust will soon be 

our hospital. " I s  This was an admission that Kim and No had 

beaten the law by purchasing property for him, since 

foreigners were not yet allowed to purchase property outside 

of the areas specified in the treaty.19 The deeds were 

registered in the name of a Korean known simply as "Mr. Youu, 

probably another of Hall's helpers in ~'y6ngyang." The 

property purchased was located on the west side of the city 

and had previously been used as "a house of entertainmentu by 

local kisaencrs (kisaenq were female entertainers) .I1 



Despite accepting that Hall owned property, the residents 

of ~'y8ngyang were not yet ready to accept Westerners living 

in their midst. Hall wrote: "they [the natives] felt uneasy 

over my presence and [they] went to the Governor  in ~y6ng-  

s6kJu and asked him to remove 'the foreigner1, as they were 

much a£ raid. "u Some natives displayed their anti- foreign bias 

by frequently showering Hall with stones.z4 On the other hand, 

he did receive a modest welcome from the Governor, Min By6ng- 

s z k ,  mainly because of his medical service to the natives. The 

Governor tried to smooth things over by assuring the angry 

natives that : "The foreigner is not a bad man but a gentleman. 

He cures the sick and helps the poor. "" Thus, it was Hall s 

humanitarian work which paved the way for later mission work. 

(Records indicate that Hall treated over 60 native patients a 

day during his initial period in P ydngyang. ) '' His wif e, 
Rosetta Hall, wrote : 

The Governor [of P yhgyang, Min By6ng- sbk] knew 
very well of Dr. Hall's relation to the purchase 
[of the kisaenq house] , and his [Hall ' s ]  plans for 
medical work there, and because they wanted the 
Doctor, he [the Governor] winked at it, and gave 
him [Hall] his protection." 

Indeed, the Governor even issued a proclamation stating: 

"These foreigners have permission from the King to travel in 

the interior, and anyone who interferes or makes trouble for 

him, must be brought before the Governo~."~~ 

While in P1ybngyang, Hall initially tried to adopt a 

Korean lifestyle in order to curry favour with the natives, 



but he soon gave that up. He explained: 

food almost entirely. But a person gets 

times a day, so to-day I thought I would 
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I' I lived upon native 

tired of rice three 

like some pan-cakes , 

but I could not obtain any flour.tg29 Then, he bought some 

buckwheat and ground it through a native's mill. He was elated 

by such an "invention": 

I had ten pounds of flour, I had some baking powder 
with me and very soon I had the mixture ready to 
fry. I had a fire made from corn-stalks, and upon 
this I cooked my cakes. I enjoyed them most 
heartily, and I will be able to have them often.30 

As we have seen, Hallt s mission enterprise in Ptyijngyang 

received political support from the Governor, Min ~y6ng-s6k, 

at least in the beginning. Hall took this as a green light to 

move his household to p1y6ngyang and in May, 1894, he brought 

his wife, their one year-old son, Sherwood, who had been born 

on November 10, 1893, Sherwoodt s amah (nurse-maid) , and Yusan 

and Pak Esther, who served as house attendants .31 Thus, with 

the Governor's protection, as well as property and native 

assistants, Hall appeared to be well settled in ~tybngyang, 

with bright prospects for his mission enterprise. However, 

things soon became difficult, in par t  because of two 

incidents. 

The first difficulty occurred when missionaries from the 

other denominations showed eagerness to also move into the 

territory, particularly through purchasing property in 

P ly6ngyang. About this, Rosetta Hall would later comment : 

After the Doctor [Hall] had worked nearly a month 



at P1y6ngyang, and was gaining great favor among 
the people, he went with Mr. [William A. ] Noble to 
eiju, and invited Revs. [Samuel] Moffett, [Graham] 
Lee, and W . L . Swallen [all American Presbyterians] , 
who had come to P1y6ngyang in the meantime, to live 
in one of his houses until they  could buy for 
themselves. After Doctor [Hall] and Mr. Noble left 
P yhgyang, the [these] Presbyterian brothers 
succeeded in purchasing property outside of the 
city, but they had not much more than done so 
before the people became alarmed at so many 
foreigners purchasing property. 32 

The people of P ly6ngyang feared that "they would be taken over 

by Hmassesll of Western missionaries." Mrs. Hall further 

recorded : 

But when so many more who were not doctors came in, 
he [Governor] evidently changed his mind. At least 
he ordered Moffett to give back his deeds to the 
former owner, and them to g ive  the money back. And 
also the people made it so hot for Moffett and 
[Graham] Lee [American Presbyterian] , that they had 
to leave the city. " 

In t h e  end, the Presbyterian missionaries were driven out of 

P1y6ngyang, leaving the Halls as the area's only Western 

missionaries. 

The second conflict was caused in 1894-1895 by the 

Tonqhak, a religio-political rebellion movement." So popular 

w a s  Tonshak ideology that natives openly exhibited their anti - 

Western sentiments. The Hall household (including the native 

helpers) faced strong opposition from the general populace of 

P y6ngyang and even Governor, Min ~y&g-sdk, who previously 

had protected Hall, ceased to support him. W. J. Hall wrote: 

[For] two nights the house was vigorously stoned31 
by a band of men who had been accustomed to spend 
their evenings there [at the kisaenq house, now in 
possession of Hall]. . .  On the morning of the 17th 



of February, several of the leading men of the 
district came in and said they had been accustomed 
to receive 1500 cash ($2.50) from this house every 
year to sacrifice to the evil spirits, and they 
wanted me to give the same amounte3' 

They threatened to "kill the Christians and the foreigners, '138 

unless Hall responded to their demands. When Hall refused, the 

angry mob decided to persecute his native helpers, 39 thinking 

that the missionaries would be forced to leave the city, since 

they could do no mission work without native assistants. The 

mob formed an alliance with local government officials who put 

Kim Chang- sik, No ~y6ng-s6n, Mof f ett s helper known as Han and 

native assistants 

into jail .a Horrified by this, Hall telegraphed William 

Scranton, M.D. (1856-1922) , an American Methodist, in Seoul. 

Upon receiving news of what was happening in ~'ybngyang, 

Seoul's foreign community decided to send a relief team 

composed of Samuel Moffett (an American) and William McKenzie 

(a Canadian) ; they arrived in Pfydngyang in May, 1894. Moffett 

and McKenzie, along with Hall, sent separate reports 

explaining the situation to the representative of their 

respective countries: Moffett sent one to American Consul, 

John Sill; McKenzie sent one to British Consul General, C. T. 

Gardner; and Hall sent one to American Methodist missionary, 

William Scranton. The diplomats in Seoul pressured the Korean 

government to release the imprisoned missionary helpers, and 

the native Christian assistants were set free. The Halls w e r e  

ordered by British Consul General C. T. Gardner to retreat 
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from P y6ngyang, for it was still considered too lldangerous. n41 

The Halls returned to Chemulpo on June 10, 1894, after having 

spent only about a month in p1y6ngyang. 

Four months later, in October, Hall left his family in 

Seoul and, together with Moffett and Graham Lee (an American 

Presbyterian) , went back to P y6ngyang. The fighting between 

Chinese and Japanese forces had reached its peak in 

~ly6ngyang. Hall described the battlefield at ~'y6ngyang: 

We have partially visited the battlefield. It is 
strewn with Chinese bodies, some of which are still 
unburied, the rest have a few inches of dirt thrown 
over them. The stench is terrible and the sight 
indescribable. 42 

It was on this battle field that Hall "worked day and night 

caring for the sick and wounded of P1y6ngyang. He used his 

bamboo cot for a stretcher, and his fellow Christians served 

as an ambulance staff . 1i43 

While tending the wounded and the sick in P' yhgyang, he 

himself was struck down by disease. Moffett, who had remained 

in P ~Gngyang with Hall, wrote : "We all suffered from malaria, 

and as this seemed to have taken more serious hold upon the 

doctor [Hall] , we arranged to leave for ~eoul . li" Hall had, in 

fact, contracted typhus fever and despite being taken to Seoul 

by Moffett and Lee, met his Maker on November 24, 1894, at the 

age of 34 ," after having lived in Korea for only three years. 

He was buried on the banks of the Han River, Yanghwajin, 

outside of Seoul. 



Lecracv Continued 

Hall ' s legacy - -  particularly in the areas of education, 

medical work and evangelism - - was continued by his widow, his 

son Sherwood, and his native assistants. 

After Hall's death, his widow Rosetta expressed the wish 

to build a hospital in P1ydngyang in memory of her deceased 

husband, using money saved as the "P ' yijngyang Fund. " (As early 

as 1892, when Hall was first assigned to P1ybngyang, he had 

set up the 11~1y6ngyang Fund1' to help mission work in the 

area.) There was $650 U.S. in the "P1y6ngyang Fundn at that 

time? The Mission Board of the Methodist Church in Korea 

approved her request. Thus, the "~ly6ngyang kihol p'ytingwbn" 

(Hall Memorial Hospital in ~'y6ngyang, hereafter cited as PKP) 

located next to the West Gate of P1y6ngyang, officially opened 

- -  initially as a dispensary - -  on February 1, 1897. Douglas 

Follwell, M. D. , a Methodist missionary, took the charge of the 

PKP, as Rosetta Hall, discouraged by her husband's sudden 

death, had returned to America in December, 1894. With no 

secure funding, the PKP was constantly in financial trouble. 

"For years, Korean historian Lee Chun-ran noted, "the 

~'y6ngyang kihol p1y6ngw8n suffered from a lack of sufficient 

funds with which to operate. v47 Finally, in 1920, the PKP was 

amalgamated with "~'y6ngyang chaejung p'y6ngwdn" (p1y6ngyang 

Caroline A. Ladd Hospital in English which was founded in 

1896). The name ~ ' ~ 6 n ~ ~ a n ~  kihol plydngwbn remained until when 
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P yengyang puin p ' ydngw6n (Women's Hospital of Extended Grace) 

united with them in 1923 in which year the combined complex 

re-named "P1ydngyang ytjnhab kidok pty6ngw6nw (~'ydngyang Union 

Christian Hospital) . 

T h e  school Hall founded in p1y6ngyang in 1894 later 

became known as ~wangsbnp. School. The Ninetv Year History of 

Kwanss6ns School (hereafter cited as History of KS) recorded; 

T h e  Kwang Sdng School opened on April 1894 by 
William James Hall, physician, missionary, who then 
worked under American Methodist Episcopal Church, 
North, at the West of P1ybngyang. There were 
thirteen students. 48 

After Hall's death, the school fell on hard times. T h e  

~wancrs6nq noted: "After that [the death of Hall], the Kwang 

~ 6 n g  School made no progress but was faced with a slacking and 

lagging period until when John Moore (1874-1963, an ~merican 

Methodist) came to P 'ycngyang and erected a school building in 

1903 in the west of p1y6ngyang and named it "Ky6kmul 

Hakdang. u49 In 1918, it, too, became Kwang ~ d n g  school 

When the school was founded in 1894, Hall recorded that 

Hania (Sino-Korean words) , the Bible and Unmun (Korean 

vernacular writing, better known as   an G l )  were taught ; 5 1  

yet, the question of who taught remains unanswered. Even the 

Historv of KS is silent on this. However, as mentioned, Hall 

had two native assistants. The first, Kim Chang-sik, had 

assisted Hall with evangelical work and, in fact, became the 

first Protestant native minister later in 1901 (May 9) . 5 2  There 

was also Hall's language teacher, No ~ybng-sbn. No was a 



graduate from Seoul's Paechae School, which had been founded 

by Henry Apenzeller, an American Methodist. No appears to have 

had a strong command of English. Given Kim1 s and No's 

qualifications, it is theorized that Kim would have taught 

Bible studies and No would have taught Hania and ~ a n ' d l .  

Furthermore, it is possible that No would have taught other 

sub j ects he learned at Paechae, e . g . , Geography, Korean 

history, Mathematics, etc. It is my view that Kim and No were, 

in fact, the first teachers of Kwang ~ 6 n g  ~ c h o o l . ~ ~  

It is quite obvious that No was deeply influenced by 

Hall's Christianity? AS mentioned, he was well versed in 

English. In 1897, No published a book entitled Harak iiiw6n 

saidk (Biography of Dr. Hall, 176 pages plus a few pictures 

and "Prefaceu) ." In actuality, No had simply extracted some 

parts of Rosetta Hall's book, The Life of Rev. William J. Hall 

(1897) and translated them into Korean. In his Harak Ciiwdn 

saibk, No described how he met Hall and how Hall had led him 

to Christianity. No even praised Hall as a Sdnqin (Saint) . 56  

Also in 1897, No wrote a pamphlet called Pahok iinsdn ron, 

translated as !'The Introduction to Christianity" by 

missionaries, but it literally means, "Treatise on the 

Investigation of Suspicion and  truth.^^ Pahok iinsdn ron was 

designed to introduce Christianity to Koreans. No discusses 

the essence of Christianity and why Western missionaries had 

come to Korea to do evangelical and humanitarian work, using 

their own money and sacrificing their lives. No appears to 
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have been the first native Christian apologist; certainly he 

was the first native theologian to write about God, 

Christology, and Christianity. He understood God as the great 

mercy and compassion, omnipresence, and the origin of the 

truth of all, u58 somewhat of a mixture of the Buddhist and 

Christian concepts of the "Super Being. " He understood Christ 

as stated in John 3 : 16, i .e. that Christ was sent to the 

world by God to save all sinners. His understanding of 

Christianity is basically biblical and based on the idea that 

the loving God should be manifest through loving one's 

neighbors. 59 According to Korean historian Lee  an-ydl , No s 

Pahok tins& ron was a landmark in "Korean Christian 

theology, " for it was the first Christian treatise written 

by a Korean 

Mission work in Korea was politically interrupted during 

the Japanese occupation of Korea. More seriously, when the 

Communist established their hegemony over the northern part of 

Korea in the mid-1940~~ Christian mission activities were 

prohibited. An estimated one million refugees, including 

Christians who wanted religious freedom, migrated south 

during the political turmoil of the late 1940s and early 

1950s. These refugee Christians rebuilt some schools and 

churches in the south. Kwang ~ 6 n g  was one of them. In 1953 

(Sept . 14) , Kwang ~ 6 n g  School re-opened at Chungsindong, 

Seoul; in 1961 (April 201, it was moved to its present 

address: Sinsudong, SeouL6' Hall is still honoured as the 
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school's founder. The church Hall began in ~'yzngyang in 1894 

with the help of Kim Chang-sik ( llP ' ycngyang chaeil yebaedang, 

First Church of P ' y6ngyang) later renamed, If Namsanhy8n 

Church, " was not rebuilt in south Korea. 

While Hall had focused on providing schooling for boys, 

Mrs. Hall had established a special educational institute for 

blind people in P ytingyang, the first of its kind in Korea. It 

appears that this had come about because Hall's first Korean 

convert to Christianity in ~'ybngyang, Oh ~6k-hybng, had a 

daughter, Pongrae, who was a blind. Sherwood Hall later wrote 

how his mother, Rosetta Hall, became involved in educating the 

blind: 

Mr. 0 [Oh] had a little daughter [Pongrae] who was 
blind. Mrs. Hall had encountered blind and deaf- 
mute patients in her medical work and longed to be 
able to do something to help them. However, the 
condition of both the blind and deaf -mutes in Korea 
at that time, Mrs. Hall discovered, was indeed 
pitiable. The deaf-mutes were considered imbeciles 
who survived by their animal instincts and the 
blind became fortune tellers or sorcerers (mudanq) 
if their parents were rich enough to have them thus 
trained. 6' 

When Mrs. Hall found out that Pongrae was blind, she saw 

[her] chance to begin. Rosetta Hall wrote: " I set about 

contriving a way to prick Korean oiled paper with a needle to 

teach little Pongrae. flw Such simple technology proved to her 

that if she knew how to read Braille, she could teach the 

blind. 

It has been mentioned that she returned to America in 

18 94 following her husband' s death. During her three-year stay 
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returned to Korea on November 10, 1897, she travelled to 

P y6ngyang and opened Puin p yEingwdnM (Women s Hospital ) . " 
Less than a year later, she suffered another personal loss; 

her daughter, Edith Margaret (born January 18, 1895 in 

Liberty, New York) died on May 23, 1898, at the age of three. 

After her daughter's death, Rosetta added a wing to Tuin 

p ' y6ngw6nn and named it the "Edith Margaret Children1 s WardH . 

It was there that she began educating the blind. First, she 

transcribed the Korean alphabet into the New York Point 

System. Sherwood Hall remembered : 

After moving to P1y6ngyang [in 18971, my mother had 
started working again with Mr. O1 s [Oh Sdk-hy6ng1 s ]  
blind daughter, Pongrae. Teaching Pongrae with 
these new resources was at first slow and tedious 
work, but once she had mastered the alphabet and 
the syllabary, it was plain sailing. In a year, 
Pongrae could read all that my mother had been able 
to prepare and she learned to write in point and to 
make her own lessons from dictation. My mother also 
taught her to knit. Patients, seeing Pongrae so 
happy and industrious, would ask my mother if other 
blind girls they knew might join her. Thus began 
the first school for the blind in ~ o r e a . ~  

This school later became known as Py6ngyang maeng a hakkyo 

(~lydngyang Blind School) .67 This was not merely the first 

school for the blind but also the first school for handicapped 

people of any sort in Korea's history. There, Rosetta Hall 

taught not only reading Han &l and knitting, but also courses 

such as arithmetic, geography, etc? As of 1910, 26 students 

were enrolled. In 1914, the first student, Oh Pongrae, was 

sent to Japan for further education and returned home after a 
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year to become the first native blind teacher of a school for 

the blind? 

In 1917, Rosetta Hall relocated to Seoul and worked at 

"Tongdaemun Puin P ' y6ngw6n1l (East Gate Womens I Hospital, 

presently Ehwa Women1 s University Hospital) . Around E U O ,  she 

started a medical class for women at the same hospital. This 

medical class grew large enough to be recognized by the Korean 

Government in 1928 and was endowed with the name "Kydngs6ng 

~6 j a Gihak Hakkyo If (Seoul Women ' s Medical College) , 70 thus 

becoming the first formal medical school for women in Korea. 

This institution was the predecessor of the present Korea 

University Medical college." 

After 35 years of mission work in Korea, Rosetta Hall 

retired in 1935 and settled in New Jersey, where she died on 

April 5, 1951, at the age of 85. She was eventually buried 

beside her husband and daughter at Yanghwajin, near Seoul. 

William Hall's death triggered an historical relationship 

between Canada and Korea. When Rosetta Hall planned to 

returned to America, Esther Pak, Rosetta Hall s medical 

assistant, wanted to come to America to study medicine. 

Rosetta Hall agreed that: llPerhaps the time had come for 

Esther to pursue her long-cherished idea of studying medicine 

in America. u72 She therefore took Esther and Yusan Pak 

(Esther's husband) with her when she returned to the States in 

1894; Esther was 17-years-old at that time. In July 1895, 

Rosetta Hall visited Glen Buell, Ontario, the hometown of her 
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accompanied by Esther and Yusan. They were the 

to visit Canada and their appearance made quite 

on Canadians. Rosetta Hall wrote: "Mr. Pak still 

hair rolled up in a top-knot [sanstu] , concealed 

by a bowler hat! He created almost as big a sensation in the 

West as the 'Western barbarians1 had in the Far  east.^'^ 

A special service was held at Hall's mother church, 

Wesleyan Methodist Church, Glen Buell, on July 31, 1895 ." At 

the service, a memorial plaque in his honour was dedicated to 

the congregation and installed at the front of the church. The 

church was decommissioned and its property sold in the early 

1990s to a local realtor. Hall s memorial plaque was, however, 

removed and is now in the hands of Phyllis King, W.J. Hall's 

granddaughter. (The plaque's inscription, provided below, was 

copied by present author from the original plaque, now kept at 

Mr. and Mrs. King's summer cottage in Brockville, Ontario.) 

In loving memory of Rev. William J. Hall [,I M.D. 
who died in Korea Nov. 24, 1894, 

Aged 35 years [sic] 
I heard a voice from heaven saying unto me, write, 
beloved are the dead which die in the Lord from 
henceforth, yes, saith the spirit, that they may rest 
from their labors and their works do follow them. 
Rev [elation] . 14 : 13. 75 

When Mrs. Hall and the Paks returned to Liberty, New York 

(Rosetta Hallt s hometown) , early on August, 1895, Esther 

entered one of Liberty's public schools to prepare for medical 

school. Her husband, Yusan, was helped on Rosetta1 s initial 

family's farm. On October 1, 1896, Esther Pak entered the 



Women1 s Medical College of Baltimore, now 

Hopkins. She graduated with an M.D. in 1 9 0 0 , ~ ~  
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part of John 

at the age of 

23, thus becoming Korea's first female medical doctor. 

Ironically, her husband, Yusan, died of tuberculosis just 21 

days prior to her graduation? After graduation, Esther Pak 

returned to Korea and worked at Posuvdkwan (Women's Hospital) 

in Seoul for three years; then,in March of 1903, she 

transferred to "Kihol P'y6ngw6nu in P1y6ngyang. There, Esther 

Pak was accepted no longer as an assistant but as a co-worker. 

Seven years later, she, too, fell victim to tuberculosis and 

died on April 13, 1910, at the age of 33. Esther's unexpected 

death shocked everyone, particularly seventeen-year-old 

Sherwood Hall, who considered Esther Pak "one of the family. 1178 

Lesacv Continued bv Second Generation 

It appears that Esther s death deeply in£ luenced Sherwood 

Hall, for he decided to become a TI3 specialist. He wrote: 

I resolved to do all in my power to help prevent 
the disease that had snatched her away in her prime 
and wasted the lives of so many of her fellow 
Koreans. I vowed that I would return to Korea as a 
TB specialist and would establish a tuberculosis 
sanatorium. 79 

mentioned, Sherwood Hall had been born in Korea in 1893. 

The education of the children of missionaries posed a serious 

problem. Normally, the mother would educate the children at 

home until they were ready to enter the higher educational 
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institutions, such as high school. However, there were 

missionary families residing in Pgy6ngyang. In June, 1900, 

Rosetta Hall formed a school to educate the children of 

missionaries; this school later known as P y6ngyang Foreign 

School (PFS)  It was here that Sherwood Hall received his 

education until he was seventeen. Then, in 1910, Rosetta Hall 

was appointed as an official Korean delegate to the World 

Missionary Conference being held in Edinburgh, Scotland.'' 

Rosetta Hall took Sherwood with her, intending to enrol him in 

an academy at home. After the conference, they returned to 

America. Later that year, Sherwood was admitted to the Mount 

Hermon School in Mount Hermon, Massachusetts, where he 

completed his high school education. Upon graduation from 

Mount Hermon in 1915, he continued his education at Mount 

Union College in Alliance, Ohio, graduating from there in 

June, 1919. (It was at Mount Union College that he met his 

future wife, Marian Bottomley. ) That fall, Sherwood entered 

the University of Toronto Faculty of Medicine and graduated as 

an M. D. in 1924. * Sherwood later recalled that he had been at 
the University of Toronto during the very exciting period when 

Dr. Frederick Grant Banting and Dr. Charles Herbert Best were 

doing their research work on insulin for use as a treatment 

for diabetes . a 3  

Marian Bottomley had entered the Women's Medical College 

of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia in 1920 and, like Hall, also 

graduated in 1924 as an M.D." Upon their graduation, these 
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"junior" Halls (Sherwood and Marian had married in 1922) were 

assigned to Korea as medical missionaries by the same mission 

(American Methodist Episcopal Church, North) that had 

sponsored Sherwood1 s parents. They arrived in Korea on April, 

1926, and for Hall, it was like returning "home" after a 16 

year absence? 

Inception of New Lesacv 

Upon their arrival in Korea, Sherwood and Marian Hall 

were assigned to "Kusae P1y6ngw6n" (Norton Memorial Hospital, 

hereafter cited as NMH) in Haeju, Hwanghe Province, with 

Sherwood being appointed superintendent . (NMH had been founded 

on November 1, 1910, by Arthur H. Norton [in Korea from 1906 

to 19261 in memory of his mother, Louisa Holmes Norton.) While 

in Haeju, Hall set about doing something he had long planned 

for: preventing paebvgnq, tuberculosis. Hall wrote: 

Tuberculosis was sweeping unchecked through the 
country [of Korea] at that time. One out of five 
people fell victim to the disease as opposed to one 
in twenty elsewhere. Where Korea was beginning to 
feel the change from the old order of civilization 
to the new, tuberculosis was taking its toll. It 
stalked the new lines of travel and communication, 
scattering its microbes from isolated country 
villages to big cities and back again. Once these 
microbes reached into the Korean house there was 
little hope for the occupants. The foul, dungeon- 
like dwellings, on the whole, permitted no 
sunlight. So widespread was the disease that it 
attacked indiscriminately the farmer, the city- 
worker, the educated, the old, and the young! 

paebv6nq was a serious social problem; one source indicated 
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that in 1930, 15% of Korea's entire population were infected 

with tuberculosis." Matters were not helped by the fact that 

Western physicians avoided treating tuberculosis patients. 

Hall found out that even the Mission Hospital was refusing to 

admit TB patients. One of the staff at NMH informed Hall that 

"[It] is against the policy of our hospital [Norton Memorial 

Hospital] to take TB patients, for we would then be swamped 

with them and have no room for other types of patients."" 

Setting aside the non-existence of facilities for the 

treatment of TB and the general public s lack of understanding 

about the disease, the most serious obstacle was the cultural 

bias against treating the seriously ill. It was believed "that 

fate [sickness] had been decreed for those who had offended 

the spirits. m89 Consequently, little could be done. " In such 

a traditional society as Korea, where folk beliefs about 

"fateu were deeply-rooted, people did not trust %~ientific~~ 

treatments. Indeed, people believed that if one interfered 

with one's "fateo through the use of medicine or surgical 

treatment, the spirits would be angered and would levy an even 

worse punishment on them. In order to moderate such a Vate," 

people placated the spirits with food, and administered 

spirit -approved remedies such as "baemtangH (snake soup) or 

"rokhy61u (fresh deer blood) to the sick. 

Pioneered in Treatment of Tuberculosis 
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Hall discovered that it would take time to bring his 

dream of a TB sanatorium for Koreans to fruition. Not only was 

a great deal of spadework needed in order to overcome cultural 

bias, but he had to face resistance from his o m  Mission 

Board, which cared little about building yet another medical 

institution. In fact, Hall encountered extremely harsh 

opposition. He was viewed by his fellow missionaries as "a 

wild visionary and an idealist, 'lgO given that even existing 

medical works had to be discontinued because of a lack of 

funds. However, in 1927, Hall received approval from the 

Mission Board to go ahead with his plan, but only on the 

condition that there would be no financial assistance from his 

church. Therefore, he had to look for outside funding. 

Fortunately at that time, the bequest of $3,850 U . S . 9 '  "for a 

new hospital in Korea,"% left by a Methodist woman, Mary 

Verburg of Ohio, was available. It was this grant which was 

earmarked for Hall's plan. Some Korean historians credit the 

Methodist Episcopal Church Mission Board as having financed 

the construction of the ~anatorium,~~ but this is incorrect. On 

April 13, 1928, construction began, and a Korean-style 

building with an eight-bed capacity officially opened on 

October 27, 1928, as the "Haeju Ky6lhaek Yoyangwdnl1 (Haeju 

Tuberculosis Sanatorium) .% 

The building was located just outside of Haeju in the 

area known as wanssinli. It had been built using a special 

material called suchanq (cellu-glass) which admits ultra- 



violet light, and was equipped with X-ray machines and other 

modern equipment .'' Besides the medical facilities, the medical 
institute had a 25-acre farm, where "healthyH fruits and 

vegetables were grown. Hall believed that the sanatorium 

should also be a rehabilitation centre; to this end, he 

invited Dexter N. Lutz, an American agricultural missionary 

who was in Seoul at that time, to come and give practical 

instruction on farming. In fact, Lutz taught patients who were 

healthy enough about soil analysis, the better use of land, 

the terrace-£ arming of fruits and vegetables, dairy farming 

and animal husbandry. (Lut z also taught modern agricultural 

methods to the people of Haeju. ) Thus, when patients left the 

sanatorium after treatment, they had "mastered" some knowledge 

of scientific farming, poultry raising, sericulture, and even 

carpentry and handicrafts . Hall insisted that "no patient 

would leave the model village until he was thoroughly strong 

physically, self-confident mentally, and hadmastered whatever 

line of work in which he [or she] had chosen to specialize. "% 

In truth, Hall's sanatorium did function as a "Chaehwalw6nn 

(Rehabilitation Centre) as well as a medical facility. Indeed, 

the "sanatorium community" was so successful that it became 

the first "model farmN of the "modern farm movementn in 

Korea. 97 

One month after its opening, Hall reported that the 

sanitoriurn was so crowded that "even the doctor1 s off ice [and] 

the treatment room were filled with patients.~~~ S i x  years 
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later in 1934, the initial eight-bed sanatorium had expanded 

to a fifty-bed institution;" it was reported that patients 

were coming not only from the Hwanghe Province but from as far 

away as Siberia and ~anchuria.'~ On September 23, 1933, a 

sanctuary known as "The Rosetta Chapelttt was opened. This had 

been built in memory of Sherwoodf s mother, using a $10,000 

donation made by Sherwood Hall's maternal cousin, Mary C r a r y  

(later Mrs. Harold Moore) of Denver, colorado. lo' While Hall 

treated TB patients and educated the natives about public 

health and tuberculosis, Marian Hall founded "Yuk A Sangdamsotl 

(Children's Welfare Clinic) at her house in 1928. Not much is 

known about "Yuk A Sangdamso", other than the fact that there 

were 60 mothers and over 100 children enrolled at the clinic 

in 1938 - -  ten years after it had opened.'" 

Tuberculosis had first been treated on an ad hoc basis at 

the Severance Hospital in Seoul in March, 1920, by American 

medical missionary Frank M. Stites (in Korea: 1917-1923) . I o 3  

However, Hall ' s Hae ju sanatorium, with its "modern" facilities 

was the "firstu institute to specialize in the treatment of 

* ,  Korean TB pat 

Van Buskirt, 

ients . A contemporary American missionary, James 

M.D., wrote: 

Hygiene 
to 1928 

instruction has been given [before] , but up 
there was not a modern sanatorium in the 

country. In that year a small School of Hygiene for 
the Tuberculous was opened. It nestles among the 
pine trees on the southern slope of a mountain, 
looking out to the bay, near the city of Haeju. 
There is now a main building equipped with X-ray 
machines, Alpine sun lamps, and all the modern 
apparatus for diagnosing and treating tuberculosis, 



and with Manchurian-style heated brick beds for 
twenty patients. There is a smaller building for 
women patients, and one small cottage. Other 
cottages are to be erected in the near future. The 
patients, generally young people in whom the 
disease is starting, learn how to care for 
themselves and how to prevent  the spread of the 
disease, The graduates of this school will be 
evangelists of the hope that the dreaded white 
plague can be conquered, The sanatorium is small, 
but it represents a beginning. 'lY 

Hall's sanatorium received no regular funding from any church 

or outside organization; although it tried hard to be self - 

sufficient, Hall was frequently faced with financial 

difficulties. As a result, Hall became an aggressive fund- 

raiser. 

In 1930, the Halls went on furlough, staying at Ventnor, 

New Jersey. While there, they made deputation visits to area 

churches as well as commuting to New York and Philadelphia to 

take courses to improve their medical skills. Hall was taking 

a course on TB at the Henry Phipps Institute in Philadelphia 

when he learned about the "Christmas Seal campaign, 

especially about its financial rewards and success in 

educating Americans about tuberculosis. Fascinated by the 

concept, Hall visited the originator of the "Christmas Seal" 

campaign, Emily P. Bissell of Wilmington, Delaware. From 

Bissell, Hall learned that the stamp cost so little that 

everyone, young and old, rich or poor, could participate. 

Furthermore, he liked the idea that " a l l  [everyone] became 

working partners in the fight [against] TB. t1'05 Hall was so 

excited about the funding possibilities of a Christmas Seal 



campaign that he became determined to launch such a project1" 

when he returned "homeH to Korea. 

At that time, Korea was under Japanese control. Thus, 

Hall requested permission from the Japanese Colonial 

Government in Korea to issue Christmas Seals, a totally 

unprecedented project . Fortunately, he was familiar with a 
Japanese official named Oda Yasuma, l m  who was working as an 

English secretary in the Foreign Affairs Department of Korea 

in Seoul. Hall explained to Oda his plans for the campaign, 

the spirit of the Christmas Seal project, and the fact that 

any resulting funds would be used for purely humanitarian 

purposes. Yasuma Oda "promised to do all, he could to secure 

the necessary permit to issue the seals. d08 However, Hall's 

political naivete almost ended the project before it began. He 

wanted a design which had historical and cultural relevance to 

Korean' s, since that would ensure support from the public. 

With this in mind, he designed a stamp which portrayed the 

famous "Tortoise Boatv invented by Admiral Yi Sun-sin of Yi 

dynasty. Unfortunately, since it was this invention which 

enabled the Koreans to destroy most of Hideyoshils invading 

naval force in 1592, the emblem was a symbol of shame for 

Japanese. Hall wrote: 

I had wanted the first seal design to catch the 
enthusiasm and imagination of the Korean public. 
Ancient Korea had invented the world's first 
ironclad battleship and had won a resounding 
victory over the wooden and less protected ships of 
the enemy [Japanese]. As English children never 
tire of hearing about Admiral Lord Horatio Nelson ' s 



famous naval victory, so Korean children never tire 
of hearing their elders tell the story of Admiral 
Yi Sun-sin and his "tortoise boat," which the 
Japanese [could] neither board nor burn. log 

He metaphorically equated the salvos from this battleship with 

the medicines which would defeat "the enemy" - -  tuberculosis. 

Hall's historical and cultural ignorance resulted in a design 

which was viewed as a direct insult to the powers that be. 

Hall soon realized that he had overstepped himself as far as 

the present overlords of Korea were concerned. 'lo To say that 

his proposed design was flatly opposed by Yasuma Oda would be 

an understatement. This experience taught him the perils of 

publicly humiliating the Japanese colonial government. He 

subsequently chose to use the historic "South Gatew of Seoul 

as his emblem, an image which received no objections from 

either Japanese or Koreans. Hall wrote: 

After much thought and consultation with my Korean 
and Japanese friends, I came up with a safer, 
though far less dramatic design - -  the historic 
Great Gate of the City Wall of Seoul. This was a 
familiar landmark to all in Korea. Like the Rock of 
Gibraltar, it represented to the Korean a citadel 
of strength."' 

Korea1 s first Christmas Seal (with the emblem of South Gate) 

was issued on December 3, 1932, ' I 2  by the authority of "Haeju 

Kusae Yoyangw6nI1 (Hae ju Salvation Sanatorium) . This was only 

the second time an Asian country had issued such a stamp. 

(Japan had issued one in 1927.) Then, various artists designed 

subsequent seals, the first of which was created by an unknown 

Korean artist connected with Seoulls YMCA. Later on, artists 
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like Elizabeth Keith and Kim Ki-chang, and Australian 

Presbyterian missionary, Esmond New, drew emblems for the 

seals."4 Some historians in Korea claim that the surviving 

seals (which are in the possession of the ~mithsonian 

Institute in Washington D. C. ) were donated by Shemood Hall to 

the Smithsonian Museum in his hometown of Richmond, British 

Columbia. Canada,"' but they are mistaken. He donated seals to 

the Smithsonian Institution of Washington, D.C.'16 

Despite the success of the Christmas Seal project, Hall 

believed it w a s  more important to educate people about public 

health and the prevention of disease than to simply raise 

money. He therefore organized a campaign team, headed by Moon 

Chang-mot M. D. , "7 which he sent out to other parts of Korea. 

Hall wrote: 

They had travelled as far as from Pusan in the 
south to Songjin in the north, and had told over 
9 , 1 0 0  students and 2,800 adults the story of the 
Christmas Seal and the pertinent f&ts on 
tuberculosis and its prevent ion. ' I 8  

Hall made informative leaflets about the Christmas seal 

campaign for educational purposes and distributed them to 

churches, schools, hospitals and town centres. 119 When seals 

were issued, people were encouraged by the Governor of Hwanghe 

Province, ~ 6 n  Chong-kyo, who said that buying a stamp was like 

"a means of obtaining health insurance for the buyer, his 

family and his own community."'20 Unfortunately, the message 

sometimes became confused and some people mistook the seal 

itself as a cure for TB; in one case, a patient pasted a seal 



to his chest, hoping to be cured."' 

Considering the importance of the Christmas Seal project, 

Hall wanted the whole country and all the hospitals in Korea 

to be involved. At the time, there was a pan-denominational 

medical organization called the "Korean Medical Missionary 

Association" IKMMA: organized in 1907), which consisted of 

various medical missionaries serving in Korea. '" Hall proposed 
to the KMMA that it become involved in the selling of 

Christmas seals and that the resulting income be shared by the 

rest of the sanatoriums. The members of the KMMA agreed to 

take over the Christmas Seal project, '" and the campaign went 
nationwide. In the first year (1932) , 350 wdn worth of seals 

were sold and five tuberculosis units split the funds. (See 

the recipients in Fisure 7:  1. ) 

Fisure 7 : 1 The Receivinq Hos~itals of the 
Christmas Seal Sale in 1932 

Name of the ~ecipient'~~ Share 

Union Christian Hospital in P'ydngyang 50 w 6 n  
Church of England Hospital in Ydju 50 w 6 n  
United Church of Canada Hospital in Hamhecng 50 w6n 
Severance Hospital in Seoul 75 wen 
School of Hygiene for Tuberculosis in Haeju 75 w a n  
For research and laboratory work 20 wdn 
For the future production of Tuberculosis literature 30 w a n  

Source: Re-arranged by present author, based on KMF Vol. 
XX1X:S (May 1 9 3 3 ) ,  p. 95. 

Hall seemed to be satisfied with the result, not only 

because of the monetary success but also because of the 

campaign's ability to educate people and involve diverse 



groups. Hall's Christmas Seal campaign also attracted support 

from outside of Korea. Ha11 wrote: 

There has been a great demand for literature on 
tuberculosis, more than we have been able to meet. 
One of the interesting facts observed in the 
campaign was the diversity of the groups thus 
united in the fight against the common foe, 
tuberculosis. All religions and nationalities in 
Korea were represented and Christmas Seals money 
has come from Japan, Manchukuo [Manchuria] , China, 
United States, and ~anada. 

The Christmas Seal project continued to receive strong public 

support, In 1941, recipients of the campaign were double to 

those of the first year, as Fiqure 7:2 shows. 

Ficrure 7 : 2 The Receivins Hospitals - of 
Christmas Seal Sale in 1941 

Northern Presbyterian, U.S.A., in Andong 
Australian Presbyterian, in Chinju 
Northern Presbyterian, U.S.A., in Chiinju 
Methodist Episcopal Church, U.S.A., in Haeju 
United Church of Canada, in Hamheting 
United Church of Canada, in Yongjcng (Manchuria) 
Union Christian Hospital, in P1y6ngyang 
Severance Hospital, in Seoul 
Methodist Episcopal Church, U.S.A., in Songdo 
Northern Presbyterian, U.S.A., in S6nch6n 
Northern Presbyterian, U.S.A., in Taiku 
Methodist Episcopal Church, U.S.A., in Wensan 

Source: Anne C. Pieters, "Report of the 1940-1941 Christmas 
Seal Campaignv1, KMF Vol. XXXVII : 3  (March 1941) , p. 48. 

As the following statistics show, Hall I s  sanatorium in 

Haeju was equally successful in healing patients. 



Table 7:l Statistics of Haeiu Sanatorium 
from 1928 to 1933 

year admitted recovered discharged died total outpatient 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
1928 5 - - - 240 102 
1929 45 15 7 - 3,990 516 
1930 60 8 22 - 7,530 446 
1931 58 11 22 4 1,080 509 
1932 95 22 32 1 11,120 451 
1933 77 11 32 9 7,110 293 

Source: I1Haeju Kusae Yoyangw6n11 in KTPS Vol. 16, p .  260 

The work load of the Hae ju sanatorium demonstrates how quickly 

Koreans accepted Western medicine and treatment. A£ ter seeing 

the effects of treatment and education on tuberculosis, Hall 

wrote that the people had become convinced that their old 

"baemtangn (snake soup) cure was dangerous, the "rokhydl" 

(fresh deer blood) was useless, and that a long period of rest 

and treatment at a sanatorium was more effe~tive."~ He 

achieved a major goal by destroying people's belief in folk 

remedies and other unscientific methods of treatment. The 

following Table 7: 2 illustrates that the sanatorium surpassed 

the "Haeju Kusae Hospital" both in staff and in patients. 

Table 7:2 Statistics of the Sanatorium 
and Haeiu Kusae Hos~ital in 1939 

Sanatorium Hos~ital 

Physicians 4 
Nurses 8 
Clerical workers 9 
Patients 205 

Source: "Haeju Kusae Yoyangw6nt1 in KTPS, Vol. 16, p .  260. 
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However, during Japan4 s occupation of Korea in the 1930s 

and 1940s~ mission work became increasingly difficult . Even 

the Christmas Seal campaign was halted by the Japanese 

colonial government in 1940, only eight years after the first 

issue. The campaign was revived in 1949 by Dr. Moon Chang-mo, 

w h o  had been a key promoter of the Christmas Seal campaign in 

the days of Haeju; In nevertheless, the revival lasted only one 

year. On November 6, 1953, the Korean National TB Association 

was founded, and has since continued to issue annual Christmas 

seals. '* 

Figure 7: 3 

Korea's First Christmas Seal (December 3, 1932) 
promoted by Dr. Shemood Hall 

Photographs Courtesy of Smithsonian Institution 

Magnification 2x 



Forced to Leave 

Starting in mid-1930s, the Japanese militarism became 

more intensified in Korea. Under the slogan "Japan and Korea: 

One Nation", the Japanese colonial government forced Koreans 

to take Japanese names and adjust to Japanese customs. 

Oppression of Korean religious activity also intensified. 

Korean religious organizations affiliated with international 

organizations, such as YMCA, were forced to break off direct 

contact with them; any such international organization was 

permitted to have a Korean branch only through a Japanese 

"parentu organization. Foreign mission works in particular 

were politically pressured by the Japanese colonial 

government. Hall s work was no exception. In August, 1940, 

Hall was arrested by the Japanese military police, accused of 

"spying" for the Americans, and taken to Seoul where he spent 

a night in prison. Hall had been targeted by the Japanese 

security forces because of a 16 mm. film his wife, Marian, had 

shot of Haeju from a hill over looking Haeju city. L29 Hall was 

prosecuted by the Haeju Civil Court, and despite the aid of 

his Korean lawyer, the Court found both Hall and his wife 

guilty. The couple was sentenced "either [to spend] three 

months in jail or pay a fine of 5,000 ven [$I, 0001 . 
Early in October, 1940, as war clouds cast their shadows 

over the eastern part of Asia, representatives of Western 

countries who still had embassies or consulates in Seoul put 
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all their efforts towards evacuating their nationals. The 

Halls, however, could not leave Haeju until they had either 

paid their fine or senred jail time. Hall contended: 

"Sometimes the paying of a fine is considered an admission of 

guilt, so it might be better to be jailed than to get into 

that trap. " I 3 '  While struggling to decide whether or not to 

leave Korea, he was contacted by the British Consul-General in 

Seoul, Gerald Phipps. Hall wrote: "Mr. Phipps told us that we 

had been shown the handwriting on the wall. Even though there 

was nothing legal about our trial, he strongly advised us to 

pay the fine and leave the country as soon as possible. The 

couple did so. Before leaving, though, Hall authorized Dr. 

Moon Chang-mo, one of his assistants, to take over the 

operat ion of the NMH and Tuberculosis Sanatorium. However, 

Moon himself fled south when the Communists took over North 

Korea. Thus, the mission work in North Korea ceased. 

The Halls finally left Korea on December 9, 1940, 

bringing to an abrupt end two generations of Hall medical 

mission work in Korea. Hall was assigned to Ajmer, situated at 

the base of Mt. Taragarth (3000 ft), in the northwest of 

India. There he built a sanatorium called "Madar Union 

Sanatoriumu and issued a Christmas Seal for the first time in 

India's history. The couple remained in India for 23 years, 

continuing the fight against tuberculosis. In 1963, the Halls 

left India and retired to Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. 

Sherwood Hall died there on April 4, 1991, at the age of 98; 
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Marian Hall died a few months later on September 19, 1991, at 

t h e  age of 9 5 .  

Conclusion 

W. J. Hall pioneered humanitarian works in the areas of 

medicine, education and evangelism in p1y6ngyang at a time 

when Korea was still closed to formal proselytization. His 

in P yengyang demonstrates that the Korean people 

were open to Western medical treatment, but not to foreign 

religions. Hal1 therefore used medicine to open doors for 

evangelization which was a rather common strategy of the early 

missionaries in Korea. 

Hall's sudden death after working less than three years 

in Korea should have brought to an end his outreach work. 

However, thanks to the efforts of his widow, Dr. Rosetta Hall, 

and his son, Dr. Sherwood Hall, his mission continued. Rosetta 

Hall pioneered educating women in medicine; indeed, it was 

because of her effort that Korea's first woman doctor, Pak 

E s t h e r ,  was certified in 1 9 0 0 .  Rosetta Hall was also 

responsible for founding the "P ' yengyang Maeng A Hakkyou in 

1894, and "Ky6ngs6ng Women's Medical College" (presently, 

Korea University Medical College) in 1928 .  

Sherwood Hall was born in Korea on November 1 0 ,  1893; he 

spent the first 17 years of his life there. After attaining 

his medical certification and marriage overseas, both Sherwood 



and his wife, Marian, returned to Korea in 1925. 

The most significant contribution Hall made to Korean 

society was, undoubtedly, introducing scientific medical 

technology to a culture which had previously relied on folk 

religion and remedies to cope with serious diseases. He did 

this by erecting Korea's first Tuberculosis Sanatorium, 

equipping it with modern technology. Moreover, his initiation 

of the Christmas Seal campaign was doubly beneficial in that 

it provided funding for the treatment of paebvcnq and educated 

the public to understand that TB could be prevented or cured 

through scientific treatments. 

Sherwood Hall was first and foremost a physician, but he 

also deserves to be remembered as a llSaernaG1 (New Community) 

leaderu of the "SaemaX Undongfl (New Community Movement) , for 

he introduced new scientific farming methods and facilitated 

the building of a healthier community life. He used "hisn farm 

for many purposes : to provide financing for the sanatorium; as 

an education center for modern farming; and as a training 

center for patients so that they could earn a living after 

leaving the sanatorium. Hall's "sanatorium-cum-rehabilitation 

centreM renders Hall the first institutional social worker in 

Korea's modern history. The total duration of the four Hall's 

(William James, Rosetta, Sherwood and Marian) service in Korea 

was 76 years. During this period, through their evangelism, 

medical treatment, educational outreach, special education for 

the blind, TB sanatorium, and their overall improvement of 
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community living standards , the Halls made a monumental and 

lasting contribution to Korean society. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

OLIVER R. AVISON AND HIS MEDICAL CONTRIBUTION 
TO KOREAN SOCIETY 

Childhood 

Many Koreans remember Oliver R. Avison, M.D., as a 

founder of Severance Hospital and Severance Medical College, 

the first Western-style hospital and medical college in Korea. 

Through these medical institutions, the monumental 

contribution Avison made to Korean society was the 

transformation of the %iraculousN foreign medical field into 

an indigenous one by teaching Korean physicians. 

Oliver R. Avison was born on June 30, 1860, in 

Huddersf ield, Yorkshire, England, the third of five children 

born to Sirneon and Elizabeth Avison (See APPENDIX XVII 

Geneology of Avison). In 1866, the family emigrated to Canada, 

settling initially Brantford, Ontario.' Then, three years 

later, the Avisons moved to Almonte, near the town of Smith's 

Falls, Ontario. It was there that Avison received his early 

education. After graduating from a local high school in 1876, 

Avison went on to a Normal School in Ottawa, Ontario, where he 

earned a "Third Class Teacher s Certificate . " He then taught 

for one year at "Hutton's School Houseu, a public school near 

Smith's Falls. Following this, he attended a preparatory 

school for university, with the intention of studying at the 
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University of Toronto (hereafter cited as U of T) in order "to 

become a college teacher. 1 1 2  

Before entering the U of T I  however, he found employment at a 

drug store owned by Dr. J.S. McCallum in Smith's ~ a l l s . ~  It 

was there that Avison met his future wife, Jennie Barness 

(1862-1936), marrying her on July 28, 1885.' 

Avisonls three-years apprenticeship under Dr. McCallum 

proved to be one of the most important influences on his 

career. It was indisputably this early training which laid the 

foundation for his profession in pharmacy and medicine. Avison 

wrote: T o r  three years I learned chemistry, botany, medical 

materials, manufacturing processes, compounding prescriptions 

and business methods.n5 All of these skills would stand him in 

good stead in the remarkable years to come. 

Professional Traininq 

Early pharmaceutical education in Ontario originated with 

an organization called the Toronto Chemists1 and Druggists1 

Society", founded in 1867. This was the predecessor of the 

"Ontario College of Pharma~y~~ founded two years later6 

(hereafter cited as OCP) , from which Avison graduated in 1884. 

For many years, the OCP played a key role in pharmaceutical 

education in Canada. Earnst Stieb, an historian of Canadian 

medical history, noted: 

[The] Ontario College of Pharmacy, like its British 



and some of its early American counterparts, 
functioned as a licensing and regulatory body, as a 
teaching college, and as a professional society. In 
many respects it was to Canadian pharmacy what the 
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy was to American 
pharmacy. 7 

According to the 1884 "Report of the Board of Examination to 

the council of the Ontario College of Pharmacyt1, Avison was 

one of twenty-seven out of forty-seven candidates to pass the 

qualifying examination, The "ReportQ1 further noted that Avison 

was awarded the Gold Medal for Pharmaceutical Proficiency and 

two additional Gold Medals for having distinguished himself in 

chemistry and materia medics.' McCallum of Smith's Falls was 

Avisonls llpreceptor,ll as it was a requirement at that time to 

have the tutelage of a qualified pharmacist for three years 

prior to graduating as a full-pledged pharmacist. 

Upon Avisonl s graduate from OCP, one of the instructors, 

H. Montgomery, resigned in order to assume the presidency of 

the University of North Dakota, and Avison was offered his 

position. In 1885, another lecturer, H. J. Rose, decided to 

move to California, and Avison was also asked to teach Rosets 

chemistry course. 

Thus, Avison had fulfilled his wish "to become a college 

teachert1 and seemed satisfied with his professorship at the 

OCP. However, Edward B. Shuttleworth (1842-1934), then Dean of 

the OCP, saw the potential Avison had for a medical career 

and, "brushed aside [the] objection [of not going into 

medicine] by saying that even [with] an M.D. [degree, Avison 
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would not have to1 go into medical practice" . l 1  Shuttleworth 

also told Avison that once he, himself had refused a chance to 

study medicine and had been sorry ever since,I2 adding, "If I 

were in your place, I would not accept [even] the best 

position in a drug store in Toronto. " I 3  

At that time, there were three medical colleges in 

Toronto: Faculty of Medicine, University of Toronto (hereafter 

cited as UTFM) (formerly Toronto School of Medicine), Trinity 

Medical College, and Ontario Medical College of Women which 

was phased out in 1906 when UTFM admitted female medical 

students. l4 Avison decided to attend Toronto School of Medicine 

as it would give him a yeart s credit for his work in pharmacy, 

thus enabling him to graduate in three years rather than four 

years .Is Upon graduation in 1887, he was awarded an M.B. 

(Bachelor of Medicine) .I6 

After graduation, Avison was appointed to teach Materia 

medica and Pharmacy at UTFM while continuing his teaching at 

OCP." In addition, he opened his own medical practice, first 

at 363 Carlton Street (1888 to 1890), and then at 212 Carlton 

Street, where he lived and worked until 1893, the year he left 

for Korea? Avison had a full slate of teaching, giving nine 

lectures a week at the OCP and four at the UTFM. Moreover, his 

medical skills were such that he became family physician to 

then mayor of Toronto, Robert John Fleming. l9 Academically and 

professionally, Avison was a man with a bright and promising 

future in Canada. 



Decision to Become a Missionarv 

Avison's decision to go to Korea as a missionary appears 

to have been influenced by two forces: Avison's own zeal for 

missionary work and the example set by Horace Underwood, the 

first American Presbyterian missionary, who arrived in Korea 

in 1885. Avison was a member of the Sherbourne Street 

Methodist Church at that time,'' the present-day Saint Luke's 

United Church at 353 Sherbourne Street. In addition to his 

professional involvements both academic and medical, Avison 

also devoted time to mission work. He was a lay-preacher in 

Toronto's east end, and also, in 1885, helped to found the 

Medical YMCA at the University of Toronto (hereafter cited as 

MS-YMCA) , becoming its first   resident . 2 1  As well, Avison was 

the editor of Medical Missionarv, published in Toronto in 

1890 .E 

In November of 1892, when Underwood was back in New York 

on furlough, Avison invited him to Toronto, ostensibly to 

create more interest in missionary work among his medical 

students ." While Underwood did encourage several medical 

students during his stay in Toronto, he also strongly affected 

his host and hostess. Avison later confessed: 

[Underwood's] visit not only did what was desired 
for the students [, ] but also stirred Mrs. Avison 
and me so greatly that we decided to offer our 
services to the Methodist Church of Canada[,] if 
they would send us to Korea. 24 
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Their offer, however, was not accepted, as the Methodist 

Church in Canada was not conducting mission work in Korea at 

that time. 

Nevertheless, believing that Avison would be an effective 

medical missionary, Underwood submitted Avison ' s name, 

"without consulting us [the Avisons] ll" to the American 

Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, North, in New York. 

One year later, Avison was asked to come to New York to meet 

Frank Ellinwood, the Secretary of the Board. Their first 

encounter was decisive. When Avison inquired to whether they 

[the Presbyterians] could make a good Presbyterian out of him 

[Avison being a Methodist] , Ellinwood replied that they had no 

intention of turning him into a Presbyterian, but " . .  wanted 

to send some of the good Methodist fire out to Korea to set 

ablaze the work of the missions out there. Avison was 

impressed with this, commenting "If that were the spirit of 

the Presbyterian Board, I would be able to work under their 

dire~tion.~'" Following this meeting in early 1893, the 

Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions of the U.S. officially 

appointed Avison as its medical missionary. Underwood was 

undoubtedly the most influential person in bringing Avison to 

Korea, Avison became his "most sympathetic and efficient co- 

worker and advisor. d* 

Bridqinq Duties: Physician of the Kins and the Outcast 



The Avisons arrived at Pusan, in southern Korea, in mid- 

June, 1893;29 in August, they moved to Seoul. There, Avison 

took up his duties at the ThaejungwGnu (Royal Hospital) on 

November 1, and was also appointed King Kojongls private 

physician? Within a few weeks after his appointment as Royal 

Physician, Avison received a message that King Kojong was ill, 

and he was summoned to the Palace. His "baptism of firew had 

arrived. Avison recalled: 

On entering His Majestyf s room I found his face and 
scalp so greatly swollen that he could not open his 
eyes to see his new ph sician. His face was also 
very red and blistered. X 

Through an interpreter, KO ~ci-kybng ( ?  - ? )  , Avison asked if 

King Kojong had worn a new hat recently. When the reply came 

in the affirmative, Avison then made his diagnosis with ease, 

as he had treated many similar cases of poison-ivy dermatitis 

in Canada. Likewise, Koreans also suffered occasionally from 

a condition caused by the varnish on their hats, a shellac 

made from the sap of poison oak trees. Without a doubt, Kojong 

was suffering from lacquer poisoning. People observing the 

examination marvelled at the diagnostic skill of this new 

doctor so recently arrived in Korea. 

Although Avison was sure about his diagnosis, he was 

worried about whether or not he could cure the condition 

quickly. After returning to his residence, Avison sent a 

generous amount of topical medicine (the name is not known) to 

be applied freely and constantly to the king's face. When 



Avison called on his royal patient the next day, he found out 

that : 

the swelling was much lessened, the burning feeling 
had been relieved and his eyes could be opened 
enough to enable him to see those around him, 
including the doctor. There was great rejoicing and 
the reputation of the new physician was 
established. 32 

This incident is similar to the one Allen had been involved in 

ten years previously, as discussed in the foregoing chapter. 

Avisonls diagnosis served to demonstrate to both the populace 

and the Royal family the excellence of Western medicine. 

Thereafter, Avison maintained a steady and gratifying 

relationship with King Kojong and was frequently called upon 

to attend Kojong. A sedan chair was provided by the Palace for 

Avisont s use, thus causing him to be "regarded as a semi- 

government off i~ial~l'~ by Koreans. Harry Rhodes (1875-1965) , a 

contemporary American missionary, confirmed that, "during one 

year, Dr. Avison made thirty-three professional calls on the 

King and during political troubles [i-e., Sino-Japanese War, 

1894-051 often went twice a day to see him. 

Soon after Avison's arrival in Seoul, he also attended a 

commoner patient accompanied by Samuel Moore, an American, as 

an interpreter. 35 His patient was a "baekj6ngH (butcher) [later 

known as Pak ~6ng-chun] ; at that time, butchers were held in 

such low social esteem t h a t  they were treated as "unhumans . n 3 6  

Consequently, the fact that a king1 s physician also tended to 

butchers caused a sensation throughout Korea's traditional 
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Confucian society- Moore wrote : "He [Pakl could not understand 

why the king's physician should condescend to call on a 

butcher. Yet, grate£ ul for Avison s ministrations, Pak told 

other butchers about what the king's physician had done for 

h i m .  He also began to attend church, his fellow-butchers soon 

following suit. This church, presently known as Seoul's 

Songdong Church, became known then as the "baekjhg kyohoew 

(butcher1 s church) 38 because of there were so many butchers in 

attendance. Thus, Avisonts medical services acted as a 

"bridgem, linking two antipodal social strata - -  the ruler and 

the ruled, yansban and chcnmin. This was an earthshaking 

incident in such a traditional Confucian hierarchial society 

as Korea. 

Medical Mission Work in Korea at the Time of Avisonts Arrival 

Following the acclaim accorded Dr. Allen's flrniraculousu 

Western medicine, the importance of medical work was 

recognized by various mission boards, particularly those in 

the United States. Indeed, various American missionary groups 

then sent their o m  medical doctors, w h o  established numerous 

small clinics and dispensaries in different parts of the 

country ." Once installed, however, each medical missionary 
seemed to follow his own rules. While this pattern of 

dispersed medical aid was to be commended, the work was 

totally disorganized, with no cooperat ion among the medical 



missionaries; many even competed with each other. In reality, 

these mission vhospitalsm were one-man flcottage-hospitals.u 

That is, traditional Korean houses were widely used as 

clinics . 
Indeed, Avison soon found out that the Royal Hospital 

itself (Chaejungwh in Korean) was a vhospitalll in name only. 

The medical work was carried out in three small rooms - -  a 

waiting room measuring 15 x 12 ft, a consulting room measuring 

12 x 7 ft, and a Mpharmacyw, 15 x 7.5 ft, all of this in an 

ordinary Korean house? Avison wrote: 

When I visited it [the Royal Hospital] the first 
time I was greatly disappointed though I had been 
warned not to expect much as the buildings were all 
of Korean style and the work being done was 
practically only that of a dispensary.'" 

To compound difficulties , the Royal Hospital was controlled by 

chusas (petty government officials) dispatched by "Tongli 

kyos6p tongsang amun1! (The Department of Diplomatic and 

Commercial Af f airs) under the pretext of "administrationu, and 

virtually all of the hospital s space was occupied by them and 

their servants. Avison commented: 

When I was assigned to the Kurige Hospital, there 
were administrators [chusas] in the hospital who 
were dispatched by the government, plus another 45 
tlservantstt '' of theirs [chusas] occupied every 
space of the hospital. The lives of those people 
were relied on the money granted by the King for 
the hospital. There was only one patient . 43  

When the Royal Hospital was established in 1885, Kojong 

promised to grant 3.000 w6n for the purpose of hospital 

operation; these funds, however, were siphoned off by the 
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chusas, and "little of it reached its proper goal.'lM The 

number of the unemployed chusas attached to the hospital was 

indicative [as discussed in Chapter 111 of the Yi dynasty's 

surplus of yangban who passed the kwacr6 and yet were 

unemployed because of the shortage of government posit ions. An 

example of the destructiveness of chusas interference occurred 

while Avison was out of the city. One high-ranking chusa, 

whose name remains unrecorded, rented out the clinic area 

Avison was using to Japanese doctors in order to gain more 

income. J5 

In view of all these problems, Avison became convinced of 

the necessity for the hospital to operate completely 

independently of the Korean government. " I [was] determined, 

Avison said, "to take a stand that would settle whether I was 

to be continually hampered or be given authority over its 

affairs. "" Avison wrote proposals and sent them to both the 

Korean government and the Mission Board in New York. He 

demanded that all chusas be moved out of the hospital, that he 

be allowed to remodel the hospital property at the expense of 

the Mission and that the Mission Board operate the hospital 

without government funding. Consequently, the operation of the 

hospital would then be free from interference by Korean 

government  official^.^' 

Avison's proposition was accepted by both the Korean 

government and the Mission Board. This opened up a new era of 

medical history in Korea - -  privatization of hospital 



operations and freedom from Korean government influence. This 

occurred in 1895, 10 years after the establishment of the 

Royal Hospital and just two years after Avison's arrival. 

Hvqienic Situation in Korea at the Time of Avisonfs Arrival 

A French historian Charles Dallet wrote an ethnography of 

traditional Korea, Histoire de 1 ' kalise de ~orge (1874) , 

describing the hygienic situation there in late nineteenth- 

century. According to Dallet, the Korean people, from those 

dwelling in the Royal Palace down to those living in shanties, 

were obsessed with demon propitiation." In order to assuage 

the various demons, Korean people constantly offered various 

foods through ceremonies conducted by fortunetellers or 

sorceresses.49 In this respect, Avison concurred with Dallet's 

views : 

At the time of our arrival in 1893, we found an 
alarming state of ignorance and superstition with 
invariable accompaniments of lack of all knowledge 
of sanitation and the causes of disease, resulting 
in a continuous succession of epidemic diseases and 
the continual presence of endemic illnesses which 
were decimating the population. Body vermin were 
abundant, bedbugs infested the houses, green 
vegetables that were to be eaten uncooked were 
often washed in streams polluted with the overflow 
from privies and drainage from fields that had been 
fertilized by human excrement from persons infested 
with many kinds of intestinal parasites? 

Avison also observed that people dumped their chamber pots 

into open ditches along the streets; besides being foul 

smelling, these channels served as breeding places for all 



kinds of germs This unhealthy and unsanitary situation 

threatened not only the lives of Koreans, but also 

missionaries. Indeed, at least 16 missionaries and their 

children fell prey to various diseases before 1900.'~ 

Avison was alarmed at the Koreans superstitions 

concerning the causes of illness. Koreans believed that demons 

or evil spirits existed, that these could take possession of 

human beings, and cause many kinds of mental and physical 

a£ flictions . Moreover, since the causation of a particular 
disease was a specific evil spirit, that evil spirit had to be 

exorcised from the sick person. Avison wrote: 

Not knowing the true causes of their many physical 
ills, not to mention their mental and spiritual 
troubles, they attributed nearly all sicknesses, 
especially those they could not distinctly blame on 
a directly observable event, to the presence of an 
evil spirit and then their treatment consisted in 
the offering of prayers, sacrifices and bribes to 
the supposed troubles of their peace and health.53 

Avison ' s observation was correct; part of the exorcism ritual 

required that gifts as well as prayers be offered to the demon 

before it would leave the patient alone." 

A contemporary religious historian, Kim Kwang- il , relates 

the same state of affairs as was observed by Avison and 

Dallet. Kim notes that when a disease, natural disaster, 

accident, or death occurs, or when the danger of such is 

imminent, a kut [a shamanistic rite] is performed by a mudanq 

[shaman] . 5 5  Prior to holding the kut, Koreans consult a 

chdmi ansi (one who practices divination) to diagnose the cause 



of the misfortune. After gathering all of the patient's 

personal information, L e .  sex, birthrate, time of birth and 

so on) a chbrniansi s first institutional diagnosis would be 

which ancestor or spirit is causing the problem. For example, 

if a chdmiansi falls asleep during the process of chdm 

(divination), an ancestor who has died of a narcotic is 

considered responsible; if the ch6miancri smells fish, this 

indicates that an ancestor who had met a bloody death is 

responsible. Thus, Koreans first have their illnesses 

diagnosed by ch6mi ancri, and then are treated by mudanq. These 

shamans provide therapies, medicine, massage or other physical 

treatments through kut .n Indeed, the kut has both curative and 

preventive functions. Avison observed: 

They [mudanq] have many ways of casting out spirits 
or otherwise dealing with them such as beating the 
sic 
the 
of 

k man or frightening him; 
flesh over the painful pa 
the affected part with a 

scorching or 
.rt; punching a pict 
needle which will 

ing 
ure 
be 

withdrawn when the sick one is cured; writing on 
tablets or pasting paper on the upper part of a 
gate or door. Sometimes they decide the cause of 
the family trouble is some malign happening to the 
ancestral tomb and the hand of the family must go 
to the tomb, search for the trouble and get rid of 
it. In fact, sickness and troubles are all caused 
by the intervention of one or more demons which in 
the nature of things can only be exorcised by 
payments of money to those who by study and 
practice have become masters or mistresses of the 
spirits con~erned.~~ 

As well as having to deal with the Koreans1 "demonicm 

perception of disease, Avison was faced with other medical 

l'm~untainsu to climb. One such mountain was smallpox, a 

calamity causing many deaths among the Korean population. As 
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there was no remedy to smallpox known to Koreans, the death 

rate was high. The following data provides some idea of how 

widespread and insidious the disease was. According to Dallet, 

in one village, in the mid 1880s, only two children out of 7Zs9 

survived the disease, and generally, every year several 

thousands died in Seoul. Indeed, in some years, deaths from 

smallpox even outnumbered the birth rate. Dallet s rather 

sweeping remarks may not provide reliable statistics, but they 

do indicate h o w  seriously this disease affected Korean society 

in the late nineteenth-century . When smallpox was expected to 
arrive in a village, both men and women took baths constantly, 

using new bathing accoutrements because smallpox was 

considered a "sonnim" (honourable guest) . 61 If someone became 

infected, their family put up a flag outside the home, 

signifying that they had received the "honourable guest" and 

that no visitors were welcome lest they anger that Ilgue~t.~~~~ 

Koreans believed that the spirit of smallpox originally 

resided in China but travelled to Korea at certain times; 

thus, when babies became infected with smallpox, they were 

described as having received the sonnin from China. In fact, 

the devastation caused by smallpox was so ingrained that 

Koreans did not count their children until after they had 

passed the age of two,63 because of the  high death rate among 

infected babies. Indigenous treatment for smallpox, according 

to Avison, w a s  "to place before the sick child food, money, 

anything of value, and then b o w  before it in obeisance of the 



spirit and beseech it to depart.na People did not bury the 

bodies of those killed by smallpox; instead, they hung them on 

a tree or wall after wrapping the corpse in straw, for "they 

believe[dl the spirit that killed the child [would] be angry 

if its body [were] buried, and it [would] enter another child 

and take it too. 

Avison was determined to eliminate this deadly disease. 

He suggested to Korean mothers that they have their babies 

vaccinated. As usual, in a society where traditions are deeply 

rooted, people generally distrusted the "newu and llforeign." 

They refused Avison's offer of vaccinations because the shots 

caused their babies pain and because they did not believe that 

such a method could keep the sonnin away? However, one day a 

Christian woman who had seen Avison save Korean patients in 

the hospital brought her baby and askgd him to do something to 

save it too. Avison wrote: 

Gladly I did so [gave the baby vaccination] and 
told her to bring it [the baby] every day to let me 
see that all was going well. The little sore soon 
got well of course and when, as time passed and the 
child's second birthday went by and no smallpox had 
occurred, and when still more time passed and the 
child's smooth skin was left unmarred? 

Eventually, people began acknowledging that none of the 

vaccinated children were contracting the disease, and that the 

sonnim of smallpox were being destroyed. Thus, the smallpox 

demon was shown to be a "phantomH and this opened the peoples' 

minds to Western medicine. 

The second "mountainN tackled by Avison was cholera. At 



least two major cholera epidemics had swept Korea before 

Avisonls arrival: one in 1821 and the other in 1862? Like 

smallpox, the Korean people considered cholera to be an 

unavoidable calamity." According to a report by Kim I-kyo 

(1764 -1832) , then Governor of P yongan Province, 1,000 people 

in P1ybngyang City died of cholera during 10 days in July, 

1821; and during that same epidemic, 100,000 people died 

across the country. 70 

The cholera epidemic in 1895 was no less severe. Lillias 

Underwood, M.D. explained: 

The disease began with terrible violence, men in 
full vigor in the morning were corpses at noon, 
several members of the same family often dying the 
same day. It cropped out in one neighborhood after 
another with a steadily marked increase every day, - 
that was frightful in its unrelenting, unswerving 
ferocity . 71 

Koreans believed that medicine was useless against cholera 

since cholera took the form of a "rat spiritu, and entering 

into the human body " through the feet and gnaw [ing] its way up 

the legs to the abdominal organs. [Korean] attributed the 

terrible cramps in the muscles to this gnawing by the 

spirit. "" In order to get rid of the "rats, l1 people "offer [edl 

prayers to the spirit of the cat, hung a paper cat on the 

house door, and rub [bed] their cramps with a cat s skin. f173  The 

cholera epidemic in 1895 had a particularly high death rate; 

Norman Found, a former Canadian medical doctor, reported that 

"as many as 300 a day died in the capital [of Seoul and] the 

final toll was something in excess of 300,000.~74 Knowing how 



serious it was, Yu Kil-jun (1856-1914), the Naebudaesin 

(Minister of Home Affairs) , called upon Avison, and asked him 

to take charge of the capital and quarantine the disease. Yu 

provided $2,000 U.S. to meet operating expenses with the 

promise of more if required," and placed twenty policemen 

under Avisonls direction.76 A team of nurses, doctors, 

missionaries and other foreigners, including Japanese, met in 

Seoul and chose Dr. Avison as the director of this emergency 

worksn They built uSheltersH around the city and began the 

process of educating the people that cholera had nothing to do 

with the "rat spiritn, but that contaminated food spread the 

disease. In order to rid the people of their misconceptions, 

Avison made 50,000 posters in Korean and 1,000 in ~hinese.~~ 

The posters read: 

Cholera is not caused by an evil spirit. It is 
caused by a very small particle of living matter 
called a germ. When this living germ gets into your 
stomach, it multiplies rapidly and causes the 
disease. You do not have take cholera if you do not 
want it. All you have to do is to kill the germ by 
cooking your food thoroughly and eating it-before 
it can become contaminated again. Drink freshly- 
made rice water. If you drink blain water, boil it 
and keep it in clean-bottles. AS you may have come 
in contact with the germ without knowing it, always 
wash your hands and mouth thoroughly before eating 

- - 

anything. If you do these things you will not have 
cholera. 79 

At the same time, the Ministry of Home Affairs specified 

various sanitary regulations and announced them in the kwanbo 

(the Official Gazette)? Avison described the impact of this 

quarantine education as his "greatest of triumphst1 the 
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survival rate at one "Shelterm was 65 percent." But more 

importantly, "the greatest triumphH was the destruction of the 

notion of the demon causing the disease. To show its 

gratitude, the Korean Government sent gifts and letters of 

thanks to those involved in the cholera quarantine. 

Encouraged by this success, Avison moved on to 

distributing more posters and pamphlets, such as those dealing 

in "Smallpox and Vaccine," "Eating Asiatic Cholera," 

ItMosquitoes and Malaria, " "Body Lice and Typhus Fever, " and 

so on. Moreover, his medical accomplishments sewed as living 

testimony to the efficacy of mission work, and also promoted 

trust in it: "People have learned to trust the missionaries, 

Avison wrote, Ifas never before and a greater portion of the 

city than ever before has been brought into contact with the 

missionaries. #lg3 Not surprisingly, his control of the 1895 

cholera epidemic made Avison a "persona srata in the social 

life of S e o u L n a  

Makins a New Era in Korea s Medical Historv 

A. Severance Hospital 

As mentioned above, when Avison arrived in Korea, he was 

dismayed on many points. The medical missionaries already 

there followed individualist plans, each insisting on doing 

things his own way. Unable to co-operate, they instead 
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competed in attracting patients to treat. On top of this, the 

Royal Hospital facilities were totally inadequate, and the 

indigenous population - - ruled by ancient superstitions - - 

distrusted the foreign medical practitioners. Yet, in spite of 

such an unpromising beginning, Avison accepted the challenge 

and devoted himself to bringing modern medical practices to 

Korea. 

In 1899, the Avisons were forced to return to Canada 

unexpectantly; both husband and wife had fallen ill and had to 

return home on a health leave. While Avison was in Toronto, he 

began plans to build a hospital in Korea and met the architect 

Henry B. Gordon (1854-1951), a friend of Avisonrs and an 

active "Y" man who had helped to organize the "Corean Union 

Mission" (See Chapter Five). After hearing Avisonfs ambitious 

plans, Gordon agreed to draw up blueprints of a hospital free- 

of -charge;" thus, he became the project 's first contributor. 

Af ter recovering his health in Toronto, Avison travelled 

to New York in the fall of 1899, taking the hospital plans 

with him. He stayed there until the spring of 1900 in order to 

attend the meeting of the Ecumenical Conference on Foreign 

Missions, held at Carnegie Hall. At the conference, Avison 

presented a paper entitled, "Unity in Medical Missions." 

Citing an overwhelming need for medical attention facing 

missionaries in Korea, Avison argued that missionaries "must 

not try to carry [medical work] on as a denominational 

enterprise. It must be a joint undertaking of all the missions 
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so that enough medical teachers, nurses, and funds might 

become a~ailable."~ Among the delegates in the audience was a 

man named Louis H. Severance (1838-1913) ." At that time, 

Severance was a banker at the Commercial Bank of Cleveland, 

Ohio, and later became treasurer of the Standard Oil Company 

in the same city. After the Conference, Severance met Avison 

and asked if there were any blueprints for the hospital Avison 

was plaming to build. Avison thought that it was the supreme 

moment." He quickly took out Gordon's plans from his bag and 

showed them to Severance, who, after asking a volley of 

questions, seemed satisfied. Avison later found out that 

Severance had subsequently contributed money for the project . 

Avison reminisced, "it was only $10,000 but it looked like a 

million to me then.ltg9 

Avison and his family returned to Korea that fall, elated 

at the outcome of his fund-raising efforts. On arriving, he 

bought a 9-acre parcel of land in the Todonq district, also 

known as Poksuns a sol, just outside of the South Gate in 

downtown Seoul. After Avison's purchase of the land, the 

Korean government promised to build the new Seoul Railroad 

Station directly across from the hospital, thus ensuing easy 

access to the area.* The cornerstone of the new hospital was 

laid on November 27, 1902. Prior to this, in 1901, the Foreign 

Mission Board of the Presbyterian Church of Canada sent Henry 

Gordon, the architect, to supervise the building construction; 

he arrived in Korea in mid-June of that year .9' 
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process of construction proceeded according to plan 

came time for the installation of the heating and 

systems. Avison originally had chosen a Chinese 

contractor, Harry Chang, to oversee construction. However, it 

soon became apparent that Chang was not familiar with Western 

building requirements, such as the installation of the modern 

heating plant, the ventilating system, the sewage system, etc . 

As there was no one in Korea who had any knowledge of such 

things, Gordon and Avison ended up doing the job themselves. 

Avison recounted that even Gordon, who had designed the new 

system, had no actual work experience. Still, after a "fewM 

trials, Avison and Gordon managed to solder joints, etc .= The 
building was opened on September 23,1904" able to accommodate 

30 patients, though it could house 40 in times of emergency .% 

Although the project ended up costing $25,000 rather than the 

expected $10,000, Severance again came to the rescue. Besides 

covering the additional expenses, he sent his own personal 

physicians, Drs. Jesse W. Hirst (1864-1952) and A. I. Ludlow 

(1876-1961) in 1904 and 1907, respectively, to help with the 

hospital Is workload and to teach at the medical college Avison 

had started (more on this later) . 

As of 1913, six denominat ions (American Presbyterian, 

South and North; American Methodist, South and North; Canadian 

Presbyterian and Australian Presbyterian) had dispatchedtheir 

representatives to Severance Hospital and college .95 Statistics 

in 1934 (the year Avisonls retirement) show that forty-seven 
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thousand patients were treated in the Severance Hospital, 

another 1,270,000 in the dispensary and 28,000 in the out- 

patient department. % That same year, 3 52 Koreans graduated 

from Severance College with medical degrees and 150 with 

nursing degrees? 

The Severance Hospital was one of the greatest 

revolutionary steps in the history of medicine in Korea, both 

in terms of advancing public health and providing medical 

education to the Korean people. Former missionary-educator J. 

Earnest Fisher (1889-?) noted, "nothing was being doneug8 about 

providing Koreans with access to either formal medical 

training or modern Western medical technology, at least "until 

the arrival of Dr. Oliver R .  Avison in 1 8 9 3 " ; ~ ~  indeed, the 

Severance Hospital "became the headquarters" of medicine in 

Korea. loo 

B. Severance Medical College 

The genesis for the education of Koreans in Western 

medicine by Protestant missionaries was the early medical 

missionaries hiring of natives to serve as hospital 

assistants. For example, as early as 1886, when Allen started 

Royal Hospital, he and other staff members, such as H. 

Underwood and Henry Appenzeller , taught chemistry, physics, 

mathematics, and English to their Korean  assistant^,'^' in 

addition to training those same assistants as orderlies. 



Another example is provided by the work of Rosetta Sherwood 

Hall, an American who arrived to Korea in 1890. Assigned to 

the Womenls Department of the Royal Hospital in Seoul, she 

hired a Korean girl named Kim Chbm-dong and taught her, along 

with "two or three other girlst1 basic nursing skills.1m 

Avisonls inclination to educate natives about medicine can be 

traced back almost to his arrival in Seoul. In his article, 

"Creating a Medical School in Korea,I1 Avison related his 

initial thoughts about the need for a medical school: 

We had not been long in Korea when the conviction 
came to me that while we must of necessity do all 
we could to relieve the immediate distresses, our 
numbers were too few ever to catch up with the 
constantly increasing need for more doctors to 
treat the sick and reduce the tremendous death 
rate. As we could not expect the Mission Boards to 
send out enough doctors to do this, it became 
evident that it would be necessary to raise up a 
group of native physicians as quickly as possible.'" 

Avisonls teaching experience at OCP and UTFM prepared him to 

establish a medical college in Korea. In fact, his vision of 

a college was modeled after his alma mater ;  similarly, Gale 

followed the example of the Ontario School System when he 

wrote textbooks for Korean students. Avison related: 

"Naturally my idea of medical education was that of the 

University of Toronto. Plans for a medical school must include 

the preparation of not only doctors, but also of nurses, 

pharmacists, dentists and opticians. l1lW 

Avison thought that young men from the vansban class 

would be the most suitable for a medical education, as they 
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already received at least some kind of formal learning. 

Unfortunately, however, this plan flew in the face of cultural 

norms. Avison later recalled that upon deciding to recruit 

prospect candidates, he gathered several vansban youth and 

asked them: "Do you want to be [a] doctor?I1 They responded, 

"what do doctors do?I1 Avison then replied "doctors come to 

hospitals and treat their patients, look after sick people, 

and treat Whereupon the young men left Avison, 

saying, "We can't do that kind of work. "'" Avison saw that 
they had except ionally long f inger-nails and asked, "Why do 

you grow your finger-nails so long?" They answered, "to show 

that we are not obliged to perform manual labour. "Irn This 

exchange awakened Avison to the fact that he would have to get 

his "disciples" from the lower class, which was made easier by 

Protestant missionaries from the start having concentrated on 

educating members of the lower class; in fact, these people 

were the missionariest primary target of proselytization and 

formed the foundation of Korea's early Christian community. 

Besides the difficulty of recruiting candidates, teaching 

medicine in a society whose vocabulary lacked scientific terms 

and medical terminology was, Avison admitted, as difficult as 

"build [ing] Utopia. ltlo8 To begin with, Avison had to develop a 

Korean-language textbook for teaching his students. Avison 

stated: "By March, 1899, we had completed the translation of 

the [~enry Gray's] Anatomy, when a series of illnesses made 

our return to Canada necessary. "lrn When he returned to Korea, 
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he turned his attention to various subjects, such as 

Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pharmacy, Bacteriology and 

Microscope, Diseases of the Skin, Physiology, etc. He was 

aided by, Kim ~il-soon, 'lo then a medical student at Severance. 

By 1905, textbooks on all subjects relevant to a medical 

course were available."' 

Avison and the teaching staf £'Iz felt that their original 

seven st~dents"~ who "had persisted so many years in their 

medical studies were ready to be sent out as doctors on their 

om . I I  114 However, as these Koreans had been educated under 

"privaten instruction, their diploma needed to be recognized 

by the government. By this time, Korea was being ruled 

according to the Japanese Protectorate Treaty. Avison realized 

that the missionaries had to make sure of the interest and 

cooperation of the Japanese Resident-General, Prince Ito 

Hirobumi, "without which we would have no authority to award 

medical degrees that would enable the new doctors to practice 

medicine."'" Ito was "invited1' as a guest of honour to present 

the diplomas at the ceremony on June 8, 1908."~ Thus, for the 

first time, seven Koreans officially were inaugurated as 

medical doctors in Korea. They were the first of many "crops, " 

25 years after Allen's introduction of Western medicine in 

1884 and 15 years after Avisonls arrival in Korea. Along with 

their diplomas, they also received licenses to practice 

medicine in any part of the Japanese Empire without having to 

pass a government examination.'" 



Avison initiated a three-year course in Pharmacy in 1905 

as well as a dental department, which was an integral part of 

the medical school. 'la In 1906, Avison began the Nursing School 

at the Severance Hospital with the help of Esther L. Shields 

(1869-1941). The first Korean licensed nurse, Bessie Kim, 

graduated from Severance four years later. 'Ig Indeed, Severance 

Hospital and Severance Medical College was a nursery for 

Korean medicine. Kim Du-jong wrote: 

In the history of modern medicine in Korea, the 
position of the severance Hospital is incomparable 
to any medical institution. In regard to the 
medical education, it began in 1899lZo in the premise 
of Chaejungwen by Avison who came to Korea in 
1893 , 121 

Avison was passionately committed to turning all forms of 

mission work over to Korean nationals "as soon as there has 

been sufficient progress, "I" he himself setting the example. 

When he retired in 1934, the presidency of the Severance 

Medical College was assumed by a Korean, Oh ~Gng-sen, M.D. 

(1878-1963) .I3 It appears that Avison's plan to replace 

Western missionaries with native-trained medical men and women 

nevertheless bothered some Western medical missionaries. In 

his article, "Future of Medical Missions in Koreattt E.W. 

Demaree, M.D., (in Korea from 1929 to 1940) of the Southern 

Methodist Mission, U.S.A., complained that under Avisonls plan 

there was no tlopportunityll for Western missionaries, but only 

an "exit. Demaree went on to charge that Western missionaries 

were on the verge of being ousted from nearly all lines of 
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mission work. '" Avison countered by arguing such "devoluticn~ 
was what Western missionaries should be aiming for and thus it 

should not cause apprehension to true Christians. Avison did 

not view medical mission work as a type of permanent 

employment for Westerners, but rather as a temporary activity 

whose goal, in fact, was to make Western missionaries 

obsolete. He believed, for example, that the business of the 

Severance Medical College was not to provide life-time jobs 

for Western missionary doctors, but rather to prepare Korean 

men to take over these jobs. 125 

In truth, Avison did leave a legacy of "exitM as was 

charged, for he was a visionary with a broad-minded approach 

not only to medical mission work, but also to evangelism in 

Korea. In this he was successful, for in 50 years after 

implementation of his plan to "indigenize1I the missionary 

field, Korea was no longer a llmissionary-receiving" country, 

but rather had become a "missionary-sendingn nation, as 

discussed in the Introductory Chapter. 

A l l  Are Human Beinss 

The successful control of the 1895 cholera epidemic was 

mentioned previously. As a token of its appreciation, the 

Korean government sent letter of thankslZ6 and gifts, such as 

rolls of silk, fans, and silver ink-stands, etc.12' to those 

missionaries who participated in the cholera control mission. 



Thus, like Horace Allen ten years earlier, the missionaries 

elimination of an epidemic gained them official favor, as well 

as the gratitude of the general populace. Encouraged by the 

government's response, Avison and Samuel Moore decided to use 

this opportunity to press for social equality for all 

commoners, particularly baeki 6nq. According to the statistics 

of 1895, approximately 30,000 butchers and their families 

struggled for existence throughout the country. '" ~vison and 
Moore sent a proposal to the government for the "unhuman" 

butcher class to be freed from social discrimination. The 

proposal read: 

Your excellency, 
It is not necessary to draw your attention to the 
great disability under which the butchers of Korea 
live. Though they are useful members of society and 
not behind other men in intelligence they are not 
permitted the honourable custom of putting up their 
hair in topknots and of wearing hats, the symbols 
of manhood in Korea. We are venturing to hope that 
this condition may be remedied now when so many 
broad-minded and liberal men hold positions in your 
government. We assure you that we represent the 
views of all foreign residents in Korea and that 
all will be greatly pleased to see such an act of 
justice done to this long-suffering group of your 
people. 
We are, dear sir, 

your obedient servants, lZ9 
[Signed by Oliver R. 

Avison 
Samuel F. Moore] I" 

Minister Yu Kil-jun's response to Avison surprised the entire 

missionary community in Seoul. Yu agreed that [the 

government] would have notices posted at once throughout the 

country proclaiming the new law, " I 3 '  allowing butchers to wear 



topknots, Itthe symbols of manhood in Korea.1113Z The 

Government's new law read as follows: "From this time butchers 

are to be regarded as men. They are hereby permitted to dress 

their hair and wear hats according to the general custom of 

Korean men. Avison recounted the following story: 

Not along after that I saw a well-dressed Korean 
coming down the street with the stately tread of a 
gentleman and as we approached each other I 
recognized my old friend, Pak [Pak Song-chun), the 
butcher, warking along the street for the first 
time in his life - -  a w an? 

Only Avison's Memoir gives this version of the "butcher and 

topknotM controversy. Avison suggested that it was the 

proposal he and Moore filed with the government which allowed 

butchers to wear the topknot, a symbol of urnan's" outfitting. 

This is in direct conflict with the historical facts 

surrounding the situation. 

During the Sino-Japanese War (1894-18951, the Japanese 

imposed social reform measures upon Korea, purportedly in the 

name of strengthening Korea's national security, promoting 

political stability and social order, and nurturing economic 

and cultural progress. In reality, the Japanese wanted to free 

Korea from its traditional suzerain-tributary relationship 

with China. More specifically, they wanted hegemony over 

Korea. Accordingly, Korean officials were forced to form a new 

government from pro-Japanese elements, such as Kim Hong-jip, 

Yu Kil-jun and Kim Yun-sik, etc. ; the majority of this new 

government were members of the Progressive Party that had 
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initiated the abortive 1884 coup. Social changes implemented 

by the Korean gcvernment under Japanese direction were called 

the "Kabo kvonaianq" (Kabo Reform) in 1894, and, in order to 

carry out the various changes, Korea s pro- Japanese officials 

created the Naesakchedo (Cabinet System) for government 

operations. This was headed by Kim Hong- j ip as Prime Minister, 

Yu Kif-jun as Home Minister and Kim Yun-sik as Foreign 

Minister. The "Kabo Reform," whatever its motivations, did 

constitute a positive radical departure from the past. In the 

area of social reform, for example, the class distinction 

between vansban and commoners and the prohibition on widows 

remarrying were abolished. Under the same ref o m ,  baeki onq 

(butchers) were recognized as legal human beings in 1894."' a 

year before the missionariesf petition was submitted. 

Retirement 

The Avisons left Korea on December 6, 1935 and spent most 

of the rest of their lives in Florida, U.S.A. Jennie Avison 

passed away on September 15, 1936, and Avison died twenty 

years later on August 28, 1956. They were both buried in 

Smith's Falls, the town where they first met so many years 

ago. 136 



Conclusion 

Avison came to Korea as a medical missionary at the turn 

of the century, during the Kaehwaai or Enlightenment Period. 

Generally, medical work had been responsible for opening the 

door for Protestant mission work after Dr. Horace Allen's 

life-saving cure of Min Yong-ik in 1884. However, the early 

stage of medical umiraclesu carried out by the individual 

denominations were little more than %howpiecesw for the 

evangelists. Koreans remained victims of unhealthy public 

sanitation and superstitions concerning the cause of disease. 

This dire state of affairs compelled Avison to take matters 

into his own capable hands, and he decided to build a hospital 

and start medical college. Through these institutions, he both 

healed the sick and educated the native youth. 

Avison's primary tool for enlightening Korean society was 

not philosophical Western dogma but the practical teaching of 

Western medical and technological sciences. In wisely choosing 

this llinstrument, " he managed to reduce - - to some degree - - 

the Korean belief in demonic possession as the cause of 

illness. Furthermore, Avison fought against social 

discrimination, as shown by his serving as physician to both 

kings and outcasts. But most importantly, it was Avison who 

transformed the Hmiraculousu foreign medical field into an 

indigenous one by teaching Korean physicians that they, too, 

could take matters into their o m  well-trained hands. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

William J. McKENZIE: BRIDGING TWO RELIGIONS AND TWO NATIONS 

Childhood 

Though William John McKenzie lived in Korea only 559 

days, about a year and half, he made mission history through 

his direct evangelism to and education of ordinary Koreans. He 

particularly strove to free Korean Christians from Western 

missionary tutelage. He did this by implanting the spirit of 

self-determination. Because this was a quality emphasized by 

the newly created, nativist religion of ~h'6ndokv0, many of 

its members were attracted to Christianity. McKenzie s success 

was such that upon his death, the Presbyterian Church of 

Canada elected to begin sending official missionaries to 

Korea. 

McKenzie was born on July 15, 1861, at West Bay, Cape 

Breton, located at the eastern tip of Nova Scotia. He was the 

third of six children born to Robert and Flora (n6e McRae) 

McKenzie. William attended the one-room local school and 

demonstrated his extraordinary intellectual ability by 

obtaining a "BV Certificate, the highest degree then granted 

for Public School work, when he was fourteen.' He taught at 

his hometown school for five years until 1880, when he entered 

Pictou Academy in Pictou, Nova Scotia. In 1883, he entered 

Dalhousie College (now Dalhousie University) in Halifax, Nova 



Scotia, graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in 1 8 8 8 .  McKenzie 

continued his education at the Presbyterian College (hereafter 

cited as PC) in Halifax, also known as Vine  ill" .' While he 
was a student at PC, the Student Missionary Association of 

that institution sent him to the arctic region of Labrador, 

where he served as a missionary representing the Association 

for 18 months, from May, 1888, to October, 1 8 8 g m 3  

From Labrador to Korea 

Unlike the previously mentioned Canadians (i . e . , Gale or 

Fenwick) who were motivated by the Student Volunteer Movement 

for Foreign Missions to become a foreiqn missionary, 

McKenziels motivation for going to Korea was kindled by "a 

booku4 he read on his way to Labrador. McKenzie wrote: 

Found it [Corea: The Hermit Kinadom] full of 
instruction. The Presbyterians have taken the 
initiative there and translated the Bible into 
Korean. Why not go out there [Korea] and do as Paul 
did. Get there [~orea] some way, and grow into 
their life by some trade or labor, and also preach. 
Then stir up the Church, i f  need be, for 
assistance .' 

He returned to Halifax from Labrador late in 1 8 8 9 ,  continued 

his study at PC, and graduated in 1891 with a degree in 

theology. While at the divinity school, he also studied 

medicine at Dalhousie Medical School and did some practical 

work at Victoria Hospital in Halifax/ thinking that this 

medical knowledge would help him when he embarked on foreign 



mission work. Upon graduation from PC, he was ordained under 

the Presbyterian Church of Canada and took charge of a 

congregation presently known as St. Andrew' s United church, ' 
at Stewiack, Nova Scotia. The church still displays a memorial 

plaque to McKenzie, which reads: 

In loving memory of Rev. William James [sic, should 
read John] McKenzie B.A. Minister of Lower 
Stewiacke Congregation from 1891-1893 and 
afterwards the first missionary of The Presbyterian 
Church of Canada in Korea, where after less than 
two years of devoted and successful labour he was 
stricken with fever tind taken home to God, June 
1895. He rests from his labour and his works do 
follow.8 

McKenziels passion for Korea, to "get there and grow into 

their life [lives] " and to work until ' [his] dust mingle [dl 

with theirsn9 led him to resign from St. Andrew's after only 

two years. In those days, Canadian Presbyterian Church's 

foreign mission work was carried out separately by the Western 

Division of Foreign Mission Committee based in Toronto and the 

Eastern Division Committee (hereafter cited as FMB-ED) based 

in Halifax until 1914 in which year these two mission bodies 

merged to form the Foreign Mission Board of the Presbyterian 

Church of canada.1° At that time, FMB-ED was financially over 

extended" and saw no feasible way, given the current 

situation, to open up a new area of missionary outreach. FMB- 

ED directed McKenzie either to go where FMB-ED mission work 

was being undertaken, l2 or to apply to the American 

Presbyterian Mission Board which was already conducting 

mission work in Korea.13 The Minutes (1893) of the FMB-ED 



recorded that : 

The Committee laboured to show him [McKenziej that 
mission fields, such as Honan under our own church 
in need of men and with a climate as well adapted 
to his constitution as Corea [sic] can be, have a 
greater claim on his services than Corea [sic] . l4 

Despite this, McKenzie insisted on serving in Korea. He 

arranged with the FMD-ED for permission to solicit financial 

support from the congregations of the Presbyterian Church of 

~anada," even though he was officially lfunattached" to his 

church. l6 To this end, he visited churches in eastern Canada, 

telling them of his determination to do missionary work in 

Korea; eventually, people like James  orr rest" became 

interested in McKenziels plans and gathered sufficient funds 

to equip him. Thus, McKenzie was able to leave Halifax on 

October 26, 1893, as an independent missionary, arriving at 

Pusan, Korea, on December 12 of the same year. A few days 

later, he arrived at Chemulpo, and then proceeded on to Seoul. 

He stayed in the capital for less than a month before leaving 

for the northern interior. 

Adaptation of Korean Modus Vivendi 

On January 10, 1894, Mckenzie left for ~'ydngyang 

accompanied by James Hall, a Canadian who was then associated 

with the American Methodist Episcopal Church. They arrived at 

Pfydngyang six days later. McKenzie immediately set about to 

learn the Korean language, and to find a place where he could 



base his evangelical work. Hall and Samuel Moffett, an 

American Presbyterian in ~'y6ngyang at that time, both 

recommended that McKenzie go to Hwanghe Province. McKenziels 

biographer and former Canadian missionary, Elizabeth McCully, 

wrote : 

Hwanghaedo [Hwanghe Province] the next province to 
the south [of P1y6ngan Province, in which 
P y6ngyang is located] , was strongly recommended, 
with its large cities, Changyk and Haiju [Haeju] , 
neither very far from Chemulpo [present -day 
Inchon], where foreign supplies could be obtained, 
and having large country districts outlying.18 

The village of S~ngchBn,'~ known as "the cradle of Protestant 

Christianity in Korea, 11" is located in Hwanghe Province. 

McKenzie s language teacher, S6h ~y6ng- jo, in reference to 

McKenziels arrival in songchGn, wrote: "On the last day of 

February 1894, a tall foreigner accompanying a Korean came to 

my house. I found out that the foreigner, whose name was 

McKenzie, was from Canada. 11" McCully was more exact, noting 

that McKenzie had arrived at Songch6n on Friday, February 3, 

1894." McKenzie decided to stay at Songchbn, "at least until 

the farming season would begin, when Mrs. ~ 6 h  [Kycng- jo] must 

work in the fields and could no longer accommodate a foreigner 

in her house. "l-' In fact, McKenzie remained there until his 

death in 1895, except for two short trips to Seoul ." In a 
letter to his friend Bobitt in Labrador, McKenzie explained 

why he chose to leave Seoul and live in this remote area: 

There are quite a number of foreigners in the 
capital, of all nations. Many are consuls, besides 
quite a number of missionaries, who are stationed 



here. Don't understand me as being afraid of 
foreigners , i.e., English, German, French, 
American, et cetera, but so much time would be 
taken up calling and receiving calls that I could 
not give my undivided attention to the lang~age.'~ 

Exact statistics on Seoulfs foreign population at the time of 

McKenziels arrival (1893) is not available, but it is a 

considered calculation that there were probably at least over 

100 foreigners in total in Seoul, including the children of 

the missionaries and non-missionaries. 

It appears that his decision to live in the countryside was 

not cnly in£ luenced by his desire to study Korean language and 

culture, but also because of his financial situation. When he 

arrived at SongchEjn, he had only $800 in his possession; he 

told S6h that he believed the money would last much longer in 

the country than in the city." 

To early missionaries, Songch6n was merely a "stop-over" 

along their journey further north or "a place to get language 

training. " For example, Horace Gnderwood and Henry 

Appenzeller, both Americans, visited Songch6n in I88 6 while 

travelling around the northern area. Likewise, James Gale 

stayed there for three months early in 1889, and Malcolm 

Fenwick lived there for three years, from 1890 to 1893. 

McKenzie remained completely isolated from Westerners 

while in Songchiin - -  "even letters were beyond his reach. f128 

There he adopted the native Korean modus vivendi; he dressed 

as a Korean scholar, ate only Korean food and set up residence 

in a Korean house, even sleeping on the traditional Korean 



~ndol'~. A letter to his friend, John Mont, in Halifax, related 

his life in Songchcn: 

I am now going on the 8th month without speaking a 
word of English or seeing a white face during which 
I have not been a day sick. I find the   ore an dress 
the best by far and cheapest while living among 
them, though the only missionary who does so. 
Expenses during these months was less than $55 
gold. Of course that was exceptionally small.3o 

His living expenses were about $7 per month. This was about 

the same as what the indigenous population was living on, 

which demonstrates that his standard of living was about the 

same as his Korean neighbours . According to Lillias Underwood, 

a contemporary American missionary, a "native sN earnings were 

about five dollars per month in 1895." When a native 

evangelist was hired by the mission board, the native helper 

was paid five dollars a month." Although McKenzie forced 

himself to subsist solely on a Korean diet, his abstemiousness 

was once sorely tested. At Christmas, 1894, Lillias Underwood 

sent McKenzie a box of homemade bread, plum cake, canned 

fruits, and so on, as she knew that he had no uforeignlg food 

and had to eat only Korean fare. On receiving the delicacies, 

McKenzie declared that he "dared not to taste them, knowing 

that if he did it would be impossible to go back to native 

Instead, he gathered the village children together and 

distributed the food among them.'4 

McKenziets donning of Korean attire was done in order to 

get "nearer to the people"35 and thus win their trust. McCully 

describes the benefits McKenzie derived by dressing as a 



Korean : 

The children at once seemed to lose all fear of 
him, and this was a real joy. Then the reserve of 
the women was broken and he became their 
confidante. Especially in his visits to other 
villages he discovered the advantage of wearing the 
new costume.36 

Despite such acceptance, the following passage reveals his 

troubled state of mind. 

[One] Saturday I took a walk down to the shore, 
where the waters of the Yellow Sea, that separates 
me from China, were rolling at my feet. . . as I 
stood upon that shore, my eyes filled with tears. 
Memories of my past and old associations came 
sweeping in upon me. Oh, how I did love that broad 
expanse of ocean, even though a storm was beginning 
to sweep over it! I thought I was at home - I never 
felt so before - everything seemed natural. I 
thought the sea at least understood me. I could 
hardly realize I was in a dark pagan land, with all 
else so beautiful and natural; but as I turned to 
the slopes on the mountain side and saw the little 
mud and straw houses, strange dress, and my nice 
little guide, a boy of fourteen [ S b h  Pybng-ho, son 
of S6h Ky6ng- jo] I knew it was only a momentary 
dream. 37 

Thus, although McKenzie appeared to be strong and living a 

satisfying life; mentally, he felt as if he were in exile. 

Makins Christianitv Korean 

Using Songchon as his homebase, McKenzie travelled from 

village to village13' spending most of his time in Changydn 

County, Hwanghe Province. (See Fiaure 9 : l  M a r ,  of Hwanshe 

Province). During these rounds, the most remarkable 

contribution McKenzie made to Korean mission history was 
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instilling a self-supporting spirit in his parishioners. 

Korean historian Paik Lak-geoon wrote: "He [McKenzie] was 

apparently the first to inaugurate a self-supporting program 

in church-building, and the first church built by Koreans was 

erected in this village under his direction. " j 9  Generally, the 

most pressing problem facing missionaries in the early days 

was how to spend the missionls money efficiently. A 

contemporary American missionary, Daniel Gifford, wrote that 

the Mission Board spent money on building churches and 

schools, and paying the indigenous Christian workerst 

salaries. This resulted in resistance from Korean converts 

whenever the missionaries wanted "to shift the financial 

burden to native shoulders. "" In response, McKenzie advocated 

a unique solution. His idea was to teach Koreans that mission 

work, such as the building of churches or the erection of 

schools, was after all, the responsibility of the Koreans 

themselves. This philosophy was manifest in the erection of a 

church building at Songchen in 1895. In order to implant the 

spirit of self -reliance in his Korean parishioners, McKenzie, 

"...told them I'd not give one cash to help but give a stove 

and pipes when all was ~omplete."~' In a letter to George Jones 

of Chemulpo, he further noted that, "1 let them know it [the 

erection of the church] is their work. n42 McKenzie declared 

that he could hardly have been prouder of a costly cathedral 

than he was of this simple, unpretentious native structure. 

The building, of 250-seat capacity, cost the villagers 80 days 



in iabour and l70,OOO cash in Korean money." This was the 

first church ever built by Koreans I1unaidedv," and "no debt 

hung over itll" upon its completion. 

The church was dedicated on July 3, 1 8 9 5 . ~  The local leader 

and McKenziets friend, Sdh Kydng-jo, ascribed the success of 

Christian work at Songchdn to McKenzie by saying, "if McKenzie 

did not come to Songch6n, there would be no such glory as of 

building a church in Songch6n and consequently there would be 

no other church building in the Hwanghe Province. 114' 

In fact, the indigenous erection of the Songch6n Church 

was a milestone in the mission history of Korea. Lillias 

Underwood wrote : 

The church in Sorai [sic], the first built and paid 
for by the natives, was in fact the first 
Presbyterian church built in Korea. The Christian 
natives in Seoul had met in a little guest-house on 
our place, and in similar rooms in other sub- 
stations. So Sorai [sic] in the van set the 
marching order, and all others, with almost no 
exceptions, have followed in their lead ." 

Indeed, when Horace Underwood began to build Chungdong Church 

(present-day Saemunan Church) in 1895 in Seoul, his 

congregation was most certainly inspired by the example of 

Songch6n Church. It was recorded that : 

The people went to work with a will, the pastor and 
one or two other missionaries took off their coats 
and lent a hand at the work, boys hauled stones, 
Korean qentlemen, scholars, and teachers who had 
never lifted anything heavier than a pen, set 
themselves to work on the building, carpenters gave 
their skilled labor every alternate day, working 
for their own living only one out of every two .49 



Figure 9:l Map of Hwanghe Province 
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Another of McKenziels major contributions was his education 

efforts, particularly in regards to teaching women. He opened 

a school on February 26, 1895,~ in Kim ~un-bangr s5' saranabanq 

(Korean traditional guest room) in order to educate the 

children of village ~hristians.'~ According to local history, 

two native teachers, S6h Sang-bong, brother of Sbh ~ykg-jot 

and Lee ~uk-boa were hired as instructors, each receiving an 

annual salary of $17. The school was known as the "McKenzie 

School to Westerners and "Songchbn hakkyo It (Songchbn School, 

later ~ a e s b "  Chaeil School, Haesd First School) to Koreans. 

Harry Rhodes, a contemporary American missionary, wrote that 

"the Songch6n School was started in the spring of 1895 under 

the guidance of the Rev. Wm. McKenzie . . . they [the girls] sit 
in the same room and study the same lessons as the boys . . .  

The ~ongchbn school is for the boys and girls of the church. "'' 
A picture in Corn of Wheat (1903) by McCully shows a mixed 

gender class of 10 children: 6 boys and 4 girls? Teaching 

boys and girls the same subjects together in the same room was 

an unheard practice in a Confucian society where a principle 

norm was that "a boy and a girl should not sit together after 

they have reached the age of seven. " Indeed, McKenziels 

defiance of this social code was a revolutionary act. At 

~ongch6n School, both sexes were taught Geography, Korean 

Language ( instead of Chinese, n, , Mathematics, Korean History, 

the Bible and the Lord's Prayer? McKenzie strongly believed 

that only the Korean language should be taught to Korean 



people, and he criticized Koreans ' emphasis on learning 

Chinese as vanity.s9 Whether or not McKenzie himself taught at 

the school is unclear, but his diary indicates that he did 

visit the school regularly, to lead prayers and attend to the 

children? It appears that he was indirectly involved in 

teaching in that he supervised the programme. His idea of 

self -reliance applied to education as well, although he did 

provide the teacher's salaries while the villagers were 

building the church, since that undertaking was such a burden. 

McKenzie stated: 

I agree with Saw [ ~ d h  ~ydng- jo] to-day [February 
10, 18951 to pay the boy's teacher wholly for one 
year - ten bags of rice and one suit of clothes for 
the year - while they are building the church. We 
will consult farther. Thus, Christian work is 
independently Korea; thus Christianity will be made 
strong and Korean. 

Then suddenly, in 1895, in the midst of these ambitious works, 

McKenzie took ill and died (this will be recounted later). The 

British Consul, Walter C. Hillier, authorized the missionary 

Underwood and the American physician H. G. Wells to administer 

the matters of McKenziels death as well as his effects. ~ 6 h  

~y6ng- j o requested that Underwood use the money McKenzie left 

behind for the expansion of the llMcKenzie Scho01.~' Hillier 

allowed 3,000 yanq in Korean money to be used as Soh 

requested,62 and with this funding, S6h built Ittwo neat 

classrooms m63 as additions to the church. Subsequently, the 

school was recognized by the Government as a four-year 

elementary school and its name was changed to "Haes6 Chaeil 



Hakkyo . w64 

The year 1920 was the twenty-fifth anniversary of three 

incidents : the first church-building, the foundation of the 

'McKenzie School, " and the death of McKenzie. "The Minutes of 

the Foreign Mission Board of the Presbyterian Church of 

Canadau (1920) recorded the following: 

Letter from Miss Lear, Halifax, June 9 t h ,  
suggesting contribution of $1,000 from Forward 
Movement to help Korean Christians in their 
erection of Sorai [sic] School building as a 
memorial to W. J. McKenzie, this being the twenty- 
fifth anniversary of the founding of the McKenzie 
School at that point .a 

This motion to send money for the "McKenzie Schoolu was 

approved by the Committee on July 27, 1 9 2 0 . ~ ~  That same year, 

a special ceremony was held in Songchon to mark the twenty- 

fifth anniversary, with Canadian missionary representatives in 

attendance? One of the Canadians attending, Elizabeth 

McCully, reported that forty graduates of the "McKenzie 

School" were at the ceremony. Among them was Pak Chae-wdn, a 

"McKenzie alumnustr who had gone on to graduate from Severance 

Medical School: it was he who delivered one of the more 

memorable speeches ." 

Comprehensive statistics concerning "McKenzie School" are 

nonexistent; however, the following is known: 



Table 9:l H a e s 6  Chaeil Hakkyo 1895-1937 

year # of teachers # of students 

* The year "McKenzie Schoolm was founded. 

**  Two classrooms attached to the church building; 
officially upgraded to four-year elementary school and renamed 
"Haesb Chaeil Hakkyo." 

*** Harry Rhodes, H i s t o r y  of the Korea Mission: 
Presbyterian Church U.S.A. 1884-1934 (Seoul, Korea, Choson 
Mission Presbyterian Church, 1934), p. 239. 

Except where noted, statistics are based on Taehan 
vesuskyo chansrohoe chonshoerok (The Record of the Korean 
Jesus Presbyterian Church) (1925-37) , as cited i n  KTPS, Vol. 
1 6 ,  p .  254. 

The "McKenzie Schoolu even spawned a branch school. H6h 

Gan, who was in the "Sir James Hall ~ r o u p " ~ ~  and graduated from 

"Haes6 Chaeil School, " (the former "McKenzie Schoolu ) i n  1907, 

founded a branch school in his hometown when he returned. In 

actuality, a good number of graduates from the "McKenzie 

School" contributed in various ways to late nineteenth and 

early twentieth-century Korean society. For example, ~ 6 h  

~ybng-ho7* was active in the field of education, social 

movements such as the YMCA, and the independence movement 

during the Japanese occupation of Korea. Others, like K i m  Pil- 
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soon, 71 Pak ~hae-w6nR and Kim ~y6ng-sen," were prominent in the 

area of medicine. Women graduates were equally active; for 

example, Kim Ham-rat 74 Kim No-dfik," Kim Soon-ae, 76 Kim Maria," 

and Kim ~il-rye7' were all deeply involved in education, the 

women's movement, and the independence movement against the 

Japanese domination. 

Besides educating females, McKenzie worked to raise the 

status of Korean women, who were "shyM and Wespised, u79 to 

equal status with their male counterparts. His method of 

evangelization required women to participate in church works: 

e.g. ,women prayed in public at services and visited the 

neighbouring village as evangelists. McKenzie wrote: 

They [women] threw off the restraint of custom and 
country - -  a wonderful change came over the women, 
hitherto bound by the unexplainable reserve that 
made speech in the presence of men an impossible 
thing. They [women] began in the little Sore church 
to offer public prayer. - -  four of the Christian 
women visited one o r  two of the neighboring 
villages. SO 

McKenzie himself described this as, "a wonderful changen8' and 

noted that "their lives are indeed reformed. "'' 
Through the erection of church buildings and education at 

institutes, McKenzie taught Koreans to be free from reliance 

on mission funding, and therefore to be financially and 

administratively independent from missionary tutelage. Thus, 

McKenzie facilitated the "Koreanization" of Christianity 

through his initiation of self -reliance programs. More 

importantly, though, he sought to implant egalitarianism in 
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Korea s Confucian, hierarchical society, a society in which 

women were regarded as inferior. 

Amoncr the Toncrhak 

As discussed in Chapter Two, when Western Religion (in 

this case, Roman Catholicism) was introduced to Korea through 

China in the sixteenth century, it was adopted as a "learningg1 

known as "S6hakv (Western Learning) by some Korean 

intellectuals of the namin vansban group. When Protestantism 

was introduced in the late nineteenth century, some Koreans 

feared that the coming of the Western powers was being aided 

by the adoption of Christianity. Among those who feared the 

penetration of Western power was one Chloe Chae-u (1824-1864) , 

a ruined vansban in the south of Ky6ngsang Province. In 1860, 

he founded Tonshak, a movement which advocated "the East for 

Easterners, " or If Korea for Koreans. " Etymologically, Tonshak, 

or "Eastern Learning", is antithetical to S6hak or "Western 

Learning." The religious aspect of this movement constituted 

Ch oe s new religion "Ch bndokyou (The Religion of Heavenly 

Way) . This consisted of a combination of universally 

applicable elements from Korea's different religious 

 tradition^?^ Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Shamanism, and 

even Christianity. 

The Tonshak movement has been characterized by historians 

as a "rebellion," "uprising," or llpeasantsl warw. Some 
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contemporary Westerners equated Tonshak to China's ~ a i - ~ i n ~ ~  

or Boxer ~ebellions . McKenzie describes them as "Communist, " 

llNihilistll or "a sort of Coxeyls  army.^'^ Politically, the 

first goal of the Tonshak movement was to protect the country 

from Western imperialism, so it was anti-West as well as anti- 

Japanese. Founder Chtoe stated: "It is the righteous thing to 

do for all Koreans, no matter what their religious backgrounds 

are, to expel Westerners and Japanese."" 

However, during the l 8 9 O s ,  the Tonshak movement began to 

address more internal political issues, protesting against 

such things as the peasants1 exploitation by the landlords, 

local hvanslils (petty functionaries) misconduct, the levying 

of heavy taxes, etc. In February 1894, for example, a leader 

of Tonshak in southern Korea, Chdn Pong-jun (1854-1895), 

investigated a peasant revolt as protest against magistrate 

Cho ~y6ng-gab's illegal extortions and tyrannical cruelty in 

go~erning.~~ The central government did not address the cause 

of the peasants I complaint, but rather retaliated against the 

Tonqhak, "attesting the Tonshak rebels and destroying their 

homes, thereby precipitating a full-scale uprising [of 

Tonahak] . ltg9 Angry Tonahak proposed ~ a e  j h a  kaehydk (Reforms of 

Maladministration of the Government) to the Governor of Chulla 

Province, Kim Hak-jin (1838 - ? ) ,  two of which were the 

disciplining of those hvansli whose conduct was improper and 

a ban on the collection of all arbitrary and irregular taxes .gO 

During this so-called second stage of the Tonshak movement, 



the unexpected occurred in the northern part of Korea (where 

McKenzie lived) when the two supposedly antithetical religions 

of Tonqhak (Chlbndokyo) and S6hak (Christianity) encountered 

each other. McKenzie wrote : 

I noticed on my arrival [from Seoul on October 10, 
18941 that many of my former acquaintances who only 
a few months before invited me to their villages 
now carefully shunned me. No person wished to be 
identified with the foreigner. Several friends 
warned me of my danger as the Tonshaks were getting 
very numerous and were already threatening to kill 
the 'Westerner1 and all the 'Western doctrine' folk 
[Christians] .91  

In the winter of 1 8 9 4 ,  McKenziet s life was threatened twice? 

Despite this, he chose to stay and thus was the only 

foreigner who had the "rare privilege1193 of being eyewitness to 

both the Toncrhak uprising and the Sino-Japanese War in the 

northern part of Korea. Moreover, he was the one who 

precipitated an alliance between the Tonqhak (Ch'dndokyo) 

religion and ~Ehak (Christianity) . 

In his letter to George Jones of Chemulpo; McKenzie 

wrote, "we are making history every day. Some [of the Tonshak 

who were] at the service yesterday are to-day on the war- 

path. t ~ %  However, although the Tonahak were anti -Western, they 

perpetrated no direct act of hostility against Christianity. 

Rather, the Tonshak provided a medium to aid the 

proselytization of Christianity, at least in McKenziels area 

of Hwanghe Province. Robert Speer (1867-1947) , Secretary of 

the Board of Foreign Missions, Presbyterian Church, U. S . A * ,  

wrote: 



And the Tonshak rebellion, instead of supplanting 
Christianity with the religion which Choi EChl oe] 
had devised as superior to it, or of driving out of 
the country any foreigners who were propagating it, 
both gave to Christianity a powerful impulse and 
opened the way for its wider di~semination.~' 

Likewise, Sdh Ky6ng- jo commented: "During this time of the 

unrest even more Tonshak considered Songchbn as a refuge and 

came to services on Sundays [numbering] about 80 [as opposed 

to the] 20 or 30 [attendants] on normal Sundays."% Sbh did not 

specify exactly how many Tonshak attended such services, but 

he did imply that on occasion more than half of the 

congregation were %on-regulars." 

From this, a functional relationship can be established 

between the growth of the church and the high degree of 

political unrest. McKenzie himself noted that, "there is no 

doubt but the Tonshak are precipitating the spread of the 

Gospel."" This was in part due to the fact that McKenzie was 

actively engaged in trying to convert the Tonshak to 

Christianity. Indeed, he recorded that he had some Tonshak 

friends and that they visited Songchh, where he was 

stationed. 98 Of tentimes the Tonahak leaders would attend his 

services, motivated by a "deep and sincere inquiry after 

truth"99 through Christianity, or McKenzie himself would hold 

"Christian services in the house of Tonshak of pr~rninence.~~'" 

Even more revealing, some Tonshak came to McKenzie to seek 

advice "on how he [the Chief of Tonghak] should treat the 

Governor. "lo '  And, when donations were solicited for the 
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construction of a church, some Tonshak made monetary 

contributions toward the church-building fund. McKenzie 

recorded that "two or three Tonshak gave three hundred Yanq 

(about $15), the wife of one of them fifty vanq, and their 

chief five hundred yana - - over six hundred vanq [actually, 

850 vanq total], or thirty dollars contribution in one day. lvl" 

People in Hwanghe Province suffered from Tonshak and Japanese 

atrocities during this period of the Tonshak rebellion, and 

many people in neighboring villages considered Songchdn as "a 

haven of believing that McKenzie would protect 

them;Iw "many are coming to our village to live, some fairly 

well-off, some poor, McKenzie noted. Some people even 

sought a certificate from him when they traveled around the 

vicinity to llproveil that they were not Tonshak.lo6 

In order to symbolize that Songchon was a safe zone, and 

a symbol of Christianity, McKenzie and "his" villagers raised 

the flag of St. George s on December 12, 1894, the anniversary 

of his arrival. l1Tonshak and anti-Tonshak, Christian and anti - 

Christian, l1 McKenzie wrote, "were eager in bearing [sic, 

lending] a hand in erecting a tall pole that could be seen all 

aroundnio7 the vicinity; as the flag unfurled. all the people 

at the scene sang a hymn together.'08 "By that sign," Paik L a k -  

geoon said, the Christian Church was later known throughout 

Northern Korea. As far as SongchBn was concerned, there was 

no religious distinction between Tonahak and Christianity or 

between East and West. As one Tonghak chief stated: "We both 
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[Tonshak and Christians] worshipped God and were theref ore 

alike. u'lo Thus, under the banner of the cross, Tonahak and 

Christians established one common community. 

A few days after the raising of the flag, McKenzie 

recorded that several Tonshak had called to have a look at the 

foreigner after having seen the banner, and McKenzie himself 

visited villages that were "entirely Tonshak and receiv [ed] a 

true welcome.u11' He was not only evangelically active (Le., 

the merging of Tonshak and Christian philosophy), but also 

involved in humanitarian work. McKenzie said that he was known 

as a "medicine man," rather than teacher112 throughout the 

province of Hwanghe, particularly during the period of Tonshak 

unrest. He visited the Tonshak wounded113 on his own, and on 

occasion was sent for by Tonshak leaders to tend to wounded 

Tonshak . 'I4 

This symbiosis between Tonshak and Christian philosophy 

is a unique event in both religious and secular history. In 

her biography on McKenzie, Corn of Wheat, Elizabeth McCully 

wrote about this under the title "Among the TonshakH (pp. 163- 

198). Almost the same account, entitled "Seven Months Among 

the Tonghaks [s ic l ,  " appeared in English in the Korean 

Re~ositorv (hereafter cited as the author was 

anonymous. While the story of the Tonshak involvement outlined 

in McCullyqs book is not given much credence by historians in 

Korea because of the rarity of the book, (the book was 

published in Toronto, Canada in 1903) , the article in is 



often treated by Korean modern historians as an important 

account, since it was a unique observation by a foreigner. 

Indeed, just who wrote it has become a point of dispute among 

secular and church historians. Han Woo-keun wrote an article 

called Tonshak nongmin ponggiu (The Rebellion of Tonshak 

Peasants), with a reference to the above article in 

HanQuksa (History of Korea) , 'I6 as did church historian Min 

Ky6ng-bae in his book Kvohoe wa miniok (The Church and the 

Nation, 1981) . 'I7 Both denied that McKenzie was the author of 

the article . However, the present author s own research has 
revealed that McKenzie did in fact write the account. 

When the trio of Maritimers (Grierson, Foote and McRae, 

as will be recounted later), were sent by the Presbyterian 

Church of Canada to Korea in 1898, McRae, himself a Cape 

Bretoner, possessed a letter of authorization from McKenziels 

mother, Flora : 

St. George's Channel 
West Bay 

June 4th, 1898 

To the British Consul, 
I hereby request that the effects of the late 
Rev. Wm. 3. McKenizie be handed over to the 
care of Rev. D.M. McRae, missionary. 
[signed] Mrs. Flora McKenzie . ' la 

After arriving in Korea on September 7, 1898, McRae met with 

British Consul, Walter C. Hillier, and visited ~ongch6n. McRae 

discovered that the a article mentioned above had been 

written by McKenzie and sent a copy of the KR to the editor, 

Baddeck Tele~hone, a hometown newspaper for both McKenzie and 



McRae, with the following explanation : 

The following article was published by the Korean 
Re~ositorv - of June, 1895, and is as it came from 
the pen of the late Wm.J. McKenzie, who left his 
home, St. George s Channel, West ~ a y  . l L g  

McRae sent it from W6nsan on March 7, 1899. The editor of the 

Baddeck Telephone published the story serially on April 19, 

April 26 and May 3, 1899. McKenzie himself had recorded that: 

"Mr. Appenzeller wants the story of the Tonshak for the 

Repositorv."' He noted this in his diary on May 10, 1895, 

while he was in Seoul on his second trip. Another reference 

also assigns the article's authorship to McKenzie. In his 

compilation entitled, Bibliosraphv on Korea, Horace 

Underwood, the son of the first Presbyterian missionary to 

Korea, Horace G. Underwood, credited McKenzie as the author of 

that article . 12' 

However, Min strongly disagrees: 

it is obvious that the anonymous missionary 
mentioned cannot be W. J. McKenzie. [For] the 
missionary said that he left the village in May 
1895. But McKenzie never left the village until the 
time of his death which fell on July [I8951 .'" 

Min erred with the date of McKenzie8s death. McKenzie died on 

23 June, not July as Min understood. Min's argument that 

"McKenzie never left the village" is not valid, for, as 

mentioned, McKenzie made two visits to Seoul, one in April of 

1894, and the other one in May, 1895. (See APPENDIX XIX 

Chronology of McKenzie) . It was during his second trip (May 

1895) to Seoul that Appenzeller, the editor of the Repositorv, 
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asked McKenzie to write about the Toncrhak- Given the above 

facts, there can be no doubt that the anonymous article, 

"Seven Months Among the Toncrhaks [sic], " was written by 

McKenzie himself. 

McKenziels Sudden Death 

Both Koreans and missionaries in Seoul were shocked to 

hear of McKenziels death on June 23, 1895, at the age of 3 4 .  

McKenzie had lived only 559 days (about 18 months) in Korea, 

339 days of which were spent in ~ongchbn. Strangely, this is 

about the same amount of time he spent in Labrador. The 

American medical missionary, J. Hunter Wells, who investigated 

the cause of his death, sent the following report: 

About the first duty as a doctor I was called upon 
to perform was to investigate the suicide of Mr. 
McKenzie who was possessed of the erroneous idea of 
the appropriateness of isolation, exile, Korean 
food and so forth. He was living alone up in Sorai 
[sic] . Notwithstanding that when he shot himself he 
was a victim to the 'isolation-exiler theory.'" 

He was buried behind the church he had erected with the help 

of the Korean villagers with whom he had lived; thus, "[his] 

dust mingle [dl with theirs, " just as he had wished. 

McKenziels death brought some significant developments to 

the history of Korean church. In 1900, his fiancee,124 Louise 

McCully (1864-1945) of Truro, Nova Scotia, arrived in Korea 

through the auspice of Presbyterian Church of Canada. McCully 

was the daughter of Wilson family in Truro, Nova Scotia, whose 
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family were devoted Christians and were interested in mission 

work. They founded a mission church called "Berachah Mission" 

in the east end of Truro, Nova Scotia, early in the 1880s 

which no longer exists. This Werachah MissionI1 supported 

McKenzie financially and even held a farewell service when 

McKenzie left for Korea." McCully was involved with the 

International Missionary Alliance for World Mission in New 

York. Records indicate that she attempted to be sent to Korea 

when McKenzie died. The nAlliancefslt journal, Christian 

Alliance and Foreim Missionary, - wrote that upon the news of 

the death of McKenzie, Itone of our beloved students [McCully] 

was about to leave Nova Scotia to join in his glorious work; 

w126 but, for some reason, McCully went to China (the date is 

not known). McCully was transferred to Korea in 1900 because 

the Boxer Movement in China allowed no foreigners there .'" As 

a matter of fact, McCully was the first single woman 

missionary sent by the Presbyterian Church of Canada. She was 

assigned to Whsan, and, in 1909, was joined by her sister, 

Elizabeth McCully (1862-1941), the author of Corn of Wheat, a 

biography of McKenzie. 

As early as 1903, Louise gathered the native women 

together and trained them to become church workers. This was 

the beginning of the "Mariida Wilson Y6 j a sinhakw6nN located at 

~y6ngsok-dong in ~Bnsan (Martha Wilson Memorial Theological 

Training School for Women. Hereafter cited as Wilson 

School) In fact, this was "the first institution for 
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theological education for women in ~orea."'" In 1908, the 

students numbered 40; in 1930, the institution expanded to 

include programmes such as Biblical Studies, Systematic 

Theology, Christian Education, Church History, and Practical 

Theology. The faculty members were Cho HCi-ry6m (1885-19501, 

Lee Kyu-yong, Kim Maria, and Pak ~fim-ryo, who mostly studied 

in Canada or Ameri~a.'~' However, during the Japanese 

occupation, the schools run by missionaries were interrupted 

by the Japanese colonial government, and "Martha Wilsonu was 

no exception. In the 1940s, faculty members like Cho Hdi-ry6m 

and Lee Kyu-yong were deprived of their professorship when the 

Japanese gendarme held a hard line toward the missionaries. 

Even worse, when the Communists occupied the northern part of 

Korea, Cho was kidnapped on October 9th (1950) and killed at 

the Wonsan jail ."I With the division of the peninsula (South 

and North Korea at the 38 parallel) in 1950, the area in which 

the "Martha Wilson" is located came under the control of the 

Communist regime. From that time onwards, the missionary 

activities ended. 

According to contemporary historian, Ch6n Taek-but there 

are about 80 graduates of "Martha Wilson" in the Seoul. They 

preform various do some social and evangelical works such as 

raising funds to send Christian workers to help people in 

prison or giving scholarships to the children of disabled 

veterans of the Korean War. 132 

Besides initiating theological education for women, 



McCully contributed to the organization of the Women's 

Missionary Society (WMS) in Korea, beginning in Wdnsan in 

1903. By 1909, there were 263 WMS members in the territories 

under the Canadian missions.'" McCullyls methodology of 

organizing WMS in the northern part of Korea was used in the 

rest of the country. In her book, Our Shares in Korea, McCully 

wrote : 

These four Missions [Presbyterians of the Northern 
and Southern, U.S.A., Australians, and the United 
Church of Canada] united all their work under one 
organization in the General Assembly. The General 
Assembly considered the idea in various committees, 
gave permission that it be presented to next year's 
Assembly, and then confirmed decision that the 
Woman's Missionary Society of the Korean Church be 
recognized by the Church courts and fostered by its 
care. Thus an All-Korea W.M.S. is now existent and 
Miss Louise M c C u l l y ,  of our mission, was elected 
its first president. lu 

Thus, the Korean system of WMS was modelled after the Canadian 

WMS system. 

McKenziels mission work was not halted by his death, but 

was rather in many ways stimulated by it. Upon receiving the 

news of his death, the question of continuing his mission work 

seriously engaged many people in the Maritimes. When, late in 

1 8 9 5 ,  ~ 6 h  Kydng- j o wrote a letter"' beseeching Canadian 

Christians to send a religious leader to replace McKenzie 

arrived, this again rekindled the Korean question" in the 

Christian community in the Atlantic Canada. For a time, 

arguments were made for and against the Presbyterian Church of 

Canada taking over McKenziels unfinished work; ultimately, it 
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was decided to send missionaries to ~0rea.l~~ AS a result, 

Robert Grierson, William Foote and Duncan McRae arrived in 

Korea on September 7, 1898, and a new chapter in the 

Presbyterian Church of Canada's official mission work began. 

As of 1929, 34 years after McKenziels death, there were 49 

male and female Canadian missionaries in Korea,13' not 

including their children or other civilians. Hence, McKenziels 

death brought about a closer relationship between Korea and 

Canada. As Robert Griexson rightly commented: "Canada and 

Korea are linked together by William J. ~ c ~ e n z i e .  "I3' 

Conclusion 

McKenzie went to Korea as an independent missionary with 

the informal backing of the Presbyterian Church of Canada. He 

decided to isolate himself in a remote region in order to 

quickly absorb the Korean language and culture. However, it 

appears that financial concerns also influenced this decision, 

as he received no regular funding . By adapting the Korean mode 

of living, McKenzie was able to win over the locals; even the 

Tonshak rebels who had once attempted to kill him were 

eventually converted to Christianity. Yet McKenziels ernbracing 

of the Korean life-style was viewed as an "erroneous idea" by 

later missionaries, and one which cost him his life. 

In general, the missionary strategy of how to conduct 

mission work in the early period was to focus on urban areas. 
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Staying in big cities, like Seoul, P1y6ngyang and Pusan was 

considered both safer and healthier than living in rural 

villages. Not incidentally, by the missionaries congregating 

these areas, it was easier for them to maintain a sense of 

l1WesternV community. It should be noted that the Korean 

government's favouring of this "urbanizedu mission life-style 

was due in part to the ease with which it could tabs on the 

foreign community. 

McKenzie, however, chose to work in a remote area and 

specialized in rural proselytization. McKenziels approach to 

evangelizing to the Korean people was to encourage to develop 

a spirit of "Self -relianceu, rather than training them to rely 

on foreign aid. Independent, Korean, governance of native 

congregations was, he believed, the only way that Christianity 

could become a truly Korean religion. He encouraged natives in 

Songchen to make both social and mental reforms, primarily 

through his initiation of church-building - - financed by 

Koreans - -  and the operation of a school in which males and 

females were treated equally. By providing girls with the same 

access to education as that of boys, and through his 

insistence that woment s participation in church work be the 

same as men's, McKenzie strove to build an egalitarian society 

in SongchGn. That McKenzieis philosophy of mission policy 

became a role model for other missionaries is evidenced by the 

wide-spread encouragement by missionaries in Seoul for Korean 

congregations there to fund and erect their own churches. 
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McKenziels death shook, but did not collapse, the bridge he 

had so laboured to build between the cultures of Canada and 

Korea. 
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CONCLUS ION 

This study of how Canadian missionaries influenced late 

nineteenth-century Korean society is not intended to be a 

comprehensive overview of Canadian missionary work in Korea. 

Rather attention has been focused specifically on the 

activities of Canadian Christian evangelizers operating in 

Korea from 1888 to 1898. 

At the close of the nineteenth century, Korea was an 

international battleground, which severely weakened the power 

of the monarch and led to social and political instability. 

International and domestic pressures weakened the country's 

"isolation policy" to the point where the "Hermit Kingdomu was 

forced to open its doors to the Western world. 

In 1876, Korea signed a "Treaty of Amity and Trade" with 

Japan; subsequently, similar treaties, like the "Korean- 

American Treaty of Amity and Commerce" (1882), were signed 

with Western countries. Though clauses permitting "mission 

workw were not included in any treaty, Christian missionaries 

(Protestant) were able to "sneak" into Korea under the guise 

of humanitarian workers, such as medical doctors or educators. 

The first such tlundercover missionaryn was Horace Allen, an 

American medical missionary. It was his 'lmiraculous" success 

in saving the life of Prince Min ~iing-ikl which earned the 

acceptance of western medicine, first by the royal family, and 

later by the general populace. Thus, Allen's nsuccessu 
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provided a precedent for Protestant Christian missionaries to 

come to Korea as llphysiciansu or "educatorsN at a time when 

promulgation of * I  foreign religionw was prohibited. 

When North American Protestant churches sent their 

representatives to Korea during the late nineteenth century, 

the zeal for evangelizing in a "pagan countryn was phenomenal, 

particularly among Christian college students. Such enthusiasm 

"was [channelled] into the Mount Hermon Conference in the 

summer of 1886"~ and led to the formation of the Student 

Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions (SVM-FM) , which 

adopted "Evangelization of the World in This Generation" as 

its slogan. The movement soon spread throughout Western 

countries, and Canada was no exception. James Scarth Gale was 

one of many students who volunteered to serve as a foreign 

missionary; he was sent to Korea by the University College 

Young Men's Christian Association, University of Toronto. Gale 

was an independent worker, as he had no denominational 

loyalties. Moreover, he was an Arts student - -  trained in the 

Classics and history - -  not a theologian. As such, Gale lacked 

the dogmatic mind-set typical of "gospel evangelists", an 

"inadequacyn which proved a benefit not only to Korean 

society, but to Western society as well. 

During his 40 years (more than half of his entire life) 

of labour in Korea, Gale made monumental contributions to 

Korean society in diverse fields: evangelism, education, 

social movements, theology and literary works. 
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Gale's idiosyncratic approach to evangelism was his "in- 

cultural1' method. He began his parish ministry in an area of 

Seoul that was essentially a ghetto for the lower class and 

these were the people who comprised most of his original 

congregation. However, the demographic make-up of church 

membership diversified as members of different social classes 

were attracted by Gale's leadership. Indeed, Gale's major 

legacy to Korea's mission history was his successful 

advocation of breaking down traditional social barriers and 

implementing the new concept of human equality. 

One of Gale's most significant contributions to 

evangelism was his incorporation of "heathen" music into 

"sacredw rituals. Gale founded the Wanlguk umak yonkuhoen 

society in 1917 in order to study Korean music; eventually, he 

was able to compose hymns set to the tune of indigenous folk 

songs like "YangsandoM (See Figure 4 : 7 )  . Gale was the first 

Western missionary to attempt "in-culturationu at the grass- 

roots level, 

Gale also worried that Western missionaries might reign 

over Korean converts in a form of "Christian tyrannyu in a way 

similar to that which enabled "Confucian tyrannyu to dominate 

the Korean people in the traditional Yi dynasty. Consequently, 

he employed theological liberalism to form "Korean 

Christianity". 

By involving himself in educational institutions in 

Chongsin and Kyongsin, Gale expanded the levels of education 
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available, i-e., from "elementaryu to "middlew, and 

revolutionized the curriculum by introducing astronomy, 

physics, chemistry and algebra, etc. In order to achieve this, 

he himself wrote text-books to teach "his" students. Gale's 

efforts to awaken Korean people through education was such 

that he helped Korean youth study in North America, in 

defiance of the existing "officialn policy of not sending 

"nativesv to America for higher education. He believed that he 

was in a "heathen" country not only to "Christianize" its 

people, but also to enlighten them about human dignity and 

human values. Gale's mission method attracted progressive- 

minded youth like Lee Sang- j e ,  Yun Chi-ho and Syngman Rhee, 

individuals who would later assume important roles in modern- 

day Korean politics and society. Moreover, during the time of 

the Japanese Occupation, many independence movement leaders 

flocked to Gale's church and made it "a home." 

The official stand of Western missionaries in the field 

was that they must accord "loyal recognition114 to the Japanese 

overlords of Korea; missionaries rarely spoke against the 

Japanese annexation of Korea. Some modern historians (e. g, 

Song K&-ho and Min ~ybng-bae), view Gale as "pro-Japanese'. 

In fact, Gale initially favoured China when it came to 

cultural issues and Japan when it came to political influence 

over Korea. However, he repudiated this attitude when he saw 

what the Japanese did to Koreans, like the assassination of 

Queen Min in 1895. Thereafter, he expressed his opposition to 
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the Japanese occupation through communiques such as " M y  

Audience with the Kingw in 1898, or his personal letter, in 

1916, to a former British Ambassador to the U.S., Lord James 

Bryce. To condemn Gale as "pro-Japaneseu or "anti-Koreanu is 

inaccurate; he should rather be criticized for lacking the 

"gutsn to fight with more than just his pen. 

In recognition of Gale s translation of Korean literature 

into English, Canadian biographer Henry Morgan described Gale 

as "the foremost literary interpreter of the Korean mind to 

the Occidental world. w 5  As well, Gale should be equally 

praised for his translation of English works into Korean, thus 

reaching out to Koreans. The Bible (New Testament) was already 

translated by 1876. This Ross Version had been completed 

before the formal arrival of Protestant missionaries in Korea. 

However, it was considered useless, as the words and style of 

the translation made little or no sense. Missionaries in the 

field continually Ncompetedu with each other in translating 

the Bible; the Gale Bible was the most controversial, the 

major point of controversy being the choosing of terminology 

appropriate to both Western sensibilities and the indigenous 

culture. Those who also understood the Korean culture were 

better at finding ways to adapt Christian evangelism to Korean 

need. Though the Gale Bible was proscribed by the church, he 

published it privately in 1925 (hence, the appellation "Gale 

Biblev). The Gale Bible is a unique translation in that Gale 

was the first and last to translate both the New Testament and 
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Old Testament; though not recognized as such, it highly 

influenced the later "official" translation of the Bible. 

Besides being the translator of both the New and Old 

Testaments, Gale was the lexicographer of the Korean-Enslish 

Dictionan, published in 1897. This dictionary was a major 

achievement and widely used by missionaries in learning the 

Korean language until the publication of Samuel Martin's New 

Korean-Encrlish Dictionarv in 1967. Gale aiso wrote the Historv 

of the Korean People (1924-1927), which was the second Korean 

history book undertaken by a Western scholar. Gale s 

historical view of Korean society was Sinocentric and 

emphasized the influence of China and Confucianism, a 

considerable "weaknessn due to his reliance on Korean 

Sinophile books l i k e  the Tonqquk tonqsam and Tonmonq sonsup. 

Still, Gale's History of the Korean Peo~le and his Korean- 

Enslish Dictionarv opened Korean study to Western scholars. 

His best-known translation of an English work into Korean 

was John Bunyan's Pilqrimfs Prosress, known as ~hbllovdkidnq, 

in 1895. Significantly, ~h6llovbki6nq was written by Gale 

using strictly Han1g61 (Korean script) for the first time in 

the history of Korean literary work. This broke the 

traditional bias of Korean literati for- Hanja (Chinese 

characters) . His use of Hanrgiil was yet another example of 

Gale ' s targeting of ordinary people f o r  conversion. The 

appearance of ~hdllovdkidnq had a revolutionary impact on the 

development of Korean literature. 
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As noted, Gale was a product of the nineteenth-century 

Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Mission. Because he was 

sponsored by a pan-denominational group of students, he was 

able to f r e e l y  modify his methods of evangelism. It appears 

that this feeling of being an "independentn remained with him 

even after he had officially bonded to a denomination; he 

frequently deviated from the path of denominational loyalty. 

Gale was more concerned about first conducting humanitarian 

work and then building Christianism on that foundation. 

Through culturally sensitive evangelism, educational 

activities , social movements and literary work, Gale made many 

lasting contributions to Korean society. 

Aside from the enthusiasm of Canadian students for 

missionary endeavours, zeal was also shown by lay Christians 

in Toronto, primarily those associated with the Toronto YMCA. 

These individuals formed an mission organization known as the 

"Corean [s ic]  Union Missionn (CUM) , mainly through the efforts 

of Henry B. Gordon (1854-1951), a member of Knox Presbyterian 

Church, Toronto. CUM'S first representing missionary was 

Robert Harkness, a graduate of University College, University 

of Toronto, and a friend of Gale. Harkness and his wife 

Isabella had gone to Korea along with Gale. However, they 

lived in Korea for less a one year, being forced to leave due 

to health problems. 

Malcolm C. Fenwick, who was born in Markham, Ontario, 

replaced Harkness, thus becoming CUM'S second representative. 
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It is important to note that Fenwick was not trained in 

theology, or even the humanities. He was originally a farmer, 

but had become hardware store manager in downtown Toronto by 

the time of his departure for Korea. Like Gale, Fenwick was an 

independent missionary. Once in Korea, he settled in Wonsan, 

located in the northeast of Korea. He was the first missionary 

to attempt rural mission work while residing in the 

countryside. In Wdnsan, Fenwick once again farmed for a 

living, as he was not guaranteed a field salary by CUM. 

Three years later (in 1893), he returned to Canada and did 

not return to Korea until 1896. During this period, several 

important things happened to Fenwick. The first was his 

disassociation with CUM and his founding of the "Corean [sic] 

Itinerant Missionn K I M )  in Toronto in 1894. (This was 

virtually his own organization.) The second thing was his 

connection with Baptists in America. He attended Adoniram 

Judson Gordon1 s (1836-1895) I1Missionary Training School" in 

Boston and was ordained by Gordon himself. While in Boston, 

some missionaries from Clarendon Street Baptist Church (the 

church where Gordon was ministering) went to Korea under the 

auspices of the Ella Thing Memorial Mission (ETM) in 1895. As 

noted above, Fenwick returned to Wonsan in 1896 and carried on 

his mission enterprise in the name of CIM. In 1900, the 

missionaries under ETM were forced to fold up their mission 

"tent" because of financial problems. When the ETM group 

returned home, the area of Kongj u (Chungchijng Province) was 
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transferred to the care of  enw wick. This transaction was 

possible because of Fenwick's connection with Gordon and the 

Clarendon Street Baptist Church in Boston. Fenwick1s mission 

work became more active once he obtained the Kongju area. 

Because of this connection with Baptists, Fenwick is known as 

the founder of the Baptist Church in Korea: that, however, is 

historically incorrect. 

In W6nsan, Fenwick adopted a Korean modus vivendi, 

donning Korean clothes and eating Korean food in order to get 

closer to the natives. Despite his best attempts, however, 

there were significant cultural barriers that he could not 

overcome. In addition, the area of Kongju he took over from 

the ETM was about 300 miles from WGnsan, his primary place of 

residence. Considering the cultural barriers he encountered 

and the vastness of his pastoral territories, he decided to 

train Koreans to serve as evangelical workers. In order to 

achieve this, he established two "training schools" - -  one is 

W6nsan and the other in Kongju. This utilization of indigenous 

proselytizers proved to be a success. By 1905, his Korean 

cadre had built 31 churches throughout Chungch6ng and Chulla 

Provinces. One year later, Fenwick organized the Taehan 

kidokkvohoe (Church of Christ in Corea [sic] 1 ,  with himself as 

a "Bishop. Fenwick1 s significant contribution to Korean 

mission history was his effort to "Koreanizeu Christianity by 

using the indigenous evangelists. Aside from this evangelical 

contribution, his most remarkable contribution was his 
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translation of the Bible. Like Gale, Fenwick translated the 

New Testament (published as Sinvak chdns6 in 1919) . This 

rendition was known as the "WGnsan Versionu. The "W6nsan 

Versionu used gookmoon, colloquial Korean language, with no 

rnoonias, idiomatic phrases from the Chinese Classics. In a 

deliberate attempt to reach illiterate people and children. 

His translation also contributed to spreading the use of 

H a n t @ l  as a literary median. 

Fenwick also translated traditional English hymns into 

Korean and used them in "his" church. Significantly, he also 

included hymns written by both Western missionaries and Korean 

evangelists like Shin Mydng-gyun.' 

As noted, Fenwick had started as a farmer and he farmed 

in W6nsan for a living. This led to his introducing modern 

farming methods and new farming tools to his Korean 

surrounding community. He also introduced fruit cultivation, 

which even became a part of the school curri~ulum.~ Fenwick's 

contribution in improving agricultural llmodernizationlg in late 

nineteenth-century Korea should be recognized in equal 

proportion to his indigenization of Christianity in Korea. 

Following the example of the University of Toronto-YMCA 

missionary enterprise s sending of James Gale, the medical 

students1 YMCA of the University of Toronto decided to send 

their own missionary to Korea to work with Gale. Robert Hardie 

arrived in Korea on September 30, 1890. Hardie was the first 

physician to become involved in Canadian mission work in 
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Korea. Evangelism, combined with humanitarian work, was the 

hallmark of Canadian mission work. Unfortunately for Hardie, 

Gale chose to join the American Presbyterian Mission Board in 

1891 (August 31) for financial reasons, just after Hardie 

arrived in Korea. 

Hardie , t 00, was hampered by insufficient funding from 

his Toronto sponsors. After Gale's abandonment of Arts 

students1 YMCA, both the Arts "Ytf and medical students1 "YU 

amalgamated to form the Canadian College Mission (CCM) an 

enterprise which benefitted from their combined funding. 

However, this did not entirely solve the problem of funding. 

Like Gale, Hardie was forced by insufficient funding to join 

the American Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in 1898 (May 

15) . In 1900 (November 11), Hardie was ordained in the 

American Methodist Church and became involved more in 

evangelism than in medical work. In the history of 

Christianity in Korea, there occurred a turning point known as 

"The Great Revival Movement of 1907'. It was this movement 

which exponentially enlarged the membership of Korea's 

Christian church. Hardie has been credited as the one who 

11 lit N the movement. 

Aside from general evangelism, Hardie began to provide 

theological education from 1905, which was the year he began 

conducting a "mobileu Bible School ("Sinhakdang": Hall of 

Theology) in various cities. This was the "seedH from which 

the Methodist's "~y6psdng SinhakdangI1 (Union Theological 
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School) developed in 1905. Hardie served as its President for 

14 years. During his tenure as President, he published a 

theological magazine called Sinak saekve (The World of 

Theology) , beginning in 1916. Through this publication, he 

professionalized the teaching of theology by treating it as an 

academic subject. In 1923, Hardie assumed the position of 

Editor-in-Chief of the Thosdn Yesukyo s6hoeM (presently 

Korean Christian Literature Society). He contributed to this 

society, which was devoted to the production of Christian 

literature, until his retirement in 1935. 

Hardie spent half of his life (45 years) in Korea. For 

the first ten years, he had worked as a "freelancer" a serni- 

evangelist and semi-physician. After becoming a denominational 

missionary, he concentrated on working as an evangelist, 

theological educator, writer and translator, 

William James Hall, another Ontarian, also went to Korea 

as a medical missionary. In his second year of medicine at 

Queen's University, Hall was influenced by the SVM-FM and 

decided to become a missionary. In 1887, he interned at New 

Yorkls Bellevue Hospital Medical College, which offered both 

medical education and medical missionary training. He 

graduated from Bellevue with an M.D. degree in 1889. For the 

next two years, he worked as a "homen missionary in New York 

City. In 1891, Hall was sent to Korea by the American 

Methodist Mission Board and joined his fiancee, Rosetta 

Sherwood, who had been sent to Korea a year before by the same 
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mission board. The couple married in Korea in 1892. 

Hall was the first Western missionary to settle in 

P1y6ngyang (in 1892); there, he began evangelizing as well as 

providing medical care and education. The inhabitants of 

P1y6ngyang were initially dismayed to see a Westerner in their 

city, but Hall was "protected1I by the then-Governor Min Bydng- 

s6k ,  who valued Hall's medical training." Mrs. Hall 

established a school in P1y6ngyang for the blind; this was the 

first institution of its kind in Korea. Mrs. Hall s school was 

the predecessor of "P ycingyang maeng a hakkyov (P ' yijngyang 

Blind School) . 

Regrettably, Hall contracted typhus and died in November 

1894, after only three years in Korea. Yet Hall's death did 

have a positive side-effect. When Mrs. Hall returned to 

America after her husband's death, she brought her medical 

assistant, Kim Ch6m-dong (known as Esther Pak) and Esther's 

husband, Pak Yu-san, with her. In 1895, Mrs. Hall visited 

Hall's hometown, Glen Buell, Ontario, along with the Paks; 

they were the first Koreans ever to visit Canada. 

Hall ' s work was continued by his widow, his son Sherwood, 

and by Hall's Korean assistants. Sherwood Hall returned to 

Korea after obtaining his degree in medicine from the 

University of Toronto in 1924. Along with him came his wife, 

Marian Hall, who also was an M.D. These "junioru Halls were 

assigned at a hospital in Haeju, Hwanghe Province (presently 

North Korea) . There they built I'Haeju kydlhaek yoyangw6n1' 
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(Haej u Tuberculosis Sanatorium) and pioneered treating 

paebvenq, tuberculosis, known as the "fatal disease." Hal1 

established a 25-acre farm beside the Sanatorium not only to 

grow fruits and vegetables, but also to use as part of his 

regime for rehabilitation. The farm became a "modelH for 

teaching people in the area about farming. Hall s "sanatorium- 

cum-rehabilitation centrem renders Hall the first 

institutional social worker in Korea's history. 

As a sideline of his treatment of paebvenq, Hall 

initiated the issuing of the Korean "Christmas Sealu in 1932; 

this legacy still continues. Eight years later, the Hall 

family was forced to leave Korea due to the war clouds being 

cast over the eastern part of Asia. In sum, the two 

generations of Halls contributed 76 years of senrice to Korea. 

All four of them were medical doctors. However, they also were 

responsible for modernizing education, providing special 

education for the blind, advancing the treatment of paebvenq, 

promoting rehabilitation through farming at the Sanatorium, 

and introducing the "Christmas Sealm campaign. 

After the start of the Korean War in 1950, the country 

was divided into two. Once the northern part of Korea was 

occupied by the Communists, no mission work was allowed. 

Consequently, missionary organizations (e.g., like mission 

schools) ceased to exist. Many of the schools and churches 

previously in the North were reestablished in the south. The 

school Hall began in ~'ycngyang was relocated to Seoul: now 
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known as Wwangsdng School11, it is located in downtown Seoul . I '  

Oliver Avison was yet another medical man educated at the 

University of Toronto; he arrived in Korea in 1893. At that 

time, mission Mhospitalsll in Korea were llcottage-hospitalsfl, 

with poor facilities and limited manpower. Avison was 

determined to establish a "modernv hospital and educate 

Koreans as physicians. In the spring of 1900, he attended a 

mission conference in New York, at which he appealed for a 

"joint undertaking" by the church and the medical mission 

boards in order to provide better care to the Korean people. 

To achieve this, he required a hospital with modern 

facilities. Missionary philanthropist Louis Severance of 

Cleveland, Ohio, donated $10,000 U . S . ,  for the project. The 

"modernn hospital was completed in 1904 and named after the 

donor, thus becoming the "Severance HospitalI1. This 

institution "became the headquarters" of medicine in Korea.12 

In order to train Koreans as physicians, Avison 

translated English medical texts such as Henry Gray's Anatomv 

(with the help of his Korean assistant, Kim Pil-soon) . 
Avisonfs first seven medical students graduated in 1908 with 

M.D. degrees. This was a historical event in the history of 

modern Korea. In 1905, Avison began a three-year course in 

Pharmacy and, in 1906, opened a school of Nursing. Avison 

retired after 42 years of mission work in Korea. 

Until Avison came to Korea and built the Severance 

Hospital, the medical facilities run by individual 
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denominat ions were only minimally effective due to poor 

facilities and a lack of trained manpower. By establishing a 

hospital and medical college, Avison not only healed the sick, 

but also taught Koreans how to heal their own people. Thus, 

Avison transformed the previously Western missionary field of 

flmiraculousH medicine into an indigenous one. 

All missionaries sent to Korea prior to William John 

McKenzie were Ontario-born Canadians. Mckenzie was from the 

eastern part of Canada, having been born in Cape Breton, Nova 

Scotia, and educated at Dalhousie and at the Presbyterian 

College, both in Halifax, Nova Scotia. While McKenzie was 

influenced to some degree by the Student Foreign Mission 

Movement - -  a phenomenal movement among Christian students in 

North America - -  his decision to go to Korea was prompted by 

a book, later known as Corea: The Hermit Kinsdom (1882) , 

written by William E.  riffi is." Mckenzie was anxious to be 

sent by his church, The Presbyterian Church of Canada. Upon 

discovering that it was impossible for his church to 

financially support him, he solicited financial aid from his 

friends . 

McKenzie arrived in Korea on December 12, 1893, as an 

independent unfunded missionary. He settled in the remote 

village of Songchh, located about 200 miles northwest of 

Seoul. There, he adopted the Korean modus vivendi, eating and 

dressing like them and even sleeping on a typical "roughu 

Korean floor (ondol ) . 
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Once established in Songchbn, he began evangelizing, 

visiting from house to house and village to village. He also 

began a co-ed elementary school which was expanded after his 

death to include both Junior and Senior High School classes. 

This institution became known as "Haes6 chaeil hakkyoH, or the 

"McKenzie  school^. His evangelical work was well-received, and 

after a year or so, with the help "hisw Korean Christians, he 

built a church in SongcMn. It is particularly significant 

that the "Songchtin Churchu had been built by Korean Christians 

who donated both their own time and money. Until this point, 

it had been customary for missionaries to provide the money 

for the erection of churches or  school^.'^ Mckenzie advocated 

Korean self-reliance; since mission work benefitted Koreans, 

Koreans should conduct it. McKenziels advocacy of self- 

reliance influenced other denominational missionaries, like 

Horace Underwood, an American Presbyterian, who encouraged his 

Korean congregation to build the "Saemunan Church", which is 

still standing in downtown Seoul today. 

By promoting education, particularly co-education, and 

female participation in congregational decisions, Mckenzie 

revolutionized the status of Korean women. Teaching both males 

and females together was forbidden in Confucian society; yet, 

at the "McKenzie School", both sexes were taught together. 

Several renowned people who came from the "songch6n VillageM 

began their education at the I1McKenzie SchoolI1. Two of the 

most important were Kim ~y6ng-s6n, the former Director of 
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Severance Medical College, Y6nsei University, and Sbh Pyzng- 

ho, an educator, social activist and leader of the 

independence movement against the Japanese Occupation of 

Korea. 

The status of women in traditional Confucian society was 

"inferioru to that of men; because of this, women were 

expected to be "shyu and "retiring", in keeping with their 

social Vmimportanceu . McKenzie set about to reform women I s 

image through evangelization. He highlighted the importance of 

women to society and to the church by insisting that they 

participate in public activities. Renowned women from 

"~ongch6n Villagem were Kim Ham-ra, Kim Maria and Kim Pil-rye, 

all leading figures in education, the women's movement and the 

independence movement against the Japanese Occupation. 

McKenzie remained in remote SongchGn during the Tonshak 

Rebellion of the early 1890s. The Tonshak Rebellion was 

Korea s equivalent to China's Tai-pinq (Boxer) Rebellion in 

the sense that it was anti-Western and anti-Christian. During 

the political unrest caused by the Tonshak, I1Songchbn VillageH 

served as neutral territory, becoming as a place of "refugeN 

because of McKenzie; this helped turn people to Christianity. 

Many Tonshak attended his services and made "deep and sincere 

inquir[ies] " 1 5  about Christianity. Some even donated money 

towards the erection of the church mentioned above. 

McKenzie died in 1895 (June 23) after residing in Korea 

for about 18 months (only 559 days) . His sudden death resulted 
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in The Presbyterian Church of Canada's officially sending 

missionaries to replace him. William Foote, Robert Grierson 

and Duncan McRae, all Nova Scotians, arrived in Korea on 

September 7, 1898, three years after McKenzie8s death. Thus 

began the Presbyterian Church of Canada's official mission 

work in Korea. 

McKenzie had lived like a Korean and his adoption of a 

Koreanish life style received a positive response from Koreans 

themselves. McKenzie Woreanizedw Christianity through the 

initiation of a programme of self-reliance and also emphasized 

education as a means of introducing egalitarianism into 

Korea's traditionally hierarchical society. His mission 

methodology was not that of a fanatic evangelist; rather, he 

emphasized the importance of humanitarianism and respected 

other faiths, as shown by his relationship with Tonshak 

believers. 

Despite Canada's extensive involvement in missionary 

endeavours in Korea in the late nineteenth century, no Korean 

or Western scholar has yet addressed the topic in a thorough 

academic fashion, as indicated in the introductory chapter. 

The primary reason appears to be that these earlier Canadian 

missionaries came to Korea as independent enterprisers, except 

for two sent by the ~merican mission board, and another two 

who joined the American mission board only after they had 

spent some time in Korea; some remained independent. Another 

reason why the theme may have been avoid is the historians ' 
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bias towards VUnericanism." Thus, these Canadian missionaries1 

contributions were overshadowed by those of American 

missionaries. As well, the lack of available research 

materials in Korea may have made the topic difficult to 

explore, The reasons appears to be : because when these earlier 

Canadian missionaries came to Korea they were independent 

enterprisers, except a couple sent by American mission board 

and a couple later joined American mission board and some 

remained as independent, or scholars' bias of uAmericanism~ 

thus these Canadian missionaries1 contribution overshadowed by 

American missionaries or the lack of availability of research 

materials in Korea made the study to receive cursory 

attention. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Gale's Letter to Lord Bryce of England 

The Right Hon. Viscount Bryce, P.C., C.M. 
The Athenaeum, 107 Pall Mall, London. 

[March 10,19191 

My Lord, 

I realize that I am taking a great liberty in addressing 

you on the question of a hearing for Corea among the smaller 

nations of the earth, seeing I am a missionary and not a 

diplomatist. However, remembering still the deep interest you 

took in matters that pertained to this little country during 

your short stay, and knowing how deeply you appreciate the 

struggle of a people that are down toward something better, I 

know I shall find at least, a wise, a just, and a sympathetic 

hear. 

Corea has been for nine years under Japan, in which time 

she has learned much, has had much done for her, good roads 

made, great improvements everywhere, but during which time her 

heart has not been won. The fault, however, may be wholly hers 

and not Japan's. Let me mention first the more recent 

happenings as I go on further to give as nearly as I can the 

relation of these two peoples. 

On the first of March a very peculiar demonstration took 

place throughout the peninsula. A manifesto suddenly made its 

appearance, and was handed about the streets of Seoul by the 

hundreds, announcing the independence of Corea and the freedom 

of the Corean people. It was signed by thirty-three names. The 
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first on the list was that of Son Pyung-heui, the leader of 

the native cult, Ch' un-do Kyo (Church of the Divine Way) , said 

to have a million and a half followers. Fifteen of the names, 

some of them men of considerable influence, are associated 

with this religion. 

The second name on the list is that of K i l  Sun-joo, the 

blind pastor of Pyengyang, a Presbyterian, the leading 

preacher of the north. Fifteen of the list are Christians, 

Presbyterians and Methodists, living in various parts of the 

country. The other three names are those of leading Buddhists. 

In this way the list is widely representative. 

The demonstration was purely a peaceful one, of the 

nature of passive resistance. They met in groups, unknown to 

the police, all over the land and announced their 

independence. No violence was to be resorted to, and no 

resistance was to be offered of any kind, but this 

announcement only, that they were Coreans and would never 

accept the rule of Japan. 

One of the significant things in connection with the 

demonstration is the fact that of the student classes, the 

Government School students took the lead, that is the students 

have been wholly under Japanese tutelage and have never come 

in touch with the foreigner. I have always felt that a purely 

Christian representation meant little as it might be regarded 

as an exotic growth, but here is this native cult church, the 

most powerful, and, as far as I know, the only large purely 
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native organization of any kind up against the Government. Ten 

years ago they were the friends of Japan. To-day they are at 

the front in an effort to give expression to the opposition 

they hold. The Government students, too, I have always 

understood to be with Japan, but that also has proved not to 

be the case. Many of them to-day are in prison. 

For a week we have had these demonstrations and more are 

to follow. Yesterday's Japanese paper says that over thirty 

were killed in Sung-ch'un [Sun-ch' on] in the north, f if ty-one 

in Kang-su to the west, and about twenty in Yang-tuk further 

south. We must remember that these are unarmed non-resisting 

people, merely persisting in their watch-word demonstration. 

The United States, as you may remember, made a special 

treaty with Corea that differs from that of other nations. 

Part of Art. I reads: " I f  other powers deal unjustly or 

oppressively with either government, the other will exert 

their good off ices, on being informed of the case, to bring 

about an amicable arrangement, thus showing their friendly 

feelings." 

Mr. RooseveLt, when this matter was brought to his 

attention, quite justly and rightly, I should think, answered 

in essence, "Corea has taken no step in her own behalf, you 

cannot expect me to take it for her." This question is still 

to the fore. What is Corea doing in her own behalf? If nothing 

more takes place than the demonstrations already made 

throughout the land, joined in by all classes, Corea has 
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indeed shown courage of a very high order, her old men, young 

men, young lads as well as school-girls. 

Japan as you know, permits no expression of opinion 

regarding political matters, and nothing printed in any book, 

sheet, or newspaper that does not first come under the 

Government's eye to be passed upon. Not for a moment would it 

allow the raising of the question of Coreats independence. It 

required a great deal of courage for men to meet and march 

through the streets in bands shouting their word, 

' Independence Forever ! ' I saw them passing up and down the 

main streets of Seoul and waving their caps in front of the 

police offices. Most of them are in prison now, and it is 

assuredly no joke to be in a Japanese prison as a political 

of fender. Though a sincere friend and admirer of Japan in many 

w a y s ,  I would prefer to shoulder a rifle and go and meet t h e  

Germans on the Western Front to being a weaponless Corean 

guilty of shouting "My Country Forever!" against Japan, and 

have to meet t h e  gendarmerie and police, who, apparently still 

resort to the thumb-screw, if not the stake, in their efforts 

to extort evidence. This would seem to be proof t h a t  Corea has 

not only courage, but that she is doing all she can within her 

narrow limits, putting her life upon the altar for her 

country. 

One of my friends, a missionary among the Japanese, whose 

opinion I greatly esteem, takes exception to all this 

movement, and says Corea is a law-breaker so acting and 
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speaking. Perhaps that is true technically, you will know 

better than I, though I feel that there is an invisible Law of 

equity somewhere that speaks to the conscience and says that 

such expression is the inherent right of all men. 

The most significant move we have seem, is the closing if 

[of] the shops of Seoul yesterday (March 9th) and to-day, with 

a boycott of the Japanese, not a Corean being seem in their 

settlement. 

The organization, hidden wholly from sight, that is 

behind this is moving the country as one man, till even the 

merchants of the capital, undaunted by their leaders ' possible 

punishment, forget all about their gains in their protest 

against the Japanese (thoroughly German) military machine. Had 

they have the light of day to work under, and the newspapers 

in their favor, it would still have been a feat of the very 

first order, but seeing that they are under the ban and every 

liberty wholly denied, it is proof that Corea can organize 

when the need calls for it. 

The [this] is the beginning of a campaign of passive 

resistance that I understand will not cease, but will increase 

and grow, in order to call the attention of [the] League of 

Nations to Corea's case- That the heart of the people is in it 

go [es] without saying. 

The reason for it is not hard to seek. The Japanese have 

always been unfavorably regarded by the Corean. From earliest 

days, 58 B. C. and on, names and terms in history referring to 
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Japan, are marked with a contemptuous flaw. Even to the 

present day there is the old Chinese dislike of the Japanese 

in [the] Corean I s soul, an unreasonable dislike, a historic 

bent of the mind one might call it. There is also the 

reasonable dislike founded on hard experience. My feeling is 

that it rests at least partly on one great defect in Japan, 

her courts, her laws, her judges are not just. Justice cannot 

be had from a Japanese judge where the case stands between one 

of his own countrymen and an alien. [The] Japanese is always 

right. That spirit ruling the land for ten years has made them 

thoroughly disliked, and at the present moment the pent-up 

feelings have come to the breaking point, and the universal 

call now is "Independence Forever!." 

The schools have ceased to be. The Government Medical 

School, the Higher school, the Girls Higher School, the 

Christian Schools following suit are closed. 

A day or two ago the lady principal of a Middle School, 

that is under the care of the American Presbyterian Mission, 

brought me a letter to have it deciphered. It ran: "We 

students of the Middle School, since the call for independence 

was given, have decided to study no more while the Government 

of Japan, that has usurped the place of old Corea, directs the 

Educational Bureau. We swear a solemn oath that we will not 

begin again till independence is a fait accom~li, There is 

something pitiful in their ignorance of what would be required 

to bring this about. Seven of these girls are now in prison 
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for venturing to give expression to these sentiments as they 

marched in the street behind the patriots, 

The question is asked, [ I 1 ]  Would Corea make good supposing 

she were free? [ " I  . I am not sure. Under the old king she did 
very badly, but the old king is dead. In behalf of her 

national probabilities I can say that while she has had only 

a dim traditional history from the time of Tan-goon the 

founder 2333 B.C. to 58 B.C., she has had a very definitely 

recorded history from that time on. She remained a single 

undivided nation, independent, except for the mere nominal 

suzerainty of China, from 668 to 1910 A.D. Only twice during 

this long period did her reigning house fall and a new family 

come to the throne, once in 918 and again in 1392 A-D. During 

these 1200 years she has lived happily under many good kings. 

Sometimes under kings of less worth she has gone back. For all 

that time there were no civil wars like our Wars of the Roses, 

not one. Outlaws like Robin Hood appeared at times, one even 

gained possession of the capital in 1624, but his insurrection 

only lasted a few weeks and his was the greatest. Two of her 

kings she condemned and put off the throne, they having failed 

to live up to the moral standards of the time, one in 1506, 

because he neglected the state for the society of loose women, 

and one in 1622, because he failed in a great act of f ilia1 

piety toward his mother. 

During these years Corea fought off many enemies, and 

preserved her nation intact. From the 10th to the 13th 
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Centuries it was the Tartars (Ki-tan and Nuchen) whom she had 

to meet. In 1235 the Mongols appeared and while they overcame 

China and gained possession of the throne, Corea shook them 

off again and again, as Tennysonl s dog that shakes his ears . 

For two centuries she withstood the pressure and survived. 

Later the Manchus who overcame China (1618), made an 

incursion into Corea in 636, but retired, leaving Corea 

nominally under their suzerainty, but quite by herself. 

Corea has left a vast literature, poetry, history, 

philosophy, religion, science and art. She invented an 

alphabet in 1466 based on the Chinese tones of music, that 

surely is the simplest and most perfect medium of sound record 

in the world. She invented moveable type in 1407, fifty years 

before Gutenberg, and which China is sometimes given credit 

for it the evidence is not clear. She manufactured such 

porcelain as the world of the connoisseur still seeks with 

unwaning interest. She made and makes such paper as China 

regards with envy deeply recorded in her history. She has a 

great host of literati to her credit. A multitude of them 

lived as contemporaries of Chaucer, Yi Saik, Chung Mong-joo, 

Kim Koo-yong, Chung To-jun, Yi Soong-in, Kwun Geun, too many 

to mention, and again with our Shakespeare, crossing the line 

from the 16th to the 17th Century, Yi Hang-bok, Yi Chung-kwi, 

Kim Sang-hun, Yi Soo-kwang, Chang Yoo and others. 

The value and worth of these great scholars is proven 

more and more conclusively by the Japanese themselves, who buy 
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their books with an avidity that is more discouraging to the 

poorer foreigner. Only the other day I found a set of the 

works of Hu Mok (15% - 1682 A. D. ) twenty- two volumes. I offered 

two yen a volume, forty-four yen, but I lost them, for the 

next day a Japanese gave three yen and carried them off . I 
only wish I had given the sixty-six as I know of no other copy 

purchasable at the present time. 

The mural paintings discovered recently in the tombs of 

north Corea, I am told by Professor Siren, teacher of Art in 

the University of Stockholm, are among the wonders of the 

world. 

Corea fell on evil days at the beginning of the 20th 

century when it seem[ed] as though Japan or Russia must have 

hew. Japan was certainly preferable, and then Corea came first 

to independence of China s suzerainty in 1895, then under 

Japan ' s suzerainty in 1905, and finally to annexat ion in 1910. 

As I have before mentioned the suzerainty of China was a 

very nominal thing. The imperial Government never interfered 

with the integral affairs of Corea. Her sanction simply was 

given to the reigning sovereign. She sent an envoy each year 

and received an envoy with tribute in return, but that was 

all. 

In the year 1323 A.D. the Mongol Government at Peking 

decided to make Corea a province of China, and govern her by 

Chinese officials. This move was checkmated by a very able 

memorial written by a Korean scholar, Yi Che-hyun, who, in his 
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petition, voiced many of the sentiments associated with the 

League of Nations to-day . This was the nearest Corea ever came 

to being annexed till 1910, when she was sold by six or eight 

officials, without the people ever having been considered. 

If it were required that a nation be in every way 

efficient from a modern point of view, up to such and such a 

degree, before her claim could be heard, Corea might fall 

short, though we should still remember that she is a child of 

the Far East's most famous civilization. She is not equal to 

Japan in organization, or in neatness and diligence, but I 

learn that even though Germany made Alce [sic, Alsace] -Lorraine 

clean, and far surpassed France in neatness and order, the 

heart of the people was never hers. So it is here. Corea calls 

for a hearing and her case is a pitiful one. In religion, in 

language, in customs, in ideals, she differs wholly from 

Japan. She is a Confucian nation, a scholar at heart, while 

Japan is a fighting Buddhist, with Bushido, or the Warrior as 

her divinity. She has an ingrained love of the old German 

system, and it is just as hateful to live under for Corea as 

for Belgium. 

Will the Continuation Committee of the League of Nations 

not be free to consider just such cases as hers. If nations 

like Turkey, Bulgaria and Mexico are to be free to rule over 

their own kind, how much more Corea, who surely is as far 

superior to these as the Chinese scholar w a s  superior to the 

wild Tartar of the desert. 
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Last Sunday evening (March 9th) , the Director of Home 

Affairs, Mr. Usami, asked for an interview with some of the 

oldest missionaries, and nine of us gathered to meet him. He 

was very courteous and kind and I could see that he deeply 

appreciated the gravity of the situation. After some 

introductory remarks he asked the pointed question, "Seeing 

there are leading pastors arrested in connection with the 

revolt against the Government, how comes it that the 

missionaries knew nothing about it?" The answer was, "the 

Coreans in revolt knew right well that if they took the 

missionaries into their confidence, they would immediately try 

to dissuade them from any such venture, hence the missionaries 

were not allowed the slightest inkling of it." 

He then asked us to tell him plainly wherein we felt 

Japan had failed, and I mentioned two points that seemed to 

stand out against her regime, as being largely responsible for 

the present situation. First, while Japan has done much for 

Corea, made roads, given a secure government, instituted laws, 

opened up ways of commerce, and safeguarded health, mentally 

she had placed the Corean under a reign of terror. He does not 

dare to utter the prompting of his heart lest the spy and the 

gendarmes or the soldier have him away to prison with its 

medieval horrors. I said to Mr. Usami[,l "You will pardon me 

but I am sure I am right in saying that you can never get at 

a Coreanfs real heart; I can, but not you. Why? Because while 

I am sure he does not fear you, he fears that machine that 
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stands back of you and fills his soul with terror. Ten years 

ago many Coreans were with Japan; to-day they are all gone, 

miles away in heart. " 

The second point was, Japan had said again and again that 

she would assimilate the Coreans and make of them Japanese. I 

felt this impossible. Coreans might be subjects of Japan but 

never Japanese. Their civilization, their ideals, their 

religion, their language forbade it. In my own country, 

Canada, French Canadians never became Englishmen and never 

were asked to be. So it would be here. Such is in outline the 

case of Corea as it appears to me. Being a friend of both 

Japan and Corea, I foresee nothing but increasing trouble and 

blood-shed as long as the present system is in vogue. I appeal 

to Your Lordship as one of the kindest friends living of all 

humanity for your wise and sympathetic interest in this 

matter. 

My very esteemed friend the Rt. Rev. Bishop Trollope who 

has kindly consented to see this letter on its way, will be 

able to give you much fuller details and a better estimate of 

the situation than anything I have written. He is the best 

posted authority I know on matters pertaining to this part of 

East Asia. 

With many thanks and grateful appreciation, 

very sincerely yours, 

[signed] James S. Gale 

source: University of Toronto Archives 
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Lord Bryce's Letter to James Gale 

3 Buckingham Gate, S.W. 
24th May 1919. 

My Dear Mr. Gale: 

Thank you very much for your extremely interesting 

letter, which has been handed to me by Bishop Trollope. I have 

just had a long talk with him, in which he has given me fully 

his views of the situation in Korea, and I need hardly say 

that they agree in substance with yours, which you have 

explained with so much clearness. It was a real pleasure to 

hear from you again. We have often recalled the two days we 

spent in that striking city where your lot is cast. Indeed no 

people ever interested me more in some ways than the Koreans, 

and one cannot but admire the loyalty with which they cling to 

their nationality. 

Can nothing be done for them? I gather from Bishop 

Trollope that both you and he think there will be no use any 

active agitation in this country on their behalf, nor can 

anything be done officially, at least at the Paris Conference, 

because they are technically now subject to Japan, and we 

could not inter£ ere with the control Japan exercises except by 

laying ourselves open to have questions brought up which we 

could not admit to be within scope of the Conference, such, 

for instance, as to those of Egypt, South Africa and Ireland, 

although, I need hardly say, our purposes and policy are 

entirely different from those which Japan has been following. 
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Nevertheless, we can watch the question and try to urge our 

Government and the Government of the U.S. to take any steps 

that they can by way of friendly advice tendered to Japan to 

treat Korea with more consideration, and to abstain from those 

harsh measures which, I gather, they have taken. If it could 

be shown that those measures were specially directed against 

Christians, we should, of course, have a strong case for 

representations, but I do not gather from you that there is 

anything that can be called a religious persecution. If 

Christian teachers have been harshly dealt with it would 

appear to be not on any religious ground but because they are 

naturally, by their advanced education, prominent in 

expressions of nationalistic sentiment. 

As respects the Koreans themselves, is it possible for 

them to do anything more than maintain an attitude of 

carefully guarded and prudent passive resistance, abstaining 

from and disregarding any political action of a revolutionary 

kind? That would be hopeless in present circumstances, but 

passive resistance, temperately conducted, does tell in the 

long run. Would not their best course be to devote themselves 

to maintaining national feeling by literature and by adherence 

to their old traditions, so as to keep alive the spirit of the 

people till better days arrive? Stringent as Japanese rule may 

be now we cannot tell that that can be always maintained. 

There are revolutionary forces already faintly visible in 

Japan, which might affect its constitution and government. If 
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it were to become democratic and the prestige of the present 

regime be shaken a new regime might be unwilling or unable to 

maintain harsh and arbitrary government which has been 

followed since the organization of the country. The larger is 

the educated class in Korea the stronger must it become 

ultimately, let the Japanese do what they will. You cannot 

denationalize 12 or 14 millions of people who want to cling to 

their language and preserve their national type. After a while 

the game is not worth the candle. The Prussians did not 

succeed in Germanising Posen, or even re-Germanising Alsace. 

The day of retribution came. So it may come, let us hope in a 

milder form, in Korea, though possibly not in our time. 

There is also a possibility that Japan may be undertaking 

more projects than she can carry through. The Powers have 

allowed her, very wrongly as most of us think, to establish 

herself firmly in Shantung, where she is trying to stick her 

claws deep into Chinese trade and acquire monopolistic 

advantages for herself. America and Britain ought not to 

permit this, and we may have to collide with her if she 

persists. In this age of the world one cannot in the least 

foretell what things may have become in twenty years. We can 

only do what seems the best for the moment, and trust to the 

principles of right and justice ultimately to assert 

themselves. Anything you can tell me from time to time about 

the situation, and any observations you can give me from your 

knowledge on the spot of the designs of Japan generally, will 
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be very welcome. I am sending this through Bishop Trollope as 

he tells me it would not be safe to trust to the post, not 

even if a letter was addressed to the Consulate. You will, no 

doubt, find opportunities from time to time to send a letter 

thr~ugh safely to me. Believe me. 

Very sincerely yours, 

James Bryce, 

[ s igned] 

source: University of Toronto Archives 



APPENDIX VI 

"Japan's Problemn 

Doubtless Japan felt in 1910 when the announcement was 

made, "Korea Annexed, " that she had entered upon a path of 

glory unexampled by anything in her past history. Here were 

80,000 square miles of land hers, with the flag of the Rising 

Sun floating over it; a foothold gained on the mainland, and 

a definite-start [sic] made for the mastery of East Asia. 

Had Korea been an inanimate object, without some, or 

sense, of feeling, it doubtless would have been as Japan 

thought. Her dry biting atmosphere of winter could have been 

overcome; her dull brown hills could have been whipped into 

line, roads and waterways opened up, and a world of wonder 

made of her to blossom like the rose - an agreeable picture to 

the mind of the ordinary Japanese who had just heard that 

Korea was annexed. 

But the Japanese are foolish folk, just as we all are at 

times. They, too, like some of us, think they know it all 

before they try their prentice hand, and, when the day of 

reckoning comes, make a poor showing. 

So it is today. The Japanese are trying to hide it even 

from themselves, but the fact remains that they have made a 

failure in Korea, so that the peninsula is less theirs today 

than it was when annexed. In her efforts of the last three 

months to compel the Koreans to love her, she has driven even 

her friends far away, and now has a problem on her hands that 
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"Where lies the trouble? What is the matteru 

Foreigners go by and they see great material improvement 

in Korea well ordered streets, better buildings, vastly 

improved sanitary conditions, increase of prosperity, and they 

herald the news abroad that [the] Japanese has been a boon 

unexampled. 

This is the superficial view that makes matter more than 

mind, and body greater than soul. It is the view of the man 

who has not yet learned Shakespeare's little line, "There is 

nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so." 

The writer used to imagine that Japan would prove an 

expert at reading the Korean mind, seeing that she was an 

Oriental herself, and was therefore within the charmed circle 

of the East, but he has changed his mind. Japan knows little 

or nothing of what Korea means or matters. The methods she 

adopts, the words she speaks, the announcements she makes 

prove her ignorance. It is not unfair to say that she is 

wholly unaware of the kind of being she has to deal with, and 

so today has resorted to the bayonet and gun-butt to solve her 

problem. 

An old woman with her hand shot off by buck-shot, a 

little-boy of twelve with his skull smashed in, an old man 

smothered with his head in a cess-pool are startling landmarks 

along the way, but they do not solve the problem. 

Japan began with a handicap. For a thousand years and 
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more the Korean has viewed the Japanese as his mortal enemy. 

Three hundred years ago this enemy landed and went through the 

country with fire and sword, confirming the view, till his 

name became the synonym for all that is evil. This name has 

remained ever since the Hideyoshi invasion. Now Japan comes 

over the guise of the beneficent pater familias [sic] to rule. 

Starting with a debt heaped up, it surely behooved her to walk 

circumspectly, with all wisdom and sympathy if she even hoped 

to guide the people of Korea into a companionable relationship 

with herself. 

But she showed her mistaken reading of the problems from 

the very first by her determination to assimilate. She 

actually thought that she could make of the Koreans Japanese; 

wipe their language off the slate; remake their history; bury 

their literature out of sight, and cause them to forget 2000 

years of a civilization quite equal to that of Japan. She 

forgot that Koreans were an older race than herself, and that 

they taught her religion and morals; and were her masters in 

the arts and crafts that make her famous today; that they are 

mentally quite her equal, though a people of entirely 

different ideals, Without a notion of all this she has set to 

heat up and hammer them into freshly made Japanese, and put 

bushido patriotism into their souls as you would put salmon 

into a tin. Never was there a greater misreading of the other 

man, with utter failure in its wake. The Koreans today are 

united in their opposition to the whole Japanese propaganda, 
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and will have nothing to do with it. It is not a question of 

Christians; peers, literati, farmers, labourers are all in it. 

The Japanese thought their civilization would win the 

Korean. They are an organized nation, while the Koreans are 

not; they have won a place in the council of nations, while 

the Korean has won nothing; they are orderly and delicate, 

while the Korean is the reverse, but this again has failed. 

Along with Japanese civilization go some very marked 

defects that the Korean sees full well. For example, their 

planting of the brothel system a l l  over the land, and the 

exploiting of the fallen woman with a million dollars back of 

her, is something new to the Korean, and something that he has 

been quick to see. "We are an immoral race ourselves, I' says 

he, "but never as bad as this, " and those who read and are 

acquainted with Korean history know that he is right. 

If Japan had understood even a little of what her task 

meant and ever hoped to win the Korean she would have barred 

the door against the fallen-woman, the unrighteous judge, the 

official land-grabber and a host of other evils that stalk 

through the land. 

Japan forgets that Korea sees, takes note and thinks. 

When her youth are forbidden every national ambition, but 

instead, are tempted by hand-bill and word of mouth to yield 

body and soul to the insidious snares of the vilest 

organizations, will they not see? The thinking classes cannot 

but say "Don't talk to us of Japan, she is not civilized.I1 
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The Korean like other varieties of human being can lie. 

At times he is a past-master at telling what is not true, and 

yet he knows that lying is degrading and will not allow his 

teachers, his governor, his magistrate to lie without marking 

him an inferior order of man. The Japanese do not seem to know 

this. Here, too, they have misread the Korean mind. They think 

they can say anything they like in their government papers, 

and report what is or what is not with impunity. They forget 

that the Korean reads it with keen eye and common sense and 

says, "Egregious liars, all of them!" 

The fact that Viscount Kid Yon-sic, oldest of the peers, 

head of the Confucian College and ever a friend of Japan in 

the past joined the movement early in March, but has yet found 

no mention in the public press; or that Cache Chong-sukls 

going to prison with all the literati in his train has called 

forth no comment, while the papers talk still as though the 

Christians were the whole movement, only convinces the Korean 

the more that official Japan does not speak the truth. 

The writer could tell of many other things that go to 

prove that the Government has misread the Korean, and now 

expects to set right its bungled handiwork by the gun-butt and 

the bastinados. 

The task still remains. How is Japan going to do it? She 

will never make Japanese of Koreans by force. The writer knows 

the Korean fairly well; once rouse him and he is as hard as 

adamant. He smiles today bare-handed at all the accumulated 
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terrors of Japan. "Do your worst," says he, "shoot and kill. 

The time will come in the ordered providence of God when the 

tables will be turned and I shall be ready for you." Japan is 

making out of Korea a hardened fearless nation, where she will 

have twenty millions of sworn enemies. This is the course that 

she is at present pursuing. 

"Can Japan solve the problem, or is it beyond her?" Most 

thinking people think the latter. The writer feels she might 

solve it if she would. Given a group of Japanese of the Kato 

order, who are fearless to start with, as fearless as the 

Korean; who would read the other man sympathetically and see 

that though he is not equal to Japan in some respect, he is 

superior in others; who would like to treat him as he himself 

would be treated, and we shall make a start at the solution. 

But to shoot point-blank with ball-cartridge into the 

crowd that simply says "Give me liberty, or to pound with 

gun-butt and bludgeon those who smile and say, "Korea 

forever," or to insult girls because they will not be afraid, 

is a matter that will bring the ball-cartridge home to Japan 

some day, and the gun-butt back of her ear in a way to make 

her see stars. 

The brutal story of the Kang Kei boys has already 

appeared in The Advertisers, eleven of them beaten to a pulp 

thirty blows each May 16, 17, 18 ninety in all after which 

they were left uncured for some to die like dogs - of Japanese 

Whatever their crime may have been does Japan think that 
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this method of dealing with Korea's young men will solve the 

problem? We leave her wise men and women to answer? 

James S .  Gale, 1919 [ ? I  

[hand-written document] 

Author's possession 



APPENDIX VII 

The Declaration of Principles of the Corean Itinerant Mission 
founded by Malcolm C. Fenwick in 1894 

In Corea millions of human souls are in pressing need of 

the Gospel, and thus far the vast majority of the people have 

been wholly unreached by any herald of the cross. For all 

these centuries generation after generation has perished 

without the knowledge of Christ. 

The present missionary methods and agencies employed are 

so plainly inadequate to supply this need that, unless some 

new or additional measures are adopted, it is a hopeless task 

to attempt to overtake this appalling destitution. 

Without any interference with the work of other societies 

and missionaries now on the field, there is both an open door 

and ample room f o r  some supplementary effort especially 

directed toward the immediate preaching of the Gospel 

throughout Corea. This is the great object of the Corean 

Itinerant Mission. It is to be interdenominational in 

character, evangelistic in spirit, and aggressive in method, 

not building on any other man's foundation, but pressing into 

the regions beyond and aiming to preach the Gospel to every 

creature. 

God seems in our day to be leading His Church greatly to 

multiply both gifts and workers. In answer to united prayer to 

the Lord of the harvest that He would thrust forth labourers 

into His harvest, hundreds of men and women are being made 
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ready to undertake the work of evangelization where as yet 

Christ is not named. Many of them cannot conform to any fixed 

and uniform educational standard, and will be shut out from 

the mission field if they are required to prepare by the usual 

full course of study. And yet they give evidence that by the 

Holy Spirit's teaching they have been qualified to sow the 

seed of the kingdom. 

Another of the signs of the time is found in the signal 

blessing which God has granted to Gospel witness and work done 

in the name of Jesus, in simple faith, in supreme dependence 

upon the Holy Spirit, and in con£ idence that, in answer to 

believing prayer, all needful support will be furnishea by the 

voluntary offerings of God's people without the necessity of 

direct appeal for money, of [or] incurring debt, or of 

assuming obligation for any fixed amount of salary. 

These simple facts and principles serve to indicate the 

basis upon which the Corean Itinerant Mission is formed and is 

to be carried on. Its doctrinal standards are not those of any 

one body of disciplines exclusively, but rather those great 

fundamental truths embraced alike by the Reformed Church in 

all its branches, and forming the basis of the so-called 

Evangelical Alliance. 

As the prime purpose of this mission is to penetrate into 

the regions beyond, the territory as yet unoccupied for Christ 

is to be recognized as its special field. All conflict and 

collision with existing missionary organizations, or with 
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missionaries now employed, should be carefully avoided, and 

brotherly love should be cherished and active co-operation 

promoted. If only Christ be preached, by whomsoever it be, let 

us rejoice. 

The mission gladly welcomes as its workers those who are 

highly educated. No contempt is cast upon learning and culture 

in seeking to make room for those not so highly qualified. But 

the supreme qualification sought in all candidates, and for 

lack of which no other can compensate, is the evidence that 

they have been truly born again and have been fitted by the 

training of the Holy Spirit to witness to Christ and to win 

souls. Every precaution will be taken, therefore, to insure at 

least a high type of spiritual character in accepted 

candidates; and it is thought best that those who have had no 

previous experience in mission work be fully accepted 

missionaries after two years of trial upon the field. 

Some one missionary will be asked to act as director on 

the field; but in the prosecution of the work important steps 

are to be taken only after conference and united prayer among 

the missionaries have brought them into unanimous accord. Any 

tarrying to wait upon God until His mind is made known will be 

richly repaid by the confident persuasion that He is guiding 

in every new step. Should conflict arise through variance of 

opinion, the council of references at home should be 

consulted. 

Believing that God, rather than man, has led the way in 
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the forming of t h i s  new mission f o r  Corea, w e  commend it t o  

t h e  l o v e ,  sympathy, and prayers  of a l l  those who hold t o  t h e  

i n s p i r e d  Word of Gcld, who believe i n  the one name whereby 

there is salvation, who depend upon t h e  Holy S p i r i t  f o r  a l l  

power in service, and who l ove  Christ s appear ing  and kingdom. 

Director: Malcolm C. Fenwick, Wonsan, Corea, A s i a .  

Honourable S e c r e t a r y  and Treasurer,  Joseph R .  Douglas, 

box 342, Toronto, Canada. 

source :  Missionarv Review of t h e  World, Vol. 7 (June 1894), 

pp. 460-461. 



APPENDIX VIII 

Fenwick's llExplanatory Note'' on Bible Translation 

In making this translation for Corea, the texts used were 

Rotherham, Conybeare and Houston, the Authorized, American 

Standard and Tauchitz in English; Schereskewsky and the 

Revised Wen-li in Chinese; Nestle's, Westcott and Hort and 

Textus Receptus in Greek; Strong's and Lyddon and Scott's 

Lexicons. 

From the standpoint of Corean, help has been sought from 

the modern students of Corean, who from their childhood have 

read the Bible in their mother tongue through their own simple 

and accurate writing, instead of through the Chinese writing, 

as they of the old school did. Hence this translation is in 

the spoken dialect, rather than the stilted and unprecise 

Chinese matrix of the old Corean writing. No scholar of the 

old school in Corea, who studied previous to the time when the 

Corean Ghookmoon came into its own, will approve this 

translation. The bright young Corean student, who says what he 

means in the simplest language, and means what he says, may 

appreciate it, because he is not seeking to approve his 

scholarship by speaking so that no more than one man in his 

county will understand him, but aims at talking so that 

unlettered women and children will easily catch his meaning. 

It is natural, therefore, for moonjas to be practically 

absent from this translation, except those for which there is 
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no vernacular equivalent, as the aim is to be understood and 

not ambiguous. 

The names follow the Chinese, according to the decision 

of the first and only mass-meeting of missionaries convened in 

Corea to learn whether they wished the names in the Corean 

Bible to follow the existing pronunciation of the names of the 

Chinese Bible, or whether a new set of names should be 

transliterated. The unanimous decision of the mass meeting was 

for the Chinese names, as it was considered unnecessary to 

burden the Coreans with two sets of names; and the 

translators, who called the meeting, were so instructed. 

This note is not meant to convey the idea that any of the 

texts consulted, or any Corean assistants, are responsible for 

the renderings in the translation. The desire has rather been 

that the final Arbitrator should be the original Author, so 

far as the translator knows His Voice, is subject to His Will, 

and knows the contents of the Books He inspired. 

The translator blushes with shame that he knows that 

marvellous Voice so little, and has been in so small a measure 

subject to the gentle Love-will of the Spirit of Jesus Christ. 

But weak and insufficient though it has been, it has at least 

been his desire that the Spirit of final Arbitrator of what He 

meant, when he put these words of Life into the mouths of Holy 

men of old, and bore them along as they spake. 

M.C.F .  [Malcolm C. Fenwick], Wonsan, May 14th, 1912. 

source : "Wonsan Version", 1919. Unpaginated. 



APPENDIX IX 

Chronology of James Scarth Gale 

February 19, born in Alma, Ontario, Canada. 

Entered St. Catharinest Collegiate Institute, St. 
Catharines, Ontario. 

Entered University College, University of Toronto. 

From May to September, went to Sorbourne University, 
Paris, France for language training. 

April 12, appointed as University of Toronto YMCA 
representative foreign missionary to Korea. 

Graduated from University College, University of 
Toronto. 

October 25, left Toronto for Vancouver. 

November 13, set sail for Korea. 

December 12, arrived in Pusan, Korea. 

December 15, arrived in Chemulpo, present Inchon. 

Left for Haeju, Hwanghe Province, early in March, 
present North Korea, and arrived Haeju on March 17. 

Stayed in Songchh village, ChangyGn District, 
Hwanghe Province, present North Korea, from March to 
June. 

Left for Pusan (date is not known), accompanying Lee 
Chang-jik, arrived in Pusan in August and stayed 
there until May 1890. 

Co-compiler with Horace Underwood of A Concise 
Dictionary of the Korean Lansuase. 

Left for Mukden, Manchuria on February 27 with Samuel 
Moffett to see John Ross and returned to Seoul in 
June. 

August 31, joined American Presbyterian Mission 
Board, North; henceforth, he discontinued his 
association with University of Toronto YMCA. 

April 7, married Harriet E. Gibson Heron, widow of 



John W. Heron, M. D. , of American Presbyterian 
Mission, North. Dr. Heron had died on June 26, 1890. 

June, moved to Whsan, Hamkybng Province, presently 
North Korea, opened mission work there under the 
auspice of American Presbyterian Mission, North. 

Translated the "Actsw of the New Testament. 

Member of the "Board of Official Translatorsv of the 
Bible until 1923. 

Published Korean Grammatical Forms. 

Translated John Bunyan's Pilsrim's Proqress and 
published it as ChXlov6kibnq. First translation of 
Western literature into Korean in history. 

Translated "Gospel of Johnu, New Testament. 

Translated "Korean History" from Tonssuk Tonssam and 
published it serially from the September issue of the 
Korean Re~ositorv until 1896. 

December, went to Yokohama, Japan to arrange 
publication of his Korean-Enslish Dictionarv. Gale 
stayed there until March. 

Began to write "Korean Historyt1 series in Korean 
Repositow. 

May 13, ordained as a Presbyterian minister at New 
Albany Presbytery, Indiana, U.S.A. 

Published Korean-Enslish Dictionary. 

April, returned to Wonsan from furlough. 

Published Korean Sketches. 

Returned to Seoul late in the year. 

Became correspondent for North China Dailv News of 
Shanghai, China. 

Installed as the first minister of the Yondong 
Presbyterian Church in downtown Seoul. 

Founded and became Principal of the Jesus Church 
Middle School, predecessor of the present Kydngsin 
Middle and High School, as well as Yondong Girls1 
School, presently ~hdngsin Girls School. Both are in 



downtown Seoul. 

Became a Professor, Pty6ngyang Theological Seminary. 

One of the founding members of t h e  Hans6ng Young 
Men's Christian Association, presently Korean YMCA 
and was elected as its first President. 

Organized t h e  Association of Korean Education with 
the members of the Ydndong Church. 

May 31, received degree of Doctor of Divinity, 
honoris causa from Howard University, Washington, 
D.C. 

Editor for Kurisdo Sinmun (Christian News) . 

Editor for Yesukvo Sinbo (Christian Herald). 

Harriet Gale died on March 29, at the age 48. 

Published Korea in Transition. 

Gale married Ada Louisa Sale on April 7. She was born 
in Cheshire, England in 1871, and educated in England 
and Japan. Her father, George Sale, was a business- 
man in Japan. 

Became President of the Royal Asiatic Society, Korea 
Branch. 

Published Korean-Enslish Dictionary (The Chinese 
Characters) . 

Organized the Association of Korean Music Society. 

Editor, Korea Macrazine (in English) . 
Translated and published The Cloud Dream of the Nine 
into English. 

Published his own private translation of New and Old 
Testaments. 

May,  resigned as pastor of Yendong Church. 

June 22, left Korea, a year before his official 
retirement. 

August 31, officially retired from mission work. 

January 31, died at t h e  age of 74 in Bath, England. 



January 25, Ada died af ter  16 years after her 
husband, at the age of 82 in B a t h ,  England. 



APPENDIX X 

Genealogy of James Scarth Gale 

Robert Esson (m) Jane Reid 

Jean Esson (m) John Gale 

I (1767-1819) 

John Gale (m) Miami Bradt 
(1819-1909) (1829-1909) 

I 
1 

t I I I 

Struthers 

Alex Sophia Hugh John 

(1850-1910) (1851-1929) (1856-1933) (1858-1938) 
(m) (m) (m) (m> 

Margaret William Mary Dorothy 
Anderson Cleghorn McDowell 

James Scarth 
(1863-1937) 

Robert 

(1865-1940) 
(m> 

Mary 

(m. #1) Harriet Heron 
(1861-1908) 

(m. #2) Ada Sale 
(1871-1953) 

I I 
sagah H e r o n  ~ e s s i e  H e r o n  G e o r g e  Vivian 

1 
Ada 

(m. #I) (m. #I> (m* # 2 >  (m.#2) (m.#2) 



APPENDIX XI 

Chronology of Malcolm C. Fenwick 

born in Markham, Ontario. 

went to Manitoba for about three years in search of 
a job. 

returned to Toronto and lived with his mother, 
Barbara at the east end of the city. 

1886-1889 worked for 
Toronto. 

December 8, 
sent by the 

1890 Spring, went 

a wholesale hardware store in downtown 

arrived at Chemulpo (presently Inchbn), 
Corean Union Mission in Toronto. 

to ~ongch&~, Hwanghe Province, about 200 
miles from Seoul. 

1893-1896 returned to Canada and remained mostly in the U.S. 

1893 translated the G o s ~ e l  of John into Korean. 

1894 disassociated from the Corean Union Mission and 
organized a mission known as the "Corean Itinerant 
Missionu. 

ordained by Adoniram J. Gordon, Minister of the 
Clarendon Baptist Church, Boston. 

returned to Whsan, Korea. 

Kongj u , Chungchhg Province (where the 
Baptist missionaries were working) was trans£ erred 
under Fenwick s care. 

married Fanny Hinds, a missionary under 
American Methodist Mission Board, South. 

organized 
Christ in 
under his 

the "Taehan 
Corea) with 
"territory" 

Kidokkyohoen (Church of 
3 1 different worshiping places 
and he became a "bishopM. 

1919 published his translation of the New Testament, known 
as "~6nsan Versionu. 

January 20, Fanny Fenwick passed away. 

December 6, Fenwick passed away, at the age of 68. 



APPENDIX XI1 

Genealogy of M a l c o l m  C. Fenwick 

Archibald Hugh Fenwick (1813-Aug. 4, 1868) 

Barbara Ann Latham (1823-June 1, 1901) 

Aurelia Margaret 
Eckardt Coulson 
(1849- ( ? - ? )  
1933) 

Fanny 
Hinds 
( ? -  
1933) 



APPENDIX XI11 

Chronology of Robert Hardie 

born in Ontario, Canada, on June 11. 

married Margaret M. Kelly on December 27. 

appointed representative foreign missionary of the 
Medical Students1 YMCA, University of Toronto. 

1890 May, graduated from Medical School with an M.B. 

1890 arrived in Seoul on September 30. 

1890 worked for Royal Hospital in Seoul from October, 1890 
to early April 1891. 

1891 left Seoul for Pusan on April 11, arrived in Pusan on 
April 14. 

1892 went to Nagasaki, Japan, early in 1892 for health 
reasons. 

returned to Pusan f rorn Nagasaki sometime in the Fall. 

arrived in W6nsan (presently in North Korea) on 
November 19. 

March 15, the amalgamation of University of Toronto 
YMCA and Medical Students YMCA. Formed the Canadian 
College Mission (CCM) . Hereafter, Hardie represented 
CCM . 
Hardie built his residence in wbnsan. 

Hardie returned to Canada in July for his first 
furlough . 

Hardie arrived back in W6nsan on October 28, having 
left his family in Canada. 

Hardie transfered to the American Southern Methodist 
Mission. Hereafter, the relationship between 
University of Toronto YMCA and Korea mission work 
ceased. 

Hardie was assigned to Songdo, Hwanghae Province 
(presently in North Korea) and stayed there until 
August 1899. 



re-assigned to Seoul, where he remained until early 
1900. 

September 28, appointed as a member of the Executive 
Board of the Bible Society. 

November 11, ordained as a Deacon in the American 
Southern Methodist Church by Bishop Alpheus Wilson. 

travelled to Kangw6n Province, in the northeast 
section of Korea, where he laid the foundation for 
mission work there. 

1903 August, attend Bible Conference in Wbnsan. 

1904 arrived in America for furlough. 

1905 returned to W6nsan in December, 

founded the Sinhakdanq (Hall of Theology). This was a 
mobile Bible Institution. Hardie visited different 
cities for a few months at a time and provided 
theological instruction. This became the Union 
Theological Seminary, Methodist, in Seoul in 1913. 

1907 The Great Revival Movement in P1y6ngyang. 

1906 returned to W6nsan and stayed there until 1909. 

1909 transferred to Seoul. 
taught Bible classes in the Pierson Memorial Bible 
School and the Methodist Biblical Institute. 

1913-1922 President, Union Theological Seminary in Seoul. 

1916 editor, Sinhak Saekae (~heological World), 

1921-1927 President, Christian Literature Society in Seoul 

1924 President, Kidok Sinbo (Christian Messenger). 

1935 retired after 45 years in Korea. 

1945 Mrs. Hardie died. 

1949 Robert Hardie died on June 30, at the age of 84. 



APPENDIX X I V  

Genealogy of Hardie 

James Hardie (1825-1875) 

(m) 

Abigail (1838-1875) 
I 

I 
Robert Eva M. Thomas W. H e r b e r t  J. E l g i n  S.  William J. 
(1865-1949) (1868-1888) 

Margaret Kelly 
(?-I9451 

Eva 

Clarence 
Wilson 

Annie ~lizabeth Joy Gertrude Grace Robert 
(1890-?) (died at (?-1907?) 

4 years 
(m) (1918) old) (m) (m) 

Earnest 
Fisher Clifford H . Warner 

Barnum I 

B r u c e  Dorothy R o b e r t  



Appendix XV 

Genealogy of William James Hall 

George Hall (m) Margaret B o l t o n  
(1826-? ) (1835-?) 

I 

W i l l i a m  J a m e s  A l i c e  J o b  Lillie C l i f f o r d  
(1864-1894) (1862-?) (1866-?) (1874-?) (1880-?) 

Rosetta S h e r w o o d  
(1865-1951) 

I 
S h e r w o o d  
(1893-1991) 

M a r i a n  Bottomley 
(1896-1991) 

I 

E d i t h  M a r g a r e t  
(1895-1898) 

William 
(1927-) 

Joseph P h y l l i s  
(1932-1 (1934-1 



APPENDIX XVI 

Chronology of the Halls 

legends : WJH (William James Hall) , RSH (Rosetta Sherwood Hall, 
wife of W J H )  , SH (Sherwood Hall, son of WJH and RSH) , MB 
(Marian Bottomley, wife of SH) 

Jan. 16, WJH was born in Glen Buell, Ontario, Canada. 

Sept . 19, RSH was born in Liberty, New York, USA. 
WJH entered Medical College, Queen's University, 
Kingston, Ontario. 

WJH initiated the organizing of a medical YMCA at 
Queen s - 

RSH entered Women s Medical College of Pennsylvania in 
Phildelphia. 

Summer of, W J H  attended Dwight L. Moody Summer School 
at Northfield, Massachusetts. WJH met George D. 
Dowknott, Director of the International Medical 
Society of New York, who encouraged WJH to move to New 
York . WJH entered Bellevue Hospital Medical College in 
New York that fall. 

WJH graduated from Bellevue Hospital Medical College 
and was appointed Medical Superindendent at the 
Madison Street Medical Mission under the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, U.S.A. 

RSH graduated from Women's Medical Collge of 
Pennsylvania and was assigned Madison Street Medical 
Mission, where WJH was working. 

WJH and RSH were engaged and RSH was appointed as 
medical missionary to Korea by Woman's Foreign 
Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
U.S.A. 

Oct 13, RSH arrived at Pusan, Korea. 

Sept . 19, American Methodist Episcopal Church assigned 
WJH to Korea. 
Dec. 15, WJH arrived at Pusan, Korea. 

March 2, W J H  left Seoul for the northern part of 
Korea. 



March 14, WJH arrived at Py6ngyang. 
March 28, WJH arrived at Uiju, a border county between 
Manchuria and Korea. 
August, W J H  was appointed to P1yijngyang missionary by 
the field mission board and visited P1ydngyang for a 
month. 

1893 Feb. 29, WJH returned to Seoul from P1y6ngyang. 
Nov. 10, Sherwood Hall was born in Seoul. 

1894 Mid-March, W J H  came to P1y6ngyang with Kim Chang-sik 
and No ~ybng-sen, and bought a house. 

April WJH started a school (present-day Kwangs6ng 
School in Seoul) , hospital work and evangelism. During 
this period, a Korean, Kim Chang-sik, helped WJH with 
evangelical work and No By6ng-sbn helped with school 
work as WJH1s language teacher, 

May 4, the Hall family, including Sherwoodls nurse- 
maid, Sylvia and Yusan and Esther Pak, came to 

June 6, the Halls left P ydngyang for Seoul because of 
the disturbance of the natives. 

Oct . 1, W J H  went back to P1y6ngyang and contracted a 
disease. 

Nov. 19, W J H  returned to Seoul. 

Nov. 21, W- died of typhus. 

While WJH was in P1y6ngyang, he baptized two Koreans: 
Cho Jun-young and Ju Ky6m-jo. The date is not known. 

1894 Dec., RSH returned to America bringing SH and a Korean 
couple, Esther and Yusan Pak, 

1895 Jan. 18, Edith Margaret was born at Glen Buell. 

1896 June 21, MB was born in Epworth, England. 

Oct . 1, Esther Pak entered Woment s Medical College in 
Baltimore. 

1897 Feb. 2, Hall Memorial Hospital in P1y6ngyang was 
opened. 
Nov. 10, RSH returned to Korea, 

1898. May 1, Halls family arrived in ~lybngyang. 



May 23, Edith Margaret died in Pty6ngyang. 

Yusan Pak contracted tuberculosis and died in the 
States. 

Esther Pak returned to Korea with an M.D- 

Esther Pak died of tuberculosis. 

SH entered Mount Hermon school in Mount Hermon, 
Massachusetts. 

Bottomley emmigrated to Canada and settled in Athens, 
Ontario, the hometwon of W I J H .  

SH entered Mount Union College in Alliance, Ohio and 
graduated in 1919. 

MB starts teaching at Rootstown School in Ohio. 

April, SH and ME engaged. 

SH entered Medical College, University of Toronto. 

MB entered Women's Medical Collge of Pennsylvania in 
Philadelphia. 

June 21, SH and MB married. 

SH graduated from Medical Collge, University of 
Toronto. 
June 24, MB received an M.D. from the Women's Medical 
College of Pennsylvania. 

August 15, SH and ME3 came to Korea as medical 
missionary sent by the American Methodist Episcopal 
Church. 

Feb. 18, James Hall (son of SH and MB) was born in 
Korea. 

Oct. 27, SH founded the School of Hygiene for the 
Tuberculosis and Tuberculosis Sanatorium in Haeju, 
Korea. 

Oct. 8, Joseph, son of SH and MB, was born at Haeju, 
Korea. 
Dec. 3, Christmas Seal 

Oct . 20, RSH left Korea for America after her 
retirement. 



1934 Sept. 12, Phyllis, daughter of SH and MB, was born at 
Hae j u, Korea. 

1940 Dec. 9, SH and his family went to A j m e r ,  northwest, 
India. He built Madar Union Sanatorium and issued 
Christmas Seal for the first time in India. 

SH and MB left India and retired in Vancouver, British 
Columbia, Canada. 

1991 April 4, SH died in Vancouver at the age of 98. 

1991 Sept. 19, ME died in Vancouver at the age of 95. 



APPENDIX XVII 

Genealogy of Oliver R. Avison 

Simeon Avison (m) Elizabeth Bray 
(1833 -1919) 1 (1831-1901) 

Hannah 
(1857-1943) 

(m) 
William 
Storey 

I 
Arthur 
(1886-1889) 

Lawrence 
(1887-1961) 

(m) 

Marie Mace 

01 iver 01 iver R . ~vel'ina Theodore 
(1859 (1860-1956) (1862-1877) (1865-?) 
1859) (m) 

Jane Barnes 
(1862-1936) 

Lera 
(1889-?) 

Clarence 
Larson 

Douglas 
(1893-1952) 

Kathleen 
R a w s o n  

Oliver 
(1898-?) 

Gladys 
Graves 

Gordon William Edward 
(1891-1967) (1897-1957) (1905-1985) 

Frances 
Goheen 

Evelyn Alberta 
Winslow Jeannette 

Ruse 

* Avison's twin daughters were born in July 3, 1895 in Seoul, 
Korea. Died July 4, 1895 and are buried in the Yanghwaj in 
Foreign Cemetery in Seoul, Korea. 



APPENDIX XVIII 

Chronology of Oliver R .  Avison 

June 30, born in Huddersfield, Yorkshire, England. 

February, Avisons emigrated to Canada, settling in 
Brantford, Ontario. 

Avisons moved to Almonte, Ontario, near the town of 
Smith's Falls, Ontario. 

graduated from Normal School in Ottawa (similar to 
U S .  Teachers1 College). Earned a Third Class 
Teacher's Certificate and taught at Hutton's School 
House, a public school in Kitley, near Smith's 
Falls, Ontario. 

served apprenticeship in pharmacy at Smith's Falls 
for three years. 

entered Ontario College of Pharmacy (OCP) , the 
precedent of the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of 
Toronto. 

graduated from OCP and taught microscopic mater ia  
medica and botany, 1884-1892 at OCP. 

July 28, married Margaret Jane Barnes of Smith's 
Falls. 

September, entered the Toronto School of Medicine, 
later known as Faculty of Medicine, University of 
Toronto. 

1887 June, graduated from medical school with an M.B., 
later obtained M.D. and C.M. 

1887-1893 taught pharmacology and therapeutic at Faculty of 
Medicine, University of Toronto. 

1887-1893 practiced medicine in downtown Toronto. 

1893 June 18 or July 16, arrived in Pusan and departed for 
Seoul in late August. 

appointment as a medical missionary under Board of 
Foreign Mission of the Presbyterian Church of 
America. 

1893-1908 physician to Emperor Kojong. 



1895-1933 appointed by the British Government as physician 
to the British Legation. 

began to teach medicine to Korean youth. 

March, came to Canada for furlough and stayed about 
two years in Canada and U. S . 

Henry B. Gordon, a Toronto architect drew plans for 
a hospital. 

Spring, Avison attended Ecumenical Conference on 
Foreign Mission in New York. 

met Louis H. Severance of Cleveland, Ohio. 
Severance promised a contribution towards the 
construction of the hospital, 

November 16, official opening of the Severance 
Hospital in Seoul. 

1906 began the Nursing School at Severance Hospital. 

1908 June 8, graduation ceremony of the first seven Korean 
physicians under Avisonls teaching. 

1916-1934 Avison became Principal of Choson Christian 
College, the precedent of present Ydnsei University. 

1924 granted M .  D . , hcnoris causa, from the University of 
Toronto. 

1925 granted LL.D., honoris causa, from the College of 
Wooster, Ohio. 

1935 December 6, left Korea for the U. S., retired in 
Florida. 

1936 September 15, Margaret Jane Avison passed away. 

1956 August 28, Avison died at the age of 9 6 .  



APPENDIX XIX 

Chronology of McKenzie 

July 15, born in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, Canada. 

graduated from Dalhousie with a B.A. 
from May to October 1889: student missionary to 
Labrador 

graduated from Presbyterian College with B.D. 
Minister at St. Andrew's, Stewiacke, Nova Scotia 
until early 1893. 

October 26, left Halifax for Vancouver. 
November 10, arrived in Vancouver. 
November 13, left Vancouver for Korea. 
November 27, arrived in Yokohama, Japan, 
December 12, arrived in Pusan, Korea. 
December 15, arrived in Chemulpo, presently Inchon. 
December 18, arrived in Seoul. 

January 10, left for P1y6ngyang, ~'y6ngan Province 
(presently North Korea) . 
January 16, arrived in P1y6ngyang. 
January 25, left p1y6ngyang for ~ongch6n, Hwanghe 
Province. 
January 27, arrived in Hwangju, Hwanghe Province. 
January 29, arrived in Sinchh, Hwanghe Province. 
February 3, arrived in Songch6n. 
April 23, left for Seoul (first trip to Seoul) . 
April 30, arrived in Seoul. 
M H ~  10, left for P1y6ngyang with Samuel Moffett. 
as a "rescue teamU upon receiving William James 
Hall was in trouble with natives. 
June 3, returned to Chemulpo from P1y6ngyang. 
October 10, returned to Songch6n. 
December 12, raised St. ~eor~els flag. 

early February, began subscription for church- 
building. 
February 26, began "McKenzie School. 
May 1, left for Seoul (this was his second trip to 
Seoul) . 
May 6, arrived in Seoul. 
May 26, returned to ~ongch6n. 
Sometime in early June, contracted typhus and later 
committed suicide on June 23. He was 34 years old. 
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